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The Writings of Carl Schurz

TO CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, JR.

NEW YORK, Jan. i, 1899.

I send you herewith an advance copy of my speech to

be delivered on January 4th, at Chicago, in the lion s den.

You will think it very long and so it is but not as long as

my sound money speech in 1896 was, which had an ex

ceptionally great run. This speech is to serve the same

purpose, namely to be a sort of vade-mecum for speakers
or writers on our side of the question who will find in it

answers, or at least suggestions for answers, to every

argument brought forward on the other side.

To answer this purpose the speech needs the widest

possible circulation, not only in pamphlet form, but in

newspapers, and not only by way of synopsis or extract,

but in full.

THE ISSUE OF IMPERIALISM 1

By inviting me to address its faculty, its students and
its friends upon so distinguished an occasion, the Univer

sity of Chicago has done me an honor for which I am
1 Convocation address delivered before the University of Chicago,

Jan. 4, 1899.

VOL. VI. I I
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profoundly grateful. I can prove that gratitude in no

better way than by uttering with entire frankness my
honest convictions on the great subject you have given
me to discuss a subject fraught with more momentous

consequence than any ever submitted to the judgment
of the American people since the foundation of our

Constitutional Government.

It is proposed to embark this Republic in a course of

imperialistic policy by permanently annexing to it certain

islands taken, or partly taken, from Spain in the late war.

The matter is near its decision, but not yet decided. The

peace treaty made at Paris is not yet ratified by the

Senate; but even if it were, the question whether those

islands, although ceded by Spain, shall be permanently

incorporated in the territory of the United States would

still be open for final determination by Congress. As an

open question, therefore, I shall discuss it.

If ever, it behooves the American people to think and

act with calm deliberation, for the character and future of

the Republic and the welfare of its people now living and

yet to be born are in unprecedented jeopardy. To form

a candid judgment of what this Republic has been, what

it may become and what it ought to be, let us first recall

to our minds its condition before the recent Spanish war.

Our Government was, in the words of Abraham Lin

coln, the greatest American of his time and the most

genuine type of true Americanism, &quot;the Government of

the people, by the people and for the people.&quot; It was

the noblest ambition of all true Americans to carry this

democratic government to the highest degree of perfection

in justice, in probity, in assured peace, in the security of

human rights, in progressive civilization; to solve the

problem of popular self-government on the grandest scale,

and thus to make this Republic the example and guiding-

star of mankind.
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We had invited the oppressed of all nations to find

shelter here, and to enjoy with us the blessings of free

institutions. They came by the millions. Some were

not as welcome as others, but, under the assimilating

force of American life in our temperate climate, which

stimulates the working energies, nurses the spirit of

orderly freedom and thus favors the growth of democra

cies, they became good Americans, most in the first gener

ation, all in the following generations. And so with all

the blood-crossings caused by the motley immigration, we
became a substantially homogeneous people, united by
common political beliefs and ideals, by common interests,

laws and aspirations in one word, a nation. Indeed,

we were not without our difficulties and embarrassments,
but only one of them, the race antagonism between the

negroes and the whites, especially where the negroes live

in mass, presents a problem which so far has baffled all

efforts at practical solution in harmony with the spirit

of our free institutions, and thus threatens complications
of a grave character.

We gloried in the marvelous growth of our population,

wealth, power and civilization, and in the incalculable

richness of the resources of our country capable of har

boring three times our present population, and of im

measurable further material development. Our commerce
with the world abroad, although we had no colonies, and

but a small navy, spread with unprecedented rapidity,

capturing one foreign market after another, not only for

the products of our farms, but also for many of those of

our manufacturing industries, with prospects of indefinite

extension.

Peace reigned within our borders, and there was not the

faintest shadow of a danger of foreign attack. Our voice,

whenever we chose to speak in the councils of nations,

was listened to with respect, even the mightiest sea Power
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on occasion yielding to us a deference far beyond its

habit in its intercourse with others. We were considered

ultimately invincible, if not invulnerable, in our continen

tal stronghold. It was our boast, not that we possessed

great and costly armies and navies, but that we did not

need any. This exceptional blessing was our pride as it

was the envy of the world. We looked down with pitying

sympathy on other nations which submissively groaned
under the burden of constantly increasing armaments,
and we praised our good fortune for having saved us from

so wretched a fate.

Such was our condition, such our beliefs and ideals, such

our ambition and our pride, but a short year ago. Had the

famous peace message of the Czar of Russia, with its

protest against growing militarism and its plea for dis

armament, reached us then, it would have been hailed

with enthusiasm by every American as a triumph of our

example. We might have claimed only that to our Re

public, and not to the Russian monarch, belonged the

place of leadership in so great an onward step in the

progress of civilization.

Then came the Spanish war. A few vigorous blows

laid the feeble enemy helpless at our feet. The whole

scene seemed to have suddenly changed. According to

the solemn proclamation of our Government, the war had

been undertaken solely for the liberation of Cuba, as a

war of humanity and not of conquest. But our easy
victories had put conquest within our reach, and when
our arms occupied foreign territory, a loud demand arose,

that, pledge or no pledge to the contrary, the conquests

should be kept, even the Philippines on the other side of

the globe, and that as to Cuba herself, independence
would be only a provisional formality. Why not? was

the cry. Has not the career of the Republic almost from

its very beginning been one of territorial expansion? Has
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it not acquired Louisiana, Florida, Texas, the vast coun

tries that came to us through the Mexican war and Alaska,

and has it not digested them well? Were not those ac

quisitions much larger than those now in contemplation?
If the Republic could digest the old, why not the new?
What is the difference?

Only look with an unclouded eye, and you will soon

discover differences enough warning you to beware.

There are five of decisive importance.

(i.) All the former acquisitions were on this continent

and, excepting Alaska, contiguous to our borders.

(2.) They were situated, not in the tropical, but in the

temperate zone, where democratic institutions thrive,

and where our people could migrate in mass.

(3.) They were but very thinly peopled in fact, with

out any population that would have been in the way of

new settlements.

(4.) They could be organized as territories in the

usual manner, with the expectation that they would

presently come into the Union as self-governing States

with populations substantially homogeneous to our own.

(5.) They did not require a material increase of our

Army and Navy, either for their subjection to our rule

or for their defense against any probable foreign attack

provoked by their being in our possession.

Acquisitions of that nature we might, since the slavery

trouble has been allayed, make indefinitely without in

any dangerous degree imperiling our great experiment of

democratic institutions on the grandest scale; without

putting the peace of the Republic in jeopardy, and with

out depriving us of the inestimable privilege of compara

tively unarmed security on a compact continent which

may, indeed, by an enterprising enemy, be scratched on

its edges, but is, with a people like ours, virtually im

pregnable. Even of our far-away Alaska it can be said
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that, although at present a possession of doubtful value,

it is at least mainly on this continent, and may at some

future time, when the inhabitants of the British posses

sions happily wish to unite with us, be within our unin

terrupted boundaries.

Compare now with our old acquisitions as to all these

important points those at present in view.

They are not continental, not contiguous to our present

domain, but beyond seas, the Philippines many thousand

miles distant from our coast. They are all situated in the

tropics, where people of the Northern races, such as Anglo-

Saxons, or generally speaking, people of Germanic blood,

have never migrated in mass to stay; and they are more

or less densely populated, parts of them as densely as

Massachusetts their populations consisting almost ex

clusively of races to whom the tropical climate is congenial

Spanish Creoles mixed with negroes in the West Indies,

and Malays, Tagals, Filipinos, Chinese, Japanese, Negri
tos and various more or less barbarous tribes in the

Philippines.

When the question is asked whether we may hope to

adapt those countries and populations to our system of

government, the advocates of annexation answer cheerily,

that when they belong to us, we shall soon
&quot;

Americanize
&quot;

them. This may mean that Americans in sufficiently

large numbers will migrate there to determine the char

acter of those populations so as to assimilate them to

our own.

This is a delusion of the first magnitude. We shall,

indeed, be able, if we go honestly about it, to accomplish

several salutary things in those countries. But one thing

we cannot do. We cannot strip the tropical climate of

those qualities which have at all times deterred men of

the Northern races, to which we belong, from migrating

to those countries in mass, to make their homes there,
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as they have migrated and are still migrating to countries

in the temperate zone. This is not a mere theory, but a

fact of universal experience.

It is true, you will find in the towns of tropical regions

a sprinkling of persons of Anglo-Saxon or of other North
ern origin merchants, railroad builders, speculators,

professional men and mechanics; also here and there an

agriculturist. But their number is small, and most of

them expect to go home again as soon as their money-

making purpose is more or less accomplished.
Thus we observe now that business men with plenty of

means are casting their eyes upon our &quot;new possessions&quot;

to establish mercantile-houses there, or manufactories to

be worked with native labor, and moneyed syndicates
and &quot;improvement companies&quot; to exploit the resources

of those countries, and speculators and promoters to take

advantage of what may turn up the franchise grabber, as

reported, is already there many having perfectly legiti

mate ends in view, others ends not so legitimate and all

expecting to be more or less favored by the power of our

Government; in short, the capitalist is thinking of going

there, or sending his agents, his enterprises in most cases

to be directed from these more congenial shores. But

you will find that laboring men of the Northern races, as

they have never done so before, so they will not now go
there in mass to do the work of the country, agricultural

or industrial, and to found there permanent homes; and

this not merely because the rate of wages in such coun

tries is, owing to native competition, usually low, but

because they cannot thrive there under the climatic

conditions.

But it is the working-masses, those laboring in agricul

ture and the industries, that everywhere form the bulk

of the population; and these are the true constituency of

democratic government. And as the Northern races
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cannot do the work of the tropical zone, they cannot

furnish such a constituency. It is an incontestable and

very significant fact that the British, the best colonizers

in history, have, indeed, established in tropical regions

governments, and rather absolute ones, but they have

never succeeded in establishing there democratic common
wealths of the Anglo-Saxon type, like those in America

or Australia.

The scheme of Americanizing our &quot;new possessions&quot; in

that sense is therefore absolutely hopeless. The immu
table forces of nature are against it. Whatever we may
do for their improvement, the people of the Spanish
Antilles will remain in overwhelming numerical pre
dominance Spanish Creoles and negroes, and the people
of the Philippines, Filipinos, Malays, Tagals and so on-
some of them quite clever in their way, but the vast

majority utterly alien to us, not only in origin and lan

guage, but in habits, traditions, ways of thinking, prin

ciples, ambitions in short, in most things that are of the

greatest importance in human intercourse and especially

in political cooperation. And under the influences of

their tropical climate they would prove incapable of

becoming assimilated to the Anglo-Saxon. They would,

therefore, remain in the population of this Republic a

hopelessly heterogeneous element in some respects much
more hopeless than the colored people now living among
us.

What, then, shall we do with such populations? Shall

we, according, not indeed to the letter, but to the evident

spirit of our Constitution, organize those countries as

territories with a view to their eventual admission as

States? If they become States on an equal footing with

the other States they will not only be permitted to govern
themselves as to their home concerns, but they will take

part in governing the whole Republic, in governing us,
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by sending Senators and Representatives into our Con

gress to help make our laws, and by voting for President

and Vice-President to give our National Government its

Executive. The prospect of the consequences which

would follow the admission of the Spanish Creoles and the

negroes of West India islands and of the Malays and

Tagals of the Philippines to participation in the conduct

of our Government is so alarming that you may well

pause before taking the step.

But this may be avoided, it is said, by governing the

new possessions as mere dependencies, or subject prov
inces. I will waive the Constitutional question and merely

point out that this would be a most serious departure
from the rule that governed our former acquisitions, which

are so frequently quoted as precedents. It is useless to

speak of the District of Columbia and Alaska as proof
that we have done such things before and can do them

again. Every candid mind will at once admit the vast

difference between those cases and the permanent es

tablishment of substantially arbitrary government over

large territories with ten millions of inhabitants, and

with a prospect of there being many more of the same

kind, if we once launch out on a career of conquest. The

question is not merely whether we can do such things,

but whether, having the public good at heart, we should

do them.

If we do adopt such a system, then we shall, for the

first time since the abolition of slavery, again have two

kinds of Americans : Americans of the first class, who en

joy the privilege of taking part in the Government in

accordance with our old Constitutional principles, and

Americans of the second class, who are to be ruled in a

substantially arbitrary fashion by the Americans of the

first class, through Congressional legislation and the ac

tion of the National Executive not to speak of individual
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&quot;masters&quot; arrogating to themselves powers beyond the

law.

This will be a difference no better nay, rather some
what worse than that which a century and a quarter

ago still existed between Englishmen of the first and

Englishmen of the second class, the first represented by
King George and the British Parliament, and the second

by the American colonists. This difference called forth

that great paean of human liberty, the American Declara

tion of Independence a document which, I regret to

say, seems, owing to the intoxication of conquest, to have

lost much of its charm among some of our fellow-citizens.

Its fundamental principle was that &quot;governments derive

their just powers from the consent of the governed.&quot;

We are now told that we have never fully lived up to that

principle, and that, therefore, in our new policy we may
cast it aside altogether. But I say to you that, if we are

true believers in democratic government, it is our duty to

move in the direction towards the full realization of that

principle and not in the direction away from it. If you
tell me that we cannot govern the people of those new

possessions in accordance with that principle, then I

answer that this is a reason why this democracy should

not attempt to govern them at all.

If we do, we shall transform the government of the

people, for the people and by the people, for which

Abraham Lincoln lived, into a government of one part of

the people, the strong, over another part, the weak.

Such an abandonment of a fundamental principle as a

permanent policy may at first seem to bear only upon
more or less distant dependencies, but it can hardly fail

in its ultimate effects to disturb the rule of the same

principle in the conduct of democratic government at

home. And I warn the American people that a democracy
cannot so deny its faith as to the vital conditions of its
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being it cannot long play the King over subject popula
tions without creating in itself ways of thinking and habits

of action most dangerous to its own vitality most dan

gerous especially to those classes of society which are

the least powerful in the assertion, and the most helpless

in the defense of their rights. Let the poor and the men
who earn their bread by the labor of their hands pause and

consider well before they give their assent to a policy so

deliberately forgetful of the equality of rights.

I do not mean to say, however, that all of our new

acquisitions would be ruled as subject provinces. Some
of them, the Philippines, would probably remain such, but

some others would doubtless become States. In Porto

Rico, for instance, politicians of lively ambition are already

clamoring for the speedy organization of that island as a

regular territory, soon to be admitted as a State of the

Union. You may say that they will have long to wait.

Be not so sure of that. Consult your own experience.

Has not more than one territory, hardly fitted for state

hood, been precipitated into the Union as a State when the

majority party in Congress thought that, by doing so, its

party strength could be augmented in the Senate and in

the House and in the Electoral College? Have our parties

become so unselfishly virtuous that this may not happen
again? So we may see Porto Rico admitted before we
have had time to rub our eyes.

You may say that little Porto Rico would not matter

much. But can any clear-thinking man believe that,

when we are once fairly started in the course of indiscrimi

nate expansion we shall stop there? Will not the same
reasons which induced us to take Porto Rico also be used

to show that the two islands of San Domingo with Hayti,
and of Cuba, which separate Porto Rico from our coast,

would, if they were in foreign hands, be a danger to

us, and that we must take them ? Nothing could be more
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plausible. Why, the necessity of annexing San Domingo
is already freely discussed, and agencies to bring this

about are actually at work. And as to Cuba, every

expansionist will tell you that it is only a matter of time.

And does any one believe that those islands, if annexed,
will not become States of this Union? That would give

us at least three, perhaps four, new States, with about

3,500,000 inhabitants, Spanish and French Creoles and

negroes, with six or eight Senators, and from fifteen to

twenty Representatives in Congress and a corresponding
number of votes in the Electoral College.

Nor are we likely to stop there. If we build and own
the Nicaragua Canal, instead of neutralizing it, we shall

easily persuade ourselves that our control of that canal will

not be safe unless we own all the country down to it, so

that it be not separated from our borders by any foreign,

and possibly hostile, Power. Is this too adventurous an

idea to become true? Why, it is not half as adventurous

and extravagant as the idea of uniting to this Republic
the Philippines, 9000 miles away. It is already proposed
to acquire in some way strips of territory several miles

wide on each side of that canal for its military protection.

But that will certainly be found insufficient if foreign

countries lie between. We must, therefore, have those

countries. That means Mexico and various small Central

American republics, with a population in all of about

14,000,000, mostly Spanish-Indian mixture making at

least fifteen States, entitled to thirty Senators and scores

of Representatives and Presidential electors.

As to the character of the people whom those Senators,

Members and Presidential electors are to represent, I

will let an authority speak that may astonish you, con

sidering his present position the Hon. Whitelaw Reid,

who said in a public address at the time when the annex

ation of San Domingo was under discussion :
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The land greed of the Anglo-Saxon race is still at work. We
have absorbed the best part of Mexico, but we have plenty of

propagandists, mainly in the Army, and with influential voice

near the head of the Government, clamorous for the rest.

We have taken a foothold in the West Indies; it will be of

God s mercy if we do not find the whole West Indian archi

pelago crowded upon us to tax an already overloaded di

gestion. What are we to do with the turbulent, treacherous,

ill-conditioned population? They have shown no faculty

for self-government hitherto
;
and are we to precipitate them

in a mass into the already sufficiently degraded elements of

our National suffrage? We are trying the powers of Anglo-
Saxon self-governing digestion upon three millions of slaves;

are the gastric juices of the body-politic equal to the addi

tion of the Mexicans, the Santo Domingans, the Cubans,
the &quot;Conks&quot; of the Bahamas, the Kanakas and the rest

of the inferior mixed races of our outlying tropical and

semi-tropical dependencies?

As Mr. Reid now advocates the annexation of Porto

Rico and the Philippines, he must have changed his

opinion, which he had a right to do. But I think he

substantially spoke the truth then, and if he now wants

the Philippines, his case clearly illustrates how far people
will be carried by the expansion fever when it once fairly

takes hold of them.

You may think that the introduction of more than

thirty men in our Senate, over eighty in the lower house

of our Congress and much over one hundred votes in our

Electoral College, to speak and act for the mixture of

Spanish, French and negro blood on the West India

Islands, and for the Spanish and Indian mixture on the

continent South of us for people utterly alien and mostly

incapable of assimilation to us in their tropical habitation

to make our laws and elect our Presidents, and inciden

tally to help us lift up the Philippines to a higher plane
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of civilization is too shocking a proposition to be enter

tained for a moment, and that our people will resist it to

the bitter end. No, they will not resist it, if indiscrimi

nate expansion has once become the settled policy of

the Republic. They will be told, as they are told now,
that we are in it and cannot get honorably out of it

;
that

destiny, and Providence, and duty demand it; that it

would be cowardly to shrink from our new responsibilities ;

that those populations cannot take care of themselves,

and that it is our mission to let them have the blessing of

our free institutions; that we must have new markets for

our products; that those countries are rich in resources,

and that there is plenty of money to be made by taking

them; that the American people can whip anybody and

do anything they set out to do; and that &quot;Old Glory&quot;

should float over every land on which we can lay our

hands.

Our people, having yielded to such cries once, will

yield to them again. Conservative citizens will tell them
that thus the homogeneousness of the people of the Re

public, so essential to the working of our democratic

institutions, will be irretrievably lost; that our race

troubles, already dangerous, will be infinitely aggravated,
and that the government of, by and for the people will be

in imminent danger of fatal demoralization. They will

be cried down as pusillanimous pessimists, who are no

longer American patriots. The American people will be

driven on and on by the force of events as Napoleon was

when started on his career of limitless conquest. This is

imperialism as now advocated. Do we wish to prevent
its excesses? Then we must stop it at the beginning, be

fore taking Porto Rico. If we take that island, not even

to speak of the Philippines, we shall have placed our

selves on the inclined plane, and roll on and on, no

longer masters of our own will, until we shall have reached
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bottom. And where will that bottom be? Who knows?

Our old acquisitions did not require a material increase

of our Army and Navy. What of the new? It is gener

ally admitted that we need very considerable additions to

our armaments on land and sea to restore and keep order

on the islands taken from Spain, and then to establish

our sovereignty there. This is a ticklish business. In

the first place, Spain has never been in actual control

and possession of a good many of the Philippine Islands,

while on others the insurgent Filipinos had well-nigh

destroyed the Spanish power when the treaty of Paris

was made. The people of those islands will either peace

ably submit to our rule or they will not. If they do not,

and we must conquer them by force of arms, we shall at

once have a war on our hands.

What kind of a war will that be? The Filipinos fought

against Spain for their freedom and independence, and

unless they abandon their recently proclaimed purpose
for their freedom and independence, they will fight against

us. To be sure, we promise them all sorts of good things

if they will consent to become our subjects. But they

may, and probably will, prefer independence to foreign

rule, no matter what fair promises the foreign invader

makes. For to the Filipinos the American is essentially a

foreigner, more foreign in some respects than even the

Spaniard was. Subjection to foreign rule is not to every

body s taste; and as to the question of their rights under

the principles of international law, you need only read the

protest against our treaty of Paris by their representative,

Agoncillo, to admit that they make out a strong case.

Now, if they resist, what shall we do? Kill them? Let

soldiers marching under the Stars and Stripes shoot them

down? Shoot them down because they stand up for

their independence, just as the Cubans, who are no better

than they, fought for their independence, to which we
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solemnly declared them to be &quot;of right&quot; entitled? Look
at this calmly if you can. The American volunteers, who
rushed to arms by the hundreds of thousands to fight for

Cuban independence, may not stomach this killing of

Filipinos fighting for their independence. We shall have

to rely upon the regulars, the professional soldiers, and

we may need a good many of them. As to the best way
to fill the ranks in the Philippines, General Merritt is

reported to have spoken in a recent interview published
in the New York papers, as follows:

To my mind the permanent force should consist of from

20,000 to 30,000 men. Of these, 15,000 should be American

soldiers. The remainder of the troops might be recruited from

the Spaniards and Filipinos. The latter have exhibited no

desire to enlist thus far, but there are many Spaniards there

who have expressed a wish to wear the blue. They were im

pressed with the good pay and treatment of our men, and I

think they would make good American soldiers. They are

brave and hardy, but have suffered from lack of discipline.

Of course, General Merritt spoke only as the profes

sional soldier, who has to take care of the Army. But

the idea of engaging the same Spaniards, who but recently

fought us and the Filipinos at the same time, to do the

killing of the same Filipinos for us, or at least to terrorize

them into subjection, because we want to possess their

land, and to do this under the Stars and Stripes this

idea is at first sight a little startling. It may make the

Hessians of our Revolutionary war grin in their graves.

If anybody had predicted such a possibility a year ago,

every patriotic American would have felt an impulse to

kick him down-stairs. However, this is imperialism. It

bids us not to be squeamish. Indeed some of our fellow-

citizens seem already to be full of its spirit. The Hon.

Cyrus A. Sulloway, a Member of Congress from New
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Hampshire, is reported to have said in a recent interview :

&quot;The Anglo-Saxon advances into the new regions with a

Bible in one hand and a shotgun in the other. The in

habitants of those regions that he cannot convert with the

aid of the Bible, and bring into his markets, he gets rid

of with the shotgun. It is but another demonstration

of the survival of the fittest.
&quot;

In other words, unless you

worship as we command you, and give us a profitable

trade, we shall have to shoot you down. The bloodiest

of the old Spanish conquerors, four centuries ago, could

not have spoken better. It has a strange sound in free

America. Let us hope that the spread of this hideous

brutality of sentiment will prove only a temporary epi

demic, like the influenza, and will yield again when the

intoxication of victory subsides and our heads become

cool once more. If it does not, more shotguns will be

needed than Mr. Sulloway may now anticipate.

If we take those new regions, we shall be well entangled
in that contest for territorial aggrandizement which dis

tracts other nations and drives them far beyond their

original design. So it will be inevitably with us. We
shall want new conquests to protect that which we already

possess. The greed of speculators working upon our

Government will push us from one point to another, and

we shall have new conflicts on our hands, almost without

knowing how we got into them. It has always been so

under such circumstances, and always will be. This

means more and more soldiers, ships and guns.
A singular delusion has taken hold of the minds of

otherwise clear-headed men. It is that our new friendship

with England will serve firmly to secure the world s

peace. Nobody can hail that friendly feeling between the

two nations more warmly than I do, and I fervidly hope
it will last. But I am profoundly convinced that if this

friendship results in the two countries setting out to grasp
VOL. VI. 2
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&quot;for the Anglo-Saxon,&quot; as the phrase is, whatever of the

earth may be attainable if they hunt in couple, they will

surely soon fall out about the game, and the first serious

quarrel, or at least one of the first, we shall have, will be

with Great Britain. And as family feuds are the bitterest

that feud will be apt to become one of the most deplorable
in its consequences.
No nation is, or ought to be, unselfish. England, in

her friendly feeling toward us, is not inspired by mere

sentimental benevolence. The anxious wish of many
Englishmen that we should take the Philippines is not

free from the consideration that, if we do so, we shall for a

long time depend on British friendship to maintain our

position on that field of rivalry, and that Britain will

derive ample profit from our dependence on her. This

was recently set forth with startling candor by the London

Saturday Review, thus :

Let us be frank and say outright that we expect mutual gain

in material interests from this rapprochement. The American

Commissioners at Paris are making this bargain, whether

they realize it or not, under the protecting naval strength of

England, and we shall expect a material quid pro quo for this

assistance. We expect the United States to deal generously

with Canada in the matter of tariffs, and we expect to be

remembered when the United States comes into possession of

the Philippine Islands, and, above all, we expect her assistance

on the day, which is quickly approaching, when the future of

China comes up for settlement, for the young imperialist has

entered upon a path where it will require a strong friend, and a

lasting friendship between the two nations can be secured, not

by frothy sentimentality on public platforms, but by reciprocal

advantages in solid, material interests.

And the cable despatch from London bringing this

utterance added:
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&quot;The foregoing opinion is certainly outspoken enough,
but every American moving in business circles here knows

this voices the expectations of the average Englishman.&quot;

This is plain. If Englishmen think so we have no fault

to find with them. But it would be extremely foolish

on our part to close our eyes to the fact. British friend

ship is a good thing to have, but, perhaps, not so good a

thing to need. If we are wise we shall not put ourselves in

a situation in which we shall need it. British statesman

ship has sometimes shown great skill in making other

nations fight its battles. This is very admirable from its

point of view, but it is not so pleasant for the nations so

used. I should be loath to see this Republic associated

with Great Britain in apparently joint concerns as a

junior partner with a minority interest, or the American

Navy in the situation of a mere squadron of the British

fleet. This would surely lead to trouble in the settling of

accounts. Lord Salisbury was decidedly right when, at

the last Lord Mayor s banquet he said that the appear
ance of the United States as a factor in Asiatic affairs was

likely to conduce to the interests of Great Britain, but

might &quot;not conduce to the interest of peace.&quot; Whether
he had eventual quarrels with this Republic in mind, I do

not know. But it is certain that the expression of British

sentiment I have just quoted shows us a pandora-box of

such quarrels.

Ardently desiring the maintenance of the friendship

between England and this Republic, I cannot but express

the profound belief that this friendship will remain most

secure if the two nations do not attempt to accomplish
the same ends in the same way, but continue to follow

the separate courses prescribed by their peculiar condi

tions and their history.

The history of England is that of a small island, in

habited by a vigorous, energetic and rapidly multiplying
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race, with the sea for its given field of action. Nothing
could be more natural than that, as the population pressed

against its narrow boundaries, Englishmen should have

swarmed all over the world, founding colonies and gradu

ally building up an empire of possessions scattered over the

globe. England now must have the most powerful fleet

in the world, not only for the protection of her distant

possessions but because if any other sea Power, or com
bination of sea Powers, could effectually blockade her

coasts, her people, as they now are, might be starved in a

few months. England must be the greatest sea Power in

order to be a great Power at all.

The American people began their career as one of the

colonial offshoots of the English stock. They found a

great continent to occupy and to fill with democratic

commonwealths. Our country is large enough for several

times our present population. Our home resources are

enormous, in great part not yet touched. We need not

fear to be starved by the completest blockade of our

coasts, for we have enough of everything and to spare.

On the contrary, such a blockade might rather result in

starving others that need our products. We are to-day
one of the greatest Powers on earth, without having the

most powerful fleet, and without stepping beyond our

boundaries. We are sure to be by far the greatest Power

of all, as our homogeneous, intelligent and patriotic

population multiplies, and our resources are developed,

without firing a gun or sacrificing a life for the sake of

conquest far more powerful than the British Empire with

all its Hindoos, and than the Russian Empire with all its

Mongols. We can exercise the most beneficent influences

upon mankind, not by forcing our rule or our goods upon
others that are weak by the force of bayonets and artillery,

but through the moral power of our example, by proving

how the greatest as well as the smallest nation can carry
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on the government of the people by the people and for

the people in justice, liberty, order and peace without

large armies and navies.

Let this Republic and Great Britain each follow the

course which its conditions and its history have assigned
to it, and their ambitions will not clash, and their friend

ship be maintained for the good of all. And if our British

cousins should ever get into very serious stress, American

friendship may stand behind them
;
but then Britain would

depend upon our friendship, which, as an American, I

should prefer, and not America on British friendship, as

our British friends, who so impatiently urge us to take the

Philippines, would have it. But if we do take the Philip

pines, and thus entangle ourselves in the rivalries of

Asiatic affairs, the future will be, as Lord Salisbury pre

dicted, one of wars and rumors of wars, and the time will

be forever past when we could look down with condescend

ing pity on the nations of the old world groaning under

militarism with all its burdens.

We are already told that we shall need a regular Army
of at least 100,000 men, three-fourths of whom are to

serve in our new &quot;possessions.
&quot; The question is whether

this necessity is to be only temporary or permanent. Look
at the cost. Last year the support of the Army proper

required about $23,000,000. It is computed that taking
the increased costliness of the service in the tropics into

account, the Army under the new dispensation will

require about $150,000,000; that is, $127,000,000 a year
more. It is also officially admitted that the possession of

the Philippines would render indispensable a much larger

increase of the Navy than would otherwise be necessary,

costing untold millions for the building and equipment of

ships, and untold millions every year for their mainte

nance and for the increased number of officers and men.

What we shall have to spend for fortifications and the
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like cannot now be computed. But there is a burden

upon us which in like weight no other nation has to bear.

To-day, thirty-three years after the civil war, we have a

pension roll of very nearly one million names. And still

they come. We paid to pensioners over $145,000,000
last year, a sum larger than the annual cost of the whole

military peace establishment of the German Empire, in

cluding its pension roll. Our recent Spanish war will,

according to a moderate estimate, add at least $20,000,000

to our annual pension payments. But if we send troops

to the tropics and keep them there, we must look for a

steady stream of pensioners from that quarter, for in the

tropics soldiers are &quot;used up&quot; very fast, even if they have

no campaigning to do.

But all such estimates are futile. There may, and

probably will be, much campaigning to do to keep our

new subjects in obedience, or even in conflicts with other

Powers. And what military and naval expeditions will

then cost, with our extravagant habits, and how the pen
sion roll then will grow, we know to be incalculable.

Moreover, we shall then be in the situation of those Euro

pean Powers, the extent of whose armaments are deter

mined, not by their own wishes, but by the armaments

of their rivals. We, too, shall nervously watch reports

from abroad telling us that this Power is augmenting the

number of its warships, or that another is increasing its

battalions, or strengthening its colonial garrisons in the

neighborhood of our far-away possessions; and we shall

have to follow suit. Not we ourselves, but our rivals and

possible enemies will decide how large our armies and

navies must be, and how much money we must spend for

them. And all that money will have to come out of the

pockets of our people, the poor as well as the rich. Our

taxpaying capacity and willingness are indeed very great.

But set your policy of imperialism in full swing, as the
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acquisition of the Philippines will do, and the time will

come, and come quickly, when every American farmer and

workingman, when going to his toil, will, like his European
brother, have &quot;to carry a fully armed soldier on his back.

Our Government has agreed to appear in the &quot;Peace-

and-Disarmament Conference&quot; called by the Russian

Czar. What will our representative have to say when the

Russian spokesman, as the Czar has done, truthfully

describes the ever-growing evils of militarism, and the

necessity of putting a stop to them in the interest of

civilization and of the popular welfare? The American

imperialist, whatever fine phrases he may employ, will

have to say substantially this: &quot;All you tell us about the

ruinous effects of increasing armaments and the necessity
of stopping them in the interest of civilization and the

popular welfare is true. It was our own belief some time

ago. But we Americans have recently changed our minds.

You, gentlemen, say that the Powers you represent would

disarm if they could and that general disarmament might
be possible if one Power would resolutely begin to disarm.

But we Americans are just beginning to arm. You say
that this will put another difficulty in the way of general
disarmament. But we Americans have, by way of

liberating Cuba, won by conquest some islands in both

hemispheres, to which we may wish to add, and this

business will require larger armies and navies than we
now have.&quot;

This is the voice of American imperialism. And thus

our great and glorious Republic, which once boasted of

marching in the vanguard of progressive civilization, will

deliberately go to the rear, and make of itself a new ob

stacle to a reform, the success of which would do infinitely

more for the general good of mankind than we could

accomplish by a hundred victories of our arms on land or

sea.
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It would seem, therefore, that the new territorial ac

quisitions in view are after all very different from those

we have made before. But something more is to be said.

When the Cuban affair approached a crisis, President Mc-

Kinley declared in his message that &quot;forcible annexation

cannot be thought of&quot;; for
&quot;

it would, by our code of

morals, be criminal aggression.&quot; And in resolving upon
the war against Spain, Congress, to commend that war to

the public opinion of the world, declared with equal empha
sis and solemnity that the war was, from a sense of duty
and humanity, made specifically for the liberation of Cuba,
and that Cuba &quot;is,

and of right ought to be free and

independent.&quot; If these declarations were not sincere,

they were base and disgraceful acts of hypocrisy. If they
were sincere at the time, would they not be turned into

such disgraceful acts of hypocrisy by subsequently turning

the war, professedly made from motives of duty and

humanity, into a war of conquest and self-aggrandizement?
It is pretended that those virtuous promises referred to

Cuba only. But if President McKinley had said that the

forcible annexation of Cuba would be criminal aggression,

but that the forcible annexation of anything else would be

perfectly right, and if Congress had declared that as to

Cuba the war would be one of mere duty, humanity and

liberation, but that we would take by conquest whatever

else we could lay our hands on, would not all mankind have

broken out in a shout of scornful derision?

I ask in all candor, taking President McKinley at his

word, will the forcible annexation of the Philippines by
our code of morals not be criminal aggression a self-

confessed crime? I ask further, if the Cubans, as Congress

declared, are and of right ought to be free and independent,
can anybody tell me why the Porto Ricans and the

Filipinos ought not of right to be free and independent?
Can you sincerely recognize the right to freedom and
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independence of one and refuse the same right to another

in the same situation, and then take his land? Would not

that be double-dealing of the most shameless sort?

We hear much of the respect of mankind for us having
been greatly raised by our victories. Indeed, the valor

of our soldiers and the brilliant achievements of our Navy
have won deserved admiration. But do not deceive

yourselves about the respect of mankind. Recently I

found in the papers an account of the public opinion of

Europe, written by a prominent English journalist. This

is what he says:

The friends of America wring their hands in unaffected grief

over the fall of the United States under the temptation of the

lust of territorial,, expansion. Her enemies shoot out the lip

and shriek in derision over what they regard as the unmistak

able demonstration which the demand for the Philippines

affords of American cupidity, American bad faith and Ameri

can ambition. &quot;We told you so,&quot; they exclaim. That is

what the unctuous rectitude of the Anglo-Saxon always ends

in. He always begins by calling Heaven to witness his un

selfish desire to help his neighbors, but he always ends by

stealing his spoons !

Atrocious, is it not? And yet, this is substantially

what the true friends of America, and what her enemies

in Europe, think I mean those friends who had faith in

the nobility of the American people, who loved our re

publican government and who hoped that the example
set by our great democracy would be an inspiration to

those struggling for liberty the world over; and I mean

those enemies who hate republican government and who

long to see the American people disgraced and humiliated.

So they think; I know it from my own correspondence.

Nothing has in our times discredited the name of republic

in the civilized world as much as the Dreyfus outrage in
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France and our conquest furor in America; and our con

quest furor more, because from us the world hoped more.

No, do not deceive yourselves. If we turn that war

which was so solemnly commended to the favor of man
kind as a generous war of liberation and humanity into a

victory for conquest and self-aggrandizement, we shall

have thoroughly forfeited our moral credit with the world.

Professions of unselfish virtue and benevolence, proclama
tions of noble humanitarian purposes coming from us will

never, never be trusted again. Is this the position in

which this great Republic of ours should stand among
the family of nations? Our American self-respect should

rise in indignant protest against it.

And now compare this picture, of the state of things

which threatens us, with the picture I drew of our condi

tion existing before the expansion fever seized us. Which
will you choose?

What can there be to justify a policy fraught with such

direful consequences? Let us pass the arguments of the

advocates of such imperialism candidly in review.

The cry suddenly raised that this great country has

become too small for us is too ridiculous to demand an

answer, in view of the fact that our present population

may be tripled and still have ample elbow-room, with

resources to support many more. But we are told that

our industries are gasping for breath
;
that we are suffering

from over-production; that our products must have new

outlets, and that we need colonies and dependencies the

world over to give us more markets. More markets?

Certainly. But do we, civilized beings, indulge in the

absurd and barbarous notion that we must own the

countries with which we wish to trade? Here are our

official reports before us, telling us that of late years our

export trade has grown enormously, not only of farm

products, but of the products of our manufacturing
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industries; in fact, that &quot;our sales of manufactured goods
have continued to extend with a facility and promptitude
of results which have excited the serious concern of coun

tries that, for generations, had not only controlled their

home markets, but had practically monopolized certain

lines of trade in other lands.&quot;

There is the British Right Hon. Charles T. Ritchie,

President of the Board of Trade, telling a British Chamber
of Commerce that &quot;we [Great Britain] are being rapidly

overhauled in exports by other nations, especially the

United States and Germany,
&quot;

their exports fast advancing
while British exports are declining. What? Great Brit

ain, the greatest colonial Power in the world, losing in

competition with two nations one of which had, so far,

no colonies or dependencies at all, and the other none of

any commercial importance? It means that, as proved

by the United States and Germany, colonies are not

necessary for the expansion of trade, and that, as proved

by Great Britain, colonies do not protect a nation against

a loss of trade. Our trade expands, without colonies or

big navies, because we produce certain goods better and

in proportion cheaper than other people do. British

trade declines, in spite of immense dependencies and the

strongest navy, because it does not successfully compete
with us, in that respect. Trade follows, not the flag,

but the best goods for the price. Expansion of export

trade and new markets! We do not need foreign con

quests to get them, for we have them, and are getting

them more and more in rapidly increasing growth.
&quot;But the Pacific Ocean,&quot; we are mysteriously told,

&quot;will be the great commercial battlefield of the future, and

we must quickly use the present opportunity to secure

our position on it. The visible presence of great power
is necessary for us to get our share of the trade of China.

Therefore we must have the Philippines.
&quot;

Well, the
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China trade is worth having, although for a time out of

sight the Atlantic Ocean will be an infinitely more im

portant battlefield of commerce than the Pacific, and one

European customer is worth more than twenty or thirty

Asiatics. But does the trade of China really require

that we should have the Philippines and a great display of

power to get our share? Read the consular reports, and

you will find that in many places in China our trade is

rapidly gaining, while in some, British trade is declining,

and this while Great Britain had on hand the greatest

display of power imaginable and we had none. And in

order to increase our trade there, our consuls advise us to

improve our commercial methods, saying nothing of the

necessity of establishing a base of naval operations, and

of our appearing there with war-ships and heavy guns.

Trade is developed, not by the biggest guns, but by the

best merchants. But why do other nations prepare to fight

for the Chinese trade? Other nations have done many
foolish things which we have been, and I hope will remain

wise enough not to imitate. If it should come to fighting

for Chinese customers, the Powers engaged in that fight are

not unlikely to find out that they pay too high a price for

what can be gained, and that at last the peaceful neutral

will have the best bargain. At any rate, to launch into all

the embroilments of an imperialistic policy by annexing
the Philippines in order to snatch something more of the

Chinese trade would be for us the foolishest game of all.

Generally speaking, nothing could be more irrational

than all the talk about our losing commercial or other

opportunities which &quot;will never come back if we fail to

grasp them now.
&quot;

Why, we are so rapidly growing in all

the elements of power ahead of all other nations that not

many decades hence, unless we demoralize ourselves by a

reckless policy of adventure, not one of them will be able

to resist our will if we choose to enforce it. This the
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world knows, and is alarmed at the prospect. Those who
are most alarmed may wish that we should give them now,

by some rash enterprise, an occasion for dealing us a

damaging blow while we are less irresistible.

&quot;But we must have coaling-stations for our Navy!&quot;

Well, can we not get as many coaling-stations as we need,

without owning populous countries behind them that

would entangle us in dangerous political responsibilities

and complications?
&quot;But we must civilize those poor people!&quot; Well, are

we not ingenious and charitable enough to do much for

their civilization without subjugating and ruling them

by criminal aggression?

The rest of the pleas for imperialism consist mostly of

those high-sounding catchwords of which a free people,

when about to decide great questions, should be especially

suspicious. We are admonished that it is time for us to

become a &quot;world-power.&quot; Well, we are a world-power

now, and have been one for many years. What is a world-

power? A power strong enough to make its voice listened

to with deference by the world whenever it chooses to

speak. Is it necessary for a world-power, in order to be

such, to have its finger in every pie? Must we have the

Philippines in order to become a world-power? To ask

the question is to answer it.

The American flag, we are told, whenever once raised,

must never be hauled down. Certainly, every patriotic

citizen will always be ready, if need be, to fight and to die

under his flag wherever it may wave in justice and for the

best interests of the country. But I say to you, woe to the

Republic if it should ever be without citizens patriotic

and brave enough to defy the demagogues cry and to haul

down the flag wherever it may be raised not in justice

and not for the best interests of the country. Such a

republic would not last long.
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But, they tell us, we have been living in a state of con

temptible isolation which must be broken, so that we may
feel and conduct ourselves

&quot;

as a full-grown member of the

family of nations.
&quot; What is that so-called isolation? Is

it commercial ? Why, last year our foreign trade amounted
to nearly two thousand million dollars, and is rapidly

growing. Is that commercial isolation? Or are we po

litically isolated? Remember our history. Who was it

that early in this century broke up the piracy of the Bar-

bary States? Who was it that took a leading part in de

livering the world s commerce of the Danish Sound dues?

Who was it that first opened Japan to communication

with the Western world? And what Power has in this

century made more valuable contributions to international

law than the United States? Do you call that contempt
ible isolation? It is true, we did not meddle much with

foreign affairs that did not concern us. But if the circle

of our interests widens and we wish to meddle more, must

we needs have the Philippines in order to feel and conduct

ourselves as a member of the family of nations?

We are told that, having grown so great and strong, we
must at last cast off our childish reverence for the teach

ings of Washington s Farewell Address those &quot;nursery

rhymes that were sung around the cradle of the Republic.
&quot;

I apprehend that many of those who now so flippantly

scoff at the heritage the Father of his Country left us in his

last words of admonition have never read that venerable

document. I challenge those who have, to show me a

single sentence of general import in it that would not as a

wise rule of National conduct apply to the circumstances of

to-day ! What is it that has given to Washington s Fare

well Address an authority that was revered by all until our

recent victories made so many of us drunk with wild

ambitions? Not only the prestige of Washington s name,

great as that was and should ever remain. No, it was the
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fact that under a respectful observance of those teachings

this Republic has grown from the most modest beginnings
into a Union spanning this vast continent

;
our people have

multiplied from a handful to seventy-five millions; we
have risen from poverty to a wealth the sum of which the

imagination can hardly grasp ;
this American Nation has

become one of the greatest and most powerful on earth,

and continuing in the same course will surely become the

greatest and most powerful of all. Not Washington s

name alone gave his teachings their dignity and weight.

It was the practical results of his policy that secured

to it, until now, the intelligent approbation of the Ameri

can people. And unless we have completely lost our

senses, we shall never despise and reject as mere &quot;nursery

rhymes&quot; the words of wisdom left us by the greatest of

Americans, following which the American people have

achieved a splendor of development without parallel in

the history of mankind.

You may tell me that this is all very well, but that by
the acts of our own Government we are now in this

annexation business, and how can we get decently out of

it? I answer that the difficulties of getting out of it may
be great ;

but that they are infinitely less great than the

difficulties we shall have to contend with if we stay in it.

Looking them in the face, let us first clear our minds of

confused notions about our duties and responsibilities in

the premises. That our victories have devolved upon us

certain duties as to the people of the conquered islands, I

readily admit. But are they the only duties we have to

perform, or have they suddenly become paramount to all

other duties? I deny it. I deny that the duties we owe
to the Cubans and the Porto Ricans and the Filipinos and

the Tagals of the Asiatic islands absolve us from our duties

to the seventy-five millions of our own people and to their

posterity. I deny that they oblige us to destroy the moral
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credit of our own Republic by turning this loudly heralded

war of liberation and humanity into a land-grabbing game
and an act of criminal aggression. I deny that they

compel us to aggravate our race troubles, to bring upon us

the constant danger of war and to subject our people to

the galling burden of increasing armaments. If we have

rescued those unfortunate daughters of Spain, the colonies,

from the tyranny of their cruel father, I deny that we are

therefore in honor bound to marry any of the girls, or to

take them all into our household, where they may disturb

and demoralize our whole family. I deny that the libera

tion of those Spanish dependencies morally constrains us

to do anything that would put our highest mission to solve

the great problem of democratic government in jeopardy,
or that would otherwise endanger the vital interests of the

Republic. Whatever our duties to them may be, our

duties to our own country and people stand first; and

from this standpoint we have, as sane men and patriotic

citizens, to regard our obligation to take care of the future

of those islands and their people.

They fought for deliverance from Spanish oppression,

and we helped them to obtain that deliverance. That

deliverance they understood to mean independence. I

repeat the question whether anybody can tell me why the

declaration of Congress that the Cubans of right ought to be

free and independent should not apply to all of them?

Their independence, therefore, would be the natural and

rightful outcome. This is the solution of the problem first

to be taken in view. It is objected that they are not

capable of independent government. They may answer

that this is their affair and that they are at least entitled to

a trial. I frankly admit that if they are given that trial,

their conduct in governing themselves will be far from

perfect. Well, the conduct of no people is perfect, not

even our own. They may try to revenge themselves
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upon their tories in their revolutionary war. But we,

too, threw our tories into hideous dungeons during our

Revolutionary war and persecuted and drove them away
after its close. They may have bloody civil broils. But

we, too, have had our civil war which cost hundreds of

thousands of lives and devastated one-half of our land
;
and

now we have in horrible abundance the killings by lynch

law and our battles of Virden. They may have trouble

with their wild tribes. So had we, and we treated our

wild tribes in a manner not to be proud of. They may
have corruption and rapacity in their Government, but

Havana and Ponce may get municipal administration

almost as good as New York has under Tammany rule;

and Manila may have a city council not much less

virtuous than that of Chicago.
I say these things not in a spirit of levity, well under

standing the difference; but say them seriously to remind

you that, when we speak of the government those islands

should have, we cannot reasonably set up standards which

are not reached even by the most civilized people, and

which in those regions could not be reached, even if we
ourselves conducted their government with our best

available statesmanship. Our attention is in these days

frequently called to the admirable and in many respects

successful administrative machinery introduced by Great

Britain in India. But it must not be forgotten that this

machinery was evolved from a century of rapine, corrup

tion, disastrous blunders, savage struggles and murderous

revolts, and that even now many wise men in England

gravely doubt in their hearts whether it was best for the

country to undertake the conquest of India at all, and are

troubled by gloomy forebodings of a calamitous catas

trophe that may some day engulf that splendid fabric of

Asiatic dominion.

No, we cannot expect that the Porto Ricans, the

VOL. VI. 3
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Cubans and the Filipinos will maintain orderly govern
ments in Anglo-Saxon fashion. But they may succeed in

establishing a tolerable order of things in their fashion, as

Mexico, after many decades of turbulent disorder, suc

ceeded at last, under Porfirio Diaz, in having a strong

and orderly government of her kind, not, indeed, such a

government as we would tolerate in this Union, but a gov
ernment answering Mexican character and interests, and

respectable in its relations with the outside world.

This will become all the more possible if, without annex

ing and ruling those people, we simply put them on their

feet, and then give them the benefit of that humanitarian

spirit which, as we claim, led us into the war for the

liberation of Cuba. To this end we should keep our troops
on the islands until their people have constructed govern
ments and organized forces of their own for the mainte

nance of order. Our military occupation should not be

kept up as long as possible, but should be withdrawn as

soon as possible.

The Philippines may, as Belgium and Switzerland are

in Europe, be covered by a guarantee of neutrality on the

part of the Powers most interested in that region an

agreement which the diplomacy of the United States

should not find it difficult to obtain. This would secure

them against foreign aggression. As to the independent

republics of Porto Rico and Cuba, our Government might
lend its good offices to unite them with San Domingo and

Hayti in a confederacy of the Antilles, to give them a more

respectable international standing. Stipulations should

be agreed upon with them as to open ports and the freedom

of business enterprise within their borders, affording all

possible commercial facilities. Missionary effort in the

largest sense, as to the development of popular education

and of other civilizing agencies, as well as abundant charity

in case of need, will on our part not be wanting, and all
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this will help to mitigate their disorderly tendencies and

to steady their governments.
Thus we shall be their best friends without being their

foreign rulers. We shall have done our duty to them, to

ourselves and to the world. However imperfect their

governments may still remain, they will at least be their

own, and they will not with their disorders and corruptions

contaminate our institutions, the integrity of which is not

only to ourselves, but to liberty-loving mankind, the most

important concern of all. We may then await the result

with generous patience with the same patience with

which for many years we witnessed the revolutionary
disorders of Mexico on our very borders, without any

thought of taking her government into our own hands.

Ask yourselves whether a policy like this will not raise

the American people to a level of moral greatness never

before attained! If this democracy, after all the intoxi

cation of triumph in war, conscientiously remembers its

professions and pledges, and soberly reflects on its duties

to itself and others, and then deliberately resists the temp
tation of conquest, it will achieve the grandest triumph
of the democratic idea that history knows of. It will

give the government of, for and by the people a prestige it

never before possessed. It will render the cause of civili

zation throughout the world a service without parallel. It

will put its detractors to shame, and its voice will be

heard in the council of nations with more sincere respect

and more deference than ever. The American people, hav

ing given proof of their strength and also of their honesty
and wisdom, will stand infinitely mightier before the

world than any number of subjugated vassals could make
them. Are not here our best interests moral and material?

Is not this genuine glory? Is not this true patriotism?

I call upon all who so believe never to lose heart in the

struggle for this great cause, whatever odds may seem to
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be against us. Let there be no pusillanimous yielding

while the final decision is still in the balance. Let us

relax no effort in this, the greatest crisis the Republic has

ever seen. Let us never cease to invoke the good sense,

the honesty and the patriotic pride of the people. Let us

raise high the flag of our country not as an emblem of

reckless adventure and greedy conquest, of betrayed

professions and broken pledges, of criminal aggression and

arbitrary rule over subject populations but the old, the

true flag, the flag of George Washington and Abraham

Lincoln; the flag of the government of, for and by the

people; the flag of National faith held sacred and of

National honor unsullied
;
the flag of human rights and of

good example to all nations; the flag of true civilization,

peace and good-will to all men. Under it let us stand to

the last, whatever betide.

And now, although much more might be said on this

momentous subject, I must close. Before taking leave of

you, Mr. President, teachers, students and friends of the

University of Chicago, permit me to congratulate you on

the growth and success of this great institution of learning.

Accept my heartiest wishes that it may continue to prosper
and flourish, sowing the good seed, and that the American

youths who drink at its fountains may go forth into the

world true devotees of science and truth, firm pillars of

justice and right, and dauntless champions of the free in

stitutions of government which they have inherited from

their fathers, and should leave unimpaired in vigor and

integrity to coming generations.

TO CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, JR.

NEW YORK, Jan. 16, 1899.

This time I have to dictate my answer to your letter on

account of the grippe, which, however, is gradually passing
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away at least I hope so, although nobody can tell what
the treacherous monster may do.

I agree with you that we ought to have a meeting of

some kindred spirits as soon as possible and I hope you will

be here before long and let me know some time in advance !

The news from Washington, confirmed by Mr. Carnegie
whom I saw yesterday, is that the imperialists there are

in full retreat, and that they are looking out for all sorts

of things to cover their discomfiture. They had advanced

to the point where they could not go any further without

shooting down Filipinos fighting for their independence.
This idea called forth a growl from the country which

made Mr. McKinley shiver. Moreover, there is reason

for believing that the condition of our troops in the Philip

pines is very bad, and that the necessity of any cam

paigning there would bring upon us very disastrous

consequences.
In short,

&quot;

eventual independence&quot; is the word now and
the thing which we shall have really to fight in such tricks

as the imperialists may use to extend and prolong our

military occupation.
I think that Chandler s letter has to be read in that

light. There will be no trouble at all about the Spanish

captives as soon as we put ourselves with the Filipinos

upon a footing of good faith and friendly cooperation.

They will then, no doubt, do us any favor for the asking.

As to the intention of Germany to pounce upon the

Philippine Islands as soon as our forces are withdrawn,

nothing could be more absurd. I became firmly convinced

of this by a conversation I had, immediately after his

return from Europe, with the German Ambassador, Mr.

von Holleben. He gave me the most ample proof, that

the German Government did not only not intend to cross

our purposes in any way, but that it was on the contrary

bent upon doing its utmost to remain on friendly terms
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with the United States. It seems to me the true policy is

for the United States to secure an agreement of the Powers

most interested in that region to put the Philippine Islands

under the cover of a guarantee of neutrality, as Belgium
and Switzerland are covered in Europe.
The only Power that might feel inclined to frustrate

such a scheme might be Great Britain, who would like to

force us to take the Philippines for good and thus become

dependent in a sense, upon her protection.

I had a letter from Senator Hoar which indicates that

their fight against the treaty will be for time and I think

this is wise. We are evidently growing stronger every

day. The irritated tone of the
imperialistic&quot;&quot; press in

dicates that they feel defeat in their bones.

FROM GUSTAV H. SCHWAB AND OTHERS

NEW YORK, Feb. 14, 1899.

Dear Sir: On behalf of a large number of your fellow-

citizens who hold you in sincere affection and high esteem we
desire to tender to you the tribute of a complimentary dinner

on the seventieth anniversary of your birth, as a formal

recognition of your personal qualities and of the great public

services you have rendered to the land of your adoption.

If agreeable to you your friends will entertain you at dinner

on Thursday, March 2d, at 6.30 o clock P.M., at Delmonico s,

Forty-fourth street and Fifth avenue.

TO HERBERT WELSH

NEW YORK, Feb. 25, 1899.
Private.

So they have pressed you into the service! I sympa
thize with you, as I trust you do with me.

What I did with regard to the public forests was simply
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to arrest devastation, in which I partially succeeded, and

for which I was lustily denounced, and to strive from year
to year to obtain from Congress legislation for the protec
tion of the forests, in which I largely failed. Something
in that line has since been done how effective it is, I do

not know.

I made great efforts to draw the attention of Congress
and of the public to the matter through my official reports.

I think I was the first Secretary who did so, but I am not

quite sure.

What is to come out of that horrible Philippine business?

Who knows? I do not believe this would be a propitious

moment for a concerted effort to bring the true nature of

the case to the consideration of the people. But as events

develop themselves, it will soon be our duty, I think, to

cry aloud and spare not.

AT THREESCORE AND TEN

MR. CHAIRMAN AND FRIENDS : I stand here as a victim

of misplaced confidence. When, some time ago, Mr.

Schwab asked me whether I would accept an invitation to

dine with some friends on or about my seventieth birthday,
I gladly consented, expecting a quiet evening with a small

circle of intimates. Gradually I learned that the matter

was assuming formidable proportions ;
but then it was too

late to retract. And now I find myself here in the presence
of hundreds, and my whole biography is mercilessly

thrown at me in public, while I have no fair opportunity
for defending myself. I am accustomed to the discussion

of public questions but not to the discussion of my per

sonal concerns. Being, in a sense, called upon to do

1
Speech at the banquet given in honor of his seventieth birthday, at

Delmonico s, New York, March 2, 1899.
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this, the situation is to me extremely embarrassing. If

I accepted all this praise, it would be egotism; if I de

clined it, it would be an ungracious criticism of the par

tiality of my friends. I can, therefore, only thank you, all

and each of you, for these honors, and all those who, from

far and near, to-day have fairly overwhelmed me with

their kindness; and that I do from the very bottom of

my heart.

Some of the things I have heard to-night about myself
can be said with safety of any man only when he is dead

and gone, and the sum of his life has been judicially

struck after a proper review of the evidence. But,

although the first exuberance of youth may be behind me,
I flatter myself with being still alive, wishing and hoping
to live a little while longer, and to take more or less interest

in the affairs of the living. Sweeping praise is, therefore,

attended with some risk to those who utter it, for they do

not know what may still be coming to make them sorry for

what they have said.

Indeed, among the friends I see here there are many
who now and then have I will not say been angry with

me, but who have seriously disagreed with me about the

treatment of this or that public question. From the fact

of their doing me the honor of being here, I may conclude

not, indeed, that they have changed their opinions, but

that, holding the same opinions still, they have, in spite

of those differences, some reason to believe me at least

sincere in what I said and did. And I hope you will not

think it too egotistical on my part when I say that in this

belief they are not mistaken.

I have, doubtless, sometimes committed grave errors

of observation or of judgment, but I may affirm that

in my long public activity I have always sought to inform

myself about the things I had to deal with, and that in

my utterances on public interests I have never said any-
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thing that I did not myself conscientiously believe to

be true. If this is the reason of your being here, I am
proud, very proud of it

;
and I may promise you that this

shall be so to the last, and that, in this respect at least,

you will have a fair chance of not becoming sorry for the

honor you are doing me to-night.

My friends, who addressed you, have said much of

what I have tried to do for our country. They have

touched very lightly upon what that country has done for

me. In speaking of this you must bear with me for in

dulging in some personal reminiscence.

The brilliant scene here before me recalls to my mind
with great vividness the September day in 1852, when I

landed upon these shores as an exile from my native land

an exile in consequence of my participation in the revolu

tionary attempts of that period to give the old Fatherland

national unity and free institutions akin to those we here

enjoy an exile, without friends here, save some com

panions in misfortune, ignorant of the language of the

country, a stranger to all the sights I saw and the sounds

I heard. I well remember my first wanderings through
the streets of New York, some of which were at the time

decorated with the trappings of a Presidential campaign,
then almost unintelligible to me. I remember my lonely

musings on a bench in Union Square, the whirl of the

noise and commotion near me only deepening the desola

tion of my feeling of forlornness
;
the future before me like

a mysterious fog bank; my mind in a state of dismal

vacuity, against which my naturally sanguine tempera
ment could hardly bear up, and which nobody can well

imagine, who has not passed through a similar plight.

Still, I was firmly determined, that for better or worse, this

should be my home, my country, for the rest of my life.

My knowledge of things American was very slight. I

had indeed received some distinct and strong impressions.
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The first dates back to my childhood, when I went to

school in my native village in the Rhineland. One win

ter evening my father showed me in an illustrated work
a portrait of George Washington, and read with me the

short biography which accompanied it. He explained to

me why he thought that George Washington was one of

the noblest, wisest and greatest men that had ever lived.

From that conversation I drew my first conception of

what a true patriot was, and that conception I have never

lost. From that time I read everything about George

Washington that I could find, and my admiration of that

great man deepened as I read on, and it is now deeper than

ever. When later I read about the history and the in

stitutions of the United States, and began to understand

what a modern Republic was, I remember that two things

greatly startled me. One was, that in a republic, the

embodiment of human freedom, there should be human

beings held in slavery; and the other was, that in a re

public, where citizens were presumed to govern themselves

intelligently, all the postmasters in the land were changed
whenever a new President came in. This seemed to me
so utterly absurd, that for a long time I absolutely refused

to believe it, until finally I found it, and more of the same

kind, to be actually true. I was eventually to learn more

about it.

About four years after those melancholy cogitations

on that bench in Union Square, I found myself as an

active private in the ranks of that great host of anti-

slavery men, who, obeying an overpowering moral im

pulse, strove to deliver the Republic of the baneful

anachronism. Then came service on various fields on

which I could join efforts for the advancement of principles

and methods of good government and of sound lines of

policy. There was here no danger of dungeons or exile

for the frankest expression of opinion, or even for the
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sharpest opposition to those in power, or to a political

party although I may admit that occasionally some

excited politician, whom I had particularly displeased,

would vociferously call upon me to
&quot;go

home.&quot; So,

under the generous institutions of the Republic, all the

opportunities of our public life were freely thrown open
to me, and I received, one after another, some of the most

honorable distinctions which the ambition of any Ameri

can can crave.

I have, therefore, always felt myself bound by some

thing more than a mere citizen s duty or, rather, in

addition to that by a duty of gratitude, not to a person
or a party, but to the Republic and the American people,

to serve their interests according to the very best of my
understanding and ability. And if, in doing this, I had
to differ from esteemed friends, or to sever old party ties,

I may say that I never did so with a light heart, but only
because I thought I could not do otherwise, whatever the

sacrifice.

The fact has been mentioned that I am an adopted
citizen. Having been a voter for these forty-two years,

and being, therefore, a much older voter than a majority
of the native Americans now living, my naturalization

may be considered complete. For nearly half a century I

have felt myself as a thorough American. Under the

Stars and Stripes my children were born, and under that

flag I am to die and they are to live. But my faithful love

for this Republic does not forbid me to look back upon
the old Fatherland with reverential affection upon that

great nation whose valor has written so many of the heroic

pages of history, and whose thought, like a far shining

beacon light, has so brightly illumined the world. I am
profoundly grateful to those kind friends in the land of my
birth who, at this period of my life, have so warmly
remembered me.
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Nor can I fail to speak with pride of those American

citizens of German blood, who hold their rank among the

best of our people by their industry, their civic virtues,

their conservative spirit and their self-sacrificing patriot

ism, which has drenched every American battlefield with

Teutonic blood. It may well be said of them that, how
ever warm their affection for their native land, they have

never permitted that affection to interfere with their

duties as American citizens, and, least of all, to seduce

them into any design or desire to use their power in

American politics for foreign ends. And of the services

they are doing this Republic it will not be the least

valuable that their presence on our soil helps to preserve
that peace and friendship between the two nations, which,

happily, has always existed to the benefit and honor of

both and which, of late, such wicked attempts have been

made to disturb without cause. May that peace and

friendship endure forever.

And now a last word, which may be fittingly uttered

on an occasion like this. I have reached the age which

may speak from experience ; and of the experiences of my
long public activity I will give you the best.

If there is any one among us who has lost faith in demo
cratic government in what Abraham Lincoln called

&quot;Government of the People, for the People and by the

People,&quot; I am not that man. Indeed, our democratic

government has had its failures and will have more.

Honest and earnest criticism of those failures even, if

need be, the most searching and merciless, is a good citi

zen s duty. So is the pointing out of threatening dangers.

But criticism and the pointing out of danger must never

have the object of discouraging wise and vigorous effort

for improvement. If they do, they degenerate into that

dreary pessimism which, whenever something goes wrong,
cries out that everything is lost. If the pessimist, who
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employs his criticism to prove democratic government a

failure, would apply the same spirit and method of criti

cism to monarchical or aristocratic governments, he would

easily prove them failures too, and, in some respects,

failures of a worse kind. In fact, he would prove any and

every form of government a failure, ending in the demon
stration of the failure of the whole universe.

The truth is, taking general results, that you will look

in vain for a people that have achieved as much of free

dom, of progress, of well-being and happiness, as, in spite

of their occasional failures, the American people have

under their institutions of democratic government. Who
ever has been much in contact with the masses of our

population knows that a large majority of the American

people throughout honestly and earnestly mean to do

right; and also that, the wildest temporary excitements

notwithstanding, they wish as earnestly to satisfy them
selves as to what is right, and, therefore, welcome serious

arguments and appeals to the highest order of motives.

With such a people democratic government will be the

more successful, the more the public opinion ruling it is

enlightened and inspired by full and thorough discussion.

The greatest danger threatening democratic institutions

comes from those influences, whether consisting in an

excessive party spirit, or whatever else, which tend to

stifle or demoralize discussion, and to impair the oppor
tunities of the people for considering and deciding public

questions on their own merits. If those influences are

effectively curbed, our democratic government will not

fail to hold up the true ideals of the great American Re

public and to move forward in their direction.

When I speak of ideals, I do not mean the vague dreams

of a fantastic visionary. I mean the conceptions and

teachings of such an idealist as George Washington was,

whose lessons and admonitions, left to the American
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people as his greatest legacy, stand as the soberest, the

most practical, the wisest and at the same time, as, in the

highest sense, the most idealistic utterance that ever came
from an American statesman.

And now, to close the proceedings of the evening, for

which I cannot thank you too much, and which, so long

as I live, will be one of my proudest and most cherished

memories, raise your glasses and drink to the sentiment

I offer you :

Our country, the great Republic of the United States

of America. May it ever prosper and flourish as the

government of, for and by the people ;
as the home of free

and happy generations, and as an example and guiding
star to all mankind !

TO CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, JR.

NEW YORK, March n, 1899.

I should have thanked you for your letter of the 5th
more promptly had I not all these days been literally

pursued by kindness. It was exceedingly gratifying to

me personally, but it interfered very much with my
regular occupations, and especially with my correspon
dence.

What you say of the character and spirit of the banquet
of March 2d is undoubtedly true. It was indeed a

demonstration of the unrepresented. The only power to

counteract the faults and evil tendencies of political

organization in our political concerns consists in the

influence which the unrepresented may still exercise upon

public opinion; and that influence counts after all for a

great deal.

I am, for instance, not at all without hope that per

severing discussion may at last defeat the imperialistic

policy. That policy would certainly be defeated if the
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Democratic party could get rid of the silver nonsense.

But even if that should not happen, the agitation in favor

of a conservative policy may be made so strong as to

frighten the Republican leaders out of their present con

ceits. At least, we should try. There is at any rate a

fighting chance.

Of course, this does not touch the fundamental trouble

so well pointed out by you in your banquet speech. But

the influence upon public opinion which the unrepresented

possess, may serve to prevent the worst results of that

trouble.

Let me thank you once more for the kindness which

prompted you to take so prominent and impressive a part
in the demonstration of March 2d.

FROM JAMES BRYCE

Mar. 17, 1899.

I have just heard that you have been the recipient of an

imposing mass of congratulations, good wishes and grateful

acknowledgments for public service rendered; and that these

manifestations of respect and indebtedness have proceeded
both from your German brethren and from many of the most

weighty and worthy native born American citizens. Will you
let me have the pleasure of adding my congratulations on your

birthday, and expressing to you my sincere admiration for

the consistent courage, rectitude and dignity of your public
career. You have been one of the few who have in politics

thought always first of truth and of duty, who have never

sacrificed your principles to your interests, who have always

pointed out high ideals to your fellow-citizens while following
them yourself.

Commending myself to your friendly recollection, and trust

ing that your brilliant gifts may long be available for the pub
lic good, I am always faithfully yours.
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MILITARISM AND DEMOCRACY

The subject of
&quot;

Militarism and Democracy,&quot; which

has been assigned to me for discussion, is at the present

moment of peculiar interest. We are apt to speak boast

fully of the progressive civilization characterizing this

age. While the very foundation of all civilization consists

in the dispensation of justice by peaceable methods

between nations as well as individuals, instead of the rule

of brute force, it is a singular fact that at the close of this

much-vaunted nineteenth century we behold the nations

of the world vying with each other in increasing their

armaments on land and sea, exhausting all the resources

of inventive genius and spending the treasure produced

by human labor with unprecedented lavishness to develop
means of destruction for the defense of their possessions,

or the satisfaction of national ambitions, or the settlement

of international differences, on a scale never before known.

Thus the very advances in the sciences and the arts

which constitute one part of our modern civilization are

pressed into the service of efforts to perfect the en

gineries of death, devastation and oppression, which are

to make brute force in our days more and more terrible

and destructive, and to render the weak more and more

helpless as against the strong. It looks as if the most

civilized Powers, although constantly speaking of peace,

were preparing for a gigantic killing-and-demolishing

match such as the most barbarous ages have hardly ever

witnessed, and this at the expense of incalculable sacrifice

to their peoples.

Nothing could in this respect be more instructive and

pathetic than the appeal in behalf of peace and disarma-

1 An address before the American Academy of Political and Social

Sciences at Philadelphia, April 7, 1899.

Hearty thanks are given to the American Academy of Political and

Social Sciences for generous consent to this reprint.
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ment addressed last year by the Czar of Russia to all the

Powers represented at his court. Of that appeal this is

the principal part:

In the course of the last twenty years the longings for a

general appeasement have grown especially pronounced in

the consciences of civilized nations. The preservation of

peace has been put forward as the object of international

policy; it is in its name that great states have concluded

between themselves powerful alliances; it is the better to

guarantee peace that they have developed in proportions

hitherto unprecedented their military forces and still continue

to increase them without shrinking from any sacrifice.

All these efforts, nevertheless, have not yet been able to

bring about the beneficent results of the desired pacification.

The financial charges following an upward march strike at

the public prosperity at its very source.

The intellectual and physical strength of the nations,

labor and capital, are for the major part diverted from their

natural application, and unproductively consumed. Hun
dreds of millions are devoted to acquiring terrible engines of

destruction, which, though to-day regarded as the last word

of science, are destined to-morrow to lose all value in con

sequence of some fresh discovery in the same field.

National culture, economic progress and the production
of wealth are either paralyzed or checked in their develop
ment. Moreover, in proportion as the armaments of each

Power increase, so do they less and less fulfil the object which

the Governments have set before themselves.

The economic crises, due in great part to the system of

armaments d, outrance, and the continual danger which lies

in this massing of war material, are transforming the armed

peace of our days into a crushing burden, which the peoples
have more and more difficulty in bearing. It appears evi

dent, then, that if this state of things were prolonged it would

inevitably lead to the very cataclysm which it is desired to

avert, and the horrors of which make every thinking man
shudder in advance.

VOL. VI. 4
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There has been much discussion as to the motives which

may have impelled the Czar to make this appeal. Many
of those who consider him sincere, call the manifesto a

mere outburst of generous sentimentality which, although
laudable in itself, loses sight of existing conditions and of

the practical exigencies of the moment. If it really was

mere generous sentimentality, it was sentimentality of

that sort which in the history of mankind has not seldom

served to give impulse and inspiration to great movements
of progress in justice and humanity, overcoming with its

optimism that dreary and pusillanimous wisdom which rea

sons that existing evils cannot be rectified simply because

they are strongly intrenched in existing conditions. If it

was that sentimentalism, it did honor to the Czar s heart,

and, inasmuch as it attacks a terrible evil which eventually
must be remedied, it did no discredit to the Czar s head.

Others have questioned the Czar s sincerity and good
faith, suggesting that the peace manifesto was merely a

diplomatic stratagem designed to dupe his competitors
for territorial conquest. This is, in view of the solemnity
of the Czar s words, so atrocious an imputation that only
hardened cynicism will readily accept it. It is, however,
all the more to be deplored that the Czar, at the time

when the belief of the world in the sincerity of his benevo

lent purposes is so important, should himself endanger
that belief by ruthlessly suppressing the constitutional

rights and liberties of the good people of Finland, which

he had solemnly sworn to maintain, and which his prede

cessors, even so stern a despot as Nicholas L, had faithfully

respected. The performance of two acts so different in

character by the same person may be explained on the

hypothesis that in the one case the Czar, being sincerely

alarmed by what he himself experienced of the evils and

dangers of excessive armaments, could not resist the

impulse of attacking them, and did so in good faith, while
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ordinarily, in doing the business of an autocrat, he may
be no better, and in some respects even worse, than others

engaged in the same trade.

But however that may be, and whatever results the

peace conference meeting in response to the Czar s appeal

may immediately bring forth, the most important point

is that the statements of fact contained in the Czar s

manifesto are true. They are indeed not new. The same

things have often been said before. But those who said

them were promptly and derisively cried down as vision

ary dreamers who had no conception of the responsibili

ties involved in the management of the great business of

the world. Now those things are authoritatively pro
claimed by the most absolute monarch commanding the

largest army on earth, and holding in his hand the desti

nies of one of the greatest empires the man whose

immediate responsibilities in the management of the

great business of the world are not exceeded by those of

any other human being.

While the so-called practical men of the age never

cease to tell us that the greatest possible security of peace

depends upon the greatest possible preparation for war,

that autocrat and commander of millions of soldiers tells

them that the nations which are draining their own

vitality to preserve peace by their preparations for war
are doing a thing which, if prolonged, &quot;will inevitably
lead to the very cataclysm which it is desired to avert,

and the horrors of which make every thinking man
shudder in advance.&quot; Thus it is no longer merely the

idle and irresponsible dreamer but the practical potentate

charged with the farthest-reaching powers and the highest

responsibilities who warns the world that if the policy

of increasing armaments, which we call militarism, be

persisted in, it must produce ruinous mischief, and end

in incalculable disaster and calamity.
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The comparative weight with which militarism, that

is, the system which makes the maintenance of great

armaments one of the principal objects of the state,

burdens different nations, depends upon their respective

wealth, the length of the terms of military service, their

administrative organization and the nature of their

political institutions. Upon nations which are unable to

bear heavy loads of taxation, or whose finances are in a

precarious state, or which suffer from official incapacity
or corruption in their administrative organization, or

which withdraw their young men for long periods of

time from productive employments without offering

through the military service any valuable compensation

by way of instruction or training, the burden of great

standing armaments weighs of course more heavily than

upon nations whose material resources are great, or

which can easily raise ample revenues, or whose adminis

trative machinery is honest and efficient, or whose terms

of military service are short, or whose young men receive

in that service at least some discipline, instruction and

training calculated to increase their working capacity
in productive pursuits, and thus to compensate in some

measure for their temporary withdrawal from such

occupations.

For the purposes of this discourse the workings of

militarism in France are of especial interest, on account

of the political institutions of that country.

In a monarchy a standing armed force is a thing con

gruous with the nature of the government, and it is the

more so, the more the monarchy is of the absolute type.

The standing army in such a monarchy may be said to

be the enlarged bodyguard of the monarch. The monarch

represents an authority not springing from the periodi

cally expressed consent of the people, and relying for the

maintenance of that authority, if occasion requires, upon
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the employment of force, even against the popular will.

An army is an organization of men subject to the command
of a superior will, the origin or the purpose of which it is

assumed to have no right to question. The standing

army is in this sense, therefore, according to its nature

and spirit an essentially monarchical institution.

But France is a republic. She calls herself a democratic

republic. A democratic republic is, or should be, govern
ment by public opinion as expressed in legal form public

opinion as it issues from discussion in which all the people
are free to participate, and the outcome of which they are

to determine by their freely given suffrages. The army,
inasmuch as it is in all things subject to the will of superior

authority without discussion or question, must therefore

be regarded as an incongruous element in a democracy.
The authority to which it is subject may indeed be a

government created by public opinion and supported by
it. But as such a government may happen to become
faithless to its origin, or fall out of accord with the public

opinion of the time, the army, as an organized force

subject to its will, may be used by it for ends and purposes
adverse to the interests or the will of the people.

It is for reasons like this that the true democratic

spirit has always been jealously opposed to the mainte

nance of large standing armies. It has always insisted

that the organizations of armed forces that may be neces

sary for the enforcement of the laws and the keeping of

order at home, or for the defense of the integrity or the

honor of the state in foreign warfare, should remain as

much as possible identified with the people themselves

should be, in fact, of the people in their origin, their

interests, their sympathies, as well as in the character

and aspirations of those commanding them; and that,

if a standing army as a permanent institution be indeed

indispensable for certain necessary objects, it should,
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in point of numerical strength, be confined to the narrowest

practicable limits.

That democratic spirit has therefore always demanded

that the armed force should be composed principally of

the militia, the citizen soldiery, or, in extraordinary

emergencies, of volunteers called out from the ranks of

the people, to serve as soldiers for certain well-defined

and stated purposes, and then, those stated purposes

being accomplished, to return to their civic pursuits.

So it has hitherto been with us. In Switzerland, where

the democratic spirit is much alive, but where on account

of the geographical situation of the country a large and

well-drilled force is thought necessary, they have organized

the whole male population capable of bearing arms, in

military bodies, some of which are called out for instruc

tion and drill for a limited period every year, to be restored

to civil life after the shortest possible interruption of their

ordinary occupations, the only thing resembling a stand

ing army being certain small staff corps which are kept
in permanent service. All this rests upon the leading

principle that the soldiers of a democracy as well as those

commanding them should, while temporarily submitting
to military discipline, remain in all essential respects

active citizens without any interests, or sympathies or

aspirations in any manner or degree different from those

of the general citizenship.

France furnishes the example of a republic maintaining
a large standing force, and the history of that country is

peculiarly instructive as to the relations between stand

ing armies and democracies. The first French Republic

sprang from the great revolution of 1789. The most

famous of French armies were organized under the

inspiration of the revolutionary enthusiasms of that

period. They were then to a large extent composed of

volunteers who had rushed to arms to defend the ter-
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ritory of the Republic, and then went forth to bring

&quot;liberty&quot;
to the world outside. Thus they won victory

and glory and conquest. And then, having gone forth

to fight for liberty, they proceeded, intoxicated with

glory and conquest, to turn their victories for liberty to

the advantage of a personal government animated with

insatiable despotic ambitions. I am far from saying

that the spirit of the army was the only cause for the

downfall of the democratic Republic. But it is a matter

of history that the army, which had been created for the

service of democracy, was, by the glory and the conquests

it achieved, transformed into a willing and most effective

instrument of usurpation and tyranny at home and of

oppression abroad. And it may be said that the Napo
leonic system of government which was thus created

was the beginning of that militarism with which Europe
is now afflicted.

The second French Republic sprang from the revolution

of 1848. It was the prestige of the name of Napoleon,
the glamour of the Napoleonic legend of military glory,

that made the election of Louis Napoleon to the Presidency

of the Republic possible. Usurpation followed. I do not

pretend that the spirit of the standing army alone caused

the transformation of the second French Republic into

the second French Empire. But it can certainly not be de

nied that the army again lent itself as a willing tool to the

schemes of the conspirators who had planned the destruc

tion of the Republic, and the erection of a monarchical

government upon its ruins.

After the disastrous collapse of imperial rule in the

Franco-German war, the third French Republic was

proclaimed in 1870. It has now lasted well-nigh twenty-

nine years. But the greatest dangers that have threat

ened its existence came from the position in it of the

standing army. One of its chiefs, MacMahon, while
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President of the Republic, was drawn into the intrigues

of the monarchist parties; another, Boulanger, plotted

revolution and usurpation, probably for his own benefit;

and now, in these latter days, in consequence of the hideous

Dreyfus affair, the administration of justice has, in the

interest of the chiefs of the army, been subjected to a

perversion calculated to undermine the very foundations

of legal government, and, it is to be feared, ultimately

to effect the total subversion of republican institutions.

The domineering spirit of the army is such that it claims

to be above discussion and criticism, assumes to dictate

the decisions of judicial tribunals, and actually seeks to

substitute for what in other countries is the crime of lese-

majeste, the crime of ttse-armee. At any rate, whatever

the future may bring, it is no exaggeration to say that

the attitude of the army in France has dealt the reputa
tion of republican government a staggering blow, and

that all this may turn out to be only a prelude to new

usurpations.

It is idle to pretend that all the historical facts I have

enumerated were owing only to the proverbial incon

stancy of the French temperament; for it should not be

forgotten that even in England, when the parliamentary
forces during the so-called Great Rebellion of the seven

teenth century had assumed the character of a standing

army, that army, in spite of its origin, became in the hands

of Oliver Cromwell a ready instrument for the transforma

tion of the republic into a personal government essentially

monarchical, and finally, under the leadership of Monk,
served to bring about the restoration of the monarchy
with all its forms and attributes by the return of the

Stuarts. Thus we see that it was not a mere French

peculiarity which made a strong standing army a danger
to republican institutions in Europe, but that the large

standing army has always played the same part in Euro-
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pean republics, regardless of race. I need not go into

the history of the republics of antiquity, modern instances

being sufficiently instructive.

As I remarked, militarism on a great scale began in

Europe with the French Revolution and attained a high

degree of development under the first Napoleon. It de

clined somewhat under the influence of the reaction

which was caused by the general state of exhaustion after

the Napoleonic wars. It revived again after the revolu

tionary movements of 1848 when the new French Emperor

sought to fortify his throne by warlike prestige, when

Italy and Germany moved for the accomplishment and

maintenance of national unity, when continental Powers,

following the example of England, became ambitious of

colonial expansion and when new inventions in the appli

ances of warfare stimulated the Powers in a course of

nervous rivalry. It is thus that the deplorable conditions

came about which are so pointedly set forth in the peace
manifesto of the Russian Czar; that millions of young
men at the period of their greatest vigor are withdrawn

from productive pursuits; that &quot;the intellectual and

physical strength of the nations, labor and capital, are

largely diverted from their natural application and

unproductively employed&quot; in gigantic preparations for

possible conflicts of arms, and that the nations are bur

dened with very onerous taxes for the purpose of providing

engines of destruction.

For the burdens European nations are thus bearing,

the advocates or apologists of the system have a ready

plea of justification. It is that the nation refusing to

bear those burdens would soon be at the mercy of its

ambitious and possibly hostile rivals. The Frenchman
tells us that, aside from his desire to take revenge for

the defeats suffered in the German war, France must

strain every nerve in preparation for a possible conflict,
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to be reasonably secure against German aggression or

British encroachment. The German reasons that, the

German Empire being wedged in between France and

Russia, whose sentimental alliance may on occasion be

turned to hostile purposes, the fatherland must be armed
to the teeth according to the latest fashion, in order to

maintain the integrity of the empire, and that it must

also have a strong fleet to hold its own in the race for

colonial power. The Russian insists that unless his

country be provided with bigger armies and navies,

British and possibly also German jealousy will become

dangerous to its vital interests. The Englishman main

tains that Britain must have a fleet superior to those of

any probable combination against her, and also a strong

fighting force on land to protect the safety of her isle and

of her widespread possessions against the ill-will of other

nations which would be likely to avail itself of any favor

able opportunity to strike at her with effect.

And thus no sooner has one of those nations taken the

slightest step to increase the numerical strength of its

armaments or their efficiency in killing and destroying;
no sooner has it begun to augment its battalions, or

squadrons, or batteries ;
no sooner has it introduced a new

model of musket or of cannon; no sooner has it built a

warship upon a new plan promising to do better execution,

than all the others with nervous anxiety will follow suit

or even try to push a step farther ahead. And this

process must be gone through again and again, whole

armies must be newly armed, and whole fleets must be

rebuilt, as the crack ships of yesterday have become little

better than old iron to-day. And all this, no matter

what burden be put upon the backs of the people, nor how
the taxpayer may groan. In fact, those Governments

claim that they are not permitted under these circum

stances to adapt their policy concerning their armaments
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to what may be their own wishes, or to what they might
consider good for the welfare of their people. Their neces

sities in this respect are determined, not by themselves,

but by the performances of their neighbors and rivals.

And so the ruinous competition goes on and on without

end in sight, the moloch of militarism being insatiable.

A striking example of this race of competition was

recently furnished in England by the First Lord of the

Admiralty, Mr. Goshen, when he asked the House of

Commons to appropriate the enormous sum of 26,554,000

($132,770,000) for the British navy, saying that so start

ling an estimate had not originally been contemplated,

but that it had been framed after a careful study of the

programs of the other Powers; that the United States,

Russia, France, Japan, Italy and Germany had under

construction 685,000 tons of warships, and that England
was compelled to shape her action accordingly. He

prayed that, &quot;if the Czar s hopes for disarmament were

not realized, those who proposed to attack the country s

expenditures would not attempt to dissuade the people

from bearing the taxation necessary to carry on the duties

of the empire.&quot;

In France the Minister of War not long ago dolefully

intimated that he apprehended France had reached the

end of her possibilities, not having men enough to match

the increases of the much more populous German Empire.
As a member of a republican government he might have

said more. He might have added that a large standing

army makes a monarchy more monarchical, but that it

makes a democracy not more, but less democratic; that

the more absolute a monarchy is, the more a large stand

ing army will fit it, but that the more democratic a republic

is, the less a large standing army will be suitable to it;

that to a monarchy it may be a standing support, but

that to a democracy it will be a standing danger.
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So far the American people have been exempt from

most of the evils springing from this system. From the

foundation of the Government it has been the consistent

policy of this Republic, following the true democratic

instinct, to adapt its armaments to its own needs, without

permitting itself to be drawn into the vortex of rivalry

with other nations. As to the maintenance of peace and

order at home, it has ordinarily depended upon the local

police forces and the militia. It kept a small standing

army stationed at a few military depots, a few coast

defense fortifications or at posts in the Indian country.

It kept a small navy just sufficient for an occasional

showing of the flag in foreign waters and for doing its part

of the police of the seas. Whenever an extraordinary

emergency arose, such as a war with a foreign Power or

an insurrection of formidable proportions at home, it

organized armed forces on a larger scale by calling out

volunteers who were enlisted in the service of the Republic,

not as a regular standing army is, for doing whatever

task might turn up, but for a well-defined, specific purpose,

to be disbanded again as soon as that specific purpose
was accomplished.

So it was held on the notable occasions of the war of

1812, of our war with Mexico and of our great civil war.

And I venture to say that no nation ever presented to the

world a grander, more characteristic and more inspiring

spectacle than this Republic did when, after the close of

the civil war, hundreds of thousands of men who had been

organized in great armies, as soon as their task was done,

quietly dropped their guns and as good citizens went

home to devote themselves to the productive work of the

country the vast armies disappearing as by magic. It

was a grand spectacle, I say, grander in its way than the

most splendid victories those armies had achieved. That

this Republic, against the misgivings entertained abroad
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even by our friends, proved such a thing to be possible

without the slightest difficulty, was one of the finest

lessons ever taught by a great democracy to mankind.

Such was our normal policy during the period between

the foundation of the Republic and our days. Times of

war excepted, the Republic was, compared with other

nations, substantially unarmed, and, considering the con

dition of our coast fortifications, substantially defense

less. And yet it cannot be said that, since the war of

1812, it was, in consequence of its unarmed state, at any
time in serious danger of foreign aggression or of a serious

denial of its rights by any foreign Power. Not as if all

foreign nations had been our sworn friends, eager to keep
us from harm in our innocence for there were people

enough in Europe, and even in America, who disliked us

and would not have been sorry to see this Republic perish ;

nor as if in our intercourse with foreign nations we had

been over-anxious to spare other people s feelings for

the tone of our diplomacy was not always a model of

politeness. No, it was because in the main we took little

interest in matters which did not concern us, and because

every foreign Power understood that, considering our

vast resources and the compactness and substantial

impregnability of our great continental stronghold, a

serious conflict with the United States would mean to

our antagonist a test of endurance which no European
Power could undergo without offering seductive opportu
nities to its rivals or enemies in the old world, and that

therefore it was wise to avoid so hazardous an embroil

ment at almost any cost. This feeling became especially

distinct in Europe after the unexpected display of strength

the United States made in the civil war, and after the

equally unexpected reconciliation between the North and

the South so soon after the close of the conflict.

The American people were therefore perfectly right
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in their sense of security while in an unarmed condition.

There was really no danger to threaten us, unless we
ourselves provoked it. Even the warning which we heard

now and then among ourselves, that our foreign commerce

would not be safe without being protected by a larger

war fleet, was groundless. For it is a matter of history

that even before those demonstrations of our strength

in the civil war, when we had with our sailing ships a very

large part of the carrying trade of the world, without any

navy worth speaking of for its protection, our foreign

commerce proved as safe as that of any other nation

having ever so many guns afloat. In fact, ever since the

war of 1812, we have not had a single difference with

any European Power that could not be settled on fair

terms without our having any ready armament to enforce

our will. The proof of this is in the historical fact that

they were so settled. It is a matter of speculation

whether they would all have been settled so peaceably
if we had possessed an armed force ready and itching for

a fray.

Thus the policy of this Republic was in entire harmony
with that democratic instinct which abhors large standing

armaments, and our position among the nations of the

world was singularly favorable to the maintenance of

that policy. None of those anxieties arising from the

possible hostility of powerful neighbors, which keep

European nations in a heavily armed state, existed here.

Absolutely nothing to alarm us. Neither was there any
reason for apprehending that those happy conditions

would change, unless we ourselves desired to change them.

There has indeed, of late, been much talk about the

necessity of enlarging the field of our foreign commerce,
and of increased armaments and even of the acquisition

of foreign territory to sustain our commercial interests

in foreign quarters. But while that talk was going on,
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our commerce was very extensively enlarging its foreign

fields without big fleets and without colonies, by its own

peaceful action. We simply produced, in our factories

as well as on our farms, more things that other nations

wanted, and we could offer them at prices with which

other nations could not compete. This golden key of

industrial progress and peaceful commercial methods

opened to our trade many doors which seemed to be

closed against it by all sorts of artificial obstructions;

and this peaceful expansion of our foreign commerce

went steadily on, while other nations that had an over

abundance of battalions, batteries and warships vainly

struggled to keep pace with it. These are facts, undenied

and undeniable.

But what will happen to us, commercially, if other

nations seek by force to monopolize certain fields of

trade for themselves, and in the course of that effort come

to blows with one another? Then a sober and circum

spect calculation of the advantages to be gained, and of

the price they would cost, will probably lead to the

conclusion that in such a case a strong neutral Power

would enjoy very favorable opportunities and in the end

have the best of the bargain. And when I speak of a

strong neutral Power, I do not mean a neutral Power so

fully armed that it might at once successfully cope with

any of the belligerents, but I mean a neutral Power strong

enough in its resources and in its position to make each

belligerent extremely anxious to abstain from anything

that might drive it to the other side. Such a neutral

Power this Republic was not, in its infant state, during

the Napoleonic wars preceding our war of 1812, when

both belligerents, France as well as England, thought

they could kick and cuff this Republic with impunity;

but such a strong neutral Power this Republic, with its

seventy-five millions of people and its immense wealth,
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would be now. No belligerent would dare to disregard

its neutral rights ;
and at the end of the fight, the combat

ants well exhausted, it would probably be in a fair position

to exercise a very powerful influence upon the terms of

settlement.

Such a policy, harmonizing with our principles as well

as our traditions, safe as well as advantageous, would not

oblige us to keep up large and costly armaments; and it

would at the same time teach our business men to rely

for profit, not upon benefits to be gained for them by
force of arms, subject to the fortunes of war, but upon
their own sagacity in discovering opportunities, and their

own energy in using them, which in the long run will

prove to be after all the only sound basis of a nation s

commerce under any circumstances.

There seems to be, then, in all these respects not only

no necessity, but no valid reason for our turning away
from the old democratic policy and embarking in that

course the pursuit of which costs European nations so

dearly, and which they justify only on the ground that

the constantly threatening dangers of their situation ac

tually force them to follow it. On the contrary there

would seem to be overwhelming reason for doing every

thing to preserve our happy exemption from such dangers

and necessities, as a blessing so exceptionally great that

the American people could not be too grateful for it.

But we are told that there are certain populations in

distant lands to whom it is our duty to carry the blessings

of liberty and civilization, and that this may require

larger armies and more warships. However laudable

such a purpose may be, if sincere, it behooves us as sen

sible men soberly to consider the consequences of the

attempt. I have already spoken of the armies of revolu

tionary France, that went forth to fight for general liberty,

and that conquered for despotism. It cannot be denied
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that those French armies brought to some of the peoples

they overran certain beneficial reforms. But with those

reforms they brought foreign rule, and most of the &quot;liber

ated&quot; peoples found foreign rule more hateful than

they found the reforms beneficial; and they availed

themselves of the first favorable opportunity to throw off

the foreign rule of the &quot;liberators&quot; with great slaughter.

We may flatter ourselves that, as conquerors, we are

animated with purposes much more unselfish, and we may
wonder why not only in the Philippines, but even among
the people of Porto Rico and of Cuba, our benevolent

intentions should meet with so much sullen disfavor.

The reason is simple. We bring to those populations
the intended benefits in the shape of foreign rule; and of

all inflictions foreign rule is to them the most odious, as

under similar circumstances it would be to us. We have

already seen in the Philippines the beginning for it is

a mere beginning of the resistance to foreign rule by
one of our &quot;liberated&quot; peoples a bloody game far from

exhilarating. We may expect by a vigorous application

of our superior killing power to beat and disperse Agui-
naldo s army; but it is by no means unlikely that more
insurrections against foreign rule will follow. They may
be suppressed, too, but the surviving spirit of them will

oblige us to keep much stronger forces on the ground than

we ever anticipated, in constant apprehension of further

mischief. Our rule will continue to be foreign rule then

with the smell of blood on it.

Nor is it by any means impossible that the vulnerable

spots thus added to our dominions a point of weakness

we so far have never had may encourage some jealous

and unfriendly foreign Powers to take advantage of our

embarrassments and to involve us in broils which so far

we never had any reason to dread. Or the apparent

necessity to protect what conquest we have made, by
VOL. VI. 5
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further conquests, or the ardor of military or naval com
manders a little too anxious to serve their country with

their guns, may plunge us into the most hazardous com

plications. Of the chances to which we shall thus be

exposed in many places, the utterly absurd Samoan affair

furnishes an illustration. We may assume that the

greatness of our resources will enable us to issue victorious

from such conflicts too. But it will not be denied in

fact, it is already conceded that persistence in such a

course will oblige us very materially to enlarge our stand

ing armaments, and subject us more and more to those

burdens which what is called
&quot;

militarism&quot; is imposing

upon the groaning nations of the old world. Patriotism

as well as ordinary prudence demands us to consider

what those burdens are likely to be.

In 1897 our standing Army consisted of 27,500 officers

and men. The appropriations for the support of that

Army amounted for that fiscal year to $23,278,000, which

sum did not include expenditures for fortifications. The

average cost of each man in the Army was therefore about

$850. It is generally admitted that if we continue the

so-called new policy, we shall need a standing Army of

certainly not less than 100,000 men probably more,

perhaps a good many more. I do not pretend that the

average annual cost of a soldier will under all circumstances

rise or fall with the size of the Army. But it will not be

questioned that such average cost will be much higher
when the troops are used in distant places beyond seas,

especially in tropical climates, where the soldiers have

to endure very unfavorable sanitary conditions. Even
if there be little or no active campaigning to be done, it

is certainly a moderate assumption that the service of a

large part of the Army beyond seas in tropical regions

would raise the average cost of a soldier to $1000 a year.

This would make an Army of 100,000 men cost at least
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$100,000,000, or over $76,000,000 more than our Army
cost before the Spanish war. But if active campaigning
is to be done, if the &quot;mowing down&quot; of &quot;insurgents,&quot;

fighting for their freedom and independence, lasts long
and has to be carried on during the sickly season, the

replenishing of the depleted ranks, the feeding of the

troops, the maintenance of an effective hospital service,

the restoration of destroyed war material, the transporta
tion of reinforcements to the theater of operations, and of

the wounded or sick back to the home country, and all

the multifarious things incidental to warlike action even

on a small scale, would cause expenditures beyond the

possibility of accurate computation.
We are not a very economical people. We are apt to

become lavish and wasteful upon the slightest provoca
tion. Even a little war will cost us much. Whether
the little war with Spain, which was practically over in

three months, has cost us less or more than $500,000,000

may still be a matter of doubt. I speak here only of the

cost in money. The cost in blood and misery I leave

you to think of.

That, if the new policy be persisted in, our naval estab

lishment also will have to be much enlarged, is generally

admitted. How much who can tell? Certainly, we
can not tell. For it will not depend upon us how many
new battleships, and armored or unarmored cruisers,

and light draft vessels, and torpedo boats, and destroyers

we shall want. It will depend upon the naval armaments
our rivals and possible enemies have on the field of com

petition. Until recently, when we were proud, not of

possessing large armaments, but of not needing any, it

has afforded us much occasion for compassionate amuse

ment to observe the almost hysterical nervousness into

which old world Governments were thrown when one of

them began the building of new warships by which the
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proportion of power on the seas might be disturbed.

Already we begin to feel that nervousness in our bones,

and we cannot tell how many and what kind of warships
we shall be obliged to have in order to maintain what is

so vauntingly called our new position among the Powers

of the world.

Nor will any amount of new construction set the matter

at rest for any certain time. We do not know when we
shall have to rebuild the larger part of our fleet; for, as

the Czar truthfully says in his manifesto, &quot;the terri

ble engines of destruction which are to-day regarded as

the last word of science, are destined to-morrow to lose

all value by some new discovery in the same field.&quot; All

forecasts as to the expenditures for naval purposes which

the new policy will impose upon us in the course of time

are, therefore, futile. But whatever they may be, the

people will have to pay the bills.

Moreover, we have to bear a burden of which other

nations know comparatively little. During the last fis

cal year we paid over $140,000,000 in pensions. More
than one hundred years after the Revolutionary war, more

than eighty years after the war of 1812 for we still have

some widows of soldiers in those wars on our pension
rolls fifty years after the Mexican war, and thirty-three

years after the civil war the number of pensioners was

about one million. And still they come. It is estimated

that the recent Spanish war will add $20,000,000 to our

annual pension expenditure. It will probably be much
more. The pension attorneys and Members of Congress

looking for the soldier-vote will take care of that. But if

we continue the military occupation of tropical countries

there will be a constant stream of new pensioners owing
to tropical diseases; and if we have any active military

operations in those tropical regions, that stream will be

heavy beyond calculation. And it will be without any
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end in sight. We must therefore look for a considerable

increase of the pension charge for an incalculable period

the number of new pensioners over-balancing the num
ber of those who in the natural course of things may be

expected to drop out that dropping out being notori

ously very slow. Our annual pension expenditure now
exceeds the whole cost of the great German army on the

peace footing, its pension roll included. As our pension

charge threatens to become, it may approach for a time

the annual cost of the whole peace establishments of the

empire of Germany and the kingdom of Italy combined.

Taking it all in all, assuming our standing Army not to

exceed 100,000 men, but a large part of it to be engaged
in the tropics, and our Navy to be gradually enlarged to

the strength which it must have in order to enable this

Republic to play the part of a colonial Power, we are sure

to have, including our pension roll, an annual expenditure
for army and navy purposes not only far exceeding that

of any European Power, but not falling very much short

of two-fifths of the expenses for the same purposes of all

the six great Powers of Europe together that is not far

from $400,000,000 a year. By honest and strenuous

effort we have paid off the bulk of the heavy National

debt left by the civil war, and we have been very proud
of that achievement. We are now in the way of running

up a new National debt, of which, if we go on with the

new policy, nobody can foretell to what figures it will rise.

It may be said that the American people, owing to

their large and ever-increasing numbers and to their

extraordinary resources, will be much more capable than

other nations of bearing such taxation, and therefore

feel it less. That is true. But it is also true that it will

yet be a painful burden upon the labor of the people, and

contribute neither to their well-being nor to their con

tentment unless the burden, as well as the resulting benefit,
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be equitably distributed. To justify heavy taxes for

military purposes beyond absolute necessity we should,

therefore, economically speaking, show two things: (i)

that the benefit derived from the employment of the

money raised by such taxation will exceed the value of

the money thus taken out of the pockets of the peo

ple; and (2) that such benefit will accrue to the several

taxpayers, or classes of taxpayers, in substantially just

proportion to their respective contributions for the pur

pose in view.

Thus it would in our case be necessary to prove: (i)

that if we increase our taxation so many hundred millions

a year for the purpose of enlarging our standing armaments

to the end of establishing and maintaining our rule in the

West Indies and the Philippines, the profits from the

expansion of our business enterprise accomplished thereby
would exceed that amount a matter about which, to

say the least, there is extremely grave doubt; and (2)

that such profits from whatever increase of business there

may be will directly or indirectly redound in substantially

just proportion to the people who pay the taxes in other

words that, while the taxes to sustain our foreign enter

prises are levied upon the great mass of the people, the

poor as well as the rich, they will redound really to the

general benefit of the people, and not merely, or mainly,

to the profit of a comparatively small number of capitalists

who are able to take advantage, in a more or less specula

tive way, of the chances that may offer themselves in

those distant regions. About this, too, there is exceeding

grave doubt.

These are points which I have no time to elaborate here

in detail; but I commend them for serious consideration

to good citizens who are disposed to look before they leap ;

for they involve not only an economic question, but also

one of justice.
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Let me now pass to the institutional aspect of the case

as it concerns this Republic in particular. I am far from

predicting that the organization and maintenance and

use of large armaments will speedily bring forth in this

country the same consequences which they did produce
in England in Cromwell s time, and in France at the

periods of the first and the second French republics.

With us the &quot;man on horseback&quot; is not in sight. There

is no danger of monarchical usurpation by a victorious

general although it is well worthy of remembrance that

even here in the United States of America, at the close

of the Revolutionary war, at the very threshold of our

history as a republic, a large part of the Revolutionary

army,
&quot;

turned by six years of war from militia into

seasoned veterans,&quot; and full of that overbearing esprit

de corps characteristic of standing armies, urged George

Washington to make himself a dictator, a monarch; that,

as one of his biographers expresses it, &quot;it was as easy for

Washington to have grasped supreme power then, as it

would have been for Csesar to have taken the crown from

Antony upon the Lupercal&quot;; and that it was only George

Washington s patriotic loyalty and magnificent manhood
that stamped out the plot. However, usurpation of so

gross a character would now be rendered infinitely more

difficult, not only by the republican spirit and habits of

the people, but also by our federative organization divid

ing so large an expanse of country into a multitude of

self-governing States.

But even in such a country and among such a people
it is possible to demoralize the Constitutional system and

to infuse a dangerous element of arbitrary power into

the government without making it a monarchy in form

and name. One of the most necessary conservative

agencies in a democratic republic is general respect for

constitutional principles, and faithful observance of
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constitutional forms; and nothing is more apt to under

mine that respect and to foster disregard of those forms

than warlike excitements, which at the same time give

to the armed forces an importance and a prestige which

they otherwise would not possess.

No candid observer of current events will deny that

even to-day the spirit of the new policy awakened by the

victories and conquests achieved in the Spanish war,

and by the occurrences in the Philippines, has moved even

otherwise sober-minded persons to speak of the Constitu

tional limitations of governmental power with a levity

which a year ago would have provoked serious alarm and

stern rebuke. We are loudly told by the advocates of

the new policy that the Constitution no longer fits our

present conditions and aspirations as a great and active

world Power, and should not be permitted to stand in our

way. Those who say so forget that it is still our Constitu

tion; that while it exists its provisions as interpreted by
our highest judicial tribunal are binding upon our actions

as well as upon our consciences; that they will be binding
and must be observed until they are changed in the manner

prescribed by the Constitution itself for its amendment;
and that if any power not granted by the Constitution is

exercised by the Government or any branch of it, on the

ground that the Constitution ought to be changed in order

to fit new conditions, or on any other ground, usurpation
in the line of arbitrary government is already an accom

plished fact. And if such usurpations be submitted to by
the people, that acquiescence will become an incentive

to further usurpations which may end in the complete
wreck of Constitutional government.

Such usurpations are most apt to be acquiesced in

when, in time of war, they appeal to popular feeling in

the name of military necessity, or of the honor of the

flag, or of National glory. In a democracy acting through
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universal suffrage, and being the government of public

opinion informed and inspired by discussion, every influ

ence is unhealthy that prevents men from calm reasoning.

And nothing is more calculated to do that than martial

excitements which stir the blood. We are told that war

will lift up people to a higher and nobler patriotic devo

tion, inspire them with a spirit of heroic self-sacrifice,

and bring their finest impulses and qualities into action.

This it will, in a large measure, if the people feel that the

war is a necessary or a just one. But even then its effects

upon the political as well as the moral sense are confusing.

When the fortunes of war are unfavorable, almost every

thing that can restore them will be called legitimate,

whether it be in harmony with sound principle or not.

When the fortunes of war are favorable, the glory of

victory goes far to justify, or at least to excuse, whatever

may have been done to achieve that victory, or whatever

may be done to secure or increase its fruits.

History shows that military glory is the most unwhole

some food that democracies can feed upon. War with

draws, more than anything else, the popular attention

from those problems and interests which are, in the long

run, of the greatest consequence. It produces a strange
moral and political color-blindness. It creates false

ideals of patriotism and civic virtue.

Nobody is inclined to underestimate the value of mili

tary valor. But compared with military valor, we are

apt to underestimate the value of other kinds of valor,

which are equally great and no less, sometimes even more,

useful to the community. I do not refer only to such

heroism as that of the fireman, or the member of the life-

saving service on the coast, who rescues human beings

from the flames or from the watery grave at the most

desperate risk of his own life, and whose deeds are all

the more heroic as they are not inspired by the enthusiasm
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of battle, and pale into insignificance by the side of any
act of bravery done in killing enemies in the field. I speak
also of that moral courage more important in a democ

racy, which defies the popular outcry in maintaining what

it believes right, and in opposing what it thinks wrong.
Blood spilled for it on the battlefield is often taken

to sanctify and to entitle to popular support any cause,

however questionable. It is called treason to denounce

such a cause, be it ever so bad. It is called patriotism

to support it, however strongly conscience may revolt

against it. Take for instance the man who honestly

believes our war against the Filipinos to be unjust. If

that man, faithfully obeying the voice of his conscience,

frankly denounces that war, and thereby risks the public

station he may occupy, or the friendship of his neighbors,

and resolutely meets the clamor vilifying him as a craven

recreant and an enemy to the Republic, he is, morally,

surely no less a hero than the soldier who at the word of

command and in the excitement of battle rushes against

a hostile battery. You can no doubt find in our country
an abundance of men who would stand bravely under a

hailstorm of bullets. But many of them, if their con

sciences condemned the Filipino war ever so severely,

would be loath to face the charge of want of patriotism

assailing everybody who opposes it. This is no new

story. War makes military heroes, but it makes also

civic cowards. No wonder that war has always proved
so dangerous to the vitality of democracies ;

for a democ

racy needs to keep alive above all things the civic virtues,

which war so easily demoralizes.

You will have observed that I have treated the matter

of militarism in the United States in intimate connection

with our warlike enterprises, as if they were substantially

the same thing. I have done so purposely. As I endeav

ored to set forth, the development of militarism in Euro-
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pean states can be explained on the theory that each

Power may think the largest possible armaments necessary
for the protection of its safety among its neighbors, and

for the preservation of peace. With us such a motive

cannot exist. Not needing large armaments for our

safety for this Republic, if it maintained its old tradi

tional policy, would be perfectly safe without them we
can need them only in the service of warlike adventure

undertaken at our own pleasure, for whatever purpose.
And here I may remark, by the way, that in my opinion,

although such a course of warlike adventure may have

begun with a desire to liberate and civilize certain foreign

populations, it will be likely to develop itself, unless soon

checked, into a downright and reckless policy of conquest
with all the &quot;criminal aggression&quot; and savagery such a

policy implies. At any rate, that policy of warlike adven

ture and militarism will, with us, go together as essentially

identical. Without the policy of warlike adventure

large standing armaments would, with us, have no excuse

and would not be tolerated. If we continue that policy,

militarism with its characteristic evils will be inevitable.

If we wish to escape those evils and to protect this democ

racy against their dangerous effects,, the policy of warlike

adventure must be given up, for the two things are

inseparable.

I have referred to the current events of the day only

by way of illustration, without giving full voice to the

feelings which they stir up in my heart, and the utterance

of which might be somewhat warmer than what I have

said. My theme being the relation of militarism to

democracy in general, and to this great American democ

racy in particular, I may be permitted to express, in

conclusion, my views of what our policy as a democracy
should be in order to keep the vitality of the democratic

Republic unimpaired.
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We should, in the first place, restrict our standing
armaments to the narrowest practicable limits

;
and those

limits will be very narrow, if this democracy does not

suffer itself to be carried away by the ambition of doing

things which, as history has amply shown, a democracy
cannot do without seriously endangering its vital prin

ciples and institutions. There is no doubt that a regular

standing army is a more efficient fighting machine, espe

cially at the beginning of a war, than citizen soldiery.

But our experience has been that, in the peculiar position

we occupy among the nations of the world, we need not

have any war unless, without any compelling necessity, we
choose to have it. It would be most unwise to shape our

whole policy with a view to the constant imminence of

war, there being no such imminence, unless we ourselves

choose to create it. We should have as our main armed

force, and as the natural armed force of a democratic

republic, the citizen soldiery, to be called out for specific

purposes in extraordinary emergencies, the efficiency of

that citizen soldiery to be increased by the training of

men to serve as officers, and by the organization of staff

corps, upon a plan similar to that adopted in Switzerland.

We should have a Navy strong enough to do our share in

the police of the seas, but not a navy rivaling those of

the great naval Powers, for, as our history has conclusively

taught us, we shall not need it if we keep out of quarrels

which do not concern us, and cultivate peace and good
will with other nations a disposition which the rest of

the world will be glad to reciprocate. In this way we
shall avoid the burdens and evil influences of militarism,

and give even our pension roll at last a chance to decrease.

Following a policy essentially different from this we

may have our fill of military glory and conquest, but with

them other things which in the course of time will make
the American people ruefully remember how free and
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great and happy they once were with less military glory
and with no outlying dominions and subject populations.

THE POLICY OF IMPERIALISM 1

More than eight months ago I had the honor of address

ing the citizens of Chicago on the subject of American

imperialism, meaning the policy of annexing to this Re

public distant countries and alien populations that will not

1 Address at the Anti-imperialistic Conference in Chicago, Oct. 17, 1899.
This conference adopted the following :

PLATFORM OF THE AMERICAN ANTI-IMPERIALIST LEAGUE

We hold that the policy known as imperialism is hostile to liberty and
tends toward militarism, an evil from which it has been our glory to be

free. We regret that it has become necessary in the land of Washington
and Lincoln to reaffirm that all men, of whatever race or color, are entitled

to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. We maintain that govern
ments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed. We
insist that the subjugation of any people is &quot;criminal aggression&quot; and open

disloyalty to the distinctive principles of our Government.

We earnestly condemn the policy of the present National Administra

tion in the Philippines. It seeks to extinguish the spirit of 1776 in those

islands. We deplore the sacrifice of our soldiers and sailors, whose bravery
deserves admiration even in an unjust war. We denounce the slaughter
of the Filipinos as a needless horror. We protest against the extension of

American sovereignty by Spanish methods.

We demand the immediate cessation of the war against liberty, begun by
Spain and continued by us. We urge that Congress be promptly convened
to announce to the Filipinos our purpose to concede to them the inde

pendence for which they have so long fought and which of right is theirs.

The United States have always protested against the doctrine of inter

national law which permits the subjugation of the weak by the strong. A
self-governing state cannot accept sovereignty over an unwilling people.
The United States cannot act upon the ancient heresy that might makes

right.

Imperialists assume that with the destruction of self-government in the

Philippines by American hands, all opposition here will cease. This is a

grievous error. Much as we abhor the war of
&quot;

criminal aggression
&quot;

in the

Philippines, greatly as we regret that the blood of the Filipinos is on Ameri
can hands, we more deeply resent the betrayal of American institutions at
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fit into our democratic system of government. I discussed

at that time mainly the baneful effect that the pursuit

of an imperialistic policy would produce upon our political

institutions. After long silence, during which I have

carefully reviewed my own opinions, as well as those of

others in the light of the best information I could obtain,

I shall now approach the same subject from another point
of view.

We all know that the popular mind is much disturbed

by the Philippine war, and that, however highly we admire

the bravery of our soldiers, nobody professes to be proud
of the war itself. There are few Americans who do not

frankly admit their regret that this war should ever have

happened. I think I risk nothing when I say that it is not

merely the bungling conduct of military operations, but

a serious trouble of conscience, that disturbs the Ameri
can heart about this war, and that this trouble of con

science will not be allayed by a more successful military

campaign, just as fifty years ago the trouble of conscience

home. The real firing line is not in the suburbs of Manila. The foe is of

our own household. The attempt of 1861 was to divide the country. That

of 1899 is to destroy its fundamental principles and noblest ideals.

Whether the ruthless slaughter of the Filipinos shall end next month or

next year is but an incident in a contest that must go on until the Declara

tion of Independence and the Constitution of the United States are rescued

from the hands of their betrayers. Those who dispute about standards of

value while the foundation of the Republic is undermined will be listened

to as little as those who would wrangle about the small economies of the

household while the house is on fire. The training of a great people for

a century, the aspiration for liberty of a vast immigration are forces that

will hurl aside those who in the delirium of conquest seek to destroy the

character of our institutions.

We deny that the obligation of all citizens to support their Government
in times of grave National peril applies to the present situation. If an

Administration may with impunity ignore the issues upon which it was

chosen, deliberately create a condition of war anywhere on the face of the

globe, debauch the civil service for spoils to promote the adventure, or

ganize a truth-suppressing censorship and demand of all citizens a sus-
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about slavery could not be allayed by any compromise.

Many people now, as the slavery compromisers did

then, try to ease their minds by saying : &quot;Well, we are in it,

and now we must do the best we can.&quot; In spite of the

obvious futility of this cry in some respects, I will accept

it with the one proviso, that we make an honest effort to

ascertain what really is the best we can do. To this end

let us first clearly remember what has happened.
In April, 1898, we went to war with Spain for the avowed

purpose of liberating the people of Cuba, who had long

been struggling for freedom and independence. Our ob

ject in that war was clearly and emphatically proclaimed

by a solemn resolution of Congress repudiating all inten

tion of annexation on our part, and declaring that the

Cuban people &quot;are, and of right ought to be, free and

independent.
&quot;

This solemn declaration was made to do

justice to the spirit of the American people, who were

indeed willing to wage a war of liberation, but would not

have consented to a war of conquest. It was also to

pension of judgment and their unanimous support while it chooses to

continue the fighting, representative government itself is imperiled.

We propose to contribute to the defeat of any person or party that stands

for the forcible subjugation of any people. We shall oppose for reelection

all who in the White House or in Congress betray American liberty in

pursuit of un-American ends. We still hope that both of our great politi

cal parties will support and defend the Declaration of Independence in the

closing campaign of the century.

We hold, with Abraham Lincoln, that &quot;no man is good enough to govern
another man without that other s consent. When the white man governs

himself, that is self-government, but when he governs himself and also

governs another man, that is more than self-government that is despot

ism.
&quot;

&quot;Our reliance is in the love of liberty which God has planted in us.

Our defense is in the spirit which prizes liberty as the heritage of all men
in all lands. Those who deny freedom to others deserve it not for them

selves, and under a just God cannot long retain it.&quot;

We cordially invite the cooperation of all men and women who remain

loyal to the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the

United States.
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propitiate the opinion of mankind for our action. Presi

dent McKinley also declared with equal solemnity that

annexation by force could not be thought of, because,

according to our code of morals, it would be criminal

aggression.
&quot;

Can it justly be pretended that these declarations

referred only to the island of Cuba? What would the

American people, what would the world, have said if

Congress had resolved that the Cuban people were indeed

rightfully entitled to freedom and independence, but that

as to the people of other Spanish colonies we recognized
no such right; and if President McKinley had declared

that the forcible annexation of Cuba would be criminal,

but that the forcible annexation of other Spanish colonies

would be a righteous act? A general outburst of protest

from our own people, and of derision and contempt from

the whole world, would have been the answer. No, there

can be no cavil that war was proclaimed to all man
kind to be a war of liberation, and not of conquest, and

even now our very imperialists are still boasting that the

war was prompted by the most unselfish and generous

purposes, and that those insult us who do not believe it.

In the course of that war Commodore Dewey, by a

brilliant feat of arms, destroyed the Spanish fleet in the

harbor of Manila. This did not change the heralded

character of the war certainly not in Dewey s own

opinion. The Filipinos, constituting the strongest and

foremost tribe of the population of the archipelago, had

long been fighting for freedom and independence, just as

the Cubans had. The great mass of the other islanders

sympathized with them. They fought for the same cause

as the Cubans, and they fought against the same enemy
the same enemy against whom we were waging our war

of humanity and liberation. They had the same title to

freedom and independence which we recognized as &quot;of
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right&quot; in the Cubans nay, more; for, as Admiral Dewey
telegraphed to our Government, &quot;they are far superior

in their intelligence, and more capable of self-government,
than the natives of Cuba. The Admiral adds : I am
familiar with both races, and further intercourse with

them has confirmed me in this opinion.
&quot;

Indeed, the mendacious stories spread by our imperial

ists, which represent those people as barbarians, their

doings as mere &quot;savagery
&quot;

and their chiefs as no better

than &quot;cut-throats,&quot; have been refuted by such a mass of

authoritative testimony, coming in part from men who
are themselves imperialists, that their authors should

hide their heads in shame; for surely it is not the part of

really brave men to calumniate their victims before sac

rificing them: We need not praise the Filipinos as in

every way the equals of the &quot;embattled farmers&quot; of

Lexington and Concord, and Aguinaldo as the peer of

Washington; but there is an overwhelming abundance

of testimony some of it unwilling that the Filipinos are

fully the equals, and even the superiors, of the Cubans
and the Mexicans. As to Aguinaldo, Admiral Dewey is

credited with saying that he is controlled by men abler

than himself. The same could be said of more than one of

our Presidents. Moreover, it would prove that those are

greatly mistaken who predict that the Filipino uprising

would collapse were Aguinaldo captured or killed. The
old slander that Aguinaldo had sold out the revolutionary

movement for a bribe of $400,000 has been so thoroughly

exploded by the best authority that it requires uncommon

audacity to repeat it. (See 55th Cong., 3d session, Senate

Doc. 62, Part i, page 421.)

Now let us see what has happened. Two months before

the beginning of our Spanish war, our Consul at Manila

reported to the State Department : Conditions here and

in Cuba are practically alike. War exists, battles are of

VOL. VI. 6
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almost daily occurrence. The crown forces (Spanish) have

not been able to dislodge a rebel army within ten miles

of Manila. A republic is organized here as in Cuba.&quot;

When, two months later, our war of liberation and hu

manity began, Commodore Dewey was at Hong Kong
with his ships. He received orders to attack and destroy
the Spanish fleet in those waters. It was then that our

Consul-General at Singapore informed our State Depart
ment that he had conferred with General Aguinaldo, then

at Singapore, as to the cooperation of the Philippine

insurgents, and that he had telegraphed to Commodore

Dewey that Aguinaldo was willing to come to Hong Kong
to arrange with Dewey for &quot;general cooperation, if

desired&quot;; whereupon Dewey promptly answered: &quot;Tell

Aguinaldo come soon as possible.&quot; The meeting was had.

Dewey sailed to Manila to destroy the Spanish fleet, and

Aguinaldo was taken to the seat of war on a vessel of the

United States. His forces received a supply of arms

through Commodore Dewey, and did faithfully and

effectively cooperate with our forces against the Span
iards, so effectively, indeed, that soon afterwards by their

efforts the Spaniards had lost the whole country, except
a few garrisons in which they were practically blockaded.

Now, what were the relations between the Philippine

insurgents and this Republic? There is some dispute as

to certain agreements, including a promise of Philippine

independence, said to have been made between Aguinaldo
and our Consul-General at Singapore before Aguinaldo

proceeded to cooperate with Dewey. But I lay no stress

upon this point. I will let only the record of facts speak.

Of these facts the first, of highest importance, is that

Aguinaldo was &quot;desired,&quot; that is, invited, by officers of

the United States to cooperate with our forces. The
second is that the Filipino Junta in Hong Kong immedi

ately after these conferences appealed to their countrymen
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to receive the American fleet, about to sail for Manila, as

friends, by a proclamation which had these words: &quot;Com

patriots, divine Providence is about to place independ
ence within our reach. The Americans, not from any

mercenary motives, but for the sake of humanity, have

considered it opportune to extend their protecting mantle

to our beloved country. Where you see the American flag

flying ,
assemble in mass . They are our redeemers . With

this faith his followers gave Aguinaldo a rapturous greet

ing upon his arrival at Cavite, where he proclaimed his

government and organized his army under Dewey s eyes.

The arrival of our land forces did not at first change
these relations. Brigadier-General Thomas M. Anderson,

commanding, wrote to Aguinaldo, July 4th, as follows:

General, I have the honor to inform you that the United

States of America, whose land forces I have the honor to

command in this vicinity, being at war with the kingdom of

Spain, has entire sympathy and most friendly sentiments for

the native people of the Philippine Islands. For these rea

sons I desire to have the most amicable relations with you,
and to have you and your people cooperate with us in

military operations against the Spanish forces, etc.

Aguinaldo responded cordially, and an extended corre

spondence followed, special services being asked for by
the party of the first part, being rendered by the second

and duly acknowledged by the first. All this went on

pleasantly until the capture of Manila, in which Aguinaldo

effectively cooperated by fighting the Spaniards outside,

taking many prisoners from them, and hemming them in.

The services they rendered by taking thousands of

Spanish prisoners, by harassing the Spaniards in the

trenches and by completely blockading Manila on the

land side, were amply testified to by our own officers,

Aguinaldo was also active on the sea. He had ships
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which our commanders permitted to pass in and out of

Manila Bay, under the flag of the Philippine Republic,
on their expeditions against other provinces.

Now, whether there was or not any formal compact of

alliance signed and sealed, no candid man who has studied

the official documents will deny that in point of fact the

Filipinos, having been desired and invited to do so, were,

before the capture of Manila, acting, and were practically

recognized, as our allies, and that as such they did effec

tive service, which we accepted and profited by. This is

an indisputable fact, proved by the record.

It is an equally indisputable fact that during that

period the Filipino government constantly and publicly,

so that nobody could plead ignorance of it or misunder

stand it, informed the world that their object was the

achievement of national independence, and that they
believed the Americans had come in good faith to help
them accomplish that end, as in the case of Cuba. It was

weeks after various proclamations and other public
utterances of Aguinaldo to that effect that the corre

spondence between him and General Anderson, which I

have quoted, took place, and that the useful services of

the Filipinos as our practical allies were accepted. It is,

further, an indisputable fact that during this period our

Government did not inform the Filipinos that their fond

expectations as to our recognition of their independence
were mistaken. Our Secretary of State did, indeed, on

June 1 6th write to Mr. Pratt, our Consul-General at Singa

pore, that our Government knew the Philippine insurgents,

not indeed as patriots struggling for liberty, and who, like

the Cubans, &quot;are and of right ought to be free and in

dependent,&quot; but merely as
&quot;

discontented and rebellious

subjects of Spain,&quot; who, if we occupied their country
in consequence of the war, would have to yield us due

&quot;obedience.&quot; And other officers of our Government were
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instructed not to make any promises to the Filipinos as

to the future. But the Filipinos themselves were not so

informed. They were left to believe that, while fighting

in cooperation with the American forces, they were fight

ing for their own independence. They could not imagine
that the Government of the great American Republic,
while boasting of having gone to war with Spain under the

banner of liberation and humanity in behalf of Cuba, was

capable of secretly plotting to turn that war into one

for the conquest and subjugation of the Philippines. Thus
the Filipinos went faithfully and bravely on doing for us

the service of allies, of brothers in arms, far from dreaming
that the same troops with whom they had been asked to

cooperate would soon be employed by the great apostle of

liberation and humanity to slaughter them for no other

reason than that they, the Filipinos, continued to stand

up for their own freedom and independence.
But just that was to happen. As soon as Manila was

taken and we had no further use for our Filipino allies,

they were ordered to fall back and back from the city and

its suburbs. Our military commanders treated the Fili

pinos country as if it were our own. When Aguinaldo
sent one of his aides-de-camp to General Merritt with a

request for an interview, General Merritt was &quot;too busy.
&quot;

When our peace negotiations with Spain began, and rep

resentatives of the Filipinos asked for audience to solicit

consideration of the rights and wishes of their people, the

doors were slammed in their faces, in Washington as well

as in Paris. And behind those doors the scheme was

hatched to deprive the Philippine Islanders of independ
ence from foreign rule, and to make them the subjects of

another foreign ruler; and that foreign ruler their late ally,

this great Republic which had grandly proclaimed to the

world that its war against Spain was not a war of conquest,

but a war of liberation and humanity.
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Behind those doors which were tightly closed to the

people of the Philippines, a treaty was made with Spain,

by the direction of President McKinley, which provided
for the cession of the Philippine Islands by Spain to the

United States for a consideration of $20,000,000. It has

been said that this sum was not purchase-money, but a

compensation for improvements made by Spain, or a

solatium to sweeten the pill of cession, or what not. But,

stripped of all cloudy verbiage, it was really purchase-

money, the sale being made by Spain under duress. Thus

Spain sold, and the United States bought, what was called

the sovereignty of Spain over the Philippine Islands and

their people.

Now look at the circumstances under which that

&quot;cession
&quot; was made. Spain had lost the possession of the

country, except a few isolated and helpless little garrisons,

most of which were effectively blockaded by the Filipinos.

The American forces occupied Cavite and the harbor and

city of Manila, and nothing more. The bulk of the coun

try was occupied and possessed by the people thereof,

over whom Spain had, in point of fact, ceased to exer

cise any sovereignty, the Spanish power having been

driven out or destroyed by the Filipino insurrection, while

the United States had not acquired, beyond Cavite and

Manila, any authority of whatever name by military

occupation, nor by recognition on the part of the people.

Aguinaldo s army surrounded Manila on the land side,

and his government claimed organized control over fifteen

provinces. That government was established at Malolos

not far from Manila; and a very respectable government,
it was. According to Mr. Barrett, our late Minister in

Siam, himself an ardent imperialist, who had seen it,

it had a well-organized Executive, divided into several

departments, ably conducted, and a popular Assembly, a

Congress, which would favorably compare with the Par-
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liament of Japan an infinitely better government than

the insurrectionary government of Cuba ever was.

It is said that Aguinaldo s government was in operation

among only a part of the people of the islands. This is

true. But it is also certain that it was recognized and

supported by an immeasurably larger part of the people
than Spanish sovereignty, which had practically ceased to

exist, and than American rule, which was confined to a

harbor and a city, and which was carried on by the exer

cise of military force under what was substantially martial

law over a people that constituted about one-twentieth

of the whole population of the islands. Thus, having

brought but a very small fraction of the country and its

people under our military control, we bought by that

treaty the sovereignty over the whole from a Power

which had practically lost that sovereignty, and therefore

did no longer possess it
;
and we contemptuously disdained

to consult the existing native government, which actually

did control a large part of the country and people, and

which had been our ally in the war with Spain. The

sovereignty we thus acquired may well be defined as

Abraham Lincoln once defined the &quot;popular sovereignty&quot;

of Senator Douglas s doctrine as being like a soup made

by boiling the shadow of the breastbone of a pigeon that

had been starved to death.

No wonder that treaty found opposition in the Senate.

Virulent abuse was heaped upon the &quot;statesman who
would oppose the ratification of a peace treaty.

&quot; A peace

treaty? This was no peace treaty at all. It was a treaty

with half a dozen bloody wars in its belly. It was, in the

first place, an open and brutal declaration of war against

our allies, the Filipinos, who struggled for freedom and

independence from foreign rule. Every man not totally

blind could see that. For such a treaty the true friends

of peace could, of course, not vote.
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But more. Even before that treaty had been assented

to by the Senate, that is, even before that ghastly shadow
of our Philippine sovereignty had obtained any legal sanc

tion, President McKinley assumed of his own motion

the sovereignty of the Philippine Islands by his famous

&quot;benevolent assimilation&quot; order of December 21, 1898,

through which our military commander at Manila was
directed forthwith to extend the military government of

the United States over the whole archipelago, and by
which the Filipinos were notified that, if they refused

to submit, they would be compelled by force of arms.

Having bravely fought for their freedom and independence
from one foreign rule, they did refuse to submit to another

foreign rule, and then the slaughter of our late allies

began the slaughter by American arms of a once friendly

and confiding people. And this slaughter has been going
on ever since.

This is a grim story. Two years ago the prediction of

such a possibility would have been regarded as a hideous

nightmare, as the offspring of a diseased imagination.
But to-day it is a true tale a plain recital of facts taken

from the official records. These things have actually
been done in these last two years by and under the Ad
ministration of William McKinley. This is our Philip

pine war as it stands. Is it a wonder that the American

people should be troubled in their consciences? But let

us not be too swift in our judgment on the conduct of those

in power over us. Let us hear what they have to say in

defense of it.

It is pretended that we had a right to the possession of

the Philippines, and that self-respect demanded us to en

force that right. What kind of right was it? The right

of conquest? Had we really acquired that country by
armed conquest, which, as President McKinley has told

us, is, according to the American code of morals, &quot;crim-
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inal aggression&quot;? But if we had thrown aside our code

of morals, we had then not conquered more than the bay
and city of Manila. The rest of the country was con

trolled, if by anybody, by the Filipinos. Or was it the

right of possession by treaty? I have already shown that

the President ordered the enforcement of our sovereignty

over the archipelago before the treaty had by ratification

gained legal effect, and also that, in making that treaty,

we had bought something called sovereignty which Spain
had ceased to possess and could therefore not sell and

deliver. But let me bring the matter home to you by a

familiar example.

Imagine that in our revolutionary times, France, being
at war with England, had brought to this country a fleet

and an army, and had, without any definite compact to

that effect, cooperated as an ally with our revolutionary

forces, permitting all the while the Americans to believe

that she did this without any mercenary motive, and that,

in case of victory, the American colonies would be free

and independent. Imagine then that, after the British

surrendered at Yorktown, the King of France had extorted

from the British King a treaty ceding, for a consideration

of $20,000,000, the sovereignty over the American colonies

to France, and that thereupon the King of France had

coolly notified the Continental Congress and General

Washington that they had to give up their idea of National

independence, and to surrender unconditionally to the

sovereignty of France, wherefor the French King promised
them &quot;

benevolent assimilation.&quot; Imagine, further, that

upon the protest of the Americans that Great Britain,

having lost everything in the colonies except New York

City and a few other little posts, had no sovereignty to

cede, the French King answered that he had bought the

Americans at $5 a head, and that if they refused to sub

mit he would give them benevolent assimilation in the
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shape of bullets. Can there be any doubt that the Con
tinental Congress and General Washington would have

retorted that, no matter what the French King might have

bought, Great Britain had no sovereignty left to sell;

that least of all would the Americans permit themselves

to be sold ;
that the French, in so treating their American

allies after such high-sounding professions of friendship

and generosity, were a lot of mean, treacherous, con

temptible hypocrites, and that the Americans would

rather die than submit to such wolves in sheep s clothing?

And will any patriotic American now deny that, whatever

quibbles of international law about possible cessions of a

lost sovereignty might be invented, such conduct of the

French would have been simply a shame and that the

Americans of that time would have eternally disgraced

themselves if they had failed to resist unto death? How,
then, can the same patriotic American demand that the

Filipinos should surrender and accept American sover

eignty under circumstances exactly parallel? And that

parallel will not be shaken by any learned international

law technicalities, which do not touch the moral element

of the subject.

It is also pretended that, whatever our rights, the Fili

pinos were the original aggressors in the pending fight, and

that our troops found themselves compelled to defend their

flag against assault. What are the facts? One evening

early in February last some Filipino soldiers entered the

American lines without, however, attacking anybody.
An American sentry fired, killing one of the Filipinos.

Then a desultory firing began at the outposts. It spread
until it assumed the proportions of an extensive engage
ment in which a large number of Filipinos were killed.

It is a well-established fact that this engagement could not

have been a premeditated affair on the part of the Fili

pinos, as many of their officers, including Aguinaldo s
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private secretary, were at the time in the theaters and
cafes of Manila. It is further well known that the next

day Aguinaldo sent an officer, General Torres, under a

flag of truce to General Otis to declare that the fighting

had not been authorized by Aguinaldo, but had begun

accidentally; that Aguinaldo wished to have it stopped,
and proposed to that end the establishment of a neutral

zone between the two armies, such as might be agreeable

to General Otis; whereupon General Otis curtly answered

that the fighting, having once begun, must go on to the

grim end. Who was it that really wanted the fight?

But far more important than all this is the fact that

President McKinley s &quot;benevolent assimilation&quot; order,

which even before the ratification of the treaty demanded
that the Philippine Islanders should unconditionally

surrender to American sovereignty, in default whereof

our military forces would compel them, was really the

President s declaration of war against the Filipinos in

sisting upon independence, however you may quibble
about it. When an armed man enters my house under

some questionable pretext, and tells me that I must yield

to him unconditional control of the premises or he will

knock me down who is the aggressor, no matter who
strikes the first blow? No case of aggression can be

clearer, shuffle and prevaricate as you will.

Let us recapitulate. We go to war with Spain in behalf

of an oppressed colony of hers. We solemnly proclaim
this to be a war not of conquest God forbid! but of

liberation and humanity. We invade the Spanish colony

of the Philippines, destroy the Spanish fleet, and invite

the cooperation of the Filipino insurgents against Spain.

We accept their effective aid as allies, all the while per

mitting them to believe that, in case of victory, they will

be free and independent. By active fighting they get con

trol of a large part of the interior country, from which
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Spain is virtualty ousted. When we have captured
Manila and have no further use for our Filipino allies,

our President directs that, behind their backs, a treaty be

made with Spain transferring their country to us; and
even before that treaty is ratified, he tells them that, in

place of the Spaniards, they must accept us as their

masters, and that if they do not, they will be compelled

by force of arms. They refuse, and we shoot them down ;

and, as President McKinley said at Pittsburgh, we shall

continue to shoot them down &quot;

without useless parley.&quot;

I have recited these things in studiously sober and dry
matter-of-fact language, without oratorical ornament or

appeal. I ask you now what epithet can you find justly

to characterize such a course? Happily, you need not

search for one, for President McKinley himself has fur

nished the best when, in a virtuous moment, he said that

annexation by force should not be thought of, for, accord

ing to the American code of morals, it would be
&quot;

criminal

aggression.&quot; Yes,
&quot;

criminal&quot; is the word. Have you
ever heard of any aggression more clearly criminal than

this? And in this case there is an element of peculiarly

repulsive meanness and treachery. I pity the American

who can behold this spectacle without the profoundest

shame, contrition and resentment. Is it a wonder, I

repeat, that the American people, in whose name this has

been done, should be troubled in their consciences?

To justify, or rather to excuse, such things, nothing but

a plea of the extremest necessity will avail. Did such a

necessity exist? In a sort of helpless way the defenders of

this policy ask:
&quot; What else could the President have done

under the circumstances?&quot; This question is simply
childish. If he thought he could not order Commodore

Dewey away from Manila after the execution of the order

to destroy the Spanish fleet, he could have told the people

of the Philippine Islands that this was, on our part, a war
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not of conquest, but of liberation and humanity; that we

sympathized with their desire for freedom and independ

ence, and that we would treat them as we had speci

fically promised to treat the Cuban people in furthering

the establishment of an independent government. And
this task would have been much easier than in the case of

Cuba, since, according to Admiral Dewey s repeatedly

emphatic testimony, the Filipinos were much better

fitted for such a government.
Our ingenious Postmaster-General has told us that the

President could not have done that because he had no

warrant for it, since he did not know whether the Ameri

can people would wish to keep the Philippine Islands. But
what warrant, then, had the President for putting before

the Filipinos, by his
&quot;

benevolent assimilation order,&quot;

the alternative of submission to our sovereignty or war?

Had he any assurance that the American people willed

that? If such was his dream, there may be a rude awaken

ing in store for him. But I say that for assenting to the

aspiration of the Filipinos to freedom and independence
he would have had the fullest possible warrant in the

spirit of our institutions and in the resolution of Congress

stamping our war against Spain as a war of liberation and

humanity. And such a course would surely have been

approved by the American people, except perhaps some

Jingoes bent upon wild adventure, and some syndicates
of speculators unscrupulous in their greed of gain.

There are also some who, with the mysterious mien of a

superior sense of responsibility, tell us that the President

could not have acted otherwise, because Dewey s victory
devolved upon us some grave international or other obliga

tions which would have been disregarded had the Presi

dent failed to claim sovereignty over the Philippines.

What? Did not the destruction of Cervera s fleet and

the taking of Santiago devolve the same obligations upon
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us with regard to Cuba? And who has ever asserted

that therefore Cuba must be put under our sovereignty?
And did ever anybody pretend that our victories in

Mexico fifty years ago imposed upon us international or

other obligations which compelled us to assume sover

eignty over the Mexican Republic after we had conquered
it much more than we have conquered the Philippines?

Does not, in the light of history, this obligation-dodge

appear as a hollow mockery?
An equally helpless plea is it, that the President could

not treat with Aguinaldo and his followers because they
did not represent the whole population of the islands. But

having an established government and an army of some

25,000 or 30,000 men, and in that army men from various

tribes, they represented at least something. They rep
resented at least a large part of the population and a

strong nucleus of a national organization. And, as we
have to confess that in the Philippines there is no active

opposition to the Filipino government except that which

we ourselves manage to excite, it may be assumed that

they represent the sympathy of practically the whole

people.

But, pray, what do we represent there? At first, while

the islanders confided in us as their liberators, we repre

sented their hope for freedom and independence. Since

we have betrayed that hope and have begun to slaughter

them, we represent, as a brute force bent upon subjugating

them, only their bitter hatred and detestation. We have

managed to turn virtually that whole people, who at first

greeted us with childlike trust as their beloved deliverers,

into deadly enemies. For it is a notorious fact that those

we regard as amigos to-day will to-morrow stand in the

ranks of our foes. We have not a true friend left among
the islanders unless it be some speculators and the Sultan

of Sulu with his harem and his slaves, whose support we
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have bought with a stipend like that which the Republic
in its feeble infancy paid to the pirates of the Barbary
States. And even his friendship will hardly last long.

Yes, it is a terrible fact that in one year we have mace
them hate us more, perhaps, than they hated even their

Spanish oppressors, who were at least less foreign to them,

and that the manner in which we are treating them has

caused many, if not most, of the Filipinos to wish that

they had patiently suffered Spanish tyranny rather than

be &quot;liberated&quot; by us.

Thus it appears that we who represent in the Philip

pines no popular element at all, but are unpopular in the

extreme, cannot enter into relations with an established

government for the pretended reason that it does not

represent all the people, while it does represent a very

important part of them, and would probably soon represent
them all if we did not constantly throw obstacles in its

way aye, if we did not seek to extinguish it in blood.

Was there ever a false pretense more glaring?

But the ghastliest argument of all in defense of the

President s course is that he had to extend American

sovereignty over the whole archipelago even before the

ratification of the treaty, and that he was, and is now,

obliged to shoot down the Filipinos, to the end of &quot;re

storing order&quot; and &quot;preventing anarchy&quot; in the islands.

We are to understand that if our strong armed hand did

not restrain them from doing as they pleased that is, if

they were left free and independent they would quickly

begin to cut one another s or other people s throats,

and to ravish and destroy one another s or other people s

property. We may reasonably assume that if this were

sure to be the upshot of their being left free and inde

pendent, they would have shown some such tendency
where they have actually held sway under their own

revolutionary government.
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Now for the facts. We have the reports of two naval

officers and of two members of the signal corps who
travelled extensively behind Aguinaldo s lines through the

country controlled by his government. And what did

they find? Quiet and orderly rural or municipal com

munities, in all appearance well organized and governed,
full of enthusiasm for their liberty and independence, which

they thought secured by the expulsion of the Spaniards,
and for their leader Aguinaldo, and at the time it was be

fore President McKinley had ordered the subjugation of

the islands also for the Americans, whom, with childlike

confidence, they still believed friendly to their freedom

from all foreign rule. We may be sure that if any
anarchical disturbances had happened among them,
our imperialists would have eagerly made report. But
there has been nothing at all equivalent to such things of

our own as the famous &quot;

battle of Virden&quot; in Illinois, or

the race troubles in our own States, or the numerous

lynchings we have witnessed with shame and alarm in

various parts of our Republic. The only rumors of so-

called &quot;anarchy&quot; have come through a British consul on

the island of Borneo, who writes that bloody broils are

occurring in some of the southernmost regions of the

Philippine archipelago, and that the Americans are

wanted there. But the Americans are engaged in killing

orderly Filipinos Filipino soldiers of just that Filipino

government which, on its part, would probably soon

restore order in the troubled places, if it had not to defend

itself against the
&quot;

criminal aggression&quot; of the Americans.

The imperialists wish us to believe that in the Philip

pines there is bloody disorder wherever our troops are

not. In fact, after the Filipinos had expelled the Span
iards from the interior of their country, bloody disorders

began there only when our troops appeared. Here is

an example. In December last the city of Iloilo, the
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second city in commercial importance in the Philippines,

was evacuated by the Spaniards and occupied by the

Filipinos. General M. P. Miller of our Army was sent in

command of an expedition to take possession of it. As

he has publicly stated, when he appeared with his ships

and soldiers before the city he received a letter from the

business people of Iloilo, principally foreigners, stating

that good order was being maintained, life and property

being protected, and requesting him not to attack at

present.&quot; But soon afterwards he received peremptory
orders to attack, and did so

;
and then the killing and the

burning of houses and other work of devastation began.
Can it be said that our troops had to go there to

&quot;

restore

order&quot; and prevent bloodshed and devastation? No,
order and safety existed there, and it was only with our

troops that the bloodshed and devastation came which

otherwise might not have occurred.

I am far from meaning to picture the Philippine Is

landers as paragons of virtue and gentle conduct. But I

challenge the imperialists to show me any instances of

bloody disturbance or other savagery among them suffi

cient to create any necessity for our armed interference

to &quot;restore order&quot; or to &quot;save them from anarchy.&quot; I

ask and demand an answer: Is it not true that, even if

there has been such a disorderly tendency, it would have

required a long time for it to kill one-tenth as many
human beings as we have killed and to cause one-tenth as

much devastation as we have caused by our assaults

upon them? Is it not true that, instead of being obliged

to &quot;restore order,&quot; we have carried riot and death and

desolation into peaceful communities whose only offense

was not that they did not maintain order and safety

among themselves, but that they refused to accept us as

their rulers? And here is the rub.

In the vocabulary of our imperialists &quot;order&quot; means,
VOL. VI. 7
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above all, submission to their will. Any other kind of

order, be it ever so peaceful and safe, must be suppressed
with a bloody hand. This &quot;order&quot; is the kind that has

been demanded by the despot since the world had a

history. Its language has already become dangerously
familiar to us a familiarity which cannot cease too

soon.

From all these points of view, therefore, the Philippine

war was as unnecessary as it is unjust. A wanton, wicked

and abominable war so it is called by untold thousands

of American citizens, and so it is at heart felt to be, I have

no doubt, by an immense majority of the American

people. Aye, as such it is cursed by many of our very
soldiers whom our Government orders to shoot down
innocent people. And who will deny that this war would

certainly have been avoided had the President remained

true to the National pledge that the war against Spain
should be a war of liberation and humanity and not of

conquest? Can there be any doubt that, if the assurance

had honestly been given and carried out, we might have

had, for the mere asking, all the coaling-stations, and

facilities for commercial and industrial enterprise, and
freedom for the establishment of schools and churches we

might reasonably desire ? And what have we now? After

eight months of slaughter and devastation, squandered
treasure and shame, an indefinite prospect of more and

more slaughter, devastation, squandered treasure and

shame.

But, we are asked, since we have to deal with a situa

tion not as it might have been, but as it is, what do we

propose to do now? We may fairly turn about and say,

since not we, but you, have got the country into this

frightful mess, what have you to propose? Well, and

what is the answer? &quot;No useless parley! More soldiers !

More guns ! More blood ! More devastation ! Kill, kill,
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kill! And when we have killed enough, so that further

resistance stops, then we shall see.&quot; Translated from

smooth phrase into plain English, this is the program. Let

us examine it with candor and coolness.

What is the ultimate purpose of this policy? To be

perfectly fair, I will assume that the true spirit of American

imperialism is represented not by the extremists who
want to subjugate the Philippine Islanders at any cost

and then exploit the islands to the best advantage of the

conquerors, but by the more humane persons who say
that we must establish our sovereignty over them to make
them happy, to prepare them for self-government, and

even recognize their right to complete independence as

soon as they show themselves fit for it.

Let me ask these well-meaning citizens a simple ques
tion. If you think that the American people may ulti

mately consent to the independence of those islanders as

a matter of right and good policy, why do you insist upon

killing them now? You answer: Because they refuse to

recognize our sovereignty. Why do they so refuse?

Because they think themselves entitled to independence,
and are willing to fight and die for it. But if you insist

upon continuing to shoot them down for this reason, does

not that mean that you want to kill them for demanding
the identical thing which you yourself think that you may
ultimately find it just and proper to grant them? Would
not every drop of blood shed in such a guilty sport cry to

Heaven? For you must not forget that establishing our

sovereignty in the Philippines means the going on with the

work of slaughter and devastation to the grim end, and

nobody can tell where that end will be. To kill men in a

just war and in obedience to imperative necessity is one

thing. To kill men for demanding what you yourself

may ultimately have to approve, is another. How can

such killing adopted as a policy be countenanced by a
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man of conscience and humane feelings? And yet, such

killing without useless parley is the policy proposed to

us.

We are told that we must trust President McKinley and

his advisers to bring us out &quot;all right.
&quot;

I should be glad

to be able to do so
;
but I cannot forget that they have got

us in all wrong. And here we have to consider a point of

immense importance, which I solemnly urge upon the

attention of the American people.

It is one of the fundamental principles of our system of

democratic government that only the Congress has the

power to declare war. What does this signify? That a

declaration of war, the initiation of an armed conflict

between this Nation and some other Power the most

solemn and responsible act a nation can perform, involv

ing as it does the lives and fortunes of an uncounted

number of human beings shall not be at the discretion of

the Executive branch of the Government, but shall de

pend upon the authority of the legislative representatives

of the people in other words, that, as much as the

machinery of government may make such a thing possible,

the deliberate will of the people Constitutionally expressed
shall determine the awful question of peace or war.

It is true there may be circumstances of foreign aggres

sion or similar emergencies to precipitate an armed conflict

without there being a possibility of consulting the popular
will beforehand. But, such exceptional cases notwith

standing, the Constitutional principle remains that the

question of peace or war is essentially one which the

popular will is to decide, and that no possibility should be

lost to secure upon it the expression of the popular will

through its legislative organs. Whenever such a possi

bility is wilfully withheld or neglected, and a war has been

brought upon the country without every available means

being employed thus to consult the popular will upon
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that question, the spirit of the Constitution is flagrantly

violated in one of its most essential principles.

We are now engaged in a war with the Filipinos. You

may quibble about it as you will, call it by whatever name

you will it is a war
;
and a war of conquest on our part at

that a war of barefaced, cynical conquest. Now, I ask

any fairminded man whether the President, before begin

ning that war, or while carrying it on, has ever taken any

proper steps to get from the Congress, the representatives

of the people, any proper authority for making that war.

He issued his famous &quot;benevolent assimilation&quot; order,

directing the Army to bring the whole Philippine archi

pelago as promptly as possible under the military govern
ment of the United States, on December 21, 1898, while

Congress was in session, and before the treaty with Spain,

transferring her shadowy sovereignty over the islands, had

acquired any force of law by the assent of the Senate.

That was substantially a declaration of war against the

Filipinos asserting their independence. He took this

step of his own motion. To be sure, he has constantly

been telling us that &quot;the whole subject is with Congress,&quot;

and that &quot;Congress shall direct.&quot; But when did he,

while Congress was in session, lay a full statement before

that body and ask its direction? Why did he not, before

he proclaimed that the slaughter must go on without use

less parley, call Congress together to consult the popular
will in Constitutional form? Why, even in these days,

while &quot;swinging around the circle,&quot; the President and his

Secretaries are speaking of the principal thing, the per

manent annexation of the Philippines, not as a question

still to be determined, but as a thing done concluded by
the Executive, implying that Congress will have simply

to regulate the details.

Now you may bring ever so many arguments to show

that the President had technically a right to act as he did,
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and your reasoning may be ever so plausible yet the

great fact remains that the President did not seek and

obtain authority from Congress as to the war to be made,
and the policy to be pursued, and that he acted upon his

own motion. And this autocratic conduct is vastly

aggravated by the other fact that in this democratic

Republic, the government of which should be that of an

intelligent and well-informed public opinion, a censorship

of news has been instituted, which is purposely and sys

tematically seeking to keep the American people in ignor

ance of the true state of things at the seat of war, and by
all sorts of deceitful tricks to deprive them of the knowl

edge required for the formation of a correct judgment.
And this censorship was practised not only in Manila, but

directly by the Administration in Washington. Here is a

specimen performance revealed by a member of Congress
in a public speech; the War Department gave out a des

patch from Manila, as follows:
&quot;

Volunteers willing to

remain.&quot; The Congressman went to the War Depart
ment and asked for the original, which read: &quot;Volunteers

unwilling to reenlist, but willing to remain until transports

arrive.&quot; You will admit that such distortion of official

news is a downright swindle upon the people. Does not

this give strong color to the charge of the war corre

spondents that the news is systematically and con

fessedly so doctored by the officials that it may &quot;help the

Administration ?

Those are, therefore, by no means wrong who call this

&quot;the President s war.
&quot; And a war so brought about and

so conducted the American people are asked to approve
and encourage, simply because &quot;we are in it&quot; that is,

because the President of his own motion has got us into it.

Have you considered what this means?

Every man of public experience knows how powerful

and seductive precedent is as an argument in the interpre-
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tation of laws and of constitutional provisions, or in

justification of governmental practices. When a thing,

no matter how questionable, has once been done by the

government, and approved, or even acquiesced in, by the

people, that act will surely be used as a justification of its

being done again. In nothing is the authority of prece

dent more dangerous than in defending usurpations of

governmental power. And it is remarkable how prone
the public mind is, especially under the influence of party

spirit, to accept precedent as a warrant for such usurpa

tions, which, judged upon their own merits, would be

sternly condemned. And every such precedent is apt to

bring forth a worse one. It is in this way that the most

indispensable bulwarks of free government, and of public

peace and security, may be undermined. To meet such

dangers the American people should, if ever, remem
ber the old saying that eternal vigilance is the price of

liberty.&quot;

I am not here as a partisan, but as an American citizen

anxious for the future of the Republic. And I cannot too

earnestly admonish the American people, if they value the

fundamental principles of their government, and their

own security and that of their children, for a moment to

throw aside all partisan bias and soberly to consider what

kind of a precedent they would set, if they consented to,

and by consenting approved, the President s management
of the Philippine business merely because &quot;we are in it.&quot;

We cannot expect all our future Presidents to be models

of public virtue and wisdom, as George Washington was.

Imagine now in the Presidential office a man well-meaning

but, it may be, short-sighted and pliable, and under the

influence of so-called &quot;friends&quot; who are greedy and reck

less speculators, and who would not scruple to push him

into warlike complications in order to get great oppor
tunities for profit; or a man of that inordinate ambition
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which intoxicates the mind and befogs the conscience; or

a man of extreme partisan spirit, who honestly believes

the victory of his party to be necessary for the salvation

of the universe, and may think that a foreign broil would

serve the chances of his party; or a man of an uncontrol

lable combativeness of temperament which might run

away with his sense of responsibility and that we shall

have such men in the Presidential chair is by no means

unlikely with our loose way of selecting candidates for the

Presidency. Imagine, then, a future President belonging

to either of these classes to have before him the precedent
of Mr. McKinley s management of the Philippine business,

sanctioned by the approval or only the acquiescence of

the people, and to feel himself permitted nay, even

encouraged to say to himself that, as this precedent

shows, he may plunge the country into warlike conflicts

of his own motion, without asking leave of Congress, with

only some legal technicalities to cover his usurpation, or,

even without such, and that he may, by a machinery of

deception called a war-censorship, keep the people in the

dark about what is going on
;
and that into however bad a

mess he may have got the country, he may count upon the

people, as soon as a drop of blood has been shed, to up
hold the usurpation and to cry down everybody who

opposes it as a
&quot;

traitor,
&quot;

and all this because &quot;we are in

it&quot;! Can you conceive a more baneful precedent, a more

prolific source of danger to the peace and security of the

country? Can any sane man deny that it will be all the

more prolific of evil if in this way we drift into a foreign

policy full of temptation for dangerous adventure?

I say, therefore, that, if we have the future of the Re

public at heart, we must not only not uphold the Admin
istration in its course, because &quot;we are in it,&quot; but just

because we are in it, have been got into it in such a way,

the American people should stamp the Administration s
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proceedings with a verdict of disapproval so clear and

emphatic, and
&quot;get

out of it&quot; in such a fashion, that this

will be a solemn warning to future Presidents instead of a

seductive precedent.

What, then, to accomplish this end is to be done? Of

course, we, as we are here, can only advise. But by calling

forth expressions of the popular will by various means of

public demonstration, and, if need be, at the polls, we can

make that advice so strong that those in power will hardly

disregard it. We have often been taunted with having
no positive policy to propose. But such a policy has more
than once been proposed and I can only repeat it.

In the first place, let it be well understood that those

are egregiously mistaken who think that if by a strong

military effort the Philippine war be stopped, everything
will be right and no more question about it. No, the

American trouble of conscience will not be appeased,
and the question will be as big and virulent as ever, unless

the close of the war be promptly followed by an assurance

to the islanders of their freedom and independence, which

assurance, if given now, would surely end the war without

more fighting.

We propose, therefore, that it be given now. Let there

be at once an armistice between our forces and the Fili

pinos. Let the Philippine Islanders at the same time be

told that the American people will be glad to see them

establish an independent government, and to aid them in

that task as far as may be necessary; that, if the different

tribes composing the population of the Philippines are

disposed, as at least most of them, if not all, are likely to

be, to attach themselves in some way to the government

already existing under the Presidency of Aguinaldo, we
shall cheerfully accept that solution of the question, and

even, if required, lend our good offices to bring it about;

and that meanwhile we shall deem it our duty to protect
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them against interference from other foreign Powers

in other words, that with regard to them we mean honestly

to live up to the righteous principles with the profession

of which we commended to the world our Spanish war.

And then let us have in the Philippines, to carry out this

program, not a small politician, nor a meddlesome mar

tinet, but a statesman of large mind and genuine sympathy
who will not merely deal in sanctimonious cant and oily

promises with a string to them, but who will prove by

his acts that he and we are honest
;
who will keep in mind

that their government is not merely to suit us, but to

suit them; that it should not be measured by standards

which we ourselves have not been able to reach, but be a

government of their own, adapted to their own conditions

and notions whether it be a true republic, like ours, or

better, or a dictatorship like that of Porfirio Diaz, in

Mexico, or an oligarchy like the one maintained by us in

Hawaii, or even something like the boss rule we are

tolerating in New York and Pennsylvania.
Those who talk so much about &quot;fitting a people for

self-government&quot; often forget that no people were ever

made &quot;fit&quot; for self-government by being kept in the

leading-strings of a foreign Power. You learn to walk by

doing your own crawling and stumbling. Self-govern

ment is learned only by exercising it upon one s own

responsibility. Of course there will be mistakes, and

troubles and disorders. We have had and now have these,

too at the beginning our persecution of the Tories, our

flounderings before the Constitution was formed, our

Shays s rebellion, our whisky war and various failures

and disturbances among them a civil war that cost us a

loss of life and treasure horrible to think of, and the

murder of two Presidents. But who will say that on

account of these things some foreign Power should have

kept the American people in leading-strings to teach them
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to govern themselves? If the Philippine Islanders do as

well as the Mexicans, who have worked their way, since

we let them alone after our war of 1847, through many
disorders, to an orderly government, who will have a right

to find fault with the result? Those who seek to impose

upon them an unreasonable standard of excellence in

self-government do not seriously wish to let them govern
themselves at all. You may take it as a general rule that

he who wants to reign over others is solemnly convinced

that they are quite unable to govern themselves.

Now, what objection is there to the policy dictated by
our fundamental principles and our good faith? I hear

the angry cry: &quot;What? Surrender to Aguinaldo? Will

not the world ridicule and despise us for such a confession

of our incompetency to deal with so feeble a foe? What
will become of our prestige?

&quot;

No, we shall not surrender

to Aguinaldo. In giving up a criminal aggression, we
shall surrender only to our own consciences, to our own
sense of right and justice, to our owrn understanding of

our own true interests and to the vital principles of our

own Republic. Nobody will laugh at us whose good

opinion we have reason to cherish. There will, of course,

be an outcry of disappointment in England. But from

whom will it come? From such men as James Bryce or

John Morley or any one of those true friends of this

Republic who understand and admire and wish to per

petuate and spread the fundamental principles of its

vitality? No, not from them. But the outcry will come
from those in England who long to see us entangled in

complications apt to make this American Republic de

pendent upon British aid and thus subservient to British

interests. They, indeed, will be quite angry. But the

less we mind their displeasure as well as their flattery, the

better for the safety as well as the honor of our country.

The true friends of this Republic in England, and,
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indeed, all over the world, who are now grieving to see us

go astray, will rejoice, and their hearts will be uplifted

with new confidence in our honesty, in our wisdom and

in the virtue of democratic institutions when they behold

the American people throwing aside all the puerilities of

false pride, and returning to the path of their true duty.

The world knows how strong we are. It knows full well

that if the American people chose to put forth their

strength, they could quickly overcome a foe infinitely

more powerful than the Filipinos, and that, if we, pos

sessing the strength of the giant, do not use the giant s

strength against this feeble foe, it is from the noblest of

motives our love of liberty, our sense of justice and our

respect for the rights of others the respect of the strong

for the rights of the weak. The moral prestige which, in

fact, we have lost, will be restored, while our prestige of

physical prowess and power will certainly not be lessened

by showing that we have not only soldiers, guns, ships

and money, but also a conscience.

Therefore, the cry is childish, that, unless we take and

keep the Philippines, some other Power will promptly

grab them. Many a time this cry has been raised to

stampede the American people into a policy of annexation

in the San Domingo case, twenty-eight years ago, and

more recently in the case of Hawaii and in neither case

was there the slightest danger not that there were no

foreign Powers that would have liked to have those islands,

but because they could not have taken them without the

risk of grave consequences. Now the old bugbear must

do service again. Why should not American diplomacy
set about to secure the consent of the Powers most nearly

concerned to an agreement to make the Philippine Islands

neutral territory, as Belgium and Switzerland are in

Europe? Because some of those Powers would like to

have the Philippines themselves? Well, are there not
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among the European Powers some that would like to have

Belgium or Switzerland? Certainly; and just because

there are several watching each other, the neutrality of

those two countries is guaranteed. But even if such an

agreement could not be obtained, we may be sure that

there is no foreign Power that would lightly risk a serious

quarrel with the United States, if this Republic, for the

protection of the Philippine Islanders in their effort to

build up an independent government, said to the world:

&quot;Hands off!&quot; So much for those who think that some

body else might be wicked enough to grab the Philippine

Islands, and that, therefore, we must be wicked enough to

do the grabbing ourselves.

There are some American citizens who take of this

question a purely commercial view. I declare I am ar

dently in favor of the greatest possible expansion of our

trade, and I am happy to say that, according to official

statistics, our foreign commerce, in spite of all hindrances

raised against it, is now expanding tremendously, owing
to the simple rule that the nation offering the best goods
at proportionately the lowest prices will have the markets.

It will have them without armies, without war fleets,

without bloody conquests, without colonies. I confess

I am not in sympathy with those, if there be such men

among us, who would sacrifice our National honor and the

high ideals of the Republic, and who would inflict upon
our people the burdens and the demoralizing influences of

militarism for a mere matter of dollars and cents. They
are among the most dangerous enemies of the public
welfare. But as to the annexation of the Philippines, I

will, for argument s sake, adopt even their point of view

for a moment and ask: Will it pay?
Now, it may well be that the annexation of the Philip

pines would pay a speculative syndicate of wealthy cap

italists, without at the same time paying the American
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people at large. As to people of our race, tropical coun

tries like the Philippines may be fields of profit for rich

men who can hire others to work for them, but not for

those who have to work for themselves. Taking a general

view of the Philippines as a commercial market for us,

I need not again argue against the barbarous notion that

in order to have a profitable trade with a country we must

own it. If that were true, we should never have had any

foreign commerce at all. Neither need I prove that it is

very bad policy, when you wish to build up a profitable

trade, to ruin your customer first, as you would ruin the

Philippines by a protracted war. It is equally needless to

show to any well-informed person that the profits of the

trade with the islands themselves can never amount to

the cost of making and maintaining the conquest of the

Philippines.

But there is another point of real importance. Many
imperialists admit that our trade with the Philippines

themselves will not nearly be worth its cost
;
but they say

that we must have the Philippines as a foothold, a sort of

power station, for the expansion of our trade on the Asiatic

continent, especially in China. Admitting this, for argu
ment s sake, I ask what kind of a foothold we should really

need. Coaling-stations and docks for our fleet, and

facilities for the establishment of commercial houses and

depots. That is all. And now I ask further, whether we
could not easily have had these things if we had, instead

of making war upon the Filipinos, favored the independ
ence of the islands. Everybody knows that we could.

We might have those things now for the mere asking, if

we stopped the war and came to a friendly understanding
with the Filipinos to-morrow.

But now suppose we fight on and subjugate the Filipinos

and annex the islands what then? We shall then have

of coaling-stations and commercial facilities no more than
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we would have had in the other case
;
but the islanders will

hate us as their bloody oppressors, and be our bitter and

revengeful enemies for generations to come. You may
say that this will be of no commercial importance. Let us

see. It is by no means impossible, nor even improbable,

that, if we are once in the way of extending our commerce

with guns behind it, we may get into hot trouble with one

or more of our competitors for that Asiatic trade. What
then? Then our enemies need only land some Filipino

refugees whom we have driven out of their country, and

some cargoes of guns and ammunition on the islands, and

we shall soon all the more if we depend on native troops

have a fire in our rear which will oblige us to fight the

whole old fight over again. The present subjugation of

the Philippines will, therefore, not only not be a help to

the expansion of our Asiatic trade, but rather a constant

danger and a clog to our feet.

And here a word by the way. A year ago I predicted

in an article published in the Century Magazine,
l that if

we turned our war of liberation into a war of conquest, our

American sister republics south of us would become dis

trustful of our intentions with regard to them, and soon

begin to form combinations against us, eventually even

with European Powers. The newspapers have of late

been alive with vague rumors of that sort, so much so that

a prominent journal of imperialistic tendency has found

it necessary most earnestly to admonish the President, in

his next message, to give to the republics south of us the

strongest possible assurances of our friendship and good
faith. Suppose he does who will believe him after we

have turned our loudly heralded war of liberation into a

land-grabbing game a &quot;criminal aggression&quot;? Nobody
will have the slightest trust in our words, be they ever so

fair. Drop your conquests, and no assurances of good
1 See ante, Vol. v., p. 502.
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faith will be required. Keep your conquests, and no such

assurances will avail. Our southern neighbors, no less

than the Filipinos, will then inevitably distrust our pro

fessions, fear our greed and become our secret or open
enemies. And who can be foolish enough to believe that

this will strengthen our power and help our commerce?

It is useless to say that the subjugated Philippine

Islanders will become our friends if we give them good

government. However good that government may be, it

will, to them, be foreign rule, and foreign rule especially

hateful when begun by broken faith, cemented by streams

of innocent blood and erected upon the ruins of devastated

homes. The American will be and remain to them more a

foreigner, an unsympathetic foreigner, than the Spaniard
ever was. Let us indulge in no delusion about this.

People of our race are but too much inclined to have little

tenderness for the rights of what we regard as inferior

races, especially those of darker skin. It is of ominous

significance that to so many of our soldiers the Filipinos

were only &quot;niggers,&quot;
and that they likened their fights

against them to the &quot;shooting of rabbits.&quot; And how
much good government have we to give them? Are

you not aware that our first imperialistic Administration

is also the first that, since the enactment of the civil service

law, has widened the gates again for a new foray of spoils

politics in the public service? What assurance have we

that the Philippines, far away from public observation,

will not be simply a pasture for needy politicians and for

speculating syndicates to grow fat on, without much

scruple as to the rights of the despised natives ? Has it

not been so with the British in India, although the British

monarchy is much better fitted for imperial rule than our

democratic Republic can ever be? True, in the course of

time the government of India has been much improved,

but it required more than a century of slaughter, rob-
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bery, devastation, disastrous blundering, insurrection and

renewed bloody subjugation to evolve what there is of

good government in India now. And have the popula
tions of India ever become the friends of England? Does

not England at heart tremble to-day lest some hostile

foreign Power come close enough to throw a firebrand into

that fearful mass of explosives?

I ask you, therefore, in all soberness, leaving all higher
considerations of justice, morality and principle aside,

whether, from a mere business point of view, the killing

policy of subjugation is not a colossal, stupid blunder, and

whether it would not have been, and would now be, in

finitely more sensible to win the confidence and cultivate

the friendship of the islanders by recognizing them as of

right entitled to their freedom and independence, as we
have recognized the Cubans, and thus to obtain from their

friendship and gratitude, for the mere asking, all the

coaling-stations and commercial facilities we require, in

stead of getting those things by fighting at an immense
cost of blood and treasure, with a probability of having to

fight for them again? I put this question to every business

man who is not a fool or a reckless speculator. Can there

be any doubt of the answer?

A word now on a special point: There are some very
estimable men among us who think that even if we concede

to the islanders their independence, we should at least

keep the city of Manila. I think differently, not from a

mere impulse of generosity, but from an entirely practical

point of view. Manila is the traditional, if not the natural

capital of the archipelago. To recognize the independence
of the Philippine Islanders, and at the same time to keep
from them Manila, would mean as much as to recognize

the independence of Cuba and to keep Havana. It

would mean to withhold from the islanders their metropolis,

that in which they naturally take the greatest pride, that

VOL. VI. 8
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which they legitimately most desire to have, and which,

if withheld from them, they would most ardently wish to

get back. The withholding of Manila would inevitably

leave a sting in their hearts which would never cease to

rankle, and might, under critical circumstances, give us as

much trouble as the withholding of independence itself.

If we wish them to be our friends, we should not do things

by halves, but enable them to be our friends without

reserve. And I maintain that, commercially as well as

politically speaking, the true friendship of the Philippine

Islanders will, as to our position in the East, be worth far

more to us than the possession of Manila. We can cer

tainly find other points which will give us similar commer
cial as well as naval advantages without exciting any
hostile feeling.

Although I have by no means exhausted this vast sub

ject, discussing only a few phases of it, I have said enough,
I think, to show that this policy of conquest is, from the

point of view of public morals, in truth
&quot;

criminal aggres
sion&quot; made doubly criminal by the treacherous charac

ter of it; and that from the point of view of material

interest it is a blunder a criminal blunder, and a blunder

ing crime. I have addressed myself to your reason by
sober argument, without any appeal to prejudice or

passion. Might we not ask our opponents to answer these

arguments, if they can, with equally sober reasoning,

instead of merely assailing us with their wild cries of

&quot;treason&quot; and &quot;lack of patriotism,&quot; and what not? Or

do they really feel their cause to be so weak that they

depend for its support on their assortment of inarticulate

shouts and nebulous phrases?

Here are our &quot;manifest destiny&quot; men who tell us that,

whether it be right or not, we must take and keep the

Philippines because &quot;destiny&quot; so wills it. We have heard

this cry of manifest destiny before, especially when, a
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half century ago, the slave-power demanded the annex

ation of Cuba and Central America to strengthen the slave-

power. The cry of destiny is most vociferously put
forward by those who want to do a wicked thing and to

shift the responsibility. The destiny of a free people lies

in its intelligent will and its moral strength. When it

pleads destiny, it pleads &quot;the baby act.&quot; Nay, worse; the

cry of destiny is apt to be the refuge of evil intent and of

moral cowardice.

Here are our
&quot;

burden&quot; men, who piously turn up their

eyes and tell us, with a melancholy sigh, that all this

conquest business may be very irksome, but that a mys
terious Providence has put it as a &quot;burden&quot; upon us,

which, however sorrowfully, we must bear; that this

burden consists in our duty to take care of the poor people
of the Philippines ;

and that in order to take proper care of

them we must exercise sovereignty over them; and that

if they refuse to accept our sovereignty, we must alas!

alas! kill them, which makes the burden very solemn

and sad.

But cheer up, brethren ! We may avoid that mournful

way of taking care of them by killing them, if we simply

recognize their right to take care of themselves, and gently

aid them in doing so. Besides, you may be as much
mistaken about the decrees of Providence as before our

civil war the Southern Methodist bishops were who sol

emnly insisted that Providence willed the negroes to

remain in slavery.

Next there are our
&quot;flag&quot; men, who insist that we must

kill the Filipinos fighting for their independence to protect

the honor of the stars and stripes. I agree that the honor

of our flag sorely needs protection. We have to protect it

against desecration by those who are making it an emblem
of that hypocrisy which seeks to cover a war of conquest
and subjugation with a cloak of humanity and religion ; an
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emblem of that greed which would treat a matter involving

our National honor, the integrity of our institutions and

the peace and character of the Republic as a mere question

of dollars and cents
;
an emblem of that vulgar lust of war

and conquest which recklessly tramples upon right and

justice and all our higher ideals; an emblem of the im

perialistic ambitions which mock the noblest part of our

history and stamp the greatest National heroes of our

past as hypocrites or fools. These are the dangers

threatening the honor of our flag, against which it needs

protection, and that protection we are striving to give it.

Now, a last word to those of our fellow-citizens who feel

and recognize as we do that the Philippine war of subju

gation is wrong and cruel, and that we ought to recognize

the independence of those people, but who insist that,

having begun that war, we must continue it until the

submission of the Filipinos is complete. I detest, but I

can understand, the Jingo whose moral sense is obscured

by intoxicating dreams of wild adventure and conquest,
and to whom bloodshed and devastation have become a

reckless sport. I detest even more, but still I can under

stand, the cruel logic of those to whom everything is a

matter of dollars and cents and whose greed of gain will

walk coolly over slaughtered populations. But I must

confess I cannot understand the reasoning of those who
have moral sense enough to recognize that this war is

criminal aggression who must say to themselves that

every drop of blood shed in it by friend or foe is blood

wantonly and wickedly shed, and that every act of de

vastation is barbarous cruelty inflicted upon an innocent

people but who still maintain that we must go on killing,

and devastating, and driving our brave soldiers into a

fight which they themselves are cursing, because we have

once begun it. This I cannot understand. Do they not

consider that in such a war, which they themselves con-
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demn as wanton and iniquitous, the more complete our

success, the greater will be our disgrace?

What do they fear for the Republic if, before having

fully consummated this criminal aggression, we stop to

give a people struggling for their freedom what is due

them? Will this Republic be less powerful? It will be

as strong as ever, nay, stronger, for it will have saved the

resources of its power from useless squandering and trans

formed vindictive enemies into friends. Will it be less

respected? Nay, more, for it will have demonstrated its

honesty at the sacrifice of false pride. Is this the first

time that a powerful nation desisted from the subjugation
of a weaker adversary? Have we not the example of

England before us, who, after a seven-year war against

the American colonists, recognized their independence?

Indeed, the example of England teaches us a double lesson.

England did not, by recognizing American independence,
lose her position in the world and her chances of future

greatness; on the contrary, she grew in strength. And

secondly, England would have retained, or won anew, the

friendship of the Americans, if she had recognized Ameri
can independence more promptly, before appearing to have

been forced to do so by humiliating defeats. Will our

friends who are for Philippine independence, but also for

continuing to kill those who fight for it, take these two
lessons to heart?

Some of them say that we have here to fulfill some of

the disagreeable duties of patriotism. Patriotism ! Who
were the true patriots of England at the time of the

American Revolution King George and Lord North, who
insisted upon subjugation; or Lord Chatham and Edmund
Burke, who stood up for American rights and American

liberty?

Who were the true patriots of France when, recently,

that ghastly farce of a military trial was enacted to sacri-
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fice an innocent man for the honor of the French army and
the prestige of the French Republic who were the true

French patriots, those who insisted that the hideous crime

of an unjust condemnation must be persisted in, or those

who bravely defied the cry of &quot;traitor!&quot; and struggled to

undo the wrong, and thus to restore the French Republic
to the path of justice and to the esteem of the world?

Who are the true patriots in America to-day those who

drag our Republic, once so proud of its high principles and

ideals, through the mire of broken pledges, vulgar ambi
tions and vanities and criminal aggressions those who do

violence to their own moral sense by insisting that, like

the Dreyfus iniquity, a criminal course once begun must
be persisted in, or those who, fearless of the demagogue
clamor, strive to make the flag of the Republic once more
what it once was the flag of justice, liberty and true

civilization, and to lift up the American people among
the nations of the earth to the proud position of the

people that have a conscience and obey it?

The country has these days highly and deservedly
honored Admiral Dewey as a National hero. Who are

his true friends those who would desecrate Dewey s

splendid achievement at Manila by making it the starting-

point of criminal aggression, and thus the opening of

a most disgraceful and inevitably disastrous chapter of

American history, to be remembered with sorrow, or those

who strive so to shape the results of that brilliant feat of

arms that it may stand in history not as a part of a

treacherous conquest, but as a true victory of American

good faith in an honest war of liberation and humanity
to be proud of for all time, as Dewey himself no doubt

meant it to be?

I know the imperialists will say that I have been plead

ing here for Aguinaldo and his Filipinos against our

Republic. No not for the Filipinos merely, although
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as one of those who have grown gray in the struggle for

free and honest government, I would never be ashamed to

plead for the cause of freedom and independence, even

when its banner is carried by dusky and feeble hands.

But I am pleading for more. I am pleading for the cause

of American honor and self-respect, American interests,

American democracy aye, for the cause of the American

people against an administration of our public affairs

which has wantonly plunged this country into an iniqui

tous war; which has disgraced the Republic by a scanda

lous breach of faith to a people struggling for their freedom

whom we had used as allies
;
which has been systematically

seeking to deceive and mislead the public mind by the

manufacture of false news; which has struck at the very
foundation of our Constitutional government by an

Executive usurpation of the war-power; which makes

sport of the great principles and high ideals that have

been and should ever remain the guiding star of our course ;

and which, unless stopped in time, will transform this

government of the people, for the people and by the

people into an imperial government cynically calling

itself republican a government in which the noisy

worship of arrogant might will drown the voice of right;

which will impose upon the people a burdensome and

demoralizing militarism, and which will be driven into a

policy of wild and rapacious adventure by the unscru

pulous greed of the exploiter a policy always fatal to

democracy.
I plead the cause of the American people against all

this, and I here declare my profound conviction that if

this administration of our affairs were submitted for

judgment to a popular vote on a clear issue, it would be

condemned by an overwhelming majority.
I confidently trust that the American people will prove

themselves too clear-headed not to appreciate the vital
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difference between the expansion of the Republic and its

free institutions over contiguous territory and kindred

populations, which we all gladly welcome if accomplished

peaceably and honorably and imperialism which reaches

out for distant lands to be ruled as subject provinces; too

intelligent not to perceive that our very first step on the

road of imperialism has been a betrayal of the fundamental

principles of democracy, followed by disaster and disgrace ;

too enlightened not to understand that a monarchy may
do such things and still remain a strong monarchy, while

a democracy cannot do them and still remain a democ

racy ;
too wise not to detect the false pride or the danger

ous ambitions or the selfish schemes which so often hide

themselves under that deceptive cry of mock patriotism:

&quot;Our country, right or wrong!&quot; They will not fail to

recognize that our dignity, our free institutions and the

peace and welfare of this and coming generations of

Americans will be secure only as we cling to the watchword

of true patriotism: &quot;Our country when right to be kept

right; when wrong to be put right.
&quot;

FROM GOLDWIN SMITH

&quot;THE GRANGE,&quot; TORONTO, Oct. 20, 1899.

I have just read your most admirable speech.
1

If reason

could prevail over the war fever, you would conquer. But I

too well remember the Crimean war, into which we were

plunged by the machinations of the intriguers for their

personal objects and the popular madness which followed.

Men who had taken part in making that war lived to repent

it, and of its fruits absolutely nothing now remains but the

Crimean graves.

The junction of American with British jingoism is a sinister

feature of the situation. Who would have expected to see the

1 Doubtless the speech of Oct. 17, 1899.
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American Republic acting as bottle-holders to the monarchy
of George III. in an attack on the independence of a republic?

Chamberlain, whose calamitous approbation your Government
has earned by its sycophancy, is the deadliest enemy to your

expansion on this continent which is the natural and legitimate

field of your ambition.

Kruger may have put himself in the wrong by his boorish

declaration of war; though it is hard to see why, being con

vinced, and rightly convinced, that Chamberlain meant mis

chief, he should have felt himself bound to wait for the enemy s

reserves. But by putting himself in the wrong he does not

put Chamberlain in the right, or make it reasonable for us to

sympathize with the strong in rapacious aggressions on the

weak.

TO CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, JR.

NEW YORK, Nov. 5, 1899.

Your letter of the 3d reached me yesterday. I admit

that the alternative before us is dreadful. My opinion of

Bryan and that crowd is probably no better than yours.

My opinion of McKinley, Hanna and their crowd is, I

apprehend, not as good as yours. At any rate, if a cruel

fate should force me to choose between McKinley and the

imperialistic policy, and Bryan as the anti-imperialist

candidate, I should consider it my duty a horrible duty
to swallow all my personal disgust and to defeat or, at

least, try to defeat imperialism at any cost. I do not

see how I could act otherwise. And I consider it good

policy that those who think as I do, should announce their

determination beforehand, for the reason that it might
have a sobering effect upon the Republican politicians in

Congress.
At the Chicago Conference of Anti-Imperialists there

were men from about thirty States. All of them, but a

very few, perhaps half a dozen, had voted for McKinley.
Not one of them is going to do so again. I met a club of
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sound-money Democrats in Chicago, and I was told that

they were all of the same mind.

CIVIL SERVICE REFORM IN 1899

The centennial anniversary of the death of George

Washington, which we observe to-day, cannot but be

full of solemn admonition to every American. It has

always seemed to me that the greatest historic value of

Washington s career to the American people consisted

not so much in the battles he fought and in the fortitude

with which he upheld the cause of his country during
the darkest days of the Revolutionary war, as in the fact

that as the first President of the United States he set up,
at the very beginning of our republican government, a

standard of wisdom, public virtue and patriotism which

has been, and will always remain, to his successors in the

Presidency as well as to all men in public power, the

surest guide as to the principles to be followed, the mo
tives to be obeyed and the public ends to be pursued.
His wisdom was so unfailing that during the past century
of our history this Republic achieved its best successes

as it walked in the path of his precepts, and it suffered

its failures as it strayed away from that path. His

sense of public duty the duty of serving the true inter

ests of his country as he understood them was so genuine,

strong and courageous, that no adverse current of opinion,

no fear of personal unpopularity, could shake it. He
was not without party feeling, but party was never any

thing more to him than a mere instrumentality for serv

ing the public good. Nothing could have been farther

1 Address delivered before the Civil Service Reform League, Indianapolis,

Dec. 14, 1899.
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from his purpose than to make the public service a pas
ture for personal favorites or an engine for party warfare.

He was the very embodiment of the principle that public

office is a public trust
;
and it is one of the greatest inspira

tions of our work that we are conscious of endeavoring
to make the public service what he designed it to be.

And from his lofty example we should learn that stead

fastness of purpose which shrinks from no duty however

arduous or unpleasing. Let us contemplate that which

confronts us to-day.

The National Civil Service Reform League was founded

to discuss the subject of civil service reform to the end

of winning for it the support of public opinion; to pro
mote the enactment of reform legislation by Congress,

by the State legislatures and by municipal governments,
and finally to watch the enforcement of civil service

laws and to keep the public truthfully informed thereon.

For the performance of these duties it is essential that

the League should be a non-partisan body; and I may
truly affirm that it has faithfully and conscientiously
maintained its non-partisan character. There have al

ways been among its members Republicans, Democrats
and Independents, differing in their views as to other

matters of public interest, while agreeing as to the specific

purposes of the League. Since the enactment of the Na
tional civil service law, the League has had to observe

and criticize the conduct of five National Administrations,

three of which were Republican and two Democratic.

However widely we may, during this period, have dif

fered among ourselves as to the tariff, or imperialism, or

the relative merits of parties or party leaders, we have

always been of one mind as to the duty of praising in

the conduct of each Administration concerning the public

service what was to be praised, or of criticizing that which

may have called for censure praising or blaming in a
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spirit of perfect impartiality, and endeavoring to find and

to tell the plain truth without the slightest bias of favor

or of ill-will.

The faithful performance of the unpleasant part of

this duty has occasionally drawn upon us, now from

Democrats and then from Republicans, the charge that

we were chronic fault-finders never satisfied, always

discontented, sometimes even with what was done by
officials who had themselves been classed among the

civil service reformers. Those who make this charge
do not consider that it is the first duty of this League to

hold up the true standard of civil service reform, and to

be dissatisfied and to find fault with everything that does

not come up to that standard. If it failed to do this, it

would not be true to the reason of its being. It would

be as flagrantly guilty of dereliction of duty as a police

man refusing to repress a breach of the peace that hap

pened before his eyes, or to give warning to the occupant
of a house, the street door of which he found open during
the night.

I find myself impelled to make these remarks by the

unfortunate circumstance that we are now confronted

by the duty of discussing the attitude of the present

National Administration with regard to civil service

reform under especially critical circumstances. As to

its relations with President McKinley, we all know that

this League accepted his early promises with warm de

monstrations of confidence, and greeted with expressions

of grateful approval every one of his words or acts that

looked like a fulfilment of those pledges. It was profuse

in its commendation of his order of July 27, 1897, con

cerning removals, although that order contained also the

exemption from the competitive system of a much larger

number of positions than it added to the classified service
;

and for a long time the League carefully abstained from
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public utterance of its misgivings as to the tendency of

certain acts of the Administration in order to avoid every

possible injustice to the President s intentions. It lost

no opportunity for respectfully inviting the President s

consideration to such violations of the law and the rules

as came to our notice, appealing to him for such extensions

of the merit system as the public interest seemed to

demand, especially cautioning him against the issuing

of the recent civil service order of May 29, 1899, while

that order was only in contemplation, submitting to

him urgent arguments against it and predicting what
the inevitable consequences would be. Thus the League
has done its full duty to the President. And I may add

that if, upon mature reconsideration, the President

should remedy the evils now to be complained of, the

League would again be as happy to praise as it is now
reluctant to blame.

In the meantime, however, we cannot shirk our duty
of telling with entire candor the truth about this de

plorable business, as we understand it. I frankly con

fess that on account of my position of antagonism to

other policies of the Administration, the performance of

my part of that duty is an especially unwelcome task to

me. I should gladly have left it to some one else, had

that been possible. I can now only say that I shall con

scientiously follow the rule of strictly impartial judg
ment as the League has so far always observed it; and

if I err at all, it will be in the way of moderation of

statement and charitableness of interference.

The most conspicuous and important event of the

last year was the President s civil service order of May
29th. There can be no doubt, for every observing man
has witnessed the symptoms of it, that this order has

given an unprecedented impulse of encouragement to

the reactionary forces working against civil service
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reform. The spoils politicians and their following hailed

it with a shout of triumph. Many of them expressed

the confident hope that now the beginning of the end of

civil service reform had come. The general expression

of public opinion through the press, even through not a

few papers otherwise strongly favorable to the Adminis

tration, was a decided disapproval of the act.

This order, however, does not stand as an isolated fact.

It appears rather as the outgrowth, perhaps as the culmi

nation, of a general tendency that has in an alarming

degree manifested itself under the present Administra

tion outside of the classified service as well as within it.

Ever since the introduction of the spoils element in

the Federal service, Members of Congress, Senators as

well as Representatives, have sought to usurp the Con
stitutional function of the Executive in the making of

appointments to office, and this has been one of the

principal sources of demoralization in our political life.

Every Administration, without distinction of party, has

yielded more or less to that arrogation of Members of

Congress, thus fostering the dangerous abuse. But and

here I am stating only a fact so notorious that nobody
will dispute it never have the President s Constitutional

power and responsibility in selecting persons for Presiden

tial appointments been so systematically surrendered to

Senators and Congressional delegations as during the last

three years ;
and never has that surrender so conspicuously

served as an official recognition and as a practical support
of boss rule in our politics.

As an illustrating instance we may regard the changes
that have been made in consular positions. For a long

time the commercial community has by all sorts of

demonstrations and appeals endeavored to induce the

Government to take that branch of the service out of

politics. The Administrations preceding this have been
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sadly delinquent in satisfying this wise and patriotic

demand a fact which this League from time to time

brought to the public notice by unsparing criticism. But

a beginning of reform was at least made by the last

Administration, which might have been developed into

something valuable. Not only has this beginning, instead

of being so developed, been turned into a burlesque, but

there have been, during the last three years, more changes

of a political character in the consular service than during

any corresponding period in the recent past.

There has always been since the enactment of the

civil service law a certain disinclination on the part of

some officers to comply with the law and the rules as

well as with the Executive orders issued under it, and in

some instances distinct violations of the law and the

rules, or acts of disobedience to Executive orders have

gone unpunished. But under former Administrations

some offenders at least were duly disciplined so as to let

public servants know that they could not with the ex

pectation of entire impunity treat the civil service law

with contempt. Now page upon page of the reports of

the Civil Service Commission has, during this Administra

tion, been filled with recitals of such contempt, some of a

most defiant nature, and again and again has this League

appealed to the President for the due correction of such

lawless conduct, and yet in not a single instance has the

offending officer been removed. On the contrary, a great

many of such offenses, committed before the order of May
2Qth was issued, have been formally condoned by that

order.

The platform of the party in power contained the

solemn pledge that the civil service law should not only

&quot;be thoroughly and honestly enforced&quot; but also &quot;ex

tended wherever practicable.&quot; Not a single new branch

of the service has by this Administration been brought
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under the merit system. On the contrary, a very large

number of clerical appointments were under the war

emergency acts made in Washington alone without

examination, and in the face of the fact that the Civil

Service Commission stood prepared to furnish from its

eligible lists of examined candidates all of the extra

force that might be needed.

The notorious wastefulness in the taking of the last

census and the many imperfections of that work had,

confessedly, in a large measure been owing to the organi
zation of the census force on the political spoils plan.

The enlightened public opinion of the country was there

fore united in demanding that the taking of the census

of 1900 should be organized on the basis of the merit

system wherever practicable. But there are under the

Census Director appointed by this Administration, 2500
clerks to be employed, and they, as well as the rest of the

force, are to be appointed on the direct nomination by
Congressmen. What kind of material is furnished by
such nominations appears from a recent complaint of

the Census Director reported in the press: &quot;They cannot

spell and they cannot do ordinary arithmetic. Fifty per
cent, fail, and they fail because they cannot divide 100,000

by 4038; that is they cannot get a correct result.&quot; And
such men are urged for appointment by political influence.

They would never have dared to apply under a competitive

system. The pass examinations instituted by the Di

rector will, as they always do, serve, not to secure the

selection of the fittest persons but only to eliminate the

most incapable. This is common experience.

It is true, the war emergency appointments, as well

as those in the Census office, were excepted from the

operation of the civil service rules by the legislative

action of Congress. But it is also true that in neither

case the Executive made the slightest attempt, either
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by official recommendation to Congress or otherwise, to

bring about the
&quot;

extension&quot; of the civil service law over

those employments, in accordance with the pledge of

the Republican platform. On the contrary, whatever

intervention there was by Administration officials, went

distinctly in the opposite direction.

It was under such circumstances that the President

issued his civil service order of May 29th. That order

withdrew from the civil service rules thousands of posi

tions a much larger number than preceding rumors

had led us to apprehend. By extending the facilities of

arbitrary transfer from lower to higher positions, by
making possible, and thus encouraging, party reprisals

on a great scale with each change of Administration

through ex-parte reexaminations of removals for cause

without limit of time, by enlarging the power of making
temporary employments permanent, and even by ma
terially weakening the President s order of July 27, 1897,

concerning removals, which at the time we praised so

highly, it has opened new opportunities for circumventing
the civil service law. I need not go into detail, for the

matter has been well elucidated by the interesting public

correspondence between the Secretary of the Treasury
and Mr. McAneny, the secretary of the League, which

took place some time ago, as well as by various special

reports submitted at this meeting of the League.
But the significance of the President s order is not

determined by the number and individual importance
of the places excluded from the competitive system. It

consists still more in the circumstance that the solemn

pledge of the party in power &quot;that the civil service

law shall be thoroughly and honestly enforced and ex

tended wherever practicable,&quot; and the President s own

pledge never to take a &quot;backward step upon this ques

tion,&quot; were distinctly broken. It consists in the fact

VOL. vi. 9
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that, while since the enactment of the civil service law,

every President made valuable additions to the area of

the merit system, now for the first time, by President

McKinley s order of May 29th, the area of the merit sys

tem has been substantially curtailed. While the action

of every other President was in the forward direction,

characteristic of an advancing movement, President

McKinley s order was the first distinctly backward step,

indicative of a generally receding tendency.
I am aware the originators and the defenders of the

order claim that it not only was not designed to be a

backward step, but that it was only better to regulate

the reformed service, and to insure the permanency of

the progress hitherto made. I shall not question the

sincerity of this claim, but only consider its justice and

pertinence. To judge correctly the ultimate conse

quences which such an act will be apt to draw after it,

the reasons given for it are of the greatest moment. For

if those reasons were held to be good as to the cases now
in question, they will also be held to be good in the future

as to cases of a similar nature. In this respect nothing
could be more instructive than the public defense made
of the several provisions of the President s order by the

Secretary of the Treasury, who stepped forward as the

main champion of the act and may well be regarded as

the Administration spokesman.
Here is an illustration furnished by him. The Presi

dent s order takes the &quot;shipping commissioners&quot; from

under the competitive rule, and confides their appoint

ment to the so-called discretion of the appointing power.
I choose this example for first discussion because the

exemption is in this case comparatively unimportant as to

the number of positions concerned, and the reason given

for it seems especially plausible. That reason, in the

language of the Administration spokesman, is that the
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duties of that office are
&quot;

quasi-judicial in their character,

and it is needless to point to the fact that an examination

will not point out the presence of the judicial tempera
ment.&quot; This has a fair sound. But is it a good reason

for excepting positions of that kind from the competitive

test? That an examination will not surely &quot;point out

the presence of the judicial temperament&quot; may be ad

mitted. But may not an examination demonstrate other

capabilities required for the discharge of the duties in

question, among them a knowledge of the things with

which the judicial temperament will in that office have to

deal? The Administration spokesman was, perhaps, not

aware that in the British India services those who wish

to be judges in India and who need at least as much of

the judicial temperament as our shipping commissioners,

have to go through the examination mill, and that this is

considered as one of the peculiar virtues of that system.
He may also have forgotten that a shipping commissioner

appointed upon competitive examination will, during his

term of probation, have an opportunity for showing
whether he has or has not the necessary judicial tempera
ment, that, if he has not, he may be dropped, and that,

as to this matter, the shipping commissioners might,

therefore, safely have remained in the classified service.

But let us go further. Since they have been taken

out of the classified service for such a reason, who is

there to test the &quot;judicial temperament&quot; of the candi

dates? The Secretary of the Treasury himself cannot

do it, being occupied with too many other duties. Has

he, then, any experts on &quot;judicial temperament&quot; at his

elbow to do it for him? He himself would smile at the

suggestion, for he knows as well as we all do, that as soon

as such places are withdrawn from the protection of the

merit system, spoils politics reach out for them, and they

are, in nine cases out of ten, demanded by and I regret
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to say, yielded to such eminent authorities on &quot;

judicial

temperament&quot; and on other qualifications for official

usefulness as Boss Platt in New York, and Boss Quay
in Pennsylvania. Nobody, however, believes, I think,

that when such potentates make their selections, the

&quot;judicial temperament&quot; or other qualifications of the

candidates for the public service have nearly as much

weight with them as a promise of efficient service to the

party machine.

I shall not deny that in this way now and then a man

may be put in such an office who has a
&quot;

judicial tempera
ment&quot; as well as other virtues. But considering that he

has really been selected for other reasons, this must be

considered a happy accident, which surely should not

be regarded as justifying the withdrawal of such offices

from the merit system. Such a good officer has hardly

got warm in his place when a change of Administration

occurs and another high authority on judicial tempera
ment demands and gets that place for his man one that

is only a good party worker but has no judicial tempera
ment at all. The fact remains that, when persons are

put into office for reasons other than their fitness for the

duties to be performed, the aggregate result will inevitably

be a demoralized, wasteful and inefficient service.

But this is not even the worst aspect of the exemption
of the shipping commissioners from the merit system.
This is one of the cases in which the reasons given for

an act are more injurious than the act itself. It may be

that the President, exposed to a severe pressure from the

spoils hunters in his own party, thought that he could

appease their greed by giving them something and that

then the pressure would stop. This will turn out to be

a miscalculation. The giving of something to the spoils

hunters has never satisfied but always sharpened their

appetite. They will be encouraged to demand more
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when those in power show a yielding disposition, and es

pecially when reasons are pointed out to them why they

may demand more.

Look from this point of view at the example under

discussion. I repeat, the exemption of the shipping
commissioners is, as to their small number, compara

tively unimportant. But when the Administration tells

us that they had to be exempted because the required

judicial temperament cannot be demonstrated by exami

nation, the case becomes one of far reaching consequence.
There is a very large number of positions now under the

civil service rules, the duties of which are more or less

quasi-judicial, such as the examiners in the Patent Office,

and many division chiefs and high grade clerks in vari

ous departments who have to prepare the decision of

cases. Now if the shipping commissioners must be ex

empted from the rules because their judicial temperament
cannot be demonstrated by examination, although exam
ination may demonstrate other required qualifications,

why should not the other places I have named, be ex

empted for the same reason, thus to be placed within the

reach of spoils politics?

But the question is a still larger one. Everybody knows
that there is hardly an employment under the Govern
ment for the perfect discharge of the duties of which

this or that quality of character or mental habit is not

desirable, that cannot be demonstrated by examination,

while other and perhaps more important qualifications

can be so demonstrated. Now, what would become of

the whole merit system if we were to admit, as the Ad
ministration virtually does, that because some qualifica

tions cannot be demonstrated, the ascertainment by
examination of other requirements must be abandoned,
and the selection of all those places must therefore be

yielded to the party magnates as heretofore? The
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Administration will, no doubt, sincerely say that they did

not mean it so. But can they deny that by the futile

reasons given for the exemption from the civil service

rules of the places mentioned, they have given the spoils

politicians a very strong encouragement to demand the

exemption of a great many more and an argument sure

to turn up some day?
Here is another example. In his first defense of the

President s order, the Administration spokesman said,

among other things: &quot;The exceptions in the Alaskan

service have been made necessary by the great distance

from Washington and the time consumed in making certi

fications and appointments under civil service regula

tions.
&quot;

Again, the number of Government places in

Alaska is small, and in that respect the exception is un

important. But if, as the Administration tells us, &quot;the

exemptions in the Alaskan service have been made neces

sary by the great distance from Washington,&quot; will not,

according to the same authority, the exemption from the

civil service rules of the colonial service in the Philippines,

if we are to have that, on account of the greater distance

be still more &quot;necessary&quot;? Is not this extremely cold

comfort to those of our fellow-citizens who are in favor

of a colonial policy, but who justly believe that such a

policy will inevitably result in disaster and disgrace unless

carried on under the strictest kind of a civil service system?
Has not thus the Administration furnished a very specious

argument to the politicians who will insist upon making
the colonies, if there be such, pastures of spoils politics?

And did not the Administration do this in the face of the

fact that, in spite of much greater distance from the seat

of imperial government, England is carrying on in India

a most elaborate and exacting civil service system to

which that part of the British Empire owes nearly all it

has of good government?
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Still another example the deputy internal revenue

collectors, of whom there are a good many, and who are

officers of great importance, as they have to collect more
than half of the National revenue. They were put
under the civil service rules by President Cleveland. The

spokesman of the present Administration has defended

their exemption on various grounds in the first place,

because the law vests the appointment of these deputies
in the collectors, and they were, therefore, &quot;according to

the highest legal opinion the Treasury Department could

get, illegally classified.&quot; Let us examine this. Sec.

3148 of the U. S. Revised Statutes provides: &quot;Each collec

tor shall be authorized to appoint by an instrument in

writing, under his hand, as many deputies as he may
think proper, to be compensated by him for their services

;

to revoke any such appointment, giving notice thereof as

the Commissioner of Internal Revenue shall prescribe;

and to require and accept bonds or other securities from

such deputies, etc.
&quot; The question is whether this statute

precludes the subjection of the deputy internal revenue

collectors to the civil service rules. The Administration

contends on the authority of &quot;the highest legal opinion
the Treasury Department could get,

&quot;

that it does. What
was that &quot;highest legal opinion&quot; attainable? I am in

formed that it was not that of the Supreme Court, nor

that of any U. S. Court, nor even that of the Attorney-

General, but simply the opinion of Mr. O Connell, the

Solicitor of the Treasury, and that he gave that opinion
not even in writing, but orally in an offhand way. If

this information is correct, then the Administration must
admit that it is easily satisfied as to the legal merits of a

very important matter; for, on the other side, declaring

that those positions could be legally classified, there stood

President Cleveland, who made the order classifying them,
and who is far from being considered a mean lawyer, and
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also Mr. Conrad, a former Solicitor-General of the United

States, and Mr. Charles J. Bonaparte, a lawyer of high

standing in Maryland, and Mr. Moorfield Storey, a former

President of the American Bar Association, whose opin

ions the Administration might have read in the report of

the Civil Service Commission for 1896-7. The Commis
sion itself submitted a strong argument sustaining the

legality of the classification.

Now I ask in all candor, what will the merit system
in the public service come to if, when a solicitor of some

Department says that in his view the classification of a

certain numerous force of the service is illegal, that dec

laration is at once accepted as &quot;the highest legal opinion
the Department can

get,&quot;
and the President thereupon

actually exempts that branch of the service from the

rules?

If we take as valid such reasons for curtailing the

classified service, how long shall we be able to resist the

spoils politicians showing us that there are other and far

more numerous classes of places, the appointment to

which is by statute vested in certain officers, and which,

therefore, must be excluded from the merit system?

They may even point out to us a statute providing that

&quot;each head of a Department is authorized to employ in

his Department such number of clerks of the several

classes recognized by law, and such other employees,
and at such rates of compensation respectively as may
be appropriated for by Congress from year to year,

&quot;

and

they may thereupon argue that, the law thus vesting the

appointment of clerks and other employees in the heads

of Departments, no interference by civil service rules

with the discretionary power of the heads of Depart
ments in making such appointments can be legal. And
I should not at all wonder if one or more Department
solicitors could be found to deliver as their opinion that,
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although the language of one statute may be a little

more elaborate or stronger than that of the other, their

legal intent and effect is the same. Such a legal doc

trine, applied to all Departments, would, of course,

sweep away at one swoop the whole merit system, root

and branch; and the Secretary of the Treasury, as a

friend of civil service reform, would have to find his

consolation in thinking that this was &quot;the highest legal

opinion the Department could
get.&quot;

As another reason for exempting the deputy internal

revenue collectors, the Administration tells us that the

Civil Service Commission recommended it. So it did,

after having long and strenuously argued that those offi

cers should not be exempted. Why did the Commission
at last recommend the exemption? It gave its reason

in a letter of May 8, 1899, addressed to the President, in

these words:

The fact that the Internal Revenue bureau continued to

claim and exercise the right of collectors to appoint deputies
without compliance with the civil service act and rules,

notwithstanding the arguments of the Commission to the

contrary, was the principal reason for the Commission s re

commendation to the President on June i, 1898, that these

positions be included in the list of positions excepted from
the requirement of examination.

What a state of things this reveals! Here was the

Civil Service Commission faithfully fighting for the en

forcement of the law as it stood; on the other side a

branch of the Government persistently and defiantly

violating that law, until the Commission, feeling itself

utterly powerless against the Government, at last threw

up its hands in despair saying: &quot;Well, rather than have

the law openly and continually violated under the eyes

of the Government, let the law be modified to suit the
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violators/* And then that so-called
&quot;

recommendation
&quot;

of the Commission is paraded by the Administration as

justifying the President s order of May 2Qth !

Consider what a precedent this will be! It teaches

the spoilsmen in the public service that they need only

find some pretext for rebelling against the civil service

law, and that if they carry on that rebellion with suffi

cient boldness and persistency, they will have good ground
for hoping that, for the very reason of their bold and

persistent lawlessness, the Government will complacently

revoke the part of the law or of the rules that displeases

them. A precedent more demoralizing to the discipline

of the service and subversive of the merit system can

hardly be imagined.

I am not unmindful of what the Administration spokes

man has said about the peculiar fiduciary relations existing

between the collectors of Internal Revenue and their

deputies, about the responsibility of the collectors for

the acts of their subordinates, about the personal con

fidence which should prevail between them and so on.

Now, that certain superior officers bear more or less

responsibility for the conduct of their subordinates, that

there are certain subordinate positions of a more confiden

tial character than others and that therefore the superior

officers must in such cases have the discretionary power
to select their subordinates without being troubled by

any civil service rules, is one of the well-worn stock argu

ments of the enemies of civil service reform. There are

few positions above the lowest clerkships to which this

argument may not be more or less applied, and to which

the spoils politicians do not actually apply it.

Against this permit me a recital of personal experi

ence. When, years ago, I became Secretary of the

Interior, I thought it best not to take a single person

with me into the Department, not even a private and
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confidential secretary. That private secretary I selected

from among the force already in the Department. I soon

found a man of excellent capacity, entire trustworthiness

and good manners, who at the same time had the import
ant advantage of being already acquainted with Depart
mental affairs. So much for that peculiarly &quot;confidential&quot;

position. Now, when looking at the papers put before

me for my signature- papers of importance which I could

not possibly study in detail I felt myself as to the dis

charge of very grave responsibilities- much graver than

those of an internal revenue collector to an appalling
extent at the mercy of my subordinates. At the same
time I was set upon by Senators and Representatives and
other political magnates, who urgently asked me to fill

existing vacancies, or vacancies to be made by removals,
with men whom they recommended to me for appoint
ment. Most of them demanded places for their favorites

for reasons which had nothing to do with the public
interest. Some told me that in my responsible position

I must have subordinates whom I could trust, and they
were ready to furnish me just such men. I heard them
all and concluded that the public interest would be best

served if the vacant places in my Department fiduciary

as well as others were filled on the principles of the merit

system, and I attempted the introduction of that system
in the Department imperfectly of course, as I had no

appropriation for the purpose, and only an improvised
and constantly changing machinery, depending on clerks

whose time was temporarily not fully employed, or who
were willing to work after office hours. I carried this

on for four years against the bitterest opposition of the

patronage-mongers high and low, and I learned thus from

actual practice on that field of very complicated duties

and heavy responsibilities quite thoroughly to appreciate

the practical value of the merit system in the conduct of
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the service, and also the true nature of the difficulties

standing in the way of a full development of that system.

Now, when in discussing this matter anybody indulges

in solemn hints about mysterious things which the official

mind has to deal with, but which the unofficial mind can

not understand, he cannot make any impression upon me.

I am familiar with the augur s wink and with the smiles

that follow it. It is equally useless to talk to me about

fiduciary or confidential positions which should be filled

only at the free discretion of the appointing officer; for I

know from abundant experience that in an overwhelming

majority of cases that free discretion is a myth and that

the fiduciary appointments are dictated by political in

fluence; and I know also that in a well-regulated civil

service with merit appointment, merit promotion and

merit tenure all those so-called extraordinary qualifica

tions for certain positions can easily be secured without

exposing any of the places to the chance of becoming the

prey of spoils politics.

In fact, after four years of service, I left the Interior

Department with the firm conviction that the positions

in it, and no doubt in all the other Departments, would,

taking the general average, be vastly better filled and

that the work would be much more efficiently and eco

nomically done in one word, that the public interest

would be much better served, if the whole force in and

under those Departments, without any exception worth

mentioning, were subjected to the civil service rules,

including even, if that were possible, the commissioners

and assistant commissioners of the different bureaus,

and in each Department at least one permanent under

secretary. And the same four years of official experience

convinced me that there is only one real difficulty ob

structing the full development of the merit system in our

public service and that is the pressure of political in-
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fluence for patronage, and the lack of resisting power

among appointing officers to stand firm against that

pressure. Take away that one difficulty, and all your
troubles about needed &quot;extraordinary qualifications

*

that cannot be demonstrated by examination, and about

&quot;fiduciary positions,&quot; and about distances making the

application of the merit system impracticable, and so

on, will at once vanish into nothing. And it is the most

baneful feature of the President s order of May 2Qth that

it so seriously increases that difficulty by strengthening
the belief of the spoils hunters and patronage-mongers
that neither the pledge of a great party to &quot;enforce the

civil service law honestly and thoroughly, and to extend

it wherever practicable,
&quot;

nor a President s solemn promise
that there shall be

u no backward step/ will hold out

against the pressure of political influence if that pressure

be only persevering and defiant.

You must pardon me for once more referring to my
personal experience. Having served six years in the

United States Senate, where, at the beginning at least

I was soon cured I thought I had to do some patronage
business myself, and where I learned pretty thoroughly
how that business is usually done by Members of Con

gress and having been four years at the head of a great

Government Department where I learned still more, and

having been for seventeen years a more or less active

member of an association considering it its especial duty
to study the means by which the merit system may be

established, perfected, sustained and extended, and also

the means by which its enemies seek to demoralize, to

cripple and finally to destroy it, I may, perhaps, without

undue assumption pretend to some practical knowledge
of the subject. And that knowledge fully warrants me
in saying that if I were in a position of power and desired

to undermine the merit system in the public service with
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a view to its final overthrow, but without proclaiming

myself its enemy, the things contained in the President s

order of May 29th, together with the reasons given to

justify them, would suggest themselves to me as among
the most effective shifts to bring about that end.

In saying this I candidly disclaim the intention of

insinuating that such was the purpose of the President,

or that of his official defender in this case, the Secretary
of the Treasury. On the contrary, I honestly believe

that they would gladly have carried out the pledge of the

Republican platform
&quot;

honestly and thoroughly to enforce

the civil service law and to extend it wherever prac

ticable,&quot; could they have done so without encountering
the fierce antagonism of the so-called &quot;practical poli

ticians&quot; within their own party. I further believe that in

trying to appease that antagonism they would have liked

to abstain from anything that might seriously injure the

merit system, but that they relied upon subordinates to

get suitable amendments to the civil service rules and

were misled by the advice of those subordinates farther

than they had originally intended to go; and that finally

when the thing was done, and met with very severe criti

cism, not only on the part of this League but of public

sentiment generally, they tried to justify their step, as

men who suddenly find themselves in a false position

often do, by giving all sorts of reasons for their act

reasons probably also suggested by their ingenious sub

ordinates which made the effects of their act and their

own situation even much worse than they otherwise would

have been.

This is my candid belief; and that belief is not in the

slightest degree shaken by the statement made by the

Secretary of the Treasury in his public defense, that

several of the exemptions were never demanded of him

by any politicians. No wonder, for the politicians knew
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where they could put in their work much more effectively

below. The real motive power was in any case the greed

of politicians for patronage and their pressure upon the

Administration. Those who believe this as I do, can

render the Administration as well as the cause of reform

no better service than by laying bare the true nature and

tendency of what has been done, and by expressing at the

same time the hope that after a sober and careful reex-

amination of the matter the President may see his way
clear for retracing his step. After such a reexamination

he will hardly fail to recognize the fact that his order of

May 29th, with the reasons given for it, has been the most

hurtful blow civil service reform has ever received since

the enactment of the law, as the reception that order has

met with from friend and foe must have convincedhim that

the people generally regard it as such, and that subsequent
excuses and explanations have not altered that judgment.

Neither can he close his eyes to the fact that, encouraged

by the general backsliding tendency under his Adminis

tration that culminated in the order of May 29th, some of

the most conspicuous abuses of the spoils system which

under his immediate predecessors had become much

restricted, are now developing new vitality. It is too

notorious to be denied that persons in the Federal service

have become much more forward again in what is called

&quot;pernicious partisan activity&quot; than they were for many
years. During several Administrations, for instance, the

business community of New York had been accustomed to

see the great customhouse of that port &quot;out of politics,&quot;

the collector of customs devoting himself to his official

duties without taking any active part in party movements.

But now the collector is a prominent figure again in party
caucuses and other gatherings, and occasionally he finds

it even proper to cheer his audiences with exhilarating

remarks about the actual or prospective relaxation of the
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civil service rules by Executive action. Thus the great

customhouse of New York is out of politics no longer;

and the same may be said of other large or small Govern

ment establishments.

The contemptuously sportive view of the civil service

law which at present is taken here and there has, of

course, been very much encouraged by an opinion de

livered by the Comptroller of the Treasury, Mr. R. J.

Tracewell, as to whether persons shown to have been

appointed in violation of the civil service rules should,

nevertheless, be paid their salaries. The question having
been referred to him by the Secretary of the Treasury,

Comptroller Tracewell decided that inasmuch as the

President has, under the law, made the civil service rules,

if not directly then at least by his approval, he could also

suspend them or sanction their suspension by his agents
or subordinate officers; and that if the rules were thus

suspended in individual cases by the appointment of

persons in violation of them, the Comptroller has no

choice but to accept the certificate of appointment as

conclusive and to sanction the payment of the salaries

of the persons so appointed. This decision looks like a

huge jest at the expense of the civil service law; and we

might conclude that it was intended as such when we
read the following sentence which forms part of that

important document: &quot;If this ruling has a tendency to

muddy the stream of civil service reform, which should

always flow pure and clean from its fountain throughout
its course, I can only answer that it would be as futile for

me to attempt with my limited jurisdiction to purify

this stream as it would be to bail the ocean of its waters

with a pint cup.&quot; Mr. R. J. Tracewell, who owes his

appointment as Comptroller not to a civil service examina

tion, but to the so-called free discretion of the President,

has, it may be said by the way, furnished by this elegant
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sneer at civil service reform, in a judicial decision, a fine

illustration of that
&quot;

judicial temperament&quot; which,

according to the Secretary of the Treasury, every officer

exercising quasi-judicial functions must possess, and to

secure which civil service examinations must be discarded

and the appointing power must be left to make its choice

with untrammeled freedom. I have only to add that this

decision has been accepted by the Administration as final,

that the persons appointed in proven violation of the civil

service rules are regularly paid their salaries, that in this

respect there is no trouble in the way of further illegal

appointments and that Mr. Tracewell has, after this

performance, not been disturbed in his important position

of Comptroller where he continues to enjoy ample oppor

tunity for giving his rare judicial temperament full play.

It is also a matter of notoriety that the levying of

assessments upon persons in the Federal service has again
assumed very formidable dimensions. This abuse, it is

true, has to some extent existed all the while. But this

year the public mind was rather seriously startled by the

unusually defiant boldness with which the Republican
State committee of Ohio, the President s own State, put
the Federal service all over the country under contribu

tion to its party campaign fund, instructing, with rare

cynicism, the public servants how the penal clauses of the

law against assessments could be circumvented. This

truly remarkable proceeding went on without the slightest

mark of disapproval on the part of those charged with the

execution of the law, until at last the Civil Service Com
mission remonstrated against it, the immediate result of

which remonstrance was, according to the press reports,

that the Republican State committee of Ohio rushed out

another call admonishing the Federal officeholders to be

quick in paying up. In this way an unusually large

amount of money was obtained from the public servants.

VOL. VI. IO
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This is not surprising, for, as everybody acquainted with

placeholders knows, the member of the classified service

feels himself no longer secure in his tenure if he merely
does his duty faithfully and efficiently, but he is troubled

again by a sense of danger unless he win the favor of the

party potentates by rendering such political service as

may be exacted of him. That this danger really exists

I will not assert. But the feeling of apprehension,
created by the things I have been describing, very exten

sively does exist, and it cannot fail to produce demoral

izing effects most hurtful to the service.

An effort is being made to bring to justice those who
have violated the law by the levying of assessments in

the case mentioned as well as in another case, on the

ground of an opinion recently rendered by ex-Senator

Edmunds, who was the chairman of the Judiciary Com
mittee of the Senate which reported the statute in ques

tion; and it is hoped that a salutary example will be

made of the guilty persons. This, if successfully carried

through, would indeed serve to prevent the repetition

of such glaring excesses in the same line. But much
more drastic measures on the part of the Administration,

to demonstrate its earnestness as to the maintenance of

the merit system, will be required to cure that deterior

ation of the atmosphere in the public service which has

been brought about by the multiplication of places filled

by political influence as well as by the impunity with

which in so many conspicuous cases the rules have been

circumvented and the spirit of the law has been openly
defied an impunity which but too easily is taken for

approval.

In this respect, I must confess, the paragraphs in the

President s message referring to the civil service, fail

to afford much comfort, for they may be summed up in

the one sentence that everything is now in satisfactory
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condition. We can only hope that the cheerful optim
ism betrayed by this utterance will not prevent the

President from considering worthy of notice the inves

tigations made by this League and the resulting reports

upon the happenings in various branches of the service.

Those reports, containing not mere theories or infer

ences, but facts, may serve to open his eyes to many
things of which, it must be assumed, he was not aware,

or which, at least, he may not have seen in their true

character when he wrote his message, but a thorough ap

preciation of which may induce him to apply the appro

priate remedies and to retrieve the grievous missteps we
have now to deplore.

The picture of the retrograde tendencies in the Fed
eral service which my duty to tell the plain truth has

compelled me to draw, is relieved by some facts of a

more encouraging nature. In the State of New York a

distinct advance as to the maintenance as well as the

further extension of the merit system has been achieved

by the enactment of a new civil service law. That law

not only sweeps away the contrivances by which the late

State Administration sought to &quot;take the starch out of

civil service,&quot; but it places the merit system throughout
on the firm basis of well-ordered regulations, securing
to it a practical machinery, and provides for the ex

tension of its operation over the counties, in which it had

formerly not been in force. Even in the City of New
York, where the sinister genius of Tammany Hall devotes

itself with the accustomed zest and skill to the task of

circumventing the civil service law, and where the local

Civil Service Reform Association cooperating with the

State authorities has to fight over every foot of ground,

many valuable successes have been scored at least in

crossing iniquitous schemes and in making the ways of the

transgressor duly hard. Also on the other side of the
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continent, in San Francisco, distinct progress has been

recorded by the adoption of a city charter providing for

the introduction of the merit system in the municipal
service.

But the fact in which the friend of civil service re

form may find the most cheering assurance of the triumph
of his cause in the future, consists in the striking evidences

of the growth of that cause in the favor of public opinion.

The time is not far behind us when civil service reform

was superciliously sniffed at as a whimsical notion of some

dreamy theorists not to be taken seriously. Even when
after the first attempt at the practical introduction of the

merit system in the Federal service President Grant

dropped it again in consequence of the refusal of Congress
to make any appropriation for its support, the people

generally accepted the event with cool indifference. There

were indeed expressions of regret, but they came only
from a comparatively small number of citizens who had

become especially interested in the subject. But when,
six months ago, President McKinley s order curtailing the

area of the merit system appeared, the manifestations

of popular disapproval were far more general and earnest

than the originators of the measure had expected and

than the friends of the merit system had dared to hope.

Not even party spirit, usually so potent in such cases, was

proof against the popular feeling of disappointment, not

a few journals otherwise staunch partisans of the Admin

istrations, giving voice to that feeling with remarkable

emphasis.
The reason is simple. In President Grant s time civil

service reform still appeared in this country as a new and

strange scheme, running in the teeth of the political

notions and habits of half a century, and clouded over by
the uncertainties of a doubtful experiment. Now it is a

stranger no longer. The people have made its acquain-
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tance by actual observation. They know that it is not

an idle fancy, but an eminently sober and practical con

ception ;
that its aim is to remedy real evils and to pro

duce a real good, by delivering our political life of fatally

demoralizing influences, and by giving the Republic

efficient, economical and honest service. They know
that it pursues this aim by methods which every intelli

gent business man standing at the head of a large estab

lishment and exposed to constant and promiscuous

pressure for employment would adopt for himself as emi

nently businesslike. In one word, they know that civil

service reform as embodied in the merit system is simply
the application to the public service of the plainest prin

ciples of common -sense and common honesty. Even its

enemies are at heart recognizing its virtues.

This has become so widely understood by people of

all classes in all parts of the country, that the propagation
of correct knowledge of the objects and the means of

civil service reform is becoming from day to day an

easier task to the advocates of the merit system. Their

foremost duty is now to baffle the efforts of the opposing

forces, which, seeing the futility of attacking civil service

reform on its general merits, strive to cripple or pervert

it in the detail of its operation. Those forces consist of

the small politicians who covet the offices for their per

sonal advantage, the political leaders who seek to control

the offices as party spoil in order to hold together and

increase their following, and the unsteady statesmen

in power who, while professing, often not without sin

cerity, to be &quot;also&quot; in favor of civil service reform, have

indeed courage enough to assert their professed principles

against their party enemies, but not firmness enough to

maintain them against their party friends. The com
bination of these forces is an old one. It is expert in its

business, and it will never do to underestimate its strength.
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How formidable it may become, we have in these days

again had occasion for observing.

But however powerful, it is far from being invinci

ble. We cannot forget that against the same old com
bination the civil service reform movement has won all

its successes, one after another, during periods of time

when it was far less intelligently and vigorously supported

by the public opinion of the country than it is to-day.

While its friends have recently suffered a grievous dis

appointment, they have no reason for being discouraged.

To retrieve the lost ground and to advance their cause

further toward the final consummation, they have only
to follow their old course with militant courage and

constancy; to watch with keen vigilance the happenings
in the public concerns; to gauge every measure taken by
those in power by the true standard, recognizing gladly

every step forward, and permitting nothing to pass that is

not genuine ;
to aid the authorities whenever possible with

information and candid counsel
;
to expose to the public eye

the abuses they discover, the correction of which is

refused
;

in one word, to tell the people the truth without

favor and without fear. A resolute and persevering appeal
to public opinion, to the good sense and patriotism of such

a people as ours, will not be in vain. So good a cause,

supported by dauntless devotion, can never fail.

FOR THE REPUBLIC OF WASHINGTON AND LINCOLN

It is not mere light-minded hero-worship that moves the

American people to celebrate the anniversary of Washing
ton s birth as a National holiday. Preeminent among
the monumental figures of the world s history stand the

founders of nations
;
and preeminent among them stands he

1 An address delivered at the Philadelphia Anti-imperialistic Conference,

Feb. 22, 1900.
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whose virtue, fortitude and wisdom are honored by all

mankind without a dissenting voice. It may well be said

that, however men may differ in their judgment of other

heroes, George Washington s character has long ceased to

be a subject of debate, the verdict which places him in the

first rank among the great citizens in history being uni

versally concordant and final. And when we honor his

name we celebrate what is noblest and best and most

glorious in our National being.

It is not my purpose to undertake here an elaborate re

view of his principles, his policies and his achievements.

I shall only recall to your memory some of the ideal in

spirations of his mind which are of special interest as they
bear upon the most important problems of our day
and first his reverential appreciation of the extraordinary
favors he thought to have been bestowed by Providence

upon the American people.

In his first inaugural address he said :

&quot; No people can be

bound to acknowledge and adore the invisible hand which

conducts the affairs of men more than the people of the

United States. Every step by which they have advanced

to the character of an independent nation seems to have

been distinguished by some token of providential agency.
&quot;

This sentiment, profoundly cherished by him, frequently

appears in his writings with remarkable fervor of utter

ance. And well might he entertain it. I will point out

what may well be called three exceptional blessings of

Providence vouchsafed to the American people, the first

of which Washington witnessed and profoundly valued.

Look back upon the time when our country first rose

into view. Europe was in the throes of the bloody and

destructive struggles following the Reformation. The ef

forts for religious freedom seemed rather to hamper than

to promote the efforts for the political enfranchisement of

peoples. On the European continent modern absolutism
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issued from the confusion. Even in England, where a

certain measure of political freedom had been won by
long contests, and where at last the crown was overthrown

by the great rebellion, the Commonwealth quickly de

generated into a military absolutism, which in its turn

had to yield to the restoration of the royal power. And
when a new revolution resulted in firmly establishing con

stitutional government, still that government remained

preponderantly aristocratic, and the Church continued

to be united with the State.

While these troubles were afflicting the peoples of Eu

rope who were painfully staggering under the inherited

burdens and shackles of feudal institutions and privileges

and customs and traditions, heaped upon them by past

centuries, the soil now occupied by this great Republic was

opened to the best aspirations of a new era. The English

men, Germans, Dutch, Frenchmen, Swedes, Celts who

sought their fortunes here, found a free field for their

activities. No matter whether they came in search of an

asylum for their religious beliefs, or in quest of wealth or

adventure no matter whether kings still claimed this

new world as theirs, and whether aristocrats or great

proprietaries tried to preserve something like feudal

authority all pretensions adverse to political freedom

speedily vanished in this atmosphere. Here that freedom

had not to struggle through any established institutions

or customs inherited from the past. Here the seed of

democracy planted itself in virgin soil, to grow and bear

fruit without hindrance. Here was, therefore, the natural

birthplace of that great charter of human rights and human

liberty, the Declaration of Independence, pointing out the

goal to be reached, and destined to serve as a guiding star

to all mankind. If here the momentous problem of gov
ernment of, for and by the people is not to be solved,

where in the world can it be?
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This greatest of all opportunities was the providential

favor Washington recognized ;
and he did not fail to point

out the awful responsibility arising from it when he said :

&quot;The preservation of the sacred fire of liberty and the

destiny of the republican model of government are justly

considered as deeply, perhaps as finally, staked on the ex

periment intrusted to the hands of the American peo

ple.&quot;
And the manner in which he thought that this

our great opportunity should be turned to the benefit

of mankind, he forcibly indicated by expressing, in his

Farewell Address, his ardent wish

that the happiness of these States, under the auspices of liberty,

may be made so complete, by so careful a preservation and so

prudent a use of this blessing, as will acquire to them the

glory of recommending it to the applause, the affection and

the adoption of every nation which is as yet a stranger to it.

And further :

Observe good faith and justice towards all nations; cultivate

peace and harmony with all
; religion and morality enjoin this

conduct, and can it be that good policy does not equally enjoin
it? It will be worthy of a free, enlightened and, at no dis

tant day, a great nation, to give to mankind the magnanimous
and too-novel example of a people always guided by an exalted

justice and benevolence.

Thus did Washington view the first providential favor

bestowed upon this people, and also our duty to spread
this blessing among the nations, not by the force of arms,

but by the moral power of example.
The second was no less extraordinary, although Wash

ington himself would have been too modest to avow it.

It consisted in the fact that the first President of this

Republic furnished in himself, by his character, the prin

ciples he followed, the motives that inspired him and the
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wisdom of his policies, the most perfect model of a re

publican chief magistrate in the history of the world a

President to whose teachings and example all his successors

indeed, all those wielding public power in this Republic
could with the utmost confidence look for safest guidance.

Surely, no other nation has ever been so signally blessed.

The third unique providential favor enjoyed by the

American people consists, owing to their geographical

situation, in their happy exemption from those embarrass

ments and dangers by which other nations, being in

constant touch with powerful, jealous and possibly hostile

neighbors, feel themselves obliged to keep up vast, burden

some and constantly increasing armaments on land and

sea. For more than three-quarters of a century a war

of our own making and the period of our civil conflict

excepted the American people have enjoyed the ines

timable boon of a substantially unarmed peace in perfect

security. Until recently we valued this priceless privilege

so heartily and proudly that we looked down with pitying

superiority upon the nations of the old world, seeing them

grievously burdened with their monstrous military and

naval establishments; and we watched with an almost

disdainful smile their incessant efforts to increase those

burdens in their nervous anxiety lest some rival might

get an advantage ;
until at last one of their mightiest rulers

truthfully confessed that the ruinous competition could

not much longer go on without fatal consequences. And
we were the only great nation on earth securely free from

these drag weights and worries.

This is no mere fancy picture. The history of a century

bears it out. Excepting the period of our civil war, we

had, compared with other great Powers, neither army nor

navy. And yet our rights and our honor were safe all

over the globe. The greatest sea-power on earth yielded

to us far more deference than to any other nation. Why
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all this? While a hostile Power wishing to attack us

would have had the advantage of greater readiness, it

could not strike at a vital point in our continental strong
hold. It would have had to count upon a discouragingly

long struggle against immense resources and an incalcu

lable staying-power on our side, and during that struggle

it would have offered dangerous opportunities to its jealous

rivals in the old world. Moreover, it was thought that

our Monroe doctrine, looking to the primacy of this

Republic in this hemisphere, would keep us from unneces

sary meddling with old-world affairs.

Therefore, we could not have a war unless we kicked

some foreign nation into it. Even all our wishes con

cerning Cuba would probably have been conceded by
Spain without firing a gun, if we had only waited. In one

word, it was the first precept of European statesmanship
to remain on good terms with this Republic at almost any
cost. And therefore it was that we were secure in the

enjoyment of the inestimable blessing of unarmed peace,
with the fullest liberty to devote all our social energies to

the development of our immense material resources and of

our mental and moral capabilities ;
to the solution of the

great problem of popular government given in our charge ;

and to our glorious mission to promote the cause of liberty
and civilization among mankind by the peaceable moral
force of our example.

These were the extraordinary providential favors be

stowed upon the American people, part of which Washing
ton witnessed, part of which he foresaw and the duties

and responsibilities flowing from which he felt so deeply.
What have we done with these blessings? While the

conduct of the American democracy has indeed not reached

the ideal which was in Washington s mind, and while for this

reason it has had its failures, and those failures have had
to be dearly paid for, yet remaining until recently sub-
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stantially true to the most essential principles upon which

it was founded, and especially to Washington s precepts

concerning its intercourse with the outside world, the

Republic has achieved a measure of development in

wealth, greatness and power that has in a like space of

time never been equaled by any nation in history.

But now we are told that we have come to a turning-

point; that the very power we have won in walking that

providential path obliges us to strike out in a different

direction; that we must no longer content ourselves with

making this vast continent the home of a free, peaceable
and happy people, with an honest endeavor to solve on

this virgin soil the momentous problem of popular self-

government, and with advancing the cause of liberty and

civilization among mankind by the moral force of our

example, but that we must give up the priceless privilege

of unarmed peace ;
that we must have big fleets and armies

in order to play a new part in the affairs of the world
;
that

we must become conquerors to spread our commerce and
have far-away possessions and rule foreign peoples as our

subjects no matter what the original design of our Re

public and the fundamental principles of our democracy

may have been. And when the advocates of this new
course are hard pressed in argument, they always re

sort, as their last refuge, to the plea that Providence has

precipitated us into this new course, and that it is vain

to resist.

Nobody can be less disposed than I am to pose as a

mouthpiece of Providence. But I do maintain that when
we speak of something having been so ordained by Provi

dence that no human being could be held responsible for

it, we can only mean that the will of man one way or the

other could not play a determining part in it. In this

sense it may be said that geographic, climatic and other

such conditions, which made the building up of a great
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democracy on this American soil so natural, were providen
tial

;
that the rising up of an ideal leader at the beginning

of our government was providential; that the peculiar

situation of this Republic among the Powers of the earth,

enabling it to build up that great democracy in the new

world, untroubled by the jealousies and quarrels of other

nations, was providential. But can it be maintained that

in the same sense the conquest of the Philippines was

providential, and that President McKinley was right

when he said in Boston, February 16, 1899: &quot;The

Philippines were intrusted to our hands by the providence
of God; it is a trust we have not sought&quot;? Look at the

facts.

Some time before our war with Spain broke out, its

possible contingencies were attentively considered by the

Administration. Commodore Dewey, commanding our

Asiatic squadron, informed himself about the state of the

Spanish power in those regions, and weeks before the

declaration of war, on March 31, 1898, he reported to our

Government that he could destroy the Spanish fleet and
reduce the defenses of Manila in a single day, and added :

&quot;There is every reason to believe that, with Manila taken,
or even blockaded, the rest of the islands would fall either

to the insurgents or ourselves.
&quot;

Dewey was instructed to make his squadron ready for

battle, and then, when war was declared, to seek the

Spanish fleet and destroy it. All this was done, not by any
mysterious dispensation, but by order of the Navy Depart
ment. When Spain, after a series of defeats, got ready for

peace, the Secretary of the Navy telegraphed to Dewey
as follows:

Washington, August 13, 1898: The President desires to

receive from you any important information you may have of

the Philippines; the desirability of the several islands; the
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character of their population ;
coal and other mineral deposits ;

their harbor and commercial advantages, and in a naval and
commercial sense, which would be the most advantageous, etc.

Thus, it appears that the President was then not yet quite
certain how far it would be profitable to us that Providence

should impose that &quot;unsought&quot; trust upon us. When he

had received information which made him think it would
be profitable to have the whole archipelago intrusted to us,

he instructed our Peace Commissioners at Paris to insist

that Spain should cede us the whole. And after a long
and arduous wrestle with the representatives of Spain, as

described in Senate document no. 62, our Commissioners at

last succeeded in extorting from them the cession of what

sovereignty Spain had over all those islands, and they

agreed that the United States should pay $20,000,000

therefor.

Thus the record shows most conclusively that the con

quest of the Philippines was not thrust upon the Adminis

tration by a mysterious and overruling power, but that it

was deliberately planned with a cool calculation of profit,

and that if the business so far has not been as successful as

expected, it proves only that the calculation was not quite

correct. And when now President McKinley tries to

make the American people accept his interpretation that

the Philippines were simply &quot;intrusted to our hands by
the providence of God,&quot; and that &quot;it is a trust we have

not sought,&quot; he has, to say the least, taken liberties with

Providence which he may answer for. With the same

right Napoleon invading Spain and making one of his

brothers king of that country, and Maximilian, made

Emperor of Mexico by the bayonets of French invaders,

might have piously turned up their eyes, saying that the

providence of God had intrusted those countries to their

hands, and that it was a trust they had not sought.
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Coming from their mouths Mr. McKinley himself would

have called such words hypocritical cant, if not blasphemy.
Let us now see in what manner the policy for which the

President makes divine Providence responsible was carried

out. We made war upon Spain, as our Congress solemnly
declared to the American people and to all mankind, for

the purpose of liberating the Cuban people from Spanish

oppression, declaring that they were, and of right ought
to be, free and independent. It was a grand spectacle

a great nation voluntarily undergoing the burdens and

horrors of war merely to secure to a foreign population that

freedom and independence they were painfully struggling

for. It was a purpose so noble in its unselfishness that

many persons abroad would not believe in its sincerity, but

charged us with some secret selfish design of conquest.
At this we were extremely angry.
Then came Dewey s victory in Manila Bay, and with it

the temptation testing our sincerity. Dewey invited the

chief of the Filipino insurgents, Aguinaldo, to join him and

encouraged and aided him with arms and ammunition to

organize the revolutionary movement against Spain on a

great scale. Aguinaldo did so
;
he formed an army of about

30,000 men, set up a civil government which, according to

the testimony of the imperialist agitator Barrett, who had

seen it, compared in its Congress favorably with the Par

liament of Japan, and had well constructed and active

executive departments, and an internal administration

working admirably, as described by gentlemen belonging
to the Navy, and vouched for by Admiral Dewey an

army, a civil government and an internal administration

infinitely superior to anything of the kind the insurgent

Cubans ever had.

The Filipino army went to work fighting the Spaniards
most successfully, taking many thousands of them prison

ers. In fact, it virtually did the only fighting against the
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Spaniards on the Philippine Islands between the time of

Dewey s victory on May I, 1898, and the time of the

surrender of Manila on August I2th, and that fighting re

dounded to the benefit of our forces
;
for the Filipino army

cleared the interior of the country of Spanish troops and

cooped up the Spanish garrison of Manila, effectually block

ading that city on the land side, while our ships and the

American troops that had meanwhile assembled, blockaded

it on the sea side, so that the Spaniards in Manila could

neither get reinforcements nor withdraw into the interior.

While these services were being rendered by the Fili

pinos, and their effective cooperation sought and accepted

by us, the Filipinos acted as our allies against a common
foe. And then when we had taken Manila and assembled

a large land force there did we remember that we had

gone to war against Spain with the solemn proclamation
that this should be a war of liberation, and not of conquest,

and that our Filipino allies were fairly entitled to the

full benefit of that pledge? No, not that. President

McKinley entered into peace negotiations with the com
mon enemy, Spain negotiations from which our allies, the

Filipinos, who urgently asked to be heard, were carefully

shut out, and through his Peace Commissioners Presi

dent McKinley concluded, behind the backs of our allies,

a treaty with Spain, the common enemy, by which he

recognized, not that the Philippine Islanders were, and

of right ought to be, free and independent, like the Cubans,
but that Spain, even after having been actually ousted

from that country, was still the rightful sovereign of the

Philippine Islanders, so that she could sell them; and he

bought them and their country for the sum of $20,000,000.

It was in this singular way that, as President McKinley
wishes to have us believe, &quot;the providence of God in

trusted to our hands the Philippines a trust we have not

sought.&quot;
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Thus, in the first place, he contrived to turn the much-

vaunted unselfish war of liberation into a vulgar land-

grabbing game, and to strip the American people of the

unique glory of a most generous act, grand in its unselfish

ness. Does he think such a breach of faith can be pleasing

to the sight of an all-righteous Providence? Or does he

imagine he can deceive an omniscient God by the wily plea

that the pledge of an unselfish generosity applied only to

the western hemisphere, and that the liberating of one

people gave us a right to subjugate another?

But more than this. Recognizing the fact that Dewey
invited Aguinaldo to the Philippines to help him in his

operations by organizing the insurrection against the

Spaniards; that the Filipinos did do effectual service as

our allies, being permitted to believe that they were

fighting for their own independence; that we left them
undisturbed in that belief until we had sufficient troops
on the spot to need their aid no longer, and until Manila

was taken, and that then behind their backs we bought
them from defeated Spain to subjugate them as our own

subjects, every fairminded man will agree that this was
an act of downright perfidy. Does President McKinley
think that so treacherous a use of power by the strong to

despoil the feeble of their rights can be looked upon with

favor by an all-just God?
The excuses given by the President and by his spokes

men for this faithless deed are worthy of the deed itself.

They show how far the moral sense of men may be debased

by the defense of a bad cause. I have read with care the

famous &quot;

preliminary report&quot; made by the Philippine

Commission &quot;at the request of the President&quot; just before

the last November elections
;
and I must confess that some

passages of it have filled me with painful astonishment.

That report, for instance, in order to justify what has

been done, asserts &quot;that no alliance of any kind was
VOL. VI. II
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entered into with Aguinaldo, nor was any promise of

independence made to him then or at any other time.
&quot;

I

was sorry to see such a statement signed by gentlemen of

high standing. Was it worthy of such men to forget that

while there was no alliance in form, signed, sealed and

delivered, there was cooperation amounting to an alliance

in fact, and that this carried with it moral obligations of

a class which no man of honor will disregard?

Let us hear the &quot;preliminary report&quot; itself. After

having recited how Aguinaldo was brought to the scene

of operations on a United States ship at the desire of

Dewey &quot;for the purpose of strengthening the United

States forces and weakening those of the enemy/ the

report goes on:

Shortly afterwards the Filipinos began to attack the Spanish.
Their numbers were rapidly augmented by the militia who had

been given arms by Spain, all of whom revolted and joined

the insurgents. Great Filipino successes followed, many
Spaniards were taken prisoners, and while the Spanish troops

now quietly remained at Manila, the Filipino forces made
themselves masters of the entire island, except that city.

Well, according to this very statement of the Commission,
did not the Filipinos do for us the business of allies, and

very effectively, too? I venture to say that at the time

they were regarded as our allies by everybody except those

who had already then in their minds the scheme of turning
the war of liberation into a land-grabbing game.
But they were also virtually recognized as our allies by

our very commanders in a manner which the Commis
sioners in their preliminary report did not see fit to men
tion. I do not refer here merely to the often-quoted

correspondence between General Anderson and Aguinaldo,
in which our General greeted the Filipinos with assurances

of friendship and requests for cooperation and assistance
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in terms usually addressed by one ally to another. Nor
do I refer only to the fact that armed vessels of the Filipi

nos, flying the flag of the Filipino republic, were plying
to and fro and going out on expeditions against various

Spanish posts, under the very eyes of our Admiral.

But here is still something more. On July 13, 1898,

Admiral Dewey sent the following despatch to the Secre

tary of the Navy :

Aguinaldo informed me his troops had taken all of Subig

Bay except Isla Grande, which they were prevented from

taking by the German man-of-war Irene. On July 7th sent

the Raleigh and the Concord there; they took the island and

about 1300 men with arms and ammunition; no resistance.

Now what became of those 1300 Spanish prisoners? They
were turned over to the Filipinos. Only recently those

prisoners taken in Subig Bay have been liberated from

their captivity in Filipino hands, and it was reported that

some of them intended to make a claim against the United

States for damages on the plea that before capitulating

they had been promised by our Navy officers that they
would be permitted to surrender to the American, and not

to the Filipino forces, and that they had been turned over

to the Filipinos in violation of that promise. No denial

has been made of this story, except as to the giving of that

pledge.

Now, what did it mean, this turning over by American

forces to the Filipinos of Spanish prisoners of war captured
in a joint enterprise? What else could it mean than that,

whether there was any formal compact of alliance duly

signed or not, Aguinaldo with his army was practically

recognized as a belligerent ally of good standing? But for

this would not the prisoners taken from the common

enemy have necessarily been kept under the control of the

American forces? Had the Filipinos been considered a
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mere half-barbarian band accidentally helping us, and of

no substantial right in the premises, how could such a

turning over of prisoners to them have been justified?

But let us hear Admiral Dewey himself. In a recent

letter answering an inquiry from Senator Lodge as to what

pledges were given to Aguinaldo, the Admiral says: &quot;I

never treated him as an ally, except to make use of him
and the natives to assist me in my operations against the

Spaniards.&quot; Precisely so. We &quot;used&quot; them practically

as allies against the common enemy, profiting from their

cooperation as allies. And then, having so used them, we
refused them the recognition morally due to an ally.

Does not the Admiral &quot;give away&quot; the whole case?

Again, when our Peace Commissioners sat at Paris, the

testimony of Rear-Admiral Bradford was taken, and

Senator Frye asked him:

Suppose the United States in the progress of that war found

the leader of the present Philippine rebellion an exile from his

country in Hong Kong, and sent for him and brought him to

the islands in an American ship, and then furnished him 4000
or 5000 stands of arms and allowed him to purchase as many
more stands of arms in Hong Kong, and accepted his aid in

conquering Luzon, what kind of a nation, in the eyes of the

world, would we appear to be to surrender Aguinaldo and his

insurgents to Spain to be dealt with as they please?

To which Admiral Bradford answered: &quot;We become re

sponsible for all he has done
;
he is our ally ;

and we are

bound to protect him.&quot; Senator Frye forgot to ask the

further question, what kind of a nation we would be in the

eyes of the world if we bought our allies like a drove of

sheep from Spain, the defeated common enemy, to treat

them, not as they, but as we, please.

After all this, what fairminded man will deny that to

all intents and purposes the Filipinos were our allies
; that
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they were fairly entitled at our hands to every considera

tion due from one ally to another; and that when our

Administration refused them audience at the peace negotia
tions which were to decide their fate, and then behind

their backs bought them like a herd of cattle from the

defeated common enemy, it did a thing so mean in its

disloyalty that it is no wonder its sponsors shrink from

looking it in the face, but nervously strive to hide its

hideousness from their own eyes by covering it up with

all sorts of pretexts and sophistries? But, truly, what a

pitiable sight is that presented by the respectable signers

of the
&quot;

preliminary report,&quot; who argue that because no

formal compact of alliance was made that is, because the

Filipinos with their generous confidence in our good faith

trusted American honor so imprudently that they neg
lected to put every stipulation in black and white before

going with us into a common fight against the common

enemy they have lost all moral right to be respected and

treated by us as allies ! Shame, where is thy blush ?

The contention of the Commissioners that &quot;no promise
of independence was ever made to the Filipinos is of the

same moral grade. Again there is, I admit, no instrument

in writing signed by an American in authority. Neither

do I care whether our consuls or Admiral Dewey made a

formal promise of independence to the Filipinos. That is

not the question. The question is whether we gave the

Filipinos any reason for believing that, after defeating the

common enemy, this Republic would recognize their in

dependence, and whether they were permitted so to believe

while they were fighting against the common enemy.
On July 22, 1898, General Anderson reported to the

Secretary of War: &quot;Aguinaldo declares dictatorship and

martial law all over the islands. The people expect

independence.&quot; What reason had they to expect that

this Republic would recognize their independence? The
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best in the world a reason, too, most honorable to them
as well as to the American people. They knew that,

when beginning the war against Spain, we had loudly
disclaimed all idea of conquest and had declared the

Cubans of right entitled to their independence. They
knew that in all things which in our eyes gave the Cubans
their right and title to independence, the people of the

Philippines held the same, if not a superior, title. They
would have considered it an insult to the great and mag
nanimous American Republic to entertain on their part
even the slightest suspicion that our professions of unsel

fish purpose were a mere humbug, and that while liberating

one people we were capable of scheming the subjugation
of another because we coveted their land. In one word,
as ever so many of their proclamations showed, they

expected their independence because they believed the

American people to be an honest people, and the American

Government to be an honest government. And in this

belief they acted as our allies against the common enemy.
We permitted them to entertain that belief while so

acting. It is true, in Washington the scheme was mean
while hatched to rob them of their fairly earned independ
ence. Was the Administration at least honest enough
then to inform them that their expectation of independence

might be disappointed? It was not. Indeed, the Ad
ministration did secretly instruct our consuls and com
manders not to make any promises to the Filipinos that

might embarrass the execution of the treacherous scheme.

But the Filipinos themselves were left in their happy
confidence so long as their service as our allies was of any
value to us. I say, therefore, although there was no

written engagement promising them their independence,

our solemn proclamation at the beginning of the war that

this would be a war of liberation, and not of conquest, and

our permitting them to expect their independence accord-
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ingly while we accepted their aid as our allies, constituted

a promise so complete and morally so binding that it is

difficult to understand how any honest man can so forget

himself as to question it.

And thus when the Spaniards were thoroughly defeated

everywhere, and Manila was taken, and our Filipino allies

were of no further practical use to us, the Administration

instructed our Peace Commissioners in Paris to obtain

from Spain the cession of her sovereignty over the Philip

pines, not to the people of those islands, but to the United

States. Now I shall show, I trust, to the satisfaction of

every candid mind, that this proceeding involved on our

part the grossest betrayal of our own professed principles,

and one of the most glaring self-stultifications ever com
mitted by any Government. When we made war upon

Spain for the liberation of Cuba, we could not, and did

not, deny that Spain, historically, possessed the sover

eignty of Cuba. But we maintained that Spain by her

tyrannical and oppressive misgovernment had morally
forfeited that sovereignty; that she had ceased to possess
it as a matter of right, and that, although the Spanish
forces were still in actual occupation of the principal cities

and harbors, and of a very large portion of the interior of

the island, the people of Cuba, having risen up against

Spanish misrule, had won the right of sovereignty for

themselves. We therefore solemnly declared in that fa

mous resolution of Congress, not merely that Spain must

be driven out of Cuba, but that the people of Cuba &quot;of

right ought to be and are free and independent&quot; that is,

that the sovereignty of Spain over Cuba was no longer

valid, but of right ought to be possessed, and actually

was possessed, by the Cuban people themselves.

How does this bear upon the case of the Philippines?

It is a fact, not questioned by anybody, that Spanish

sovereignty was historically no better founded in the
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Philippines than in Cuba; that Spanish misrule was fully

as grievous in the Philippines as in Cuba
;
that the people

of the Philippines had risen against the misrule as the

Cubans had
;
that the case of the Philippines was, therefore,

identical with that of Cuba with this difference, that the

Filipinos had achieved much greater military successes,

and organized a far better and stronger native government
than the Cubans ever had; so that, in the Philippines, the

Spaniards had not only, as they had in Cuba, forfeited the

moral title to sovereignty, but had actually lost also the ex

ercise and possession of it. The right of the Filipinos to

sovereignty over their country was, therefore, according
to our own professed principles, even stronger than that

of the Cubans.

The Spanish title to sovereignty over the Philippines

was thus utterly discredited by ourselves. By word and

act we had, in the parallel case of Cuba, maintained that

the Spanish title had rightfully passed to the people of

the country. And yet that Spanish title so utterly dis

credited by ourselves we then recognized again as valid, in

order to enable Spain to sell our Filipino allies to us. And
we bought that title, although we knew full well that

Spain had actually lost it all, and could not deliver any

thing of it; but we bought the sham, in order to steal the

substance from the Philippine Islanders, to whom, by our

own doctrine, it rightfully belonged. This is the farcical

and contemptible predicament in which the action of the

Administration has placed the great American Republic.
I am well aware that astute lawyers may find some quirk

or quibble to persuade people who wish to be so persuaded
that under the law of nations Spain had still a technical

title to a sovereignty which she had morally forfeited and

practically lost and could not deliver, and that this she

could sell, and we could buy. But will such a technicality

satisfy our consciences and protect our honor? Most of
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us have learned by experience to distinguish between the

class of men who in their dealings with their neighbors are

governed by an innate moral sense of right and who will

never condescend to take an unfair advantage even when
the law permits them to do so with impunity and another

class consisting of persons claiming to be respectable, but

to whom the question of moral right is of no concern, and

who do not scruple at any moral wrong for their own benefit,

taking care only not to run foul of the penal code. The
first class we call gentlemen,&quot; and we respect and trust

them. The second class we do not at least, we ought not

to call gentlemen, for we feel like carefully guarding our

pockets when we meet them. Let there be no illusion

about this. He who uses the technicalities of the law to

take a wrongful advantage of his neighbor may keep clear

of the penitentiary, but he is not an honest man.

And now I soberly ask you, does not the purchase of

that Spanish sovereignty put the American people plainly

into that category? How pitiably the Administration

itself has been at sea as to the origin of our title to sover

eignty! On December 21, 1898, in his famous &quot;

benevo

lent assimilation&quot; order, which, in fact, was his declaration

of war against the Filipinos, President McKinley said:

The destruction of the Spanish fleet in the harbor of Manila

by the United States naval squadron, followed by the reduction

of the city and the surrender of the Spanish forces, practically

effected the conquest of the Philippine Islands and the sus

pension of Spanish sovereignty therein. With the signature
of the treaty of peace between the United States and Spain on

the loth instant, and as the result of the victories of American

arms, the future control, disposition and government of the

Philippine Islands are ceded to the United States. In fulfil

ment of the right of sovereignty thus acquired,

he ordered immediate military occupation.
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That this was not a truthful statement of the case-

that is, that we had then acquired no rights by the treaty,

which at that time, not yet having been ratified, was of no

force; and that we had not acquired the Philippines by

conquest, for which we are still fighting everybody will

admit. Why, even the President himself admitted it, for

several months later he said in a speech at Pittsburgh:

Until the treaty of peace was ratified [which it was only seven

weeks after the issue of the order before quoted], we had no

authority beyond Manila city, bay and harbor. Spain was

in full possession of the remainder of the archipelago.

This was correct as to the extent of our authority, but it

was again strikingly erroneous as to the status of Spain;

for, as everybody knows, Spain was not only not &quot;in full

possession of the remainder of the archipelago,&quot; but she

was not in possession of any part of it. The so-called

remainder of the archipelago was possessed, if by anybody,

by the people thereof a notorious fact of which the

President of this Republic was strangely unmindful.

At last Mr. Day, late Secretary of State, and chairman

of the commission that made the peace treaty, comes to

the rescue, and declares in a public letter that we have

acquired the Philippines not by conquest for, says he,

&quot;the United States has never undertaken, so far as I know,
to wrest from a foreign country lands or possessions

simply by right of conquest&quot; but by purchase, paying

$20,000,000 for them. But he does not say in his letter

what everybody knows, that we bought something from

Spain which Spain no longer owned, and did not and

could not deliver, as we are painfully aware, inasmuch as

we have ever since been engaged in killing our late Fili

pino allies, who defend the rightful title belonging to the

people. And finally comes the President, who coolly
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observes in his message that the Philippine Islands &quot;belong

to us by every title of law and equity.
&quot;

&quot;Law and equity&quot; forsooth! Consider it from the

ethical standpoint, which to honest men is the only true

one. What is our position in truth? That of a powerful
and rich man who, artfully abusing the confidence of

poor and feeble people, robs them of their dues by legal

jugglery and force, and then blandly tells his victims

that Providence has so ordered it for their good, putting

upon him a trust which he has not sought.

And to enforce such a title of sovereignty resting, not

upon anything akin to moral right, but at best upon a

shrewd legal technicality which in private life every gentle

man would despise, we have proceeded to kill thousands

upon thousands of men and devastated the homes of

thousands upon thousands of innocent people who had

never done us any harm and whose only offense consisted

in having confidently expected that the generous and

liberty-loving Americans would be true to their professed

principles, and who, being grievously disappointed in this,

still wished to be free and independent. What defense

in the world can there be of such an outrage? Aside

from shifting the responsibility on Providence, the excuse

is brought forth that our soldiers were attacked and had

to &quot;defend&quot; the American flag.

Defend the American flag? Let us see. There are

certain facts admitted by all. The first shot was not

fired by a Filipino, but by an American soldier, killing a

Filipino who had not attacked him, but had simply crossed

the American line. Some shots were fired in return, and

then the firing spread and developed into an extended

engagement which evidently was not planned by the

Filipinos. Aguinaldo promptly disavowed the collision,

and made a fair proposition to stop it. It would thus have

been stopped had our commander agreed ;
but he insisted
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upon continuing the fight. General Otis says in his

report: &quot;The engagement was one strictly defensive on

the part of the insurgents and of vigorous attack by our

forces.&quot; The only excuse given for his action is that the

Filipinos would have wanted to fight if they had been

ready, and that they had become &quot;abusive,&quot; and &quot;in

sulting,&quot; and &quot;defiant&quot; terms often freely applied by
some Anglo-Saxons to people of other, especially darker,

races who presume to think that they have some rights.

Thus the plain fact is that our men actually began the

slaughter, and that our commander refused to stop it

when he might have done so with honor.

But more important is the other fact, also set forth in

General Otis s report, that the President had directly

provoked a collision with the Filipinos by his notorious

order of December 21, 1898 a document so inflammatory
in its character that General Otis found it necessary to

suppress it and to substitute a proclamation of his own
a scheme which failed, as the President s order became

public through a subordinate commander. General Otis

knew that the President s order would be taken by the

Filipinos as a declaration of war, which in fact it was. No
criticism of the President s action can place the re

sponsibility for the Filipino war more conclusively upon
the President than this part of General Otis s report.

And when, after all this, we hear the President say, as

last summer he did say in his speech at Pittsburgh, &quot;the

first blow was struck by the insurgents&quot;; and at Fargo,
&quot;then it was that the insurgent leader made an attack

upon our men, and then our boys let loose&quot;; and in his

message, &quot;An attack, evidently prepared in advance, was

made all along the American lines&quot; when we hear him

say to the people such things, in the face of such facts, we

fairly hold our breath and bow our heads.

After all this we must not be surprised that the im-
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perialists are so anxious to make the American people
believe that there would have been no fight in the Philip

pines had there been no speeches made in the United States

against the policy of conquest and subjugation, and that

the authors of such speeches are therefore traitors giving

aid and comfort to the enemy. Has it been forgotten

that the Filipinos have more than once risen against

Spanish tyranny long before we took any interest in those

islands and their people? Does not this show them capa
ble of rising without any such outside encouragement ?

But we are told that to rise against the Americans is

quite a different thing; that a majority of the Filipinos

really are fond of us, and hail American sovereignty as the

satisfaction of a long-felt want ;
and that there are only a

few mischievous leaders whose &quot;

sinister ambition,
&quot;

as the

President calls their desire for freedom and independence,
has stirred up disorder, and who would soon have desisted

had not the speeches of American anti-imperialists en

couraged them. I hardly could trust my eyes when I

read in the President s annual message this amazing
statement: &quot;I had every reason to believe, and I still

believe, that this transfer of sovereignty was in accordance

with the wishes and aspirations of the great mass of the

Filipino people.
&quot; And this in the face of the fact that we

need there for the enforcement of that sovereignty the

largest Army this Republic has ever had in active field

service, except during our civil war an Army twice or

three times as large as any we had in the Revolutionary

war, or in the War of 1812, or in the Mexican war, or in

Cuba in the late war an Army ten times as large as that

which is thought necessary to keep order in Cuba now.

Why do we need so tremendous a force? To beat the

Filipino army which as our Secretary of War told us, in

a speech at Chicago, represented almost too infinitesimally

small a portion of the Filipino people to be mathematically
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expressed by way of percentage? Or do we need it, as

others tell us, to protect the &quot;good Americans&quot; among the

Filipino people against the so-called &quot;rebels
&quot;

? But if, as

the President says, &quot;this transfer of sovereignty was in

accordance with the wishes and aspirations of the great
mass of the Filipino people,&quot; why do we not put arms
into the hands of the great mass to enable it to tackle that

small rebellious minority and hand it over to the police?

Why not? The reason is simple: Because, as everybody
knows, there is too much reason to fear that this great
mass of &quot;good Americans&quot; would, upon occasion, turn

out to be good Filipinos and eventually use those arms

against us.

A few months ago I said in a public address : We have

not a true friend left among the islanders, unless it be

some speculators and the Sultan of Sulu
;
we have managed

to turn virtually the whole population into deadly ene

mies.
&quot;

This statement was hotly impugned by Professor

Worcester in a published paper in which he actually named
three prominent Filipinos who, he says, are not speculators,

but our fast friends; and he adds that &quot;we have many
another honest and able American friend among the lead

ing men of the archipelago.&quot; With the same assurance,

the same Professor Worcester had told us of the splendid

success of the local government established under Ameri

can auspices on the island of Negros, and about the

enthusiasm with which the native people had received it.

But shortly afterwards came the news of the &quot;treason&quot;

of some of the principal native officers, whose &quot;benevolent

assimilation&quot; and devotion to the American liberators had

been praised so highly. And we have had similar experi

ences in other places. I doubt whether even Professor

Worcester s three elect are quite safe.

Certainly, we may here and there find a Filipino who
for some reason attaches his fortune to ours. Napoleon
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found some such men in Spain in 1809. The Emperor
Maximilian found even a larger number in Mexico. But
did that make the great mass of the Spanish people

Napoleon s friends, or the Mexican people the friends of

the French and the Austrian invaders? By the steady

pressure of force we can compel obedience, but not

friendship and fidelity. Nor will mere &quot;good govern
ment&quot; prove a remedy; for the best government will

always be unpopular, if it is foreign government

especially when the imposition of foreign sovereignty has

been accomplished by treacherous breaches of faith and

bloody terrorism. Sincere acceptance of rule by a foreign

race a race so utterly foreign as ours is to theirs, so

foreign in origin, customs, habits, traditions, ways of

thinking, and a race withal so imperious, so grasping and

so disdainful of all other races it considers inferior sincere

acceptance of such a rule by the great mass of a people
is impossible. It is against human nature.

British rule in India has in part been recognized as bene

ficial. But in spite of some theatrical demonstrations of

loyalty we hear of, Great Britain would not to-day with

any confidence leave the maintenance of the Indian Empire
to the fidelity of the native population. The British

heart secretly trembles at the thought of what would come
if a torch were thrown into that mass of Indian com
bustibles. As to the Philippine Islands, our government,
whatever otherwise its quality, will always be essentially

government by garrison. Those who carried on their

struggle for freedom will always remain the heroes of the

people, and whatever banquet we as foreign rulers may
spread to them, the shade of their betrayed and murdered

independence will, like Banquo s ghost, always claim the

first seat at the board. If President McKinley really

believes that &quot;the transfer of sovereignty was in accord

ance with the wishes and aspirations of the great mass of
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the Filipino people,&quot; it shows only how hopelessly blind

he is to the true nature of the problem.

No, the Filipino people needed no impulse from the

outside to encourage their resistance to subjugation by
foreign arms. If they had needed such encouragement,

they would have first had it from President McKinley
himself when he told the world it was before the snake

of imperialistic ambition had bitten his heart that

&quot;annexation by force could not be thought of, because,

according to the American code of morals, it would be

CRIMINAL AGGRESSION.&quot; Nothing truer and nothing
severer has been said by anybody in condemnation of

his present policy. That, while the fight was going on,

the Filipinos were pleased to hear of men in this country

opposing their subjugation, was natural enough just as

natural as was the comfort the revolutionary American

colonists took in the utterances of Chatham and Burke.

But would the American colonists have ceased to struggle

if Burke and Chatham had been silent?

And besides, what does it mean that no American

citizen should permit himself to denounce a public wrong
or to advocate the principles upon which this Republic is

founded, lest people who feel themselves betrayed and

oppressed find comfort in his words? If the Administra

tion has led us into policies which cannot bear discussion

in the light of the Declaration of Independence, of the

Constitution of the United States and of the teachings of

George Washington and Abraham Lincoln, must we bury
the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution and

Washington s and Lincoln s teachings out of sight so that

they may not interfere with the ambitions and schemes of

our rulers? Is it not rather high time to bury such poli

cies so that the great American Republic may dare to be

itself again?

No, the shrewd trick of representing those who labored
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to prevent and to stop the Filipino war as responsible for

that war will not succeed with an intelligent people. Is

there a sane man in the world who believes that there

would have been any Filipino war had the President

remained true to the solemn pledge that the war against

Spain would be a war of liberation, and not of conquest
and mindful of his own affirmation that annexation by
force could not be thought of because it would be criminal

aggression? Would there have been a Filipino war if the

President had inspired the Filipino people with the hope
that their rights would be respected as we had promised
to respect those of the Cubans, instead of treating our

allies as if they were mere interlopers in their own country,
who could be bought and sold like dumb animals, and then

flinging in their faces that outrageous &quot;benevolent assimi

lation&quot; order, so insulting and inflammatory a provoca
tion that General Otis, foreseeing with alarm the certain

consequences of its issue, anxiously but ineffectually

sought to conceal it?

No, there can be no question as to the responsibility for

this disgraceful conflict, and all the blood spilled in it.

Those who had the power to prevent or stop it by being

simply faithful to the principles the American people have

hitherto so proudly professed they will be held forever

answerable for this wanton and wicked war by impartial

history, and no sanctimonious cant, no cunning sophistry,

can disguise their guilt, or save them from that awful

judgment.
I am aware that an arraignment like this puts our

imperialists very much out of temper, and they impatient

ly exclaim: &quot;Why say such things while you know that

the case is finally settled and your criminations serve only
to smirch the good name of the country?&quot; I have this

to answer:

First, what I have spoken is the truth. I challenge any
VOL. VI. 12
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defender of the Administration policy to disprove the

correctness of a single one of my statements of fact, or of

the conclusions drawn.

Secondly, those have smirched the good name of the

country who have done and are doing these nefarious

things, not those who denounce them. Nay, the repute of

the country would be still more smirched if we permitted
the world to believe that such things could be done in the

Republic of Washington and Lincoln with the general

approval of the people, even without calling forth a voice

of protest.

Thirdly, the case is not finally settled, and it will not be

finally settled until it be settled aright. A most unscrupu
lous and crafty confidence game has been worked upon
the American people. When after Dewey s victory more

troops were sent to the Philippines than the war against

the Spaniards seemed to require, we were told that

criticism was unpatriotic, because the President was best

informed, and must be trusted. When the peace negotia

tions came and it was rumored that the Administration

would demand the cession of the Philippines to the United

States, we were admonished to hush all unfavorable

discussion because it would encourage the Spaniard to

obstreperousness in the peace negotiations. When the

peace treaty with that cession in it was before the Senate,

we were warned that no patriot would oppose the ratifica

tion of a treaty of peace, and as to the final disposition of

the Philippines, that would rest with Congress. And all

the while the President repeated over and over that

Congress would have to speak the decisive word. But

now, when Congress is to take up the great question, we

are told that the whole case is settled, and that any

attempt to shake or even to criticize that settlement will

be useless and unpatriotic.

Oh, no, gentlemen, this will not do. This artful dodge
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has been played long enough, and too long. The Presi

dent s attempt, while constantly speaking of Congress as

the ultimate arbiter, to anticipate the action of Congress,
and thus to force its hand by accomplished facts, has

advanced to a dangerous stage, but it has, after all, not

quite succeeded; and if that spirit of liberty which gave
birth to this Republic still lives, it will never succeed.

Unless I am much mistaken, the people are still sovereign
in this country, and they will not permit any President to

purloin that sovereignty from them by a sleight of hand.

The people will still have to pronounce the final verdict,

and I trust they will do so after a conscientious considera

tion, not of the mere question of profit, but, what is

infinitely more important, of the moral merits of the case.

It is, therefore, not only the right, but the duty of every

good citizen to form an honest opinion on this momentous

subject and to speak out without fear or favor.

The people will find, if they have not found it already,

that a great wrong has been done in their name, which,

unless it be undone, so far as it can be, will cover them
with eternal disgrace. I challenge any one of the Presi

dent s defenders to point out in the whole history of the

world a single act of perfidy committed by a republican

government more infamous than that which has been

committed by this Administration against our confiding

Filipino allies. Show me a single one! You will search

for it in vain in all the annals of mankind.

This is strong language, you may say. So it seems.

But it is time to call things by their right names, and I am

weighing my words. Have the courage to look the facts

once more in the face :

We invite the cooperation of the insurgent Filipinos

against the common enemy, the Spaniards. As our allies,

the Filipinos do valiant and effective service. While we

accept and profit from their aid as our allies, we knowingly
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permit them to believe that they are fighting for their own

independence, and that we are fighting for their independ

ence, too, having solemnly proclaimed to the world that

our war against Spain, the common enemy, was to be a

war of liberation, and not of conquest. When we have

no further use for our Filipino allies, we begin peace

negotiations with the common enemy from which our

Filipino allies are sternly excluded, and behind their backs

we purchase from the common enemy his title of sover

eignty over them a title utterly discredited by ourselves

so that from subjects of Spanish foreign rule they may
become subjects of American foreign rule. And when
then our late allies insist upon being free and refuse to be

bought from the defeated enemy like a herd of cattle, we

slaughter them by thousands.

Look at this and consider it soberly. What have you to

say? Is &quot;infamy&quot;
too strong a word for it? I wish I

could find a more scorching one to brand it as it deserves.

Why, if anybody did anything like this in private life it

would be a queer kind of gentlemen that would admit him
to their company. And this is what has been done in the

name of the great American Republic the Republic born

of the Declaration of Independence, the Republic of

George Washington and Abraham Lincoln. Again, I say,

Shame, where is thy blush?

And what do we hear in justification of this? Some

clergymen tell us that this is one of the ways of spreading
abroad Christianity and virtue and superior civilization.

Would not these holy men do well to consider what effect

the teachings involved in the justification of so criminal

an outrage may have upon the Christianity, virtue and

superior civilization of their flocks at home?
Then we are told that those islands are rich, and will be

a foothold for our Chinese trade, and that therefore we
must have them. Indeed, in the soundful sophomoration
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of the young Senator from Indiana, recently delivered in

the Senate, a picture of the wealth of the Philippine

Islands was unrolled gorgeous enough to make the mouth
of the most virtuous pirate water. He looked down with

the loftiest pity upon every one who would be so blind as

not to lay hold of that wealth if he had a chance; and

to make sure that our chance should be fully used, he

proposed a system of government for the Philippines

so absolutely despotic a despotism so entirely undiluted

with any American idea of human rights that it would

more than satisfy the sternest Russian autocrat. No
more brutal appeal to sordid greed, no appeal so utterly

hostile to the vital principles of our free institutions,

expressed in the most high-sounding verbiage of American

patriotism, has ever been addressed to our people. If this

be the spirit animating the youth of America, then the

great American Republic will soon cease to be an en

couragement to the progress of political liberty and

become a warning example to all the world.

And this is the spirit of imperialism. I am well aware

that some imperialists have protested against the cynicism
with which others have appealed to sordid motives, and

that the Commission has framed a plan to give the Philip

pine Islanders a share in their government under American

sovereignty. But who will deny that if the motive of

pecuniary profit were taken out of the imperialist move

ment, that movement would lose its vital impulse and

speedily collapse? When Colonel Denby, the most

influential of the Philippine Commissioners, some time

ago publicly declared that we wanted the Philippines for

our own profit, and not for their good, and that if we found

their possession unprofitable we would drop them and let

the Filipinos cut each other s throats if they liked when
he said that, was he not only a little more brutally candid

than most of his friends? And can any sane man doubt
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that, whatever plans of imperial government may be

devised, the rule of our race over another which we con

sider inferior will always be essentially arbitrary and

consistently beneficent only when selfish interest permits
it?

Listen to the wail of misery and despair coming from the

Porto Ricans who were promised liberty and happiness
under the American flag ! Do not now powerful interests

demand a policy which means to them poverty and oppres
sion? Now, was there ever a sound reason why we should

have wanted that possession, unless it were to get a naval

station which we might easily have had on some other

little island without much population? May we not well

ask whether it would not be much better for our own

comfort, as well as for the Porto Ricans, to let them go
free and help them form a confederation of the Antilles

with Cuba, Hayti and San Domingo?
And can you be blind to the effects which the tendencies

of imperialism are already exercising among ourselves

upon the popular mind? Do you not hear the scoffing

levity with which the Declaration of Independence and the

high ideals of liberty and human rights which so long have

been sacred to our people, are made sport of; how the

teachings of Washington and Lincoln are derided as anti

quated nursery rhymes, and how the Constitution, when it

stands in the way of grasping schemes, is lightly brushed

aside with the flippant word, that constitutions are made
for men and not men for constitutions?

It cannot be repeated too often that there are things

which may be done by monarchical or aristocratic govern
ments without making them less strong as monarchies or

aristocracies, but which cannot be done by a democracy
based upon universal suffrage, without fatally demoraliz

ing it as a democracy ; and that one of those things is the

arbitrary ruling of foreign populations as subjects. By
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the way, England is sometimes quoted as an example and
called a democracy. This is a mistake. England is not

a democracy, but a monarchy with democratic tendencies,

but very powerful and tenacious aristocratic traditions.

What a democracy, based upon universal suffrage, like

ours needs most to insure its stability is an element of

conservative poise in itself. This can be furnished only

by popular faith in the principles underlying the democra

tic institutions; by popular reverence for high ideals and

traditions
; by popular respect for constitutional forms and

restraints. Take away these conservative and ennobling

influences, and the only motive forces left in such a

democracy will be greed and passion. I can hardly

imagine any kind of government more repellent than a

democracy that has ceased to believe in anything, and in

which all ambitions are directed towards a selfish use of

power.
And in this direction the policy of imperialism is evi

dently driving us. Have you considered what this means ?

What will it lead to if our people accept the teaching that

all our traditional creeds about liberty and the rights of

men are mere sentimental rubbish; that the most solemn

professions and pledges may be repudiated if they stand

in the way of our ambition
;
that even such base treachery

as has been committed against our late Filipino allies will

be justifiable if it profits us; that only old fogies in their

dotage talk about legal principles and constitutional

restrictions when they obstruct the gratification of our

desires ;
and that might need not be too scrupulous about

right? Many of our rich men have become imperialists,

believing that the possession of the Philippines, in what

ever way acquired, will offer favorable chances of gain to

speculative capitalists. Have they thought of it that the

doctrine of might, not needing to be scrupulous about

right, may be applied not only to the unscrupulous might
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of arms and not only to the unscrupulous might of wealth,

but also, in a democracy, to the might of numbers be

coming unscrupulous? And this is the tendency of

imperialism in this democratic republic.

I am by no means blind to the commercial side of the

question. I desire the greatest possible commercial

expansion, honorably accomplished. And more than

once have I argued that all the commercial advantages and

naval facilities we can reasonably desire in the Philippines,

we might easily have had from the Philippine Islanders

if we had faithfully respected their title to independence ;

and that those advantages would be much more secure

with the Filipinos free and friendly than with the Filipinos

subjugated and hostile. This argument has never been

answered. It never will be. How criminally wanton is

it to seek those commercial advantages needlessly at the

price of crying injustice to others and fatal demoraliza

tion among ourselves a price we should never pay for

anything !

But now I am asked, admitting all this to be true : What
can we do, after having gone so far? The case is simple.

Indeed, we cannot wake up the dead whose innocent blood

has been spilled. We cannot altogether expunge the

disgraceful page of history that has been written. But

the American people can rise up and declare that the great

wrong attempted by misguided men in power in the name
of the Republic shall not be consummated; that as we

solemnly promised at the beginning of our Spanish war,

that war shall stand in history as a war of liberation, and

not of conquest ;
that our Government shall recognize the

Philippine Islands as free and independent, and that if the

present Congress and Executive will not do so, the people
will elect a Congress and an Executive who will.

But what will become of the Philippine Islanders if

unfit for independent government? Of course, every man
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who either himself wishes to keep the Philippines, or who
serves the Administration, strenuously insists that the

islanders are utterly unable to govern themselves. It is

always so. He who seeks to make another man his

subject, always maintains that the other is incapable of

being a freeman. Thus, as a last resort, the agitators for

imperialism are now all busily engaged in abusing the

Filipinos and their leader. But here we have Admiral

Dewey s emphatic and repeated official statement: &quot;In

my opinion, these people are far superior in their intelli

gence and more capable of self-government than the

natives of Cuba, and I am familiar with both races.&quot;

Has this weighty declaration been invalidated by the

subservient talk of others who thought likewise until the

desire of the Administration that the Philippine people
should not be held capable of independent government
became public? Let our Government take the position

that the Philippines are to be independent, and Admiral

Dewey s original opinion will be promptly and generally

accepted as the correct one.

And what of the danger that, if we recognize the in

dependence of the Philippines, some other Power will at

once rush in to clutch them? Does any sane man believe

that there will be such a danger if this great Republic
forbids it? And why should not American diplomacy
succeed in bringing the Powers most nearly concerned to

an agreement to declare the Philippines neutral territory

as Belgium and Switzerland are in Europe? I have often

asked this question, and it has never been answered. The

President says in his message: &quot;We fling them a golden

apple of discord, among the rival Powers, no one of which

could permit another to seize them unquestioned.&quot;

Precisely. No one of them permitting another to seize

them, it will be easily feasible to make them all agree to

their neutrality, so that none of them shall have them.
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These are phantom dangers. Neither have we a right

to say that the Philippine people must be held to be in

capable of independent government if they cannot form

an ideal republic, in which liberty and peace and order

and honesty will reign in unclouded sunshine. They may
easily be as orderly as Kentucky and as honestly governed
as the city of New York. What if they have their troubles

and turmoils? They may be like some South American

republics, or develop into something like the orderly

dictatorship in Mexico. Do we question the title of those

countries to their independence? Let us not indeed

&quot;scuttle away&quot; from the Philippines, like baffled thieves,

but assist and protect them until they stand upon their

own feet; and if this is done in perfect good faith, diffi

culties now deemed ever so formidable will vanish like

morning mist.

Besides, it is not the most important question how per

fect their government will be. More important is it that

their government should be their own, and more important
still that the American people should not become unfaith

ful to the fundamental principles of their democracy ;
that

they should not lose their high ideals of liberty, right and

justice, and that they should wash from the escutcheon of

the Republic the foul blot with which the great perfidy to

our late allies has defiled it.

I entreat you soberly to contemplate the alternative

now before us. If we permit the great wrong attempted

by the Administration to be consummated, our moral

credit with the world will be gone forever. Having
started in our Spanish war with the solemn proclamation
that this would be a war of liberation and not of conquest,

and then having turned that war into one of land-grabbing

and self-confessed &quot;criminal aggression,&quot; nobody will ever

again believe in any profession of virtue or generosity we

may put forth. It will be hooted down the world over
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as sheer hypocrisy disguising greedy schemes. We shall

be guilty of the meanest as well as, in its consequences, the

most dangerous iniquity a nation can commit the

betrayal of an ally. There is nothing so perfidious that

thenceforth we shall not be thought capable of, and other

nations will prudently take care not to make common
cause with us for anything upon a mere assurance of good
faith on our part. This is the &quot;glory

&quot; we shall have won.

Our sister republics in this hemisphere have looked upon
the United States as their natural protector, and they
were our natural friends. Since we have dishonored our

professions of disinterested motive, they will always sus

pect us of a design to stretch out our rapacious hands also

against them. Already they speak of this Republic no

longer as their strong and trusty friend, but as the
&quot;

peligro

del Norte,
&quot;

the
&quot;

danger in the North. And they will do

this so long as we hold any of our conquests. In constant

fear of our greed and perfidy, they will, in case of critical

complications, be inclined to coalesce even with old-world

Powers against us, and we shall have secret or open ene

mies instead of trustful friends at our very doors. We
shall have the Philippines with a population bitterly

hating us, and, in case of trouble with some foreign Power,

eager to kindle a fire in our rear. We shall, instead of

enjoying the inestimable blessing of exemption from the

burdens of militarism, be obliged to keep up large and

costly armaments to hold down our discontented subjects

and to provide for our own security. And more. We
shall have a bad conscience. We shall have betrayed the

fundamental principles of our democracy, robbed the

American people of their high ideals and beliefs, and thus

destroyed the conservative element without which a

democracy based on universal suffrage cannot long endure.

And all this to gain some commercial advantage and

naval facilities which we might have had just as fully, and
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much more securely, had we kept good faith with our

selves, with our allies and with the world.

Now contemplate the other side of the alternative. If

the American people, even after the monstrous aberrations

of their Government, repudiate the policy of criminal

aggression and renounce their conquests; if they declare

that their profession of unselfish motive and generous

purpose in the Spanish war was sincere, and must be

maintained at any cost what then? They will forever

put to shame the detractors of the American democracy.

They will show that, although the powers of their Govern
ment may some time be put to base uses by men of mis

guided ambition, the American people are honest, and

can be counted upon to resist even the strongest of temp
tations, the intoxication of victory, and to submit even

to the mortifying ordeal of a confession of wrong done

in their name, in order that right, justice and liberty may
prevail. Such an attitude will secure to the American

people the confidence of mankind as it has never been

enjoyed by any nation in the world s history, and with it

the fruits of that confidence. Our democratic institutions

will issue from the trial with a luster they never had before.

By so splendid a proof of good faith this Republic will

achieve a position of unexampled moral grandeur and

influence. It will naturally become the trusted umpire
between contending states, a peaceable arbiter of the

world s quarrels. It will not only be a great world-power

by its strength, but the greatest of all existing world-

powers by its moral prestige.

It may be asked whether this is not an ideal picture.

Well, this is the idealism cherished by George Washington,
the soberest and most practical of men. This is what he

wished and hoped the Republic of the United States,

which he loved so much, would become.

But is there any chance of its accomplishment? Are
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not present circumstances rather discouraging? So they

appear. But we old anti-slavery men have in our days
seen darker situations than this. I remember the period
after the compromise of 1850 which was accepted by both

political parties as a finality never to be disturbed. The

popular conscience concerning slavery seemed absolutely

dead. Those who still spoke against slavery were on all

sides, by commercialism and by the politician, denounced

as bad citizens, incendiaries, traitors to their country. A
prediction of a speedy anti-slavery triumph would have

sounded like the freak of a madman. But the conscience

of the American people was not dead. A new condition

soon illumined the question as with a flood of new light.

The popular conscience suddenly rose up in its might and

did not rest until slavery was wiped out.

Let the imperialists not delude themselves. If the

present Congress fails to undo the great wrong that has

been done, appeal will be taken to the people. And it will

be kept there, and, if need be, renewed year in and year
out. It will give you no rest, as the slavery question gave
us no rest, until finally settled aright. And take heed !

the longer the right settlement is delayed, the greater will

be its cost. You may call the upholders of the Declara

tion of Independence and of the Constitution, the followers

of Washington s and Lincoln s teachings, &quot;traitors&quot; or

&quot;bores&quot; no matter, they will not give up the belief that

the American people are an honest people, and, like the

anti-slavery men, they will not cease to appeal to the

popular conscience, fully confident that the time will come
when on Washington s Birthday we may feel that we are

again worthy of him, and that his great monition has not

been in vain :

Observe good faith and justice towards all nations; cultivate

peace and harmony with all
; religion and morality enjoin this
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conduct
;
and can it be that good policy does not equally enjoin

it? It will be worthy of a free, enlightened and, at no distant

day, a great nation to give to mankind the magnanimous and
too novel example of a people always guided by an exalted

justice and benevolence.

FROM WILLIAM JAMES
1

CARQUEIRANNE, FRANCE, March 16, 1900.

I came near sending letters of &quot;bravo
&quot;

to both you and Mr.

Cockran after your Chicago speeches last summer [autumn],
but I did n t

;
but now comes the Nation with a brief account of

your Philadelphia address, which stirs my heart to overflowing.
Thank God that you exist in this crisis! We shall of course

be beaten; but your warning that we shall never abandon the

fight, no matter how many generations of agitators it takes, is

the right kind of talk for McKinley and the people to hear.

The instincts of adventure and of mastery, and the pride of

not receding, are of course in the way of every honest solution,

but in the long run the higher conscience prevails even over

these passionate forces. You can go to your grave with the

sense of having been, with these speeches of yours, a pivot
round which the future is bound to turn. What a role our

country was born with what a silver spoon in its mouth, and
how it has chucked it away! I think the Administration talk,

Dewey s talk, about never having committed ourselves in

any way to Aguinaldo he has, forsooth, no writing in our

hand, can call no witness to any promise is the most in

credible, unbelievable, piece of sneak-thief turpitude that any
nation ever practised. &quot;Yankee trick,&quot; indeed after this

that old sarcastic designation should be embroidered on &quot;Old

Glory&quot; and introduced into the Constitution as our chief

claim to conceit.

The Republican party is fattened to kill. Were I at home
I should vote for Bryan with both hands. There might in

the next following election be a chance for the organizing of a

1 The philosopher and Harvard professor.
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new party. But what a rotten political machinery we have,
which makes it possible for two such men as Cleveland and
Reid [Thomas B. Reed?] to be now sulking in their tents!

Bless you, Carl Schurz!

Your admiring fellow-citizen.

TO ERVING WINSLOW

1 6 EAST 64TH ST., NEW YORK, March 28, 1900.

Confidential.

It seems we are looking at the third-ticket question
from different points of view.

A third ticket composed of Republicans would in the

campaign of 1900 help to defeat McKinley in the same

way in which the Palmer ticket helped to defeat Bryan
in 1896.

The Palmer ticket enlisted in the campaign of 1896
a great many Democrats and Mugwumps who would not

support McKinley directly. It made it easy for many
persons to render active service in the campaign who would

otherwise not have done so. A considerable number of

such persons started out with the intention of voting for

Palmer, but at the last moment concluded that it would be

more effective to vote for McKinley directly ;
and they did

so after having served in the campaign under the auspices
of Palmer. This accounts for the small number of votes

Palmer received.

According to this experience I see good reason for be

lieving that a third ticket composed of old Republicans

would, in the coming campaign, not strengthen McKinley,
but weaken him, for the agitation conducted under its

auspices would be conducted directly against the policy

represented by him. It would make it easier for many
persons of influence who dislike the Democratic candidate

as much as the original Palmer men disliked McKinley,
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to take an active and useful part in the anti-imperialist

crusade. It would also open to the anti-imperialist

speakers a great many ears which otherwise would be

closed to them. I am, therefore, inclined to think that

the nomination of such a ticket would tell, on the whole,

heavily against McKinley, as the nomination of the

Palmer ticket told heavily against Bryan in 1896.

As to the influence likely to be exercised upon the new
President by anti-imperialists not belonging to his party,
I doubt whether the nomination of a third ticket would

under such circumstances make any difference.

DR. ABRAM JACOBI *

About a year ago I passed through an ordeal very like

that which my friend, Dr. Jacobi, is enjoying now. I

know, therefore, from personal experience what it implies.

To find one s self congratulated upon having arrived at an

age, which, according to correct notions, marks the ter

minus of human vitality; to have it complimentarily
announced that one is now classed among the ancients,

whose right to claim a place on the stage of the present
active generation may be considered open to question ;

to

feel one s self still pretty young and capable of activity as

well as enjoyment, as I am sure Dr. Jacobi and I do,

and then to remember that you younger men may smile

at us for indulging in such an amiable illusion, while you
comfort us with the patronizing remark that we are re

markably well preserved all this is an entertainment of

not altogether unmixed hilarity. And then, also, to be

pelted with merciless exposure of all one s virtues and

accomplishments and endeavors and achievements

1 Response to the toast, &quot;The Citizen,&quot; at a complimentary dinner at

Delmonico s, New York City, May 5, 1900, tendered to Dr. Jacobi on the

occasion of the seventieth anniversary of his birth.
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compliments which modesty shrinks from accepting and

which politeness to kind friends forbids to decline well,

one appreciates it very highly and with sincere gratitude,

to be sure, but it is an experience, to say the least, of

complex sensations.

I therefore offer to my friend Jacobi the sincere and

profound sympathy of one who knows. I well understand

that troubled gaze of his which he fixes abstractedly upon
the table-cloth before him or upon the chandeliers above

him, while the floods of eulogy are beating relentlessly

upon his devoted head. I understand the peculiar dread

with which, no doubt, he has seen me get upon my feet

me, a person that has been acquainted with him for fully

fifty years and who, as he is well aware, knows more
about him than any one else here present. Still, in one

respect he need have no fear. I shall not reveal about

him any obnoxious secrets. Do not understand me as

meaning that I could if I would. No, I would not if I

could, being mindful of the proprieties of the occasion. I

am going to tell the simple truth
;
and that he will have to

bear as a brave man with becoming fortitude.

Yes, of Dr. Jacobi s friends assembled here, I am, no

doubt, the oldest, probably the oldest in years, and

certainly the oldest in friendship for that friendship can

look back upon just a half century of uninterrupted, and, I

may add, unclouded duration. It was in the year 1850,

in the German University town of Bonn-on-the-Rhine,
that we first met. He was then still a student of medicine

in regular standing. I was already an exile, but had

secretly come back to Germany, engaged in a somewhat
adventurous enterprise connected with the revolutionary
movements of that period an enterprise which made it

necessary to conceal my whereabouts from those in power,
with whom my relations were at the time, to speak within

bounds, somewhat strained. I had the best reasons for

VOL. VI. 13
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desiring to avoid persons whose ill-will or indiscretion

might have brought me into touch with the constituted

authorities. It was then that a mutual friend&quot; intro

duced Jacobi and me to each other during a dark night in

an out-of-the-way little garden house, having described

him to me as a young man who could be absolutely de

pended upon in every respect and under all circumstances.

And as the man who can be depended upon in every respect

and under all circumstances, I have known and loved him

ever since; and if we could live together another half

century, I should be ready to vouch for him in that sense

every day of the year and every hour of the day.

At the period of which I have been speaking our inter

course was very short. We travelled together a day or so

he going to Schleswig-Holstein where, as a budding

physician, he expected to do service in the capacity of a

volunteer surgeon in the war then going on, and I to the

field of my operations. Several years later we met again
in the city of New York. He had in the meantime suffered

in our native country long imprisonment for his active

and self-sacrificing desire to make the people free and

happy ;
and then he sought and found a new home in this

great Republic in which, if the people do not create or

maintain conditions to make them free and happy, it is

their own fault.

I have been asked to speak of Dr. Jacobi as a citizen, and
I may say that the manner in which he got into jail in the

old country for I have to admit the fact that he did serve

two years in state prisons, whatever you may at the first

blush think of it indicated at that early day very clearly

what kind of a citizen he would make in this Republic.
He was one of the young men of that period who had

conceived certain ideals of right, justice, honor, liberty,

popular government but which they cherished and

believed in with the fullest sincerity, and for which they
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were ready to work and to suffer, and, if necessary, to die.

Theirs was a devotion, too, wholly free from self-seeking

ambition a devotion which found all its aims and

aspirations and rewards within itself.

Of that class of young men he was one, struggling with

poverty and no end of other discouragements in his labori

ous effort to become a good physician. He knew well that

political activity could not possibly help him in reaching
that end, but might rather become a serious obstacle in his

path. Neither had he any craving to see his name in the

newspapers, or to strike an attitude before the public.

But moved by a simple sense of duty to his fellow-men, he

associated himself, and unostentatiously cooperated with

others in advocating and propagating the principles which

formed his political creed. His convictions might have

been honestly modified or changed by super-study, or

larger experience, but they would not yield an inch to the

reductions of fortunes, or to the frowns or favors of power.
And as nothing could prevail upon him to renounce or

even equivocate about the faith he honestly held, he went

to jail for it, suffering his martyrdom with that inflexible

and, at the same time, modest fortitude which is the touch

stone of true manhood. Thus to have served a term in

prison was with him a mark of fidelity to his conception
of his duty as a citizen.

And that has been the type of his citizenship ever since.

To be sure, the danger of being clapped into jail for the

assertion or propagation of one s opinions is not very great

in this Republic at least, not yet. But we often hear it

said and, I fear, not without reason that in our democ

racy as well as in others, public opinion a term which is

not seldom used to dignify a widespread prejudice, or an

unreasoning craze exercises a tyrannical sway, and that

there are many people whose dread of becoming unpopular,
or of incurring the displeasure of the influential elements of
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society, yield obedience to that power as readily as if it

were a monarch with soldiers and jailers at his heels.

Indeed, the moral courage of conviction against adverse

currents is the most necessary, but, I apprehend, not the

most general of civic virtues.

Those who know our friend here as well as I do will agree

with me that he possesses that civic virtue in a rare degree,

and may emphatically be called a man never afraid, a man
of that grim independence which is bent upon thinking

right and doing right, no matter what others may think

or do. There has hardly been an earnest effort for the

enforcement of correct principles of government, or for the

vindication of justice and right, or against evil practices

or demoralizing tendencies in our public concerns, since

Dr. Jacobi became a citizen of this Republic, that he did

not vigorously support in his effective, although quiet

and unpretentious way, no matter whether other people
liked it or not, or what it might cost him. I need not go
into detail and tell of his services as a member of the

famous Committee of Seventy, or as a co-worker with the

Chamber of Commerce in cholera times, and in various

other ways which, although equally, if not even more

meritorious, have never come to public notice. Moreover,
he was not only animated with a warm enthusiasm for

high ideals and the accomplishment of important public

objects, but also with that healthy righteous wrath which

abhors and attacks not only sin in the abstract, but the

sinner in the concrete a wrath far more wholesome to a

democracy like ours than that facile and pliable tolerance

which holds that sin is bad, to be sure, but that to disturb

a sinner of respectable position would be to indulge in

ungenteel personalities.

As in the realm of science he has always been the per
sonification of scientific conscience, so in the realm of

civic duty he has always been the personification of civic
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conscience, not one of those optimists who always comfort

themselves with the belief that everything, however bad,

will come right without a struggle; nor one of those

pessimists who, whenever anything goes wrong, give up
everything as lost, and whine that further effort is use

less but a sturdy patriot who, whatever discouragements
there be, never despairs of the Republic, and remains

ever ready to do his best and to sacrifice without counting,
and to stand in the breach.

In him we see one of the adopted citizens whose peculiar

patriotism is not always quite understood and appreciated

by our native friends. It may strike some of you as

somewhat audacious when I say that the adopted citizen

may in a certain sense be a more jealously patriotic

American than the native. And yet it is true. The

adopted citizen usually preserves a certain sentimental

and reverential attachment to the country of his birth.

But just because of this many of them are especially

anxious to see the country of their adoption, by its virtues

and the high character of its achievements, justify their

separation from their native land, and enable them to

point with just pride to the choice they have made.

They may for this very reason, when they see the charac

ter of their adopted country put in jeopardy, or its good
name in the family of nations endangered, resent this and

stand up for the cause of right and of integrity and of honor

in their adopted country, with an intensity of feeling even

greater than that which ordinarily animates the native.

Neither is it always a mere necessity or an interest that

keeps the adopted citizen here. Full of attractions and of

opportunity though this country may be, it may happen
that material interest or legitimate ambition suggests a

return to the native land; and of fidelity to the adopted

country, with which such temptations are sometimes

resisted, Dr. Jacobi has furnished a striking example.
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Any man of science would consider it a high honor to be

called to a professor s chair in one of the great universities

of Germany. But when, some years ago, Dr. Jacobi

received an intimation that such a position in the greatest

of them all was open to him, he subdued the pride he might
have felt in appearing in the same country, in which he

had adorned a political prisoner s cell, now crowned with

high distinction, and he promptly resolved that, having
cast his lot with this Republic, here he would stay.

Surely his title to American citizenship, and to the name
of a patriotic American could not be more complete.

I feel now that I ought to stop, out of regard for his

feelings; for if I were to say all that I know of him as

his old and intimate friend, I might too severely shock his

modesty, as he shocked mine on a similar occasion a year

ago. But, after all, I find no fault with him for that
;
for

there can hardly be a more wholesome and comfortable

institution among men than a firmly established, well regu

lated, honest and steadfast mutual admiration society.

And if by this time you have concluded that my friend

Dr. Jacobi and myself have formed such a club of two,

and find no end of satisfaction and pleasure in it, I shall

not demur. I might even reveal some of the secret details

of the comforts of our companionship, and say that

frequently, when we had written something for publication

or in print, or for delivery in speech, we read it to one

another before it came out. You will admit that a

friendship which has for many years endured like this

can endure anything. To be sure, the ordeal was miti

gated by the fact that we not only did not bore one another

in that way, but we rather enjoyed it; for we always,

reciprocally, found our productions quite excellent, what

ever others might think of them. I trust my friend will

pardon me for taking unusual liberties with him in such

public revelations of private intercourse, for these are
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liberties which without offense may be taken by an older

man with one so much younger.

To conclude, for fifty years I have loved him and been

proud of him as a man of science of whom I know how

learned, how conscientious, how indefatigable, how help

ful and how justly renowned he is; as a citizen of whom I

know how patriotic, how courageous, how unselfish and

how public spirited he is; and as a friend whose nobility

of heart only those can cherish and esteem as it deserves

who know him best. And I can hardly describe how

profoundly happy I am to be permitted to take part in this

tribute which so many of the best men of the country are

here assembled to pay to such genuine, sterling and emi

nent worth.

TO EDWIN BURRITT SMITH

BOLTON LANDING, LAKE GEORGE, N. Y.,

July 8, 1900.

I received your letter of the 5th with the call for the
&quot;

Liberty Congress&quot; [at Indianapolis], last night. I think

the call is well expressed as it stands.

To judge from what I read in the papers and in my
correspondence, and from what I hear in conversation, the

action of the Democratic Convention has produced the

worst possible impression. The fight about the free-coin

age plank in the Committee and the subsequent adoption
of it has pushed the silver question into the foreground

again and given it much more prominence than it would

have had, if the resolution had not been discussed at all.

I think if the election were to take place within a week,

McKinley would have an overwhelming success. Friends

of mine right here, who had reconciled themselves to the

support of Bryan on the ground that imperialism could not

be defeated in any other way, are now as profoundly dis

gusted with the Democrats as they were in 1896. I have
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no doubt that this feeling is widespread among people who
otherwise agree with us on the matter of imperialism.
When I spoke to you about the possible necessity of a

third ticket, it was in anticipation of such a state of things.

I would now ask you to consider whether it will not be our

best policy at the Liberty Congress to strike out boldly for

a new party. There is a very widespread feeling that the

people have permitted themselves long enough, and too

long, to be forced by two rotten old party carcasses to

choose between two evils. Is it not possible that this

sentiment would give a strong and hearty response to a

trumpet call for emancipation from this disgraceful

serfdom, and that a new organization so created might
not only attract the Republican anti-imperialists from the

support of McKinley, but also become strong enough to

live? Please think of this, consult about it with your
friends in Chicago and inform me of your conclusions.

The developments of the campaign may indeed put a new
face on things before we meet on August I5th. But at

present the situation looks desperate. If it does not

improve through the action of other causes, a bold step

and a striking appeal such as I have suggested may
redeem it.

I enclose a short list of names to whom invitations

might be addressed.

TO EDWIN BURRITT SMITH

BOLTON LANDING, N. Y.,

Aug. 7, 1900.

Your letter of the 4th inst. reached me yesterday.

Accept my sincere thanks for your words of sympathy.
You knew my boy well enough to appreciate how hard

the blow was. I

1 His son Herbert, the youngest of his four children, bora in March, 1876,

had died when travelling in England.
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I am sorry to say I do not think I shall be able to be at

Indianapolis. Let me tell you confidentially that I do not

feel myself in a condition fit for appearance in public, or

to undergo any strain. I need a little time to build myself

up again for the work I shall have to do in the campaign.
I think I shall remain in seclusion until after Herbert s

burial. This will take place soon after the return of my
son Carl from Europe. We expect him Thursday or Fri

day next week, just the time set for the Indianapolis

meeting. I trust my non-appearance there will not be

misunderstood by anybody under the circumstances.

Now, as to the
&quot;

suggestions for the action of the

Liberty Congress. I think they are on the whole judi

cious, unless you can unite or substantially unite the

Congress upon the nomination of a third ticket. This, I

think, would be the wisest course, for the present as well

as for the future for the present because it would, in my
opinion, prevent a great many voters from drifting to

McKinley and give us an absolutely aggressive position

in the campaign, a thing of which the Administration

party is most afraid, as its newspapers show; for the

future, because it will, after the election, furnish a nucleus

for a permanent organization which has long been needed

no matter how many or how few votes the third ticket

may get. As to the platform, the recent Plaza Hotel

meeting presided over by Mr. Osborne furnished a good

synopsis.

If it is thought that the Liberty Congress can be sub

stantially united on a third nomination, then it might be

practicable to have the members of the meeting of August
14th come into the Liberty Congress. However, the

practicability of this will depend upon circumstances, a

correct judgment of which can be formed only on the

spot.

I know, Mr. Boutwell and Mr. Erving Winslow are
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strongly opposed to the third-ticket plan. Mr. Winslow
is writing very vivacious letters against it in which he says
that most anti-imperialists are determined to vote for

Bryan directly. It seems Mr. Winslow will not under

stand that the third ticket will not prevent any one who
wants to vote for Bryan from doing so, while it will be

apt to keep a great many people who will not vote for

Bryan, from drifting over to McKinley.
Mr. Boutwell thinks that the anti-imperialists will have

more influence with Bryan, in case of his election, if he

were supported directly without the intervention of a

third ticket. As to that influence he would perhaps think

differently had he had the experience that some of us

have had.

But if the Liberty Congress cannot be substantially

united upon an independent nomination, the course

suggested by you would seem to me on the whole a wise

one except the advice to vote in case of stress for the

Prohibition candidate, for very obvious reasons.

Mr. Osborne was here yesterday. He thought that

Thomas B. Reed would be the best independent nomina

tion just as I think. But if he declined to accept, which

is almost sure, John B. Henderson for President and

Senator Chaffee for Vice-President would be suitable.

I think so, too. I shall confer with Henderson very soon.

It seems to me of very great importance that we should

have a National Committee and as many local committees

as possible under whose auspices we can conduct our

campaign.

TO MOORFIELD STOREY

BOLTON LANDING, LAKE GEORGE, N. Y.,

Aug. ii, 1900.

Your letter has just reached me. Bryan s speech is

indeed excellent, but we must not forget that he will
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publish also a
&quot;

letter of acceptance&quot; in which, as he has

announced, he will discuss &quot;all the issues.&quot; As to im

perialism, he cannot do better than he has done in his

speech. As to the other issues he can do, and is not

unlikely to do, a great deal of mischief. My opinion as

to the desirability of an independent nomination remains

the same.

[J. B.] Henderson was here last Thursday and spent a

whole day with me. As to the policy of nominating a

third ticket, we were quite in accord after having read

Bryan s speech. I regret to say that owing to the state

of his health, which forbids any exertion or excitement, he

will probably not be at Indianapolis and will not accept
the independent nomination. We went over the list of

available men and came to the conclusion that, unless

Reed consents to serve, which is improbable, General

William Birney of Washington might answer. He is the

son of Mr. Birney who was the conscience candidate in

the old anti-slavery times, an historical association which

might be regarded as of some significance ;
and Henderson,

who knows him well, vouches for him as a man of ability

and high character and a good speaker. I have written

to Burritt Smith and to Osborne about this.

I say this 1 as one who, I need not tell you, wants

McKinley defeated as much as anybody. I say it also as

an old campaigner who has had a good deal to do with the
&quot;

doubtful vote&quot; and who thinks that this is the best way
to bring about what we wish to accomplish. Our friends

should consider that there is a vast difference between a

Gold-Democratic third ticket and a third ticket headed

by an old Republican and appealing to Republican voters.

Of course, I do not want to dictate. Nor do I wish my
1 His reasons for desiring a third ticket. See letter of Aug. 7, 1900.
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name to be quoted in the public discussions of the Con
vention. But if you think it will be of any use in private
consultation to communicate in a confidential way to

others what I have written to you, you are, as we under

stand one another, at perfect liberty to do so.

I am extremely sorry that I cannot be at Indian

apolis. . . .

P. S. Let me add, that as I have written Burritt Smith,
the choice between different courses of action which he has

submitted to me and will no doubt submit to you, seems

to me on the whole judicious, unless the Liberty Con

gress can be substantially united in making an indepen
dent nomination, which would seem to me the best course.

Otherwise the Osborne people should be encouraged to

make that nomination. Nor, if Birney s name is taken

into consideration, should a first refusal on his part be

at once taken as final. As you will remember, General

Palmer in 1896 at last, in spite of his reluctance, permitted
himself to be pressed into service.

TO LYMAN J. GAGE 1

BOLTON LANDING, LAKE GEORGE, N. Y.,

Sept. i, 1900.

The newspapers of August 26th published an interview

with you in which you were quoted as saying that

there is no doubt Mr. Bryan (if elected President) could order

his Secretary of the Treasury to make payment in silver of all

the public debt payable in coin, and for all current disburse

ments of the Government as well, which amount to from

$1,500,000 to $1,750,000 per day; and that he would give such

an order, too, is very certain, if he is in the same mind that

he was in 1896.

1 An open letter to the Secretary of the Treasury.
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You went on to say that although Mr. Bryan &quot;would have

great difficulty in doing that at once,
&quot;

owing to the small

silver resources of the Government, yet he might accom

plish it in time, as the mere announcement of such a

purpose
&quot; would stop the inflow of gold or at least very

largely diminish payments in gold and correspondingly
increase payments into the Treasury of silver and silver

certificates&quot;; that this would practically put the Govern
ment on a silver basis, ruin its credit and bring incalcu

lable disaster upon the business interests of the country.

Having for a great many years taken a deep and some
what active interest in the establishment of a sound

monetary system in the United States, I may without

impropriety publicly address to you a few remarks in

reply to your public statement. I emphatically deny,
Mr. Secretary, that the danger set forth by you in your
interviews really exists, and that any President will be

able to do what you say might be done, unless the Re

publican party in control of the Government in both its

Legislative and Executive branches prove itself utterly

dishonest in its professed purpose to maintain the gold
standard.

This denial is not based upon the reasoning of those of

your critics who seek to show by figures that a President,

desiring ever so much to put the country upon a silver

basis, would lack the means for doing so. On the contrary,

for argument s sake, I will accept all you say on that point.

But you omit to mention a fact of decisive importance.
If the Executive, as you say, possesses the discretion

of
&quot;

paying silver in settlement of all interest on the public

debt not specifically payable in gold, and of making its

daily disbursements to its creditors in silver,&quot; it is owing
to a flaw in the currency law passed at the last session of

Congress a law which, as the spokesman of the Republi
can party promised, was to put the gold standard upon an
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impregnable basis. It was suggested at the time by some
of its critics that this law was purposely so manipulated

by Republican politicians in the Senate as to leave the

possibility of the subversion of the gold standard by
Executive action open in order to enable the Republicans
in the present Presidential campaign to say that the elec

tion of a Republican President was absolutely necessary
to save the gold standard and to prevent dreadful eco

nomic disaster. Whether any such scheme entered into

that legislation, I do not assume to determine. Certain

it is, however, that this feature of the law is now so used,

and that you, Mr. Secretary, actually do so use it for the

evident purpose of alarming the business community
and the possessing classes generally.

I hardly need to say to you that the spreading of false

alarms of this kind is a very questionable and responsible

thing for anybody, and especially for a Secretary of the

Treasury. And I call your prediction of the possibilities

specified by you and of the disasters sure to follow a false

alarm for a very simple reason. Whoever may be elected

President on November 6th, there will be another session

of Congress before he will take office on March 4, 1901.

The Republicans will have strong majorities in both

houses of that Congress. The Executive, too, will be in

their hands. They will, therefore, be able to make such

laws as they please. They will thus have full power and

ample opportunity before the inauguration of the next

President to pass any legislation required to make it

utterly impossible for any President to break down the

gold standard in the way you, Mr. Secretary, describe in

your interview. A simple enactment in two or three lines

substantially providing that it shall be the duty of the

Secretary of the Treasury to pay in gold or silver, at

the option of the creditor, all kinds of indebtedness of

the United States now payable in coin, may be sufficient.
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And if there should be another flaw in the present law dan

gerous to the gold standard in any other way, you, Mr.

Secretary, able financier as you are, will surely detect

it, and find a legislative remedy and have it ready in

the shape of a well-matured bill to be submitted to

Congress at the opening of the session. In short, the

Republicans, controlling both the Legislative and the

Executive branches of the Government, will, next winter,

have ample power and opportunity to do what they ought
to have done at the last session to put the currency
law in such a shape that the gold standard cannot

possibly be shaken by Executive action, no matter who

may occupy the Presidential chair and thus remove, to

that extent at least, the basis of our monetary system
from the changeful game of party politics.

Do you see any reason for doubting that Congress at its

next session will do this? It is quite evident that, if there

is any substance at all in your predictions of disaster, the

Republicans in Congress cannot refuse to do it without

proving that the professed solicitude of the Republican

party for the maintenance of the gold standard is arrant

hypocrisy. But if there be any wavering, I am convinced

public opinion will, in case of necessity, compel them to

take the necessary steps.

You will thus have to admit, Mr. Secretary, that when

you sounded your note of alarm, you had overlooked the

most important fact that you and your party friends, that

is, the Republican majority in Congress, led by the Ad
ministration of which you form so influential a part, will be

able easily and promptly to remedy the defects of the law

which you have described as a source of terrible danger,

and therefore your note of alarm was, to say the least, a

mistaken one. It may suggest itself to you as a matter

worthy of grave consideration whether you should not

retract what you have said, in fairness to the business
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community, which should not be unnecessarily disquieted,

especially not by those in authority. I am sure many of

your fellow-citizens are anxious to know what you may
have to say on this aspect of the situation.

TO LYMAN J. GAGE 1

BOLTON LANDING, N. Y., Sept. 10, 1900.

Sir: The object of my open letter of September ist

was, by offering a means of escape from the dangers

pointed out by you, to call public attention to the fact

that the present campaign is by no means a repetition of

that of 1896, and that the money question now has no

right to stand in the way of a fair consideration of other

important questions on their own merits. I thank you
for the courtesy of your answer, but I must regret that,

instead of favorably receiving my well-meant suggestion, it

only shows to what lengths partisan zeal will go in the

attempt to frighten the people into the belief that only Mr.

McKinley s reelection can save them from general ruin,

and that no objection to him in any other respect must

have any weight with them.

To help on the alarm, you quote from a speech made by
me in 1896, showing what disastrous consequences I pre

dicted would be brought on by the election of Mr. Bryan.
I believed at the time, and I believe now, that those

consequences would have followed had Mr. Bryan been

elected then, after a campaign turning wholly upon the

financial issue, with no existing law seriously to hamper
him, and with majorities in both houses of Congress

^ prospectively at his back.) But you know as well as I do

that circumstances have essentially changed, and that

there is an immense difference between a President so

1 An open letter to the Secretary of the Treasury.
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elected and free to act and a President elected after a

campaign run on other issues, with adverse majorities in

Congress, and bound hand and foot by a law such as now

exists, or as you and your friends in power may still

make it. Is it quite ingenuous, is it not doing violence

to truth, to quote words uttered under one set of circum

stances as applicable to a set of circumstances so essentially

different?

To my suggestion that, if the present law is defective,

the Republican Congress and Administration would before

the inauguration of the next President have ample power
and opportunity to prevent the Executive action, with its

disastrous consequences, which you so luridly depict, you
object that Congress would &quot;

probably&quot; find it difficult to

use that power owing to possible obstructive tactics of the

minority. Whatever those who insist upon the necessity
of Mr. McKinley s reelection for the preservation of the

gold standard may say, my parliamentary experience
teaches me that if you, as Secretary of the Treasury, pre

pare a simple measure of remedial legislation and have it

introduced in Congress on the first day of the session, and

the majority presses it with a sincere determination to use

all legitimate means to overcome obstructive tactics, the

three months of the session will be more than sufficient

to put through such a bill.

There will be no trouble about this if the Republican

majority is willing to do it. Or do you suspect that it

might not be willing, even if such action appeared neces

sary to save the gold standard? If not willing then the

Republicans would be saying to the American people

substantially this:

We are the men to maintain the gold standard. Therefore,

you must keep us in office and permit us to do whatever else

we please, however obnoxious it may be to you. For, if you
vote us out, we shall let the gold standard go to perdition even

VOL. VI. 14
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while able to save it. We have you by the throat and mean to

hold you so.

If this be really the spirit of the Republicans in power
the people will soon conclude that they are a public dan

ger and a nuisance and ought to be got rid of at any cost.

You certainly cannot wish your party to stand in such

a light.

I repeat, therefore, that the Republican majority in

Congress not only can, but, if only for its own moral sal

vation, will do this thing in case of necessity, and you, Mr.

Secretary, then relieved of your partisan campaign service,

will, as a good citizen, be one of the first to urge it to be

done, if you sincerely think the currency law to be as

defective as in your recent threat of disaster you represent

it to be.

But do you really think that it is so defective and that

the dangers you predicted owing to that defectiveness

really threaten? In your letter you say that, since I had

accepted &quot;for argument s sake&quot; your statements on these

points, &quot;there is no particular difference between us as to

what Mr. Bryan, as President, could do under the law or

in spite of the law as it now is.
&quot; You must pardon me for

observing, Mr. Secretary, that when you tell the public

that I agree with you on those points, you strain the truth

rather violently. Accepting a statement &quot;for argument s

sake
&quot; means that we admit it only as a basis for reasoning,

while we may really hold an entirely opposite opinion.

And in this case I have, indeed, strong authorities for

differing from you, and, curiously enough, among these

authorities you, Mr. Secretary, occupy a very prominent

place. About July I5th you gave out an interview on the

identical points here in question, which has recently been

republished, and which stands in strange contrast to the

alarm blast sounded a month later. It is worth while to

place the two utterances side by side :
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Mr. Gage, August 25th.

There is no doubt Mr.

Bryan could order his Secre

tary of the Treasury to make

payment in silver of all the

public debt payable in coin,

and for all current disburse

ments of the Government as

well, which amount to from

$1,500,000 to $1,750,000 per

day.

That he would give such

an order, too, is very certain,

if he is in the same mind that

he was in 1896. . . . He
would have great difficulty

in doing that at once. The

Treasury of the Government
at present is very firmly es

tablished on a gold standard.

Including the reserve of $150,-

000,000 held against the legal-

tender notes, the Government
owns and controls over $200,-

000,000 in gold coin and

bullion, while it owns and

controls only about $16,000,-

ooo in silver, the rest of the

silver being out in circulation

among the people, either in

the form of silver certificates

or silver coin.

But the announcement by
the Treasury Department of

its purpose to pay silver in

settlement of all interest on

the public debt not specifi

cally payable in gold, and to

Mr. Gage, July I5th.

I am satisfied that the

new law establishes the gold
standard beyond assault, un
less it is deliberately violated.

... It is quite true that

the legal-tender quality has

not been taken away from the

silver and paper money of the

United States. It would have

been a remarkable and dis

quieting thing to do. . . .

What difference would it

make to me if I held some

bonds and Mr. Bryan should

direct his Secretary of the

Treasury to sort out some of

his limited stock of silver

dollars for the purpose of

redeeming the bonds ? Would
I not immediately deposit the

silver in my bank and draw
checks against it just as I

would if the Secretary had

exercised the more rational

policy of paying me with a

sub-Treasury check? I be

lieve that silver will never

drop below par in gold. The
crux of the proposition is that

adequate measures have been

taken by the new law to

prevent such a contingency.

... It is wholly immate

rial whether some Secretary

of the Treasury pursues the

infantile policy of paying
silver dollars upon these bonds
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make its daily disbursements

to its creditors in silver, would

stop the inflow of gold, or at

least very largely diminish

payments in gold and cor

respondingly increase pay
ments into the Treasury of

silver and silver certificates.

It therefore might be anti

cipated that, with a good deal

of perverse ingenuity, the

time would come at no dis

tant day when all the reve

nues of the Government would
be paid to it in silver dollars

or silver certificates, and all

disbursements made by it

will be made in silver dollars

or silver certificates.

There would thus be estab

lished a circuit of silver out

of the Treasury into the hands

of the people, from the people
into the banks, from the

banks into the customhouse
and into the hands of the

collectors of internal revenue.

The Government then

would be practically on a

silver basis, would it not?

That would no doubt be

accomplished, and the Gov
ernment, properly speaking,
would be on a silver basis.

How would this affect the

credit of the Government?
Most disastrously, I have

no doubt.

instead of checks, when, as I

have shown, all money of the

United States is convertible

into gold. These are the

distinct provisions of the new

law, and they cannot fail to

maintain the gold standard

except by the deliberate vio

lation of the duty imposed by
the law upon the Secretary of

the Treasury. In the event

of Mr. Bryan s election, I

think the gold standard would
be resolutely maintained so

long as the law remained on
the statute-book.
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You concluded the interview of July I5th by saying that

the law might indeed be subjected
&quot;

to a severe strain from

the November day that Mr. Bryan s election were made
known until the Treasury was turned over to him on

March
4th,&quot;

and that the present Administration would

probably have to &quot;use to the uttermost the powers con

ferred by the new law to maintain the gold standard,&quot;

owing to possible apprehensions that might be created

among the business community, which, however, does not

impugn your previous statements as to the safety of the

gold standard under the law as it stands.

Thus it is Mr. Gage who brings against himself the

charge of spreading false alarms. In the one column we
hear you as the financier and the conscientious public
officer who feels it to be his duty not to excite but to allay

unnecessary disquietude. If it be suggested that Mr.

Bryan, if elected, might announce his purpose to pay in

terest on bonds, and the current expenses of the Govern
ment in silver, and thereby gradually bring us on the silver

basis, the conscientious public officer answers :

Do not excite yourself about this. Even if Mr. Bryan were

ever so much so inclined, he would under the law not be able

to accomplish this mischief. And if there be a flurry of appre
hension in the case of Mr. Bryan s election, always remember
that the gold standard will find protection under the law any
how. Be not unnecessarily frightened, but go quietly about

your business.

In the other column we hear the partisan, who, in order to

terrify the public for the benefit of his candidate, decries

all manner of deviltry and trouble that may happen under

the law; who, when a way to strengthen the law is pointed
out to him, as I did point it out, lightly puts that aside as

impracticable ;
and who an almost unheard of thing even

in our political warfare suggests that the possible sue-
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cessors of the present President and the present Secretary

of the Treasury may intend deliberately to violate the law

by the exercise of &quot;perverse ingenuity&quot; all this to put
the people into a panicky mood, and thus to drive them to

Mr. McKinley as their only savior from a vague sort of

disaster.

Of the same color is the predictionthat the sound-money

majority in Congress may be wiped out, and that then the

gold-standard law will be repealed. You know, Mr.

Secretary, that this is no more likely to happen than a

heavy snowstorm in July in the latitude of Washington.
It is admitted that there will be a sound-money majority
in the Senate for at least two years longer. And if in two

years the gold standard should appear to be in the slightest

danger, is it not absolutely certain that then the same

forces that carried the election of 1896 would be on hand

to elect a sound-money House of Representatives? There

can be no doubt of this.

No candid person can have watched recent political

developments without concluding that even a Democratic

House of Representatives, elected under the influence of

the present public sentiment, would always have sound-

money Democrats enough in it to prevent a subversion of

the gold standard. .You need only observe the present
condition of the Democratic party to become convinced

that the silver movement has lost its vitality, and that the

talk about silver now is a mere rattling with dry bones,

kept up on one side to have an appearance of consistency,

and on the other to frighten people into forgetting all other

questions and voting for Mr. McKinley. And this, Mr.

Secretary, is the task you are now performing. It is an

attempt so to terrorize the American people with a threat

of business disaster that they may be deterred from con

sidering any other question, and from casting a vote

which would amount to a condemnation of Mr. McKin-
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ley s imperialistic policy. I, for one, refuse to be so

terrorized. I am certainly as anxious to maintain the

gold standard as you are. I say this as one who, during
more than a quarter of a century, has made the advocacy
of a sound monetary system one of the principal parts of

his public activity; who looks back upon that feature of

his work with especial satisfaction, and who, if he has

somewhat, however little, contributed to the accomplish
ment of good results, would not lightly expose those

results to jeopardy. But I am convinced that the battle

for sound money is substantially won, and that whatever

apparent danger to the gold standard may still arise, it

must and can be overcome without the people subjecting

themselves to a moral thralldom keeping them from inde

pendent and conscientious action upon other public

questions of equal, and even superior, importance. And
I may assure you, Mr. Secretary, that there are such

questions with regard to which many American citizens

have very strong convictions of duty. ~

FOR TRUTH, JUSTICE AND LIBERTY 1

When forty-three years ago, after five years residence

in the country, I became a citizen of this Republic, I took

an oath to support the Constitution of the United States.

I understood that oath to mean that I would remain

faithful to those principles of free government which are

laid down in the Declaration of Independence and form

the vital spirit of the fundamental law of our democracy.
I was happy to feel that my sworn duty as an American

citizen was in perfect harmony with my own cherished

ideals of civil liberty, right and justice, and I have endeav

ored to keep my oath to the best of my knowledge and

1 Address delivered at Cooper Union, New York City, Sept. 28, 1900, in

opposition to the reelection of President McKinley.
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ability. Determined to keep it loyally to the end of my
days, I stand here now to defend those principles against
an attack even more crafty and dangerous than that which

in times gone by was made upon them by the power of

domestic slavery, and which was beaten back by the

election of Abraham Lincoln to the Presidency. I mean
the attack now made by the policy of imperialism as

carried on by the present Administration.

Let me say at the start that I consider the manner in

which the imperialistic policy is being commended by
some persons to popular approval, the hugest confidence

game ever practiced upon a free people. In my whole

long life I have never known of such systematic use of

distortion of history, hypocritical cant, garbling of docu

ments and false pretense. I am here to speak a word for

truth and justice; and in doing so I shall call things by
their right names. You will pardon me if those names

are not always of the mildest. For I must confess, when
I witnessed some of the means employed to lure this great

Republic from the path of righteousness, high principle

and glorious destiny, my old blood boiled with indignation.

The partisans of the Administration object to the word
&quot;

imperialism,&quot; calling it a mere bugbear having no real

existence. They pretend that in extending our sway over

Porto Rico and the Philippines we merely continue that

sort of territorial expansion which has been practiced by
this Republic from its beginning. This is a mere juggle

with words amounting to a downright falsification of

history.

The truth is that until two years ago this Republic did

indeed add to its territory, but never without the intention

and well founded expectation that the acquired soil would

be occupied by a population of our own or at least homo

geneous with our own, and that it would in course of time

be formed into regular States of this Union under our
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Constitution. It was therefore not mere expansion of our

territorial domain to be perpetually ruled by our arbitrary

will, but it was essentially an intended, and in the course

of time practical, extension of our Constitutional system
in entire accord with the fundamental principles of our

democracy.
The only apparent exception to this rule was the annex

ation of Alaska but that, too, only apparent, not real; for

Alaska may be inhabited by a population of our own
;
and

when the development of that territory has sufficiently

progressed and its population becomes numerous enough,
its claim to full Constitutional statehood will, no doubt,
be readily recognized.

Some imperialists pretend that the purchase of Loui

siana by Jefferson and the legislation connected with it

furnish a precedent fully covering the principles of Mr.

McKinley s policy with regard to Porto Rico and the

Philippines. This I emphatically deny. Whatever that

temporary legislation may have been, is there anybody
brazen enough to assert and this is the essential, the

true point that it was the spirit and intent of Jefferson s

act and of the legislation referring to it, to hold the ac

quired territory perpetually as a vassal dependency out

side of our Constitutional system subject to arbitrary rule

by the President or Congress? Does anybody dare to

deny that it was the understood intent and expectation
that the territory of Louisiana would be filled by people

substantially our own who would form out of it American

States clothed with the full measure of Constitutional

rights? Whoever denies this or equivocates about it,

only seeks to falsify history, to slander Thomas Jefferson

and to deceive the American people.

Nay, so little did the American people, until recently,

mean to expand our territory without purposing corre

spondingly to extend our Constitutional system that, when
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San Domingo was offered to us, the offer was rejected by
an overwhelming public opinion, mainly because it was

believed that that tropical country and its present and

prospective inhabitants were not fit to come under

our Constitution, while they could not be permanently

governed outside of it.

&quot;

Expansion,
&quot;

then, in the historical and truly American

sense, means the extension of our Constitutional system

together with the extension of our territorial area. In

this sense we are all expansionists, provided the expansion

be honorably effected. And if in the course of events our

northern neighbors, a people like our own and practiced

in self-government, should express a wish to join this

Union a consummation which our present policy of

imperialistic adventure is apt rather to put off than to

bring on we all would welcome them with heart and

hand.

But when we annex to this Republic foreign territory,

especially territory in the tropics which, owing to climatic

conditions, can never be settled by our own or homo

geneous people, with the intent and expectation that such

territory shall never come into our Constitutional system,

but shall as to the civil, political and economic status

permanently depend upon the will of our central Govern

ment in which they are to have no determining share,

those countries thus being vassal provinces, and their

people subject populations, that is not mere expansion, in

the historic American sense, but that is imperialism.

And when such countries are annexed and such popula
tions are subjected by force of arms by what President

McKinley has very properly called &quot;criminal aggression&quot;

it is imperialism in its worst form. Whoever calls this

imperialism a mere bugbear is either grossly deceived or a

gross deceiver.

Will anybody deny that this applies to our rule over
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our so-called dependencies? It is over and over again

admitted, by the Porto Rico legislation as well as by the

pronouncements of the imperialist spokesmen. It helps

the imperialists nothing to say that they intend to give

the subject populations as much self-government as may
be good for them. For who is to decide how much self-

government will be good for them? Not they themselves
;

not the Constitution, but our arbitrary will. We may give

it and we may take it away. This is arbitrary rule,

another name for despotism. Nor does it help the

imperialists to say that we shall treat our subjects benevo

lently. A benevolent act is an act of grace, not a recogni

tion of right. Benevolence to others not seldom comes

into conflict with benevolence to one s self, and then the

result is apt to be very uncertain. However benevolent

the intentions of the imperialists may be, the benevolence

of their acts is so far painfully felt by its victims. Look

at the Philippine Islands, which are flooded with blood

and tears. Look at poor Porto Rico, where our soldiers

were received with transports of joy and hope, and where,

according to trustworthy reports, a large majority of the

inhabitants would now in their misery thank God for

delivering them from their American liberators and for

returning them to the rule of Spain.

Some extra-smart people shout at us: &quot;You talk of

imperialism! Nonsense! Where is your Emperor?&quot;

Why, what intelligent person does not know that it does

not require a personal monarch to make an imperial

government? Rome had an imperial government in her

Senate long before Caesar crossed the Rubicon. It may
be the rule of a Republic over another people, arbitrary

and irresponsible to the governed, and it will be an im

perial government in its essence, however you may dis

guise the fact.

Indeed, disguising the character of imperialism is
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cultivated as a fine art by its devotees. President Mc-

Kinley himself recently furnished an example of this,

bold enough to make us gasp. In the speech responding
to the announcement of his nomination he said: &quot;To

the party of Lincoln has come another supreme oppor

tunity which it has bravely met in the liberation of ten

millions of the human race from the yoke of imperialism.
&quot;

There is poetic genius in this sentence.

The &quot;party of Lincoln&quot;? It was Lincoln who said:

Those arguments that are made, that the inferior race are

to be treated with as much allowance as they are capable of

enjoying; that as much is to be done for them as their condi

tion will allow what are those arguments? They are the

arguments that kings have made for the enslaving of the

people in all ages of the world. You will find that all

the arguments of kingcraft were always of this class; they

always bestrode the necks of the people not that they
wanted to do it, but because the people were better off for

being ridden. Turn it whatever way you will, whether it

comes from the mouth of a king, as an excuse for enslaving

the people of his country, or from the mouths of men of one

race as a reason for enslaving the men of another race, it is

all the same serpent.

It was Lincoln who said: &quot;Those who deny freedom to

others deserve it not themselves, and under a just God
cannot long retain it.

&quot;

The party of Lincoln! If men advocating the arbi

trary rule of one people over another on the old despot s

plea that such rule is good for the subject, had come to

Abraham Lincoln saying that they were his party, it

would have required all his good nature to keep him from

lifting up his big foot to kick them downstairs.

And what shall we say of President McKinley s asser

tion that his party has &quot;bravely liberated ten millions of

the human race from the yoke of imperialism&quot;? In the
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face of the fact that thousands upon thousands of Fili

pinos have been killed in their struggle against American

imperialism, and that our Porto Rican subjects are loudly

groaning under the same American imperialism, to say
that Mr. McKinley s party has bravely saved those

people from the yoke of imperialism is truly a great feat.

We may well ask when Mr. McKinley pronounced that

sentence, what he may have thought of the intelligence

of his countrymen.

Having thus fixed in our minds what imperialism is,

let us now see what the pursuit of the imperialistic policy

has already done for or rather with us. It has at once

involved us in a war of conquest, of &quot;criminal aggression,
&quot;

to subjugate a people fighting for their freedom and

independence. I am aware that President McKinley in

his recent letter of acceptance denies that the war against

the Filipinos was a war of conquest. He devotes nearly

10,000 words to the task of persuading us that it is only a

war of duty and humanity, and that all that has been

done was done &quot;not for aggrandizement, nor for pride of

might, nor for trade or commerce, nor for exploitation,

but for humanity and civilization.&quot; These are words of

unctuous sweetness.

Now listen to this plain tale. When Spain was ready
for peace, the Secretary of the Navy telegraphed to

Admiral Dewey as follows : &quot;Washington, Aug. 13, 1898 :

The President desires to receive from you any important
information you may have of the Philippines; the desira

bility of the several islands; the character of their popu
lation; coal and other mineral deposits; their harbor and

commercial advantages; and in a naval and commercial

sense, which would be the most advantageous.&quot; There

was nothing about &quot;humanity and civilization&quot; in this.

President McKinley was then much more interested to

know about &quot;coal and other mineral deposits, and harbor
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and commercial advantages.&quot; And Dewey, who had

previously informed the President that upon close ac

quaintance he believed the Filipinos far better fitted for

self-government than the Cubans, then reported that in a

naval and commercial sense, Luzon was the most desirable

island, but that there were others worth having. And
then President McKinley concluded to take them all.

But, aside from that, how low an opinion of the in

telligence of his countrymen must he have to dare to tell

them that &quot;not for our aggrandizement, not for trade or

commerce, not for exploitation&quot; we are trying to subju

gate the Filipinos, while at this very day every nook and

corner of the land is fairly ringing with the appeals of the

President s spokesmen to coarsest greed of wealth and

the most vainglorious pride of might, describing in ab

surdly gorgeous colors the riches somebody might get on

those islands, and the magnificent position as a great

world-power their possession will give us !

No, from whatever side we may look at it, this Filipino

war was from the beginning, and is, a barefaced, cynical

war of conquest in the word s truest sense. How was

this war brought about? Here again the President s pre

sentation of the case in his letter of acceptance must be

confronted with indisputable historical facts. When

Dewey had destroyed the Spanish fleet he brought to

Manila Bay on a United States vessel Aguinaldo, the

chief of the Filipino insurgents against Spain, whom he

had invited to come. Why had Dewey invited that

chief? Because, as he telegraphed to the Navy Depart

ment, that chief &quot;may render assistance that will be

valuable.
&quot; Under Dewey s eyes and with his aid in the

way of arms and ammunition Aguinaldo organized a large

army, and he set up a well organized civil government, of

which Dewey was duly notified. Who were these Fili

pinos with Aguinaldo at their head? They were a people
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in insurrection against Spanish misrule, just as the Cubans
were only that they were much stronger and far more

successful in the field and had a far better organized and

more efficient civil government. And what did they do?

They valiantly fought against the Spaniards, whom Dewey
designated to them as the &quot;common enemy,&quot; defeating

them in many engagements and taking many thousands

of them prisoners, until the interior of the country was

well cleared of the common enemy and the main body of

the Spaniards was cooped up in Manila, blockaded by our

forces on the sea side and tightly hemmed in by the Fili

pinos on the land side, so that they could neither receive

reinforcements nor escape into the interior. The Spanish
commander mentioned this fact as one of the main rea

sons for the bloodless surrender of Manila. The high
value of the services rendered by the Filipino army was

officially testified to by several of our most respectable
officers.

Now, when the time came for determining the future

of the Philippines in the peace treaty with the &quot;common

enemy,&quot; our President, having nothing but justice and

humanity and civilization in his mind, of course promptly
invited the Filipinos, who had rendered such good service

against the &quot;common enemy,
&quot;

to acquaint him with their

views and wishes? Any just and benevolent man would

have been eager to do this. Alas, our President did not

think of it. But when the Filipinos asked to be heard,

he at least kindly gave them audience? No, not even

that. He coldly turned his back upon them. And then,

behind doors tightly shut against our Filipino allies, the

President, through his Peace Commission, bargained with

the defeated &quot;common enemy,&quot; from whom the Filipinos

had wrested the interior of their native land, for the trans

fer of the Philippine Islanders at $2 a head from Spanish

foreign rule to American foreign rule. And he did this
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while he knew that Spain had not only morally forfeited

her sovereignty over the Philippines by her misrule, as

we had held in the case of Cuba, to the inhabitants of

the country, but that Spain had actually lost that sover

eignty in the war carried on in great part by the Filipinos,

and could not deliver it. Nobody can deny this. It is

history.

What? Such a thing was done by the President of this

great American Republic, the child of the Declaration of

Independence, the champion of liberty and justice in the

world, the guiding star of liberty-loving mankind? In

the name of this Republic he bought a people like a herd

of cattle from a defeated &quot;common enemy,&quot; against
whom by the side of our flag those people had victoriously

fought for their freedom and independence? Yes, he did

that very thing, without even listening to them, and he

now asks the American people to declare by their solemn

votes that it was well done, and that they approve it.

American citizens, I appeal to you in all soberness

what would you have said three years ago, before the

imperialistic poison had corrupted your blood what
would you have said if anybody had predicted such

a thing as possible? There is not a man among you
who would not have declared such a prophet fit for the

madhouse.

And how do the President s defenders excuse this

atrocity? By saying that we owe the Filipinos no moral

consideration that should have kept us from doing it.

This excuse is almost, nay fully as mean as the original

misdeed itself. The Filipinos were in fact our allies in

the war against Spain. They had been called by Dewey
to our assistance to do military work, which at the time

with the forces we had we could not have done ourselves.

They were not a mere little band of barbaric auxiliaries

to hover about the flanks of the enemy. They had an
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army of 20,000 to 30,000 men, and a well organized civil

government effectively ruling a large part of the popula
tion and recognized by well-nigh the whole of it. They
rendered important service in the field. They corre

sponded with our commanders on an independent footing.

Nay, they were practically recognized by our commanders

as allies even to the extent of having thousands of Spanish

prisoners, partly taken by our forces, turned over to them.

Can practical recognition as allies go further? If they
were not our allies, what were they?
The imperialist answer is, that they were not our allies

because we never officially called them so; and that

therefore we owed them no moral obligation as such. Are

those who use such an argument men of self-respect?

Are we a nation of gentlemen, and will not every gentleman
be ashamed to repudiate a moral obligation upon a mere

technicality? What man of honor will deny that if they
did us service such as is done by allies, and if we, as we
did in the case of the Spanish prisoners, imposed upon
them trusts such as are imposed only upon allies, they

actually were our allies and fully entitled to respect as

such?

But why was their official recognition as allies refused

them? Because they claimed their independence. And

why should they not claim their independence? Might

they not just as rightfully claim their independence as

the Cubans claimed theirs? Why not? And here the

President s defenders have a curious answer: Because the

President thought his officers never promised it to them.

As if people in their position had a just claim to their

independence only if the President promised it to them!

But was their independence really never promised to

them? Let us see.

I do not speak of verbal promises said to have been

made to them. But they rendered us services as our

VOL. vi. 15
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allies in the war. We accepted those services and pro
fited by them. We knew that while they rendered the

services which we accepted, they confidently believed that

in fighting side by side with us they were fighting for their

own independence. I am aware it is asserted that the

Filipinos never told our Government that they wanted or

expected to be independent. But here is the record:

On July 15, 1898, Aguinaldo, as chief of the Philippine

Republic, officially informed Admiral Dewey that &quot;the

revolution having taken possession of the various pro
vinces of the archipelago, the revolutionary Government
had found it necessary to adopt the form and organization

best suited to the popular will&quot;; and he requested the

Admiral to transmit to his Government in Washington
the provisional constitution of the Philippine Republic,

together with his message as President, and a decree in

which the following sentences occur: &quot;In the face of the

whole world I have proclaimed that the aspiration of my
whole life is your independence, because I am convinced

that it is also your constant longing, since independence
means for us the recovery of lost liberty and admission to

the concert of civilized nations.&quot; And in another docu

ment: &quot;They [the people of the Philippines] are fighting

for their independence, firmly convinced that the time

has come when they can and must govern themselves.&quot;

And on July 17, 1898, Admiral Dewey, at Aguinaldo s

request, officially forwarded these documents to the Ad
ministration in Washington. President McKinley must
have forgotten this when he wrote his letter of acceptance.

He must also have forgotten that already in June, 1898,

the Philippine Republic was formally proclaimed, and that

vessels flying its flag were sailing to and fro under the very

eyes of our war fleet. At any rate, he fails to mention

these facts.

But the President does say that we &quot;never promised&quot;
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them independence. Oh, Mr. President, what constitutes

a promise in the conscience of an honest man? We
invited their cooperation against the common enemy. We
accepted the service they rendered and profited from it.

We knew that in fighting by our side they thought they
were fighting for their own independence. We knew
more. We knew that the Filipinos would not have ren

dered the service from which we profited, had they be

lieved that we would deny them their independence. But

then our Government was at least honorable enough,
before accepting and profiting from their service, frankly
to tell them as any honest man would have done, that

they were mistaken in their belief? Oh no, our Govern

ment did not honestly tell them so. It left them in their

confiding belief and accepted from them what advantage
it could get. Do you want proof? As a fair specimen
take what General Anderson, who for a time commanded
our troops there, tells us in a magazine article signed by
him:

A few days thereafter (July I, 1898) he, Aguinaldo, made an

official call with cabinet, staff and a band of music. He asked

if we, the North Americans, as he called us, intended to hold

the Philippines as dependencies. I said I could not answer

that, but that in one hundred and twenty years we had es

tablished no colonies. He then made this remarkable state

ment: &quot;I have studied attentively the Constitution of the

United States, and I find in it no authority for colonies, and I

have no fear.&quot; It may seem [adds General Anderson] that

my answer was somewhat evasive; but I was at the time con

tracting with the Filipinos for horses, carts, fuel and forage.

Can any American having respect for the character of his

country hear such a tale without feeling a blush of shame

tingle in his cheeks?

When you invite some other person to cooperate with

you in a common enterprise ; when that other person upon
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your invitation does so and renders effective service from

which you profit; when you know that the other person
in rendering that service believes himself entitled to a

certain thing and expects that thing in case of common

success; when he tells you that he expects this thing so

that you will understand it
;
when you know that the other

person would not render that service if he believed that

the thing expected would not be forthcoming; when

knowing all this you continue to accept the service in

cooperation, leaving the other person in his belief where

is the honest man in the world that would not consider

your conduct as a promise morally as binding as if it

had been written down and signed, sealed and delivered?

And what would you call a man who sought to sneak out

of such a moral obligation on the miserable plea that

it had not been formally written down and signed and

sealed and delivered? What you would call him I leave

to your sense of honor
; you would certainly regard him as

a person obtaining valuables under false pretenses, unfit

for the company of gentlemen.
And that is the attitude in which President McKinley

has placed this great Republic. Are you Americans

proud of your country? Here stands the poor Filipino

before you able to say to you: &quot;You have cheated me!&quot;

And you must cast down your proud eyes, for you cannot

answer Nay. This is one of the things the President s

imperialistic policy has done with us.

But the poor Filipino may say something more. He

may say: &quot;In order to carry through your cheat you are

now slaughtering us.
&quot; And again we cannot answer Nay.

I am aware that the President in his letter of acceptance,

trying to revive a long-exploded story, tells us that the

Filipinos began the fight the lamb ferociously assailing

the lion. Everybody knows that the first shot was fired

by an American soldier, killing a Filipino who crossed the
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line on territory which ought not to have been occupied

by the Americans, and that General Otis officially re

ported: &quot;The engagement was one strictly defensive on

the part of the insurgents, and of vigorous attack by our

forces.&quot; This is one of the things which the President

also forgot.

But the question of the first shot is not the main one.

The main question is who wras responsible for the condi

tion of things which made that bloody conflict inevitable?

And I maintain that President McKinley was responsible.

It was he who by his famous &quot;benevolent assimilation&quot;

order of December 21, 1898, officially informed the

Philippine Islanders that they would not be permitted to

be independent ;
that the United States were prepared to

impose upon them American foreign rule instead of

Spanish foreign rule, and that our Army would, if they
refused to submit, subject them to that American foreign

rule by force of arms. It was an open and rude declara

tion of war against the Filipinos standing up for their

freedom and independence.
Is it not amazing that in order to make the Filipinos

appear as a wantonly attacking party, Mr. McKinley
should go so far as to say in his letter of acceptance:
&quot;The insurgents did not wait for the action of Congress
before the treaty was ratified by the Senate, they attacked

the American Army&quot;? How groundless the assertion

is that the Filipinos were the first assailants, I have

already shown. But who was it that really
&quot;

did not wait

for the action of Congress&quot;? Who was it that took the

decisive step &quot;before the treaty was ratified by the

Senate&quot;? Not the Filipinos, but President McKinley
himself

;
for it was he who six weeks before the ratification

of the treaty by the Senate, without the slightest legal

authority and by a barefaced usurpation of power, issued

that order which was a declaration of war and a direct
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provocation of hostilities and thus precipitated that abom
inable conflict.

And here we have also a specimen of the candor with

which Mr. McKinley in his letter of acceptance tells his

countrymen what has happened. Of that fateful order

he quotes only one paragraph, full of assurances of his

sweet and benevolent intentions as to the welfare of the

islanders; but there he stops. He does not tell his con

fiding countrymen that in other paragraphs he assumed,
in pursuance of the treaty concluded, full sovereignty
over the whole Philippine archipelago whether the in

habitants liked it or not, and that &quot;the actual occupation
and administration of the entire group of the Philippine

Islands became immediately necessary, and the military

government heretofore maintained by the United States

in the city, harbor and bay of Manila, is to be extended

with all possible despatch to the whole of the ceded

territory.&quot;

Here we have a most extraordinary performance.
President McKinley pretends to give in his letter of

acceptance to his countrymen a truthful, candid and

complete account of what has happened; and out of the

account of one of the most important transactions he

leaves out the most important part. Is that good faith?

And what a transaction it was! In the first place,

the order was issued six weeks before the treaty of peace
was confirmed that is, six weeks before the United States

acquired even a technical title of sovereignty over the

islands. The assumption of that sovereignty by the

President of his own motion and the order to the Army to

enforce it constituted therefore one of the clearest, most

barefaced usurpations of power that can be imagined a

usurpation of power striking so flagrantly at the very
foundation of Constitutional Government that, if it

passes into a ruling precedent, we may well tremble for
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the safety of our free institutions. There were times

when a President daring to do such a thing would hardly
have escaped impeachment.

In the second place, that order was such an insult to

the Filipino people, our late allies, so direct a provocation
of immediate and violent trouble, that General Otis,

fearful of its effect, found himself compelled to assume a

most extraordinary responsibility for a military officer

the responsibility of suppressing a proclamation of his

chief, and of substituting one of his own. But in spite of

the General s precautions, the President s order, his direct

declaration of war against the Filipinos standing for

freedom and independence, did become public, and soon

the bloody conflict was on. And now Mr. McKinley

blandly tells his countrymen that the disturbance was all

owing to the pestilent Filipinos fiercely assailing a most

benevolent and considerate ruler. And in pursuance of

his order our Army under President McKinley s direction

proceeded to destroy in blood a well-ordered native gov
ernment, to carry desolation into peaceful and orderly

communities recognizing and obeying that government
and to kill by the thousands innocent people who had never

harmed us, who, on the contrary, had effectively fought
as our allies by the side of the Stars and Stripes against

the common enemy, and whose only sin was that they
wanted to be free and independent, while we coveted

their land. And we still go on killing.

I have again and again challenged the imperialists to

show me in the whole history of the world a single act of

perfidy committed by any republic more infamous than

that committed by Mr. McKinley s Administration against

our Filipino allies, and I have received no answer but a

sickly sneer. Not one of the imperialists has been able

to point out in the history of any republic a single act sur

passing in treacherous villainy this thing done in the
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name of the great Republic sprung from the Declaration

of Independence the Republic of George Washington
and Abraham Lincoln. Where is the American having
the honor of his country truly at heart who will not

hang his head in shame and contrite humiliation at this

deep disgrace?

And now mark the ingenious reasons President Mc-

Kinley gives in his letter of acceptance for doing this awful

deed. With the air of saying something conclusive, he

asks whether his opponents

would not have sent Dewey s fleet to Manila to destroy the

Spanish sea-power; and whether they would have withdrawn

Dewey s squadron after the destruction of the Spanish fleet;

and if so, whither they would have directed it to sail? Where
could it have gone? What port in the Orient was opened
to it? Do you condemn the expedition under General Merritt

to strengthen Dewey in the distant ocean and assist in our

triumph over Spain? Was it not our highest duty to strike

Spain at every vulnerable point? And was it not our duty
to protect the lives and property of those who came within

our control by the fortunes of war?

Admitting all this for argument s sake although there

is much to be said about what Dewey might have done

will the President assert that because Dewey could not

use some other Oriental port for his convenience, or

because Merritt with the land force had to assist in our

triumph over Spain, or because it was our duty to protect

the lives and property of those who came within our

control by the fortunes of war, we had to betray our allies,

to destroy the government they had created for them

selves, to subjugate them to foreign rule under our sover

eignty and to shoot them down because they insisted

upon free and independent government like the Cubans,

having under the principles proclaimed by ourselves the

same right to freedom and independence that the Cubans
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had? Is it not evident to the plainest understanding that

all the objects mentioned by President McKinley might
have easily been attained indeed, in some respects more

easily if we, according to the fundamental principles

upon which our own Republic is based, had recognized

that right?

And why did not President McKinley recognize that

right of the Philippine Islanders? Because, as he said in

his instruction to his Peace Commissioners reported in his

letter of acceptance, &quot;We must either hold the Philippine

Islands or turn them back to Spain.&quot; What? Did no

other alternative present itself to his mind? Did it never

occur to the President of the American Republic, sprung
from the Declaration of Independence, that there was

another alternative which should at the very start have

suggested itself to a Republican President as the most

natural namely, to let them, according to our own pre

cedent and that of Cuba, have an independent govern
ment of their own? Why should it not, just as in the

case of Cuba? Can anybody tell?

Indeed, the spectacle of an American President who,
when he had to deal with a people striving for freedom and

independence and had so successfully thrown off the

Spanish yoke, jumped at the conclusion that there was

nothing else to do than either to return them to Spanish

foreign rule or to subject them to American foreign rule-

foreign rule at all events but that the freedom and in

dependence they had fought for could not at all be thought
of and this after a war we had with proud profession

begun for the liberation of the oppressed the spectacle

presented by such an American President would only
three years ago have excited the indignation of the whole

American people. Who will gainsay this?

In the third place, President McKinley, in his letter of

acceptance, has much to say of mysterious &quot;responsi-
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bilities&quot; for all sorts of things, and to all sorts of people,

which our victory over Spain in the Philippines devolved

upon us, and that those
&quot;

responsibilities&quot; inspired his

sense of duty to adopt the course he did. I will not

inquire here what kind of responsibilities under the rules

of international law such a victory as ours creates for the

victor. I will only ask this simple question: Did our

victory at Manila create for us responsibilities essentially

different from those which were created for us by our

victory at Santiago in Cuba? Nobody will pretend that

it did. But nobody finds that our Cuban responsibilities

make it impossible for us to tolerate and recognize the

independence of Cuba. Can anybody tell me why our

Philippine responsibilities, which are essentially the same,

should oblige us, in law or in morals, to subjugate the

Philippines to our sovereignty and to flood those islands

with the blood of people who ask for nothing but what we

recognize as the right of the Cubans? Is not therefore

this solemn responsibility talk as an excuse for our policy

of &quot;criminal aggression&quot; the shallowest of false pretenses?

Such are the reasons put forth by Mr. McKinley in his

letter of acceptance to justify that betrayal of our Filipino

allies which I deliberately repeat it has, as an act of

cold-blooded, cruel and disgraceful treachery, no parallel

in the history of republics.

This is the character of the Filipino war, in which the

President wantonly involved us I say &quot;wantonly,&quot; for

there is no candid man living who will not admit that had

the President instructed our Peace Commissioners to

embody in the peace treaty the same provisions with

regard to the Philippines as to Cuba, and had he treated

the Filipinos accordingly, not a gun would have been

fired, and not a drop of blood would have been shed as

no blood has been shed in Cuba since her liberation.

And what a war it is, this war carried on to subjugate
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or kill our Filipino allies ! A war without glory, without

enthusiasm, a war for which even those who defend it,

have nothing but regret and shamefaced apology. And
that war has caused us to keep on foreign soil, under the

most noxious climatic influences, breeding disease and

death, and under conditions in the most repulsive degree

demoralizing, an army more than three times as large as

any we had in active field service in the Revolutionary

war, in the war of 1812, in the Mexican war or in active

operations on the island of Cuba in short, in any of our

wars except our great civil conflict. That war has now
lasted more than eighteen months, and no end in sight.

The cry is still for more soldiers 100,000 of them, good

military authorities say, five times as many as we ever

had actively employed in any of our foreign wars; a war

costing our taxpayers many scores of millions a year,

gradually to mount into the hundreds, besides thousands

of American lives and the wreck of the mental and physical

as well as the moral health of many more thousands a

war which, the more successful it is, the more it will be

demoralizing, disgraceful and dangerous to the American

people.

Let me impress it upon your mind. The more successful

we are in making the Filipinos our subjects by force of

arms, the more will our triumph corrupt our morals,

tarnish our honor and undermine our free institutions of

government. It is a war not merely against the Filipinos

but a war against our own Republic a war against the

principles, the ideals, the beliefs and the conservative

influences which hold this democracy together; a war

against ourselves as a free people. Never was there a

truer word spoken than that of James Russell Lowell

a wise man when he said that this Republic would

endure only so long as it faithfully adhered to the prin

ciples of those who had founded it. What he meant was
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that, if our people ever ceased to respect and to believe

in the high ideals of right, justice and liberty, set up by
the Fathers of the Republic and expressed in the Declara

tion of Independence, our democracy would lose the

element of conservative poise necessary for its stability,

and the Republic, while perhaps remaining a Republic in

name, would not remain one in essence. Without popular
reverence for those ideals, without popular belief in those

high principles to appeal to, a democracy will inevitably

be ruled by greed and selfish ambition, and the powers of

the government will be more and more grasped and used

to serve the ignoblest impulses and passions of human
nature. A democracy working through universal suffrage

ruled by such influences and believing in nothing is apt
to become the worst government that can be conceived.

And nothing can in this respect be more dangerous in its

effects upon a democracy like ours than a policy of con

quest and of arbitrary rule over vassal provinces and

subject populations such as we have now begun.

Imagine what it will lead to if our people are constantly

taught, as they now are, that there is a rich country in our

grasp which we must have, there being lots of money to be

made in it
;
that the means by which we get it may indeed

be somewhat queer, but we must not be foolishly senti

mental about that
;
that we are a masterful race and the

inhabitants of that country are a poor lot, and that the

strong must not be too squeamish about the rights of

the weak; that the Declaration of Independence, with its

talk about human equality and &quot;consent of the governed,
&quot;

and all that, is a mere glittering generality and antiquated

rubbish; that we have outgrown the Constitution and

must not let it stand in the way of quest of wealth
;
that

we have power and must use that power for our profit, it

matters little how. Is not this the real gist of the argu

ments for the imperialistic policy with which the country
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is resounding to-day, and do we not all know that if the

motive of the greed of power and money were taken out

of the imperialistic movement, it would speedily collapse?

Now let the popular mind in this democracy be well

saturated with such teachings which shatter all our

traditional principles and popular beliefs and ideals of

right and justice and liberty that is, the whole moral

basis of our democracy, and substitute for all this the

doctrine that might is right and what will be the con

sequence? A demoralization of public sentiment more

than ever fatal to public justice and eventually to public

order and peace ; unscrupulous struggles for the possession

of power to be used in the exploitation of opportunities

without regard to the rights of the defeated that is,

alternating despotisms.
It is often said that an imperialistic policy has long been

carried on in England without producing such effects in a

very dangerous degree, and that England is a democracy
too. This is a grave error. England is not a democ

racy like ours. England is a monarchy with democratic

tendencies, but with very powerful aristocratic institu

tions and traditions. There is a world of difference be

tween it and a democracy working through universal

suffrage. And I cannot repeat too often that a monarchy
or an aristocracy can do many things and remain a

strong monarchy or aristocracy, which a democracy cannot

do and remain a true democracy; and one of those things

is to rule other people with substantially arbitrary power.
The vital principle of a democracy is self-government of

the people. It cannot rule another people without deny

ing the very reason of its being.

It is amazing with what lightness of mind our imperi

alists scoff at the most fundamental principle of democ

racy, which is that
&quot;

governments derive their just powers
from the consent of the governed.

&quot;

They flippantly talk
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as if they had disposed of the whole matter when they
show that in some instances in our history the consent of

the governed has not been formally asked or obtained.

Will they please tell me from what source government
does derive its just powers if not from the consent of the

governed? From divine right? That is absolutism.

From the possession of the strongest fist? That is

government by force. From the possession of the greatest

wealth, the longest purse? That is plutocracy. From
the privilege of birth? That is aristocracy. There re

mains, then, only the consent of the governed, meaning,
as the authors of the Declaration of Independence no

doubt intended it to mean, that the people, expressing

the will of the majority in a manner prescribed by con

stitutions or laws made by themselves, shall have the

decisive word as to what kind of government they are to

have, who is to constitute that government and what

that government is to do a government organically

springing from, and responsible to, the governed or, as

Lincoln expressed it, a government of, for and by the

people.

That this ideal has not in every respect been realized,

we certainly have to admit. But it is also certain that

every step toward its realization is a step toward the

perfection of democratic government and that every step

away from that ideal is a step toward the subversion

of democracy. And, surely, no greater and more fateful

backward step away from the true principles of democracy
has been taken in our times than the new imperialistic

policy of the greatest of republics which involves the

imposition of its arbitrary rule, foreign rule, by bloody
force upon a distant and unwilling people. And still

more ominous and deplorable is the fact that this back

ward step is advocated by the same party which, within

our own memory, fought its greatest battle and achieved
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its most glorious triumph in vindication of the same

fundamental principles of the Republic, which it now

tramples upon intoxicated with the lust of wealth and

power one of the most glaring apostasies that history

tells us of.

And what have we gained by this apostasy? Not

wealth. For all that wonderful material development
we can boast of has not been achieved under the new

policy, but under the old. The tremendous growth of

our population, of our industries, of our commerce, the

conquest of foreign markets one after another by our

export trade, all this was accomplished while the country
still observed the precepts of Washington s Farewell

Address, while our
&quot;

strenuous life&quot; was devoted, not to

the killing of men
,
the sinking of ships and the destruction

of towns, but to the employment of the genius and the

energies of our people in the pursuits of peace. It was

accomplished before we conceived the barbarous notion

that we must own the countries we are to trade with.

Indeed, since we started on our career of conquest, we

have increased only our expenditures by scores upon
scores of millions to be paid by our taxpayers, not our

foreign commerce on the whole. And as to the countries

which were touched by our fleets and armies, only our

trade with Cuba has respectably grown; and Cuba is of

those countries the only one which we do not pretend to

own. The rest of our commercial gain is in the uncertain

chances of the future in which we can see only one thing

distinctly and that is that it will surely take the better

part of a century to repay to us through the profits of

any possible trade with the Philippines anything like the

enormous sums which the Filipino war has already cost us.

And nothing can on the other hand be more certain a

fact which I have repeatedly, but in vain, challenged the

imperialists to deny than that, if we had treated or did
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now treat, the Philippine Islanders as we have promised
to treat the Cubans, we would have received from them

peaceably, gladly, for the mere asking, all the coaling-

stations, all the commercial facilities, all the footholds for

our Oriental trade, which we might fairly have desired,

and which our sovereignty over the archipelago could

ever give us, but then imperiled by the hatred of the

subjugated people.

What, then, have we gained? We are told that we
have gained a grand position as a world-power. But did

we not have a grand position as a world-power, especially

since our civil war demonstrated the solidity of this Union
so grand indeed that the strongest and haughtiest sea-

power in the world paid more deference to this Republic
than to any of its neighbors, even while we had no Army
or Navy large enough to count? What more have we
now? There are in the outside world two kinds of public

opinion concerning this Republic. One is the opinion of

those who hate democracy, and who have always wished

that this Republic should, and always predicted that it

would, break down as a democracy, and become, instead

of an encouraging model, a warning example to other

peoples striving for free institutions of government.
These men are quite satisfied with our recent course.

Since we have destroyed the reputation of this Republic
as a steadfast friend of peace and as a faithful champion
of human rights and justice and liberty in our dealings

with other people, these men respect us for our strength

and perhaps dread us for our grasping unscrupulousness,

but as a seductive example of free institutions and as a

missionary and propagator of liberal ideas they fear this

Republic no longer. They hail it as a great Power which

is in its moral character and influence no better than the

rest of them. Have we reason to be proud of that?

There is another kind of public opinion about us abroad.
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Ask the men who, themselves believers in liberty and free

government, loved this Republic for the principles it held

high, for the example with which it encouraged the prog

ress of liberal institutions the world over ask your James

Bryces, your John Morleys and a host of others in all

civilized countries, our true friends ask them what they

think and feel about us since it is our loud boast that we
have become a great world-power, not by the example of

our virtues, but by the warships we can set afloat and the

battalions we can put into the field to fight and to sub

jugate foreign lands and make the world afraid! Their

disappointment is most painful and discouraging. To

them, our true friends, we are now not nearly as great a

world-power as we had been before. Are we proud of

that?

Or is their judgment unjust? Consider what has

happened. When we started out on the Spanish war,

Congress ostentatiously proclaimed that this was not to

be a war of conquest but of liberation and humanity.
President McKinley solemnly declared that annexation

by force could not be thought of because according to our

code of morals it would be
&quot;

criminal aggression.&quot; The

temptation of victory had hardly presented itself when the

war of liberation and humanity was turned into a greedy

land-grabbing game and when &quot;criminal aggression&quot; was

resorted to in its bloodiest form. Who will after this

cynical breach of faith believe any profession of virtuous

purpose on our part again? Our detractors the world

over point their fingers at us and say with a smile of

triumph: &quot;We told you so.&quot; Our moral credit with the

world is thoroughly ruined; and that is the kind of great

world-power imperialism has made of the proud American

Republic. Where is our self-respect?

Let us now review in a few words what imperialism has

so far really made of us. It has perverted the solemnly
VOL. VI. 16
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proclaimed war of liberation and humanity into a war
of land-grabbing conquest, criminal aggression and sub

jugation, thus destroying the belief of mankind in the

sincerity of our virtuous profession, branding us as a

nation of hypocrites and destroying our moral credit with

the world. It has seduced us to commit the meanest

misdeed a nation can commit the crafty betrayal of an

ally and the wanton slaughter of innocent people. It has

made our former friends in the conquered countries hate

us with an undying hatred. It has involved us in an

unnecessary, wicked and abominable war that has already
cost us thousands of American lives and nearly two hun
dred millions of money, and will cost incalculably more.

It has made our President commit a flagrant usurpation of

power which, if condoned and permitted to stand as a

ruling precedent, will become most dangerous to our free

institutions. It has put to contempt and ridicule the

fundamental principles of our democracy and is under

mining the popular belief in our old ideals of right, justice

and liberty, which alone furnish the conservative element

indispensable to a democracy working through universal

suffrage. It has taught our people that might makes

right, and other like lessons, which, unless sternly rebuked,

will utterly demoralize public sentiment and transform

the political life of our democracy into wild, unscrupulous

and, eventually, anarchistic struggles of selfish passions

and greedy interests.

It has done something more which is alarmingly char

acteristic of its tendencies. In this Republic, which should

be governed by an intelligent and well-informed public

opinion, it has introduced one of the most insidious

practices of despotic governments a censorship of news.

That censorship has largely falsified and still more largely

concealed from the knowledge of the people the informa

tion to which the people are entitled as citizens called
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upon to act with intelligent judgment upon their own
affairs. This practice of secrecy in the conduct of our

Government has gone so far that, for two years, one of the

most fateful periods in our history, our people have not

been permitted to see, a few items excepted, the most

important diplomatic correspondence and the directions

to Government agents entrusted with most momentous
business. We are now witnessing the strange, the un

precedented, spectacle of the President, as a candidate

for reelection, in his letter of acceptance, a partisan cam

paign paper, drawing upon hidden stores of official know

ledge and publishing detached pieces of documents as

they may be advantageous to his and his party s interest.

He has no reason to complain of the widespread suspicion

that, if all those documents were published entire, they

might bring unwelcome light- for, as I have shown, his

&quot;benevolent assimilation&quot; order, that usurping declara

tion of war against the Filipinos, standing up for freedom

and independence, the whole of which happens to be

known, appears in his letter of acceptance in a garbled

condition, misleadingly omitting the most important

parts. Here we have, I repeat, an attempt at secret

government, one of the worst practices of unadulterated

despotism. You deny the influence of imperialism on

the character of our Government? Here you have an

instance.

These are some of the known things imperialism has

already done for us. What may be still in store you may
conjecture. And what benefit have we to show for it?

A shadowy prospect of commercial profit, which, so far

as it depends upon our sovereign rule over the depend

encies, will redound only to the benefit of a favored few

at the heavy expense of the taxpayers ;
but which so far as

the generally useful expansion of our foreign commerce

is concerned, might have been, and might still be, fully
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obtained without any criminal aggression, without the

atrocities of the Filipino war, simply by treating those

people as we have promised to treat the Cubans.

And what is the excuse for this policy of wickedness

and blunder? That it was the President s duty to act

as he did. Let us see. We will charge him with no un

due personal responsibilities. But Senator Lodge, in his

speech presenting the nomination, said to him: &quot;The

peace you had to make alone. Cuba, Porto Rico, the

Philippines, you had to assume alone the responsibility

of taking them all from Spain.&quot; Well, then. Was it

President McKinley s duty to pervert the war of libera

tion and humanity which had been so solemnly proclaimed

by Congress into a war of conquest, land-grabbing and

&quot;criminal aggression&quot;? Was it his duty to betray the

Filipinos by using them as serviceable allies, then brutally

excluding them from the peace negotiations, and then

buying them like a flock of sheep from the defeated

&quot;common enemy&quot;? Was it his duty to issue his &quot;be

nevolent assimilation&quot; order weeks before the ratification

of the peace treaty by which, committing a flagrant usur

pation of power, he declared war against the Filipinos,

and thus provoked that bloody and disgraceful conflict?

His duty, indeed! A truly republican President, a

President after the pattern of Washington and Lincoln,

would unerringly have felt it to be his first duty to remain

faithful to the fundamental principles of the Republic;
to set his face like flint against any influence demanding
their violation; to respect the resolutions put forth by
Congress as a morally binding direction to make the

Spanish war in truth a war of liberation and humanity,
and not a war of selfish aggrandizement ;

and to treat all

the populations with which that war brought us into

contact, with that justice and good faith with which we
wish to be treated ourselves.
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This was his real duty, and any deviation from it was

an arbitrary, autocratic and unprincipled violation not

only of the true republican policy, but of the pledge of

unselfish purpose which Congress had so emphatically

given to the world. Had he faithfully performed his

real duty, he would then have had the almost unanimous

acclaim of the American people, and he would also have

infinitely better served than by what he has done not

only the stability of our democracy and our National

honor, but the commercial interests and the material

welfare of the country.
What is now, in view of all this, to be done to repair

the terrible wrongs that have been committed the wrongs
done to the Porto Ricans by denying them their just

rights, and to the Philippine Islanders by basely betraying
them and subjugating them with a bloody hand; the

wrong done to our own people by violating the vital

conservative principles of our Republic and by smirching
the National honor, and the wrong done to all mankind

by setting a bad example which discourages the belief in

the salutary efficacy of democratic institutions? Those

who have got the Republic into this frightful and pitiable

situation ask with a triumphant smile: &quot;Well, how will

you now get out of it?&quot; Common-sense suggests the

answer. First let us turn out of power those who got us

into it and put into power men who wish to get us out of

it. But is it really possible to get out of it? Yes, a

thousand times yes ! To get out of it will be not only far

more honorable, but also far easier and far less costly

than to stay in it. Let the American people declare that

the slaughter of those demanding freedom and independ
ence must cease

;
that we will have no vassal provinces or

subject populations; that our Government shall in good
faith aid them in setting up an independent government of

their own and meantime assure them of our protection
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against foreign aggression in one word that they shall be

treated simply as we have promised to treat the people of

Cuba. Let this be declared and done. This can be done

if we will it. Where there is a will there is a way. Let

not the will be wanting.
What is there to be said against this? The Adminis

tration party pretend that they substantially propose
the same thing that is proposed by their opponents to

give the islanders a stable government. But cannot

every child see the vital difference between securing to

them a stable government under foreign rule, which they
are fighting against, and a stable government under their

own sovereignty, which they are fighting for?

It is said that &quot;in spite of their mental gifts and domes

tic virtues,&quot; as Mr. Schurman remarks, they are unfit

for independent self-government. This is an afterthought

brought forward since the Administration resolved that

they should not be independent. Before that it was

believed, with Admiral Dewey, that the Filipinos were

far better fitted for self-government than the Cubans.

But now we are told that they are not a people because

they are divided into a great many tribes speaking differ

ent languages. Do those who say this remember how

many independent states actually exist in the world

containing different nationalities that speak different

languages? Take the example of Mexico. In 1847,

when, after our victorious invasion we had that country
in our power, some advocates of annexation made the

same argument, that the Mexicans were unfitted for

independent existence on account of their tribal differences

and antagonisms, there being any number of different

languages spoken (indeed, more than in the Philippines),

and a vast majority of the people being utterly illiterate

and ignorant. Well, we left to the Mexicans their in

dependent government, which, to be sure, was for a period
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turbulent and disorderly, but has in the course of time

become, although by no means ideal, yet peaceable and

well regulated, and now occupies a very respectable

position in the family of nations. There is as much in

telligence and education in the Philippines as in Mexico,
if not more. The fact is that, before we attacked them,
the Filipinos had the beginnings of a well-organized and

effective government of their own, testified to and likened

to that of Japan by so ardent an imperalist as Mr. Barrett,

late United States Minister to Siam; and that government
was recognized and obeyed by a very large part of the

people, who lived under it in a peaceable and orderly

manner, as testified to by two very respectable navy men,
vouched for by Admiral Dewey, who had travelled hun
dreds of miles through their country. That independent
native government we drowned in blood. Had we

permitted it to live, the Philippine Islanders would prob

ably have a stable, respectable and efficient independent

government now.

It is said that a majority of the Philippine Islanders

are now willing to submit to American sovereignty. If

true, this would mean that the spirit of a people fighting

for freedom had actually been broken by bloody force

under the American flag. But is it true? Have we not

heard the same story for a year? And has it not been our

experience that the Filipinos who were regarded, and even

appointed to office, as good American Filipinos one day,
were found to be cooperating with Aguinaldo the next,

and that all the sweet tales told about their having

changed their minds turned out to be flimsy fables? And
if you think of all that has happened, can it be otherwise?

It is said that if we withdraw our forces from the Philip

pines, the Filipinos would at once drop into anarchy, loot

their cities and cut one another s throats. What evidence

is there to support this slanderous assumption? None.
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They have carried on their war humanely, far more

humanely than some European troops have carried on

their war in China. They have, perhaps a few cases ex-

cepted, treated their prisoners kindly. They have had

opportunities for looting their cities. What did they do?

The Spaniards surrendered to them Iloilo, the second city

of the archipelago in commercial importance. General M.
P. Miller of our Army was sent before that city to take it.

As he himself has publicly stated he &quot;received a letter

from the business people of Iloilo, principally foreigners,

stating that good order was being maintained, life and

property being protected, and requesting him not to at

tack at present.&quot; But soon he did attack to
&quot;

restore

order,
&quot;

and to prevent anarchy; and it was our Army that

brought bloodshed and devastation into that community.
It sounds almost like a ghastly jest that we should have

killed 30,000 of those people for the purpose of preventing
them from killing each other. No &quot;

anarchy&quot; in the

Philippines would shed one-half as much blood as we have

already shed. It may be true that the guerilla warfare

has brought forth some cruel excesses. All guerilla war

fare does. But who caused that irregular guerilla war

fare? We did by breaking up their government and

regular army.
It is said that if we left the Philippines independent,

some foreign power would instantly seize them. In an

excess of extraordinary silliness a New York paper charged
me with opposing the annexation of those islands in the

interest of Germany. Whether the Emperor of Germany
did not at one time wish to acquire the Philippines, I do

not know. But if we offered him the Philippines to-day

with our compliments, he would doubtless ask: &quot;How

large an army do you have to employ to subjugate that

country?&quot; The answer would be: &quot;At present 60,000

men; we may need 100,000.&quot; The Emperor would
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smilingly reply: &quot;Thank you. Offer this job to some one

who is as foolish as you have been.
&quot; He would probably

be too polite to say so, but he would doubtless think so.

Since the stubborn fight of the Filipinos for independence
a sensible government would be about as eager to grab
that archipelago as a prudent dog would be to grab a

porcupine. And all the less if in addition to all this our

great Republic tells the world: &quot;Hands off!&quot;

It is said that this sort of protectorate would involve

us in enormous responsibilities which it would require

a tremendous Army and Navy to sustain. President

McKinley is quite pathetic on this point. Why, he seems

not to be aware that under the Monroe doctrine we have

for more than half a century exercised just that sort of

protectorate over our Southern neighbors, simply letting

the old world Powers know that while we are not re

sponsible for any internal troubles, or any international

obligations of those neighbors, and foreign Powers may
enforce such obligations by all proper means, we insist

that in doing so they must stop short of infringing on our

neighbors territorial integrity or independence. Has
that sort of protectorate ever burdened us with heavy
and complicated responsibilities requiring an enormous

Army or Navy? And why should the application of the

same rule to the Philippines be more burdensome? It is

a childish pretense.

It is said that we cannot honorably put Aguinaldo in

unrestrained power and turn over to his tender mercies

those who have befriended the Americans. And this

point, too, Mr. McKinley argues with moving eloquence.

But who is there proposing that we should put Aguinaldo
and his Tagalogs in unrestrained power, when aiding the

islanders in setting up an independent government?

Nobody. Do we put Gomez or Cisneros in unrestrained

power when aiding the Cubans to construct their inde-
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pendent government? We are endeavoring to put the

people of Cuba in power, not any particular person. And
is there anybody proposing to do anything else in the case

of the Philippines? Why does Mr. McKinley find it

necessary to conjure up such scarecrows for the purpose
of frightening the unwary?

It is said that before all things we must &quot;establish

order.
&quot; What kind of order are we seeking to establish?

It is our sovereignty, our arbitrary rule under the name of

order, for which we have already killed more human beings
than the bloody Spaniards ever killed there in all the

insurrections of this century. It is the kind of &quot;order&quot;

that Louis Napoleon established in Paris when he shot

down those who resisted him in destroying the constitution

of the French Republic, and in transforming the Republic
into an empire. The speediest and surest way to estab

lish order is to give full assurance to the Philippine Island

ers that their right to independence will be recognized.

There is no reason for doubting that the fighting will

quickly cease and that the Filipinos and our troops
will then heartily cooperate in quelling disturbances, if,

indeed, any should arise, and that the same conditions of

peace and order would prevail there which we now, under

the same assurance, witness in Cuba.

Lastly, it is said that if we voluntarily give up the

subjugation of the Philippines we shall lose our prestige

in the world. Ah, yes! We shall indeed lose our prestige

with the land-robbers
;
our prestige with the oppressors

of weak peoples ;
our prestige with the swashbucklers who

are constantly spoiling for a fight; our prestige with the

scoffers at democratic institutions; our prestige with the

devotees of despotic rule. Yes, with them our prestige

will be irretrievably gone. We shall even be in danger
of being regarded the world over as an honest people ;

as

a just, generous, noble and liberty-loving people; as a
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people of such moral greatness that, in spite of the in

toxicating seductiveness of victory, it may be counted on

always to listen to its conscience, and to overcome all

false pride in repairing a wrong done, and in vindicating

its high principles ;
a people so truthful that its word will

always be believed
;
a people so upright that the Powers of

the world will feel instinctively inclined to trust it as the

safest general arbiter in the peaceful adjustment of their

differences. Here are the two kinds of prestige, one of

which we may lose, and the other of which we may win.

Americans, proud of your country, which will be your
choice?

I have addressed this appeal to you hoping that you
will give it candid consideration. Throughout my whole

public life I have held it to be my duty to tell my hearers

the truth as I understood it, without fear or favor, and I

have done so now. It is needless to say that I have

not gone into this contest with a light heart. Four years

ago I took, with many others who were not partisans, an

earnest and active part in the struggle for sound money.
It was that cause that commanded my efforts, not the

candidate. In fact, I differed with Mr. McKinley s

platform and party on several important subjects. I

simply regarded them as the lesser evil then; but their

conduct of public affairs has been such that I am con

scientiously bound to regard and to oppose the cause they

at present represent as by far the greater evil now.

As to the money question, my convictions have, of

course, not changed in the least. But while the money

question was the paramount issue four years ago, we

never admitted that it must remain the paramount

question always; or that, however important sound money
is to the economic interests, as well as to the character of

the Nation, there may not be other things of even more

vital moment; or that a party representing sound money
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may do things ever so obnoxious to good morals or good

policy and still rightfully exact our support under all

circumstances. In my correspondence with Secretary

Gage I have shown, I think, that the dangers to our present

monetary system are by no means as threatening now, as

zealous partisanship represents them, and that we may
freely act upon the question of imperialism without serious

peril to our standard of value. I candidly believe so.

But I frankly declare that even if the dangers so luridly

depicted by the imperialists really existed, my position

in the present crisis would be the same.

He would not have been counted a good American

patriot who, at the time of the American revolution, had

abandoned the cause of liberty and independence on

account of the disastrous viciousness of the continental

money, or who, during our civil war, had given up the

cause of liberty and union because its defense brought on

the dangerous issue of irredeemable paper dollars, or other

economic perils; or who, at either of those periods had

forsaken either of those causes for the reason that the

men in position of leadership might hold obnoxious

opinions or be inclined to do unwelcome things with re

gard to other matters. It is still remembered in how
little esteem John Adams held the members of the Con

tinental Congress, but how firmly he nevertheless, as a

patriot, stood for the cause of his country.

And now a sober, candid and conscientious considera

tion of the circumstances before us should convince you,

as it has profoundly convinced me, that the present crisis

is fully as momentous as the revolution which created the

Republic, and as the civil war which held it together and

purged it of slavery. For now we find ourselves con

fronted by a powerful attempt, advancing under seductive

guises, to fasten upon the country a policy essentially

putting in peril the best fruits of the great struggles of the
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past; a policy cynically disdainful of the fact that it was

the Declaration of Independence, with its proclamation
of high principles, that made this Republic a really great

and beneficent power in the world
;
a policy which at the

very start broke the moral force of our Republic by mean

treachery to its lofty professions ;
a policy which, beginning

with criminal aggression, will need more and more crimi

nal aggression for its sustenance; a policy which, living

upon unjust rule by force abroad, will inevitably tend to

unjust rule by force at home; a policy which, making

sport of the vital principles of our organic law, cannot but

run into more and more despotic usurpations; a policy

which, utterly demoralizing this democracy working

through universal suffrage by the destruction of its ideal

beliefs and aspirations, will leave to our children, instead

of a free, happy and peaceably powerful commonwealth,
a mere sham Republic tossed and torn by wild passions

and rapacious ambitions, and bound to sink in disorder,

disaster and disgrace. To check this policy in its growth,
if possible without delay, I believe to be the very first

duty of the American citizen. Whatever it may cost to

check it now, that cost will be far less than the cost will

become if that policy be permitted to continue.

I cannot agree with some esteemed friends who think

that the struggle against imperialism should now be sus

pended and that those in power should be kept there in

order to avoid other troublesome risks. I do, indeed, not

believe that, if now baffled, the efforts against imperialism
will cease. They certainly will not, as the efforts against

slavery, however often baffled, did not cease until their

final triumph came through a tremendous crisis which

perhaps might have been avoided had they succeeded

earlier. But our efforts should not now be suspended, for

weighty reasons.

One is this : There is but too much ground for believing
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that the party in power is largely controlled by strong
and grasping interests trying to exploit the Government
for their profit, and inclined to make the American flag,

in the characteristic phrase of the famous Cecil Rhodes,
&quot;A first-class commercial asset.&quot; Such interests have

not yet thrown large financial means into our &quot;dependen

cies&quot; for speculative venture. But if our present rulers

be continued in power, speculative moneyed syndicates-
extensive settlement of those tropical countries by Ameri

cans being out of the question will be much encouraged
to go there relying upon their influence with the Govern

ment for the furtherance of their operations. As soon

as their money is largely engaged there we shall witness

attempts by them to control the Government in its differ

ent branches, in comparison with which the influence

exercised by railroad and other corporations over State

legislatures, which we know from observation, will pale

into insignificance. The efforts to break the imperialistic

policy will then have to meet a power, the resources and

skill of which will immensely increase the difficulties to be

overcome.

Another reason is this: We are engaged in the awful

business of killing people because they continue to fight

for their freedom and independence. This has cost us so

far 2732 brave American soldiers, killed in the field or by
disease, and 2374 wounded, in the hospitals; in all, 5106
men. They deserve our profound sympathy, especially

as they have been sacrificed in such a cause. But we
read also such terrible stories as that of more than eighty

Filipinos having been indiscriminately shot down because

two of our soldiers had been killed in a shop near by, or

that of a whole wedding party having been put to death

because there were one or two &quot;insurgents&quot; among them.

Several similar stories have not been contradicted. Let

us hope they may be. But you may remember the reports
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in the papers, constantly recurring for many months, of

fights in the Philippines in which one or two American

soldiers were killed and a few wounded, while the number

of Filipinos killed amounted to 100 or 150 or 200, and some

villages or towns burned down. The aggregate of the

Filipinos killed is computed largely to overrun 30,000, not

counting the wounded. Now, no one having the slight

est knowledge of war, even guerilla warfare, can fail to

understand what all this means. It means the gradual

extermination of the weaker party that weaker party

fighting for freedom and independence. This is horri

ble doubly horrible considering the way it began. And

this, my countrymen, is done under the flag of the great

American Republic. I ask you solemnly, can we as a

civilized nation postpone the stopping of this dreadful

and wanton bloodshed when the American people have

the means of stopping it by an act of justice in their

hands?

Fellow-citizens, I have given to this matter many days
and nights of anxious thought, much troubled by the per

plexing alternative before us in the impending election.

The more I think of it, the more does every drop of my
blood revolt at the monstrous wrong we have done and

continue to do; and the more clearly does my reason tell

me that the policy of imperialism has brought upon our

Republic the greatest peril to the integrity of its free

institutions, its peace, its honor and its true greatness,

that has ever befallen it
;
that conscientiously I can never,

never consent to uphold that policy by helping to keep
in power those who wantonly originated it and are now

carrying it on
;
and that as an honest man and an American

patriot I am in duty bound to contribute my humble aid

to whatever gives us an assurance, or even only a reason

able hope, of its overthrow. That duty calls on us all

aloud. Let us, then, come what may, stand together
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with a good conscience and unflinching courage for Truth,

Justice and Liberty.

TO EDWARD M. SHEPARD

BOLTON LANDING, N. Y., Oct. 7, 1900.

Many thanks for your kind letter of October 26. about

my speech. I am afraid your Republican friend who
found my argument unanswerable, but who nevertheless

will vote for McKinley to head off Bryan, expressed the

feeling of a large multitude.

Mr. Louis Ehrich of Colorado Springs writes me :

In July I endeavored to get Mr. Bryan to make a public dec

laration to the effect that, if elected, he would take advantage
of no loopholes in the present currency law in order to further

his financial views; that he desired legislation on this subject

only as the result of the conversion of the opinions of the

American people, and that until such conversion of sentiment

had been unmistakably declared, he would in no wise interfere

with the present money standard. At that time Mr. Bryan

objected to making such a declaration, principally because he

thought it would look like truckling to the Gold Democrats

for their votes. I am at the present time again endeavoring
to have him make such a public statement. Senator Jones

agrees with me in its advisability and so do many others. My
own belief is that it would secure many doubtful votes, and

that in addition it would greatly help to prevent a panic in

the case of Bryan s election.

I fully agree with Mr. Ehrich. In fact, I believe that

just such an explicit statement is the only thing that can

prevent McKinley s reelection. And I do not see why Mr.

Bryan should not make it, as it would really only be a

declaration a declaration proper under any circumstances

that he will faithfully execute in letter and spirit the

law as it stands.
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My private opinion is that, if the election were to take

place to-morrow, McKinley would be reflected by a strong

majority. Such a declaration, just as Mr. Ehrich pro

poses it, and the issue of imperialism resolutely advanced

to the foreground again which Mr. Bryan has strangely

neglected may prevent such a result
;
but I believe noth

ing else can.

I see by the papers that you are to preside at the great

Bryan meeting in New York. You are thus in a position

which may make Mr. Bryan listen to you perhaps more
than he otherwise would. And I would entreat you to

use your influence as strongly as possible in the direction

indicated. It would, however, be much better if Mr.

Bryan made such a declaration before coming to New
York.

FROM CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, JR.

BOSTON, Oct. 20, 1900.

It is now three weeks since you framed the incisive indict

ment of the McKinley Administration and of &quot;imperialism,&quot;

contained in your New York address before the Cooper Union.

The canvass has since then developed, and the tide now

appears to be setting strongly toward President McKinley s

reelection. The whole tone of discussion shows, however,
that the great body of those thus drifting do not favor im

perialism, nor are they disposed to condone the many and

grievous shortcomings of the Administration in other respects.

It is with them a question of the &quot;paramount issue,&quot; and the

choice of evils in dealing with it.

A large number of voters believe, as I myself believe, that

serious financial complications may well arise within the next

four years not dissimilar to those experienced during the

second Cleveland Administration. We apprehend that should

such occur it will be in spite of any legislation upon the statute-

book, and in that contingency it would be in the power of Mr.

Bryan, resolved, as he declares himself to be, to bring the

VOL. VI. I?
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country if possible to a bimetallic i6-to-i basis, to accomplish

great mischief in a misguided effort to that end, even though
he might fail in the attempt.
Time and custom are in our belief more essential to the firm

establishment of the gold basis than further statutory enact

ments. It is not yet rooted, and with the possibilities of the

future before us we are most reluctant to see Mr. Bryan, with

his well-known views and tenacious disposition, installed in the

Presidential chair. However much we may sympathize in

the views respecting imperialism you so strongly set forth,

we therefore find ourselves as a choice of evils either compelled
to vote once more for President McKinley or to stand idle

while others elect him.

There is, however, one probable outcome of the present

canvass as to which you and we are in perfect unison. It is

now obvious so obvious, indeed, as hardly to be even denied

that the weak point in the Republican line of battle is the

control of the next House of Representatives. A very slight

if well-directed effort might well cause a House to be elected

controlled by an opposition majority. This, even with a

reflected Administration, would, I submit, bring about every

practical result the opponents of imperialism have in view.

On the other hand, were Mr. Bryan elected with a small

majority in his favor in the House of Representatives and he

could hope for no more those who feel as I do have not

the slightest faith that any thing would be done looking to the

abandonment of the policy of the Administration so far as the

Philippines are concerned. We have every reason to believe

that a large portion of the Democratic party in New York

City, in the South and in the mining States, from which

Mr. Bryan s chief support must come, are at heart ardent

expansionists, and as respects dependencies would abandon

nothing.

It would be in the power of this section to check Mr. Bryan

exactly as seven years ago Senator Gorman, at the head of a

similar Democratic faction, checked and set at naught the

efforts of President Cleveland on the tariff issue. Even should

Mr. Bryan be elected it therefore seems to us almost inevitable
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that nothing will be done to undo what has now been partially

accomplished.
But should President McKinley be reflected, with an

opposition majority in the House of Representatives, that

opposition majority could most assuredly be counted upon
to act as an opposition majority always does act, in direct

hostility to the Administration. Imperialism would then

become a party issue.

Moreover, it appears to me, as it does to many others, that,

in case of the reelection of President McKinley, an opposition
House of Representatives would, from almost every point of

view, be a National safeguard. It would place a most salu

tary check on the proposed permanent increase of the Army ;
it

would put a shipping subsidy bill out of the question; it

would exercise a close and critical supervision over every act

of the Administration; it would bring to light the misdeeds

and abuses incident to the system of dependencies now care

fully hidden from notice; it would at once consolidate and

educate an opposition; finally, it would make it impossible for

the Administration even for a moment to assert that its policy

during the last four years had been approved by the country.
On the other hand, the defeat of Mr. Bryan will close the

silver debate. His party this year most reluctantly accepted
the issue of &quot;i6-to-i,&quot; and the overthrow at the polls of its

exponent would finally extinguish that heresy, making of it a

laughing stock.

So far as the free-coinage-of-silver question, therefore, is

concerned, the election of an opposition House would involve

no danger. By unanimous consent, that question would be

relegated to the graveyard of issues dead beyond thought of

resurrection.

I think it not unreasonable to say that, where one man, who
would at any time have voted for the reelection of President

McKinley, could now be induced to vote for Mr. Bryan, at

least ten men would see the advantage to be found in an

opposition House of Representatives, and could be induced to

act accordingly. Large numbers of voters, who will not go to

the length of voting for all that &quot;Bryanism&quot; includes and
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implies, are very desirous of indicating in some effective way
their dissent from

&quot;

McKinleyism.
&quot; No way of so doing is

equally effective with that now pointed out. It does not

seem to me too late for you to exert your great influence toward

bringing this result about. An effective thrust at the open

joint in the armor of imperialism would prove mortal.

Under these circumstances, I now write in hopes that some
course may suggest itself to you, even at this late stage of the

canvass, through which the desired turn can be given to men s

thoughts and votes. In political as in military strategy it is

an elementary principle to concentrate attack on the weak

point in the enemy s line.

TO CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, JR.

NEW YORK, Oct. 25, 1900.

You are certainly right in believing that we are &quot;in

perfect unison&quot; as to the desirability of the election of a

House of Representatives in opposition to the Republican
Administration should Mr. McKinley be reflected Presi

dent; and I sincerely hope every possible effort may be

made to that end. But while joining you in the expression

of that hope, I cannot share your opinion that the election

of an opposition House of Representatives alone would,

&quot;with a Republican Administration, bring about every

practical result the opponents of imperialism have in

view.&quot;

As you are aware, the &quot;criminal aggression&quot; policy of

the present Administration was originated and has been

carried forward by the Executive. Congress only accepts,

directly or indirectly, what the Executive presents to it

as pretended &quot;accomplished facts.&quot; That the President

might have had more trouble in pursuing his policy had

there been an opposition majority in the House is doubt

less true. But we know from experience that a parliamen

tary opposition cannot always be depended upon sturdily
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to maintain its convictions of duty when brought face to

face with a situation of a warlike character, and we know
also from experience that an Executive not overscrupu

lous in the choice of means has more than once succeeded,

by the employment of its resources of influence, in break

ing an opposition not very strong in numbers.

I regret, therefore, not to be able to agree with you in

thinking that a small Democratic majority in the House

would be more constant in its opposition to imperialism

with an imperialist, than with an anti-imperialist, in the

Presidency, and that thus the election of an opposition

House with a Republican Administration would &quot;

bring

about every practical result the opponents of imperialism

have in view.&quot;

You will admit that what you predict as probable to

happen in case of Mr. McKinley s defeat is more or less

conjectural, as all such predictions are. But we know
what has happened, and we can, each one of us for him

self, form an opinion as to whether we should do anything

apt to be construed as an approval of it, and as an en

couragement of a continuance of the same policy. It is

indeed said that the reelection of Mr. McKinley cannot be

rightly understood as a popular approval of his so-called

Philippine policy, because it will be well known that

many voters supported him on other grounds, while they

strongly condemned that policy.

However that may be, nothing is more certain than

that Mr. McKinley s reelection will wrongfully, to be

sure be represented as a popular verdict and will be so

accepted by a large part of the American people. The
first man so to take it will be Mr. McKinley himself.

Remember the election of 1896. It was well known that

the money question, not the tariff question was the

paramount issue of that campaign, and that hundreds

of thousands of citizens who then supported him were
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strongly opposed to his policy of high protection. But

the first thing Mr. McKinley s party claimed was that his

election was a popular indorsement of his high protective

policy, and the first thing Mr. McKinley did was to call

an extra session of Congress, not for the purpose of giving

the country a sound-money law, but for the purpose of

constructing the highest protective tariff we had ever

known.

In the same way Mr. McKinley, if reflected, will claim,

and the bulk of his adherents, especially the most reckless

and unscrupulous of them, will also claim, that his re

election was a clear popular indorsement of all he had done

and an encouragement to go on in the same direction. To
that apparent approval and real encouragement I, for

my part, can never conscientiously contribute.

I have laboriously and carefully studied what has hap

pened in all its details and bearings, and that study has

profoundly convinced me that the story of our
&quot;

criminal

aggression&quot; upon the Philippines is a story of deceit,

false pretense, brutal treachery to friends, unconstitu

tional assumption of power, downright betrayal of the

fundamental principles of our democracy, wanton sacrifice

of our soldiers in a wicked war, cruel slaughter of tens of

thousands of innocent people, and that of horrible blood-

guiltiness, without a parallel in the history of republics,

and that such a policy is bound to bring upon this Republic
evils infinitely more disgraceful and disastrous in their

effects than anything that has been predicted as likely to

result from Mr. McKinley s defeat. This is my honest

conviction. I, for one, cannot, therefore, conscientiously

cast a vote of constructive approval and of real encourage

ment of that policy, and I can only advise others not to

do so.

I repeat, however, that I cheerfully join you in ad

monishing anti-imperialists who take a different view con-
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cerning the Presidency to help in securing at least an

opposition House of Representatives. While an anti-

imperialist majority in that body will, in my humble

opinion, with a Republican Administration, not be able

to
&quot;

bring about every practical result the opponents of

imperialism have in view,&quot; it may find opportunity for

rendering valuable service.

FROM CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, JR.

BOSTON, Oct. 29, 1900.

Returning from a hurried journey to Wisconsin, I find on my
table your letter of the 25th inst., in reply to mine of the 2Oth.

Taken together, the two letters seem to set forth very clearly

the attitude of that large number of voters who four years ago
elected President McKinley, and who now are dissatisfied

with the result of so doing. You, in your reply, forcibly

indicate the course the more extreme of this class propose to

pursue at the polls a week from to-morrow; while I, in my
letter of the 2Oth, endeavor to point out a method to go with

you all lengths in opposition, yet think we see a way to securing

much. For this reason I shall avail myself of your permission
to publish the correspondence.

I think you greatly underestimate the consequences of the

election of an opposition House of Representatives at this

juncture. The common-sense of the country would, I am
convinced, accept such a result as equivalent to a vote of want
of confidence in an Administration which, under existing

conditions, could not safely be displaced. Thus the act could

hardly fail to be productive of far-reaching effects; nor do I

think an Administration so continued in office would find it the

easy matter you suggest to manipulate such a House so as to

make it further the policy it was, when chosen, pledged to

oppose.

However this may be, one thing is clear a large proportion
of the dissatisfied element of 1896 cannot reconcile themselves

to a transfer of the National Government from those now in
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control to those Mr. Bryan represents, nor will they contrib

ute to that end. It is useless to tell us that Mr. Platt is as

bad as Mr. Croker, or that Senator Hanna is little if any better

than Governor Altgeld. We want improvement, not a mere

change ;
and we will not aid in bringing about a political over

turn which does not even profess to do more than substitute

a confessed evil for a, by us, admitted failure. We &quot;prefer to

bear the ills we have,&quot; etc.

There is a homely adage to the effect that half a loaf is better

than no bread. That half loaf we see a fair chance of securing

by pursuing the course I have outlined. In this you concur,

merely expressing distrust as to the relative size of the portion

of the loaf thus secured to that not secured. Even should the

portion we hope to secure prove of no more value than you

suggest, our regret at losing the other portion will still be very

considerably alleviated by the reflection that it contains a

singular collection of most unsavory political plums, scarcely

less unpalatable to you than to us.

We can work together, therefore, up to the point where

those who feel as I feel stop. With us, that point is the elec

tion of an opposition House of Representatives. For educa

tional purposes alone, aside from all others, we desire to bring

about a condition of unstable political equilibrium during the

next few years, and give the country time in which to reflect.

TO CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, JR.

NEW YORK, Nov. 5, 1900.

Thanks for your letter of Oct. I3th [soth] with enclos

ures. I hope the correspondence may have done some

good.
Now on the eve of the election let me say to you that

for a considerable time I have not expected Mr. Bryan
to succeed. The Kansas City Convention gave my hopes
the first shock. Still, if after his splendid Indianapolis

speech against imperialism Bryan had retired into silence,

resting his case on that speech, he might have had a chance.
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But when he then went into the field and indulged in all

sorts of loose talk which sounded far more dangerous than

it really was, thus bringing various other things, especially

the money question, into the foreground, I became more
and more confirmed in the belief that he would not be

elected.

I should then for various reasons have preferred to stay
out of the campaign and to remain at my summer home in

absolute quietness, had I not thought that the campaign
offered a better opportunity for bringing to the attention

of the people the facts and arguments against imperialism
than we had had before or might have afterwards. The
situation reminded me somewhat of that of 1872 when I

had to make up my mind as to whether I should go into

the campaign for Greeley. I was, of course, extremely

disgusted with Greeley s nomination. There could be no

doubt as to his defeat in the election. But I concluded

to go into the campaign for him because the Liberal

Republican movement was intended to be a means for

reconciling the North and the South. It accomplished
much in that direction. It would have missed that object
if those who had originated that movement had aban

doned it on account of mere dissatisfaction with the candi

date. I therefore went actively into that campaign, and

I am not sorry for it in the retrospect.

But when saying that for a long time I have had no

hope of Bryan s election and that in spite of this feeling

I took part in the campaign for educational purposes, I

do not mean to suggest any change of opinion on my part

as to whether Bryan s election would not on the whole

have been better for the country than McKinley s. I

still believe so, and I do this after a very dispassionate

consideration of all the objectionable features of Bryan s

character and surroundings.

We may talk that over at leisure when we meet again. . . .
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TO LOUIS R. EHRICH

16 EAST 64TH ST., NEW YORK, Nov. 13, 1900.

Bryan s fine Indianapolis speech would, perhaps, have

given him a chance if he had rested his case upon it and

then retired into dignified silence. When he again launched

out in his campaign of small talks, all hope was gone.

I could notice in my own surroundings that almost every
one of his speeches lost him votes. During the last

two weeks before the election all the voters that were still

in doubt went to McKinley with a rush. Here in New
York there was a sort of hysterical frenzy. I suppose the

same condition of atmosphere existed in other places.

You have no idea what pressure was brought upon me
even by our personal friends who &quot;could not understand

it&quot; that under the circumstances I would not &quot;come out

for McKinley before it was too late.&quot;

Of course we shall not give up the fight. But it seems

to me that just now those anti-imperialists who voted for

McKinley under protest have the floor. Some of them

talk of making a public demonstration of their dissatis

faction with the imperialistic policy of the President by

signing a paper to that effect. Movements of this kind

should be encouraged as much as possible.

I hear from Edwin Burritt Smith that the Anti-im

perialistic Executive Committee will call a confidential

conference of the leaders to meet some time in December

in this city. I hope you will be present.

WILLIAM MCKINLEY :

The many signs of popular approval, if not of genuine

popularity, which have accompanied Mr. McKinley s

1 A fragment, supposed to have been written in the winter of 1900-1901.
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public career, are well apt to stagger the assurance of

anyone that had formed a low estimate of that gentleman s

character or abilities. I frankly confess that more than

once I have felt myself compelled by his &quot;successes&quot;

coolly and carefully to reexamine my own opinions con

cerning him, in order to discover whether I had not per

mitted myself to be carried away by hasty and superficial

impressions in drawing my conclusions, and whether his

admirers were not after all right. But in doing so I always
ran against certain indisputable facts and certain personal

experiences which irresistibly brought me back to my
original judgment.

Before Mr. McKinley s election to the Presidency I had

with him only a &quot;speaking acquaintance.
&quot;

Our meetings
were few and unimportant, leaving the impression that

he was a man of kindly disposition, good-nature and

agreeable manners. But his public career could hardly
fail to cause serious misgivings. I do not mean his atti

tude as an extreme protectionist. That might have been

a matter of sincere conviction although he frequently,

in his utterances, showed that, even from the protection

ist s point of view, he did not understand his case. But

it was mainly his treatment of the silver question which

drove the impartial observer to the conclusion that Mr.

McKinley had no true convictions of his own, but ad

vocated this and that, not because he believed that it was

right but that it was popular with his constituents and ad

vantageous to his party. Even in the National campaign
of 1896 which, in spite of his own wishes, turned entirely

upon the money question, it was smilingly remarked among
Mr. McKinley s near friends, that, as to his personal feel

ings, he &quot;was in favor of as much sound money as he

thought a majority of the voters would stand.
&quot;

It is well

known how nervous he was, in that campaign, about the

word &quot;gold.&quot;
It was considered an event of importance
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when the appointed leader of the gold-standard move

ment in that campaign at last mustered courage enough
to pronounce that word.

Early in the Presidential campaign of 1896, I was asked

by a representative of the Republican National Committee

to make some speeches for Mr. McKinley. Mr. Hobart,

the Republican candidate for the Vice-Presidency, wrote

to me personally in his behalf. While, of course, I did not

hesitate to give my services to the sound-money cause,

which was the foremost issue, I preferred to do so under the

auspices of the National Sound Money League, a non-

partisan organization, which had its headquarters at

Chicago and was managed with great energy and judgment

by Mr. Edwin Burritt Smith. It required not a little

self-abnegation on the part of a tariff-reformer and an old

and uncompromising sound-money man, as I was, to

support for the Presidency, even indirectly, the putative

father of the monstrous McKinley-tariff and one of those

politicians who only recently had exhausted his whole art

of plausible speech to mislead and demoralize the Republi
can party with regard to the matter of silver coinage.

But the direct issue between sound and unsound money
demanded the sacrifice of feeling, and I went &quot;on the

stump&quot; advocating the sound-money cause as such to the

best of my ability, without, however, mentioning Mr.

McKinley s name in any of my speeches. While I was

convinced that his election would substantially extinguish

the free-silver-coinage movement, I was profoundly
distrustful as to what Mr. McKinley

T

s course in office

would be. This distrust, however, touched rather his

lack of conviction as to the financial question than any

thing else. Could I have foreseen what his foreign policy

would be, I should certainly never have supported him.

Shortly after Mr. McKinley s election a rumor arose

that the new President would be asked, or that he was
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disposed, to send me as Ambassador to St. Petersburg.

Although some extreme partisan papers violently pro

tested against such a place being given to a man that

recognized no party obligation, the rumor gained such

strength that it was believed by many and even passed

into the European press as a matter of fact. How and

where that rumor originated, I have never been able to

discover. In all probability Mr. McKinley never thought
of any such arrangement. Certain it is that I never

thought of it and should not have accepted the place, had

it been offered to me, not only because I was not in the

least inclined to enter the public service again in an

official capacity, but also because I had contributed my
efforts to the sound-money cause, and incidentally to the

election of Mr. McKinley, as a free gift for which I could

not take anything looking like a partisan reward; and

finally because I could not have held an office of that kind

under an Administration the main object of whose eco

nomic policy was certain to be a protective tariff of the

extreme kind. I must, therefore, recognize the good
taste of Mr. McKinley in not making to me any such offer,

but in confining himself to a mark of courtesy and kind

feeling which was entirely fitting the circumstances but

which resulted in a curious and, as it turned out, a start

ling and highly significant experience.

A few weeks after Mr. McKinley s inauguration as

President he visited the city of New York to take part in

the ceremonies of the dedication of General Grant s tomb.

I received a note from his private secretary informing me
that President McKinley wished to see me in order to

talk over with me the political situation
; would I not call

upon him at such an hour in the Windsor Hotel? Of

course, I respectfully and gladly obeyed the invitation.

We sat together fully an hour and a half, smoking cigars

and talking. Our friendly conversation ranged over the
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whole field of politics. We agreed to disagree on the

question of the tariff. As to the money question he said

that he would employ the whole influence of his office to

secure the best kind of currency legislation. He assured

me that he was a convinced civil service reformer and that

in this respect he hoped his Administration would leave

nothing to desire. Then he asked me: &quot;How do you like

my foreign appointments?&quot; The part of our conversa

tion which then followed has remained very clearly and

firmly fixed in my mind, for very soon afterwards I had

peculiar reason for remembering it.

Responding to Mr. McKinley s question I said that I

thought his foreign appointments would on the whole

be considered as comparing favorably with those of his

predecessors, and I complimented him especially upon the

ideal selection of Mr. Andrew D. White for the embassy at

Berlin. &quot;But,&quot; said I, &quot;there is one appointment fore

shadowed in the newspapers which, if made, may give

you a good deal of trouble. It is reported that you are

likely to send young Mr. Sewall of Maine as Minister to

the Hawaiian Islands. Is he not connected with that

coterie in Maine which some years ago instigated the

revolution at Honolulu and precipitated the annexation

of the Hawaiian Islands upon us? If he is, you will have

to look for a repetition of such intrigues and of the same

trouble in consequence.&quot;

&quot;Oh,&quot; said Mr. McKinley, &quot;I have thought of that,

too, and have taken my precautions. I have had Mr.

Sewall come to the White House and told him that there

was a strong pressure from New England in favor of his

appointment to the Hawaiian mission; that I had not

concluded yet to appoint him, but, if I did, I wanted him

distinctly to understand that I did not want any of that

scheming for annexation, and that, if he went one hair s

breadth beyond the instructions given him by the State
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Department, he would be instantly recalled.&quot; Then I

reached my hand over to President McKinley and said:

&quot;Permit me to take your hand on this. This is the

best thing you have told me yet that your Administra

tion will not countenance anything of that kind.&quot; He
shook my hand vigorously and, with that hearty chest-

swelling emphasis peculiar to him, he replied: &quot;Ah, you

may be sure there will be no jingo nonsense under my
Administration. You need not borrow any trouble on

that account.&quot;

So we parted. I left him, on the whole, in a well satis

fied mind. While, as to the tariff, we had reason to be

prepared for the worst, the declarations he had made with

regard to all other important questions were so explicit

and unequivocal that we might hope for the best; and in

the reports I gave to my friends about my conversation

with the new President, I never failed to lay particular

stress upon the assurance that no foreign adventure was

thought of and that a strictly conservative policy was
certain.

It is difficult to imagine my amazement when, a few

weeks after this conversation had taken place, President

McKinley sent to the Senate a treaty concluded with the

Hawaiian Government providing for the annexation of the

Hawaiian Islands to the United States. It was like a

thunderclap from a clear sky. The matter had been

arranged in entire secrecy. There had not been the

slightest popular demand for such a treaty. No discus

sion in political circles or in the newspapers had fore

shadowed the event. I wrote to some old friends in

Washington inquiring whether they knew how this as

tounding change of the President s mind, if change of

mind it was, had come about. Not one of them seemed

able to furnish any explanation of the strange contrast

of what President McKinley had said to me and what
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he had done officially. But something equally curious

happened shortly afterwards.

During the following week I had occasion to address a

letter to President McKinley concerning the Civil Service

Commission. The President s private secretary replied

that in the President s opinion such matters were much
more easily arranged by personal conversation than by

correspondence. Would I not come to Washington to

have a talk with the President? Any day I might choose

would be agreeable to him. Accordingly I went to Wash

ington on July 1st. The President s private secretary met

me at the Arlington Hotel, on my arrival, to inform me
that the President wished me to dine with him that even

ing and that he had invited the whole Cabinet, as well as

some of the assistant secretaries with whom I was ac

quainted. I duly expressed my gratitude for the honor.

The dinner was very pleasant, but the conversation did

not turn upon affairs of importance. When the company
had left and we were alone, President McKinley listened

kindly to what I had to say about the Civil Service Com
mission and promised to take it into favorable consid

eration, repeating substantially the protestations of his

fidelity and zeal as a civil service reformer which he had

made at our former interview.

This matter being disposed of, I said: &quot;Mr. President,

will you permit me a word about the Hawaiian business?
&quot;

&quot;Oh, certainly,&quot; he replied. &quot;There seems to be some

difficulty in getting the necessary two-thirds vote in the

Senate for the treaty. But if we fail there, we can annex

the Hawaiian Islands by joint resolution, as we annexed

Texas. That will require only a majority in the two

houses of Congress, which we can easily get.
*

I hardly
knew what to say to this without appearing impolite.

But I could not help observing: &quot;That is not what I am
after, Mr. President. Do you not recall the conversation
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we had about this matter at the Windsor Hotel in New
York not long ago?&quot; This remark seemed to be un

expected to him and to embarrass him a little. After a

few moments hesitation he said: &quot;Yes, yes, I remember

now. You are opposed to that annexation, are n t you?
&quot;

&quot;Indeed I am,&quot; I replied, &quot;as you seemed to be opposed
to it at that time.&quot; And then I proceeded to state in

as few words as possible my reasons for that opposition.

When I stopped there were again a few moments of some

what uncomfortable silence, whereupon he said: &quot;Well,

there is no possibility that the Senate will ratify the

treaty at this session (the extra session of 1897), and dur

ing the summer the people will have time to think about

it, and when Congress gets together again in December
we may have a tangible expression of public opinion about

the matter. After this there was evidently nothing more

to be said and I rose to take my leave. But the President

invited me politely to come upstairs to see Mrs. McKinley
and the young ladies who were with her, an invitation

which, of course, I respectfully accepted. After a quar
ter of an hour of pleasant chat I departed, leaving the

White House, I must confess, with a heart heavy with

evil forebodings.

How a man, who had been so long in public life that he

must be supposed to have definite opinions if not fixed

convictions about so important a matter as the annex

ation of distant islands to this Republic, came to reverse

his position in so short a period, I have never been able

to ascertain. As I said, my friends in Washington could

give me no clue. The supposition that, as in other in

stances, Mr. McKinley &quot;had his ear to the ground&quot; to

discover the current of public sentiment and then to follow

it, will hardly hold good in this case
;
for there was at the

time no public sentiment favorable to the annexation of

Hawaii. Indeed, when by the presentation of the treaty
VOL. VI. 1 8
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to the Senate the discussion of the subject in the press was

started, the scheme found so little favor that the prospect
of obtaining for it a two-thirds vote in the Senate seemed
to grow darker and darker. It is not too much to say
that its failure in Congress would have been well-nigh

certain, had not the unreasoning excitement caused by
the Spanish war helped it through. Mr. McKinley s

sudden change of attitude can, therefore, not be explained

upon the theory of popular pressure. How, then, could

it be explained? About the time of Mr. McKinley s

second nomination for the Presidency I mentioned the

occurrences here related in conversation with a friend of

mine, a gentleman of high character and social position,

who from time to time had business with the Government
in Washington and a large acquaintance there. He told

me that he could solve the enigma. &quot;I had no idea,&quot; he

observed,
&quot; what kind of people could exercise an influence

with Mr. McKinley; the conversion of the President in

favor of the annexation of Hawaii had been brought
about by a gang of sugar speculators in pursuit of profit.

The President had, of course, no pecuniary interest in the

scheme; he probably had no idea of what those persons

were after, but they had made him believe that the annex

ation was a good thing for his party and his Administra

tion.
&quot; Whether my friend was right or not, I do not

know. He may have been mistaken. But he evidently

believed what he said.

However this may have been, it will not be found

unnatural after all this that I should not attach to Mr.

McKinley s official or unofficial utterances so much
credence as many others do. When in the course of

events he solemnly declared that
&quot;

annexation by force

could not be thought of because according to the Ameri

can code of morals, it would be criminal aggression,&quot; and

then inaugurated a barefaced war of conquest; when he
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proclaimed it to be our &quot;plain duty&quot; to grant to Porto

Rico free trade with the United States, and then used the

influence of the Executive office to put through Congress
a tariff upon our commerce with that island; when he

again and again asseverated his devotion to civil service

reform and then dealt the merit system the most vicious

blow it had ever received, and so on, and so on I was,

like many others, very much grieved, but I was not greatly

surprised.

TO EDWIN BURRITT SMITH

NEW YORK, Jan. 17, 1901.

Thanks for your letter of the I4th and the brief and

reply argument of Mr. Aldrich, which I received this

morning. I shall read it as soon as possible. The effect

of General Harrison s Ann Arbor speech [expressing anti-

imperialistic ideas] has been excellent. It has set a good

many people to thinking, who were not inclined to think

before. I shall not be at all surprised, however, if the

Surpeme Court should decide the cases before them on

some comparatively unimportant technical points and

thus avoid the great issue. In any event we must con

tinue to struggle.

I do not agree with our friends in Boston that we as

anti-imperialists should issue an address to the people now

&quot;showing that we are still in the fight.&quot; Of course we

are, and nobody doubts it. But since the fight is now

being carried on by prominent Republicans with great

energy and effectiveness, would it not be very poor policy

on our part to step forward and divert public attention

from them? If we are wise we shall at present let well

enough alone, at least so long as the Republican opponents
of the imperialistic policy are doing the best that can be

done under present circumstances.
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I am very glad you did not attend the Bryan dinner.

Whatever good qualities Bryan may possess, I have always
considered him the evil genius of the anti-imperialistic

cause. To vote for him was the most distasteful thing I

ever did
;
and I did it, not as if I had believed in the possi

bility of his election, but because I wanted to make on my
part the strongest imaginable protest against the policy of

the [McKinley] Administration.

It now seems probable that the Democrats of a good

many States will try to shake off the incubus of the Bryan

dictatorship by adopting platforms in their State conven

tions repudiating, directly or indirectly, the obnoxious

features of the Kansas City platform. It is highly desira

ble that this process of deliverance should go on as rapidly

and should be encouraged as much as possible. Nothing,
it seems to me, could be more unwise for the anti-im

perialists to do than to identify themselves with Bryan
in any manner under such circumstances.

TO M. W. DILLON

NEW YORK, Oct. 30, 1901.

The slip from the Daily News which you have shown me,
contains a gross and wicked misrepresentation of what I

said in my recent speech delivered in Cooper Union. I

am quoted as saying :

&quot;The bands of brigands in the mountains of Italy, of

fering prayers of thanksgiving to the Virgin Mary after a

successful loot, are as much a part of the Catholic Church

as Tammany Hall is a part of the Democratic party.
&quot;

I was arguing that Tammany Hall could NOT rightfully

be called a part of the Democratic party. I illustrated

this by adding: &quot;The brigands of the Abbraggi, offering

thanksgiving to the Virgin Mary after a successful loot,

are just AS LITTLE a part of the Catholic Church as Tarn-
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many Hall is a part of the Democratic party.&quot; This

was the very point of the argument. What I said was

therefore not only not a slur upon the Catholic Church,
which I would not think of being guilty of; but on the

contrary, it was a compliment to the Catholic Church, for

I distinctly scouted and repudiated the idea that the

brigands of the Abbraggi could be considered a part of the

Church. No candid person will read that part of my
speech without seeing this at once.

TO EDWARD M. SHEPARD

1 6 EAST 64TH ST., Nov. 4, 1901.

I cannot tell you how glad I am that the campaign is

over. 1 While I had to follow my view of the public in

terest, I opposed you with a bleeding heart; and when I

say this, I hope you will not take it as a mere empty fig

ure of speech. I wish you to understand that my warm
affection for you issues from this contest undiminished,

and I trust that we shall remain friends as before. I write

this before the result of the elected, is decided. It goes
without saying that, if you are elected, my ardent wishes

go with you for your success in the discharge of the awful

responsibilities with which your peculiar situation will

burden you.
If you should be defeated which, at any rate, is among

the possibilities let it not dishearten you. I do not be

lieve, with Mr. Hewitt, that a defeat would &quot;end your

political life.&quot; The political life of a public man of

character and ability is never ended so long as he is true

to his best self and willing to serve the country, and has

something to say worth listening to.

But in case of your defeat you would, I think, even

1 Mr. Shepard had been the Tammany candidate for Mayor of New York

City.
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shorten the temporary eclipse by acting upon a suggestion

which, I have no doubt, you will pardon your old friend

for making. It is that you should at once write a letter

to Mr. Low to tell him that you know his and your aims as

to what the city government should be and do, to be the

same, and that if in the course of his administration he

should wish your aid and assistance, you would be most

happy to render, in your capacity of a private citizen,

whatever service you might be given an opportunity for.

Such a declaration, put forth in your strongest and most

cordial tones, would, I am sure, go very far to restore your

proper relations with those of your friends who may have

become somewhat estranged from you.
But my suggestion may be quite superfluous, as in the

supposed case you would probably have done of your own
motion the thing suggested.

In any event, believe me as ever faithfully your old

friend. *

TO WILLIAM VOCKE

NEW YORK, Dec. 5, 1901.

I regret I cannot be present at the meeting
2 to which

you invite me and must ask you to be content with a few

1 Their cordial relations increased rather than decreased, as is shown by
the following letter:

44 PIERREPONT ST., BROOKLYN, March 16, 1904.

Dear Mr. Schurz: If I am belated, I am none the less earnest, in sending

you my admiring and affectionate greetings for your birthday. You ought
to have a vast fund of happiness in the knowledge of all you have done, and

are doing, and are yet to do, in making better and nobler, and more prosper

ous too, the lives of your fellow-men.

You are, I hear, off for an outing. Do not, I beg, reduce its helpfulness

by answering this note, for I know already what you would write, but

believe me always and

Most faithfully yours,

EDWARD M. SHEPARD.
2 A pro-Boer mass-meeting in Chicago, Dec. 8, 1901.
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words in writing. I am not an Anglophobe. On the

contrary, I have always gratefully appreciated and ad

mired the great things achieved by the English people
for liberty and civilization. All the more do I deprecate
and deplore, not only for the sake of the suffering victims

of their power, but also for the sake of the English people

themselves, the evil deeds with which the British Govern

ment is at present defying the judgment of mankind.

I shall not go into the history of the Boer war, but con

fine myself to what we now see before us. When the

Spanish General Weyler cooped up the families of the

insurgent Cubans in his reconcentrado camps and sub

jected them to indescribable miseries, a wave of hot

indignation swept over our country at what we called a

barbarous atrocity. When we now see the British engaged
in inflicting like miseries upon the old men and the women
and children of the Boers in a manner even more cruel

and with results even more dreadful and revolting can

we, as just and humane men, call this by any other name?
We are told that the Boers in general are less civilized

than many other people. Is that a justification of their

treatment? The same might have been said of the Swiss

when in olden times those rude mountaineers, the Boers

of the Alps, valiantly defended their liberty and inde

pendence on the bloody fields of Morgarten, Sempach,
Granson and Murten, against the superior civilization of

Austria and Burgundy. But the world has long been

agreed to call them heroes and to celebrate their deeds

in legend and song. What is, morally, the difference be

tween the heroic Swiss of old and the struggling Boers of

to-day who are writhing under the heel of an oppressive
and overwhelming Power?

But we are asked : &quot;What are you going to do about it?
&quot;

Whatever speaking from the point of view of inter

national policy whatever we may be unable or unwilling
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to do, one thing, at least, we certainly may do. We may
give voice to our sense of justice and our human sym
pathies. We may help in manifesting the judgment of

civilized mankind upon what is going on so that those

responsible for what is being done in South Africa as well

as their apologists may understand it. They should be

made to know that not only habitual adversaries of

England but many of her friends who gladly testify to the

true glories of her history, who want their own Govern

ments to maintain with her relations of peace and hearty

good-will, and who wish her the fullest measure of happi
ness and prosperity in all things righteous, witness with

shame and abhorrence this spectacle of a great Power that

claims to stand in the foremost rank of civilized and

liberty-loving nations, slaughtering a little people, men,
women and children, because they do what the best in the

history of the world have done : hold fast with indomitable

spirit to their national independence, and struggle on for

the free possession of their homes.

I am one of those who heartily rejoiced at the subsidence

in this country of the old and more or less unreasoning

prejudice against England, and I have often publicly said

so. I witnessed with sincerest satisfaction the disap

pearance from our popular oratory of the cheap trick of

&quot;twisting the British lion s tail,
&quot; and I hailed with joy the

growth of a real friendship between the two nations. But

Englishmen should not indulge in any delusion about this :

deep down in their hearts the great masses of the Ameri
can people cherish a profound sympathy for the Boers in

their struggles and sufferings. What they condemned
when done by the Spaniard in Cuba, they do not approve
when done by the British in South Africa. And if there

be anything apt to revive the old anti-British feeling in

this Republic, it is the terrible spectacle presented by the

Boer war.
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TO CHAS. FRANCIS ADAMS, JR.

16 EAST 64TH ST., NEW YORK CITY, Feb. 3, 1902.

... I have read not only the pages relating to Sumner
but the whole of your address 1 with the keenest interest

and appreciation. Let me first give you a general impres
sion. The unsophisticated reader having gone through your

presentation of the conduct of England during our civil

war a presentation as strong as it is truthful will be

apt, when reading your account of the diplomatic nego
tiations leading to the Treaty of Washington, to conclude

that those negotiations were carried on for the special

purpose of helping England out of a hole dug by her own

greed and ill-will towards this Republic, and that England
was finally let off on terms altogether too easy.

As to Sumner, I find that a certain tone of contempt
has crept into what you say of his character and abilities

which you have probably not intended. His ideas with

regard to the British neutrality-proclamation and, later,

with regard to the
&quot;

hemispheric flag-withdrawal&quot; were

at the time shared, the first by pretty much everybody
connected with the Government and substantially by the

whole North, and the second for some time by the Adminis

tration itself. To be sure, you say that yourself. But
an impression is left as if he had been the main instigator

of those notions, and as if he had been principally re

sponsible for them. He was, indeed, stronger in his ex

pressions than others, and he expressed only what a great

many others thought, and what they would have thought
had he not spoken.

His breach with Grant, as it stands very distinctly in

my recollection, was caused by his refusal to [approve] the

San Domingo business, as to which Sumner, as I think, was

1 The Treaty of Washington, delivered before the N. Y. Hist. Society,

Nov. 19, 1901; and published in Lee at Appomattox and Other Papers.
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altogether right. I remember the debates that took place
in the Foreign Relations Committee and in the executive

sessions of the Senate. In these debates Sumner was
at first entirely respectful to Grant. But Grant insisted

that Sumner, at the interview in Sumner s house, had

promised to support the San Domingo treaty and then

&quot;broken his word.&quot; This was a gross misapprehension
on the part of Grant, who had simply so misconstrued

Sumner s polite expression of generally friendly feeling.

I know this, because Sumner told me every word of the

conversation the very next day, and he certainly did not

lie. Then came no end of title-tattle and tale-bearing

by persons who sought to ingratiate themselves with

Grant, whose sharp sayings about Sumner s
&quot;

treachery&quot;

and what not were also intentionally circulated. Sumner s

personal attack on Grant was of a much later date.

Nothing could be more unjust than to hold him respon
sible for that quarrel, the origin of which consisted in

nothing but Sumner s perfectly legitimate and for a con

siderable time certainly respectful opposition to Grant s

San Domingo scheme. I remember distinctly that in the

Foreign Relations Committee Sumner did not even lead

that opposition. During several sessions of that Commit
tee when those matters were under discussion, he main
tained as Chairman presiding over the debate an entirely

neutral attitude, giving his own opinion only after every
other member had had abundant time for consideration

and opportunity for expressing himself. In fact, Sumner
was so reticent that I became somewhat impatient at his

long silence.

His rupture with Fish became final only after the pub
lication of Fish s assault upon him in the dispatch which

you have mentioned. And I think Sumner was perfectly

right in feeling outraged at this brutal attack upon him
in a piece of diplomatic correspondence, and at the man-
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ner in which it was spread before the world. I do

not know whether such treatment of a Senator by a Secre

tary of State has any precedent in our history. I doubt

it. That this occurrence made further personal inter

course between the Secretary and the Senator impossi

ble, is quite natural. Without it they might probably
have gone on conferring, however widely disagreeing.

Certainly, the rupture cannot with justice be altogether

charged to Sumner s account. On the contrary, the

provocation coming from the other side might have ruf

fled a temper less sensitive than his.

About the Treaty of Washington I had many confiden

tial exchanges of opinion with him. He deplored that it

had fallen short of what he called &quot;the ideal solution &quot;-

a solution which had been seriously contemplated by the

Administration likewise. But when the treaty had be

come an accomplished fact, only requiring confirmation

by the Senate, he supported it for the good things it con

tained not because he was flattered and cajoled by the

British members of the High Commission, nor because he

felt himself
&quot;

shorn of his power&quot; which, in fact, he was
not nearly as much as you seem to suppose. I think you
are mistaken if you believe that Sumner could not have

got votes enough in the Senate to defeat the treaty if he

had really wished to do so. His power in that body was

still very great on such questions, in spite of his removal

from his chairmanship ;
and by a presentation of the case

just such as you have given in the first part of your address

he might have carried more than one-third of the votes

in the Senate, as well as public sentiment throughout the

country, which at that period was still very far from

friendly to England owing to her well-remembered con

duct during our civil war.

But it was Sumner who actually led the debate in favor

of the treaty in the executive sessions of the Senate; and
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he did this upon the highest order of motives, as I know
from my frequent conversations with him at the time. I

think I am well warranted in affirming that he was the

only man there who had much of real weight to say.

I have already expressed to you my dissent from your

opinion that the Administration is always entitled to have

a Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, and especially

its Chairman, in harmony with its views and purposes.

The San Domingo treaty made by an aide-de-camp of

Grant, a treaty to which even the Secretary of State was

at heart opposed, is a case in point. Should the Chairman

of the Committee have been removed because he was

opposed to that treaty ? Should the present Chairman be

removed if he were opposed to any of the reciprocity

treaties now hanging in the Senate? Should that Chair

man understand that he would rightfully forfeit his place

if he dared to oppose any treaty sent into the Senate by
the Administration? Would not that be a state of things

utterly obnoxious to our Constitutional scheme of govern
ment? What would thus become of the Senate as an

independent factor in the treaty-making function?

It was at the time asserted that Sumner had to be

removed because he had ceased to be on speaking terms

with the Secretary of State. If that in itself were a suffi

cient cause for such a removal, any Secretary of State

might bring about the removal of any Chairman of the

Foreign Relations Committee simply by offending him so

as to make further personal intercourse impossible. As
a general rule this certainly cannot hold.

As you ask me especially to give you my opinion of

your treatment of Sumner, I must repeat what I said at

the beginning : that treatment savors of a sort of contempt
which you probably, I may say certainly, did not intend

to put into it. The reader will be apt to receive the im

pression that in your view Sumner was a rhetorician full
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of inordinate egotism and vanity, inclined to make a fool

of himself, and absolutely intolerant of dissent from his

extravagant notions. This surely is not the picture you
meant to draw. But with such quotations as that of

what Richard H. Dana once said, in an irritated state of

mind, and of many things you say yourself, it does convey

something like that impression; and this impression is

but little modified by what you drop in by way of dis

claimers. Sumner has been much misjudged by those

who did not intimately know him and who formed their

opinions of him mainly from hearsay. I did know him

intimately. I knew his weak as well as his strong points.

I did not win his friendship by &quot;deference.&quot; We dis

agreed on things which he had very much at heart, for in

stance his civil rights bill. But this did not at all disturb

our warm and confidential relations. I was in daily inter

course with him during the critical period you describe.

I witnessed in him the working of motives deserving the

highest respect, and I must confess, it touches me some

what painfully when I find them called in question.

I also was well acquainted with the character and

the doings of the White-House-crew of that time, which

pursued Sumner and which likewise drove out of the

Cabinet its best members Hoar, Cox and Jewell and

came very near making Fish himself resign from sheer

disgust.

Pardon the frankness of my criticisms. I have spoken
without concealment because I thought that was what you
desired.

P. S. I will not detain this letter any longer, and send

it off without having copied it. Will you do me the favor

of having a copy made by your typewriter, and of sending
it to me? You will oblige me. I expect to use it in writ

ing my memoirs.
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FROM CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, JR.

BOSTON, Feb. 7, 1902.

Thanks for your favor of the 3d, which has reached me at

just the right time. I am even now engaged in putting the

address you refer to through the press, as part of a volume.

I am greatly obliged to you for calling my attention so

frankly to the more important point touched upon in your let

ter. If my statement in regard to Sumner left the impression
of &quot;contempt,&quot; or dislike, upon your mind, it certainly con

veyed something wholly apart from my design. It is, however,

very difficult, in dealing with the foibles of a public man, to do

it in such a way as not to give prominence to that part of your

[one s] portrayal. Sumner s foibles were very pronounced.
I came in forcible contact with them more than once in dealing

with him myself ;
and my father and mother came in such very

forcible contact with them as to sever their relations [with him].

From personal experience, I think there was great truth in

George William Curtis s incisive remark, that, with Sumner,
difference of opinion, on a question in which he was deeply

interested, assumed in his mind the aspect of moral turpitude.

This it was which led to his break withmy father. He actually

had the impertinence gravely to inform my mother one day
that he believed

&quot; Mr. Adams meant to be honest.
&quot;

I imagine
he was infinitely surprised when he was practically thereupon
turned out of the house. Certainly, he never entered it again.

It was exactly the same in his treatment of Dr. Palfrey.

It was the same in his relations with Dana.

Now, as respects General Grant, I believe that, owing to

these foibles, as we will call them, on Sumner s part, the

antagonism between them was radical. It would have broken

out at any time when they chanced to be brought together in

close contact. The two men were by nature different, and a

clash was inevitable.

It was not so with Fish. If I understand Fish s character

correctly, he had a good deal of that Dutch element in him
which is now cropping out so strongly in South Africa. He was

a quiet and easy-going man; but, when aroused, by being, as he
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thought, &quot;put upon,&quot; he became very formidable. Neither

was it possible to placate him.

This play of character in Grant, Fish, Sumner and Motley,
I found immensely interesting in the preparation ofmy address.

It was the thing which gave life and individuality to it. Mean
while, I certainly had no thought of leaving the impression of

a feeling of &quot;contempt&quot; for Sumner. His foibles were more

pronounced than those of any other one of the quartette,

unless, perchance, Motley. Motley, however, was a much less

interesting character. He cut no considerable figure.

I shall, however, in passing the paper through the press now

enlarge and qualify in such a way as to remove, if possible,

the impression to which you refer. It is not easy; but I admit

at once it should be done.

As to the matter of the chairmanship of the Senate Com
mittee on Foreign Affairs, and the propriety of the occupant
thereof being in accord with the Administration, we do not

in reality disagree. It is always easy to state an extreme case.

You do it in this instance. Of course, a reasonable difference

of opinion is always permissible, and especially in such a case

as that in question, between members of the same party.

They may occasionally disagree on matters of even first-class

moment, and yet that afford no sufficient ground for a change.

Therefore, when you speak as you do in your letter, I merely

say that those are ordinary cases, not to be taken into con

sideration. They arise under all conditions.

Meanwhile, I will suggest an extreme case on the other side,

and you will at once agree with me. Supposing the Chairman
of that Committee was not on speaking terms with either the

President or Secretary. Though belonging to the same party,

he had a personal feeling, resulting, perhaps, from his being a

rival candidate for the Presidency, which led him to desire to

thwart the Administration policy at every point, and that he

lost no occasion for denouncing it. Matters of foreign policy

of the first importance were then sent by the Department of

State to the Senate, and there immediately pigeonholed, or

so amended as to defeat the purpose for which they were

designed. All this is supposable.
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Surely, you do not mean to imply that, under such circum

stances, if the supporters of the Administration controlled a

majority in the Senate, the President could not properly urge
on his friends that the Committee in question be so changed as

to admit of public business being transacted, and to cause

the Administration to have a fair chance to carry out a policy I

The correct rule, of course, lies midway between extremes.

It is, as I take it, that, in this particular case above all others,

the Administration has a right to ask of its friends, when in

control of the Senate, that the Committee in question shall be

so constituted as to enable relations consistent with the rea

sonable transaction of business to exist between the President,

the Secretary of State and the Chairman of the Committee, to

the end that, on crucial questions of policy at least, public
interests may not be prejudiced, and the Administration may
have a fair show.

I am confident you will concur in this proposition. The al

ternative is obvious. Public business could not be carried on.

Meanwhile, so far as Sumner is concerned, if he had not been

deposed just when he was, the country would have witnessed

the extraordinary spectacle of the Chairman of the Committee
in question openly going over to the opposition in face of a

Senate friendly to the Administration. The case would then

have become clear. In any event Sumner was not entitled

to be at the head of the Committee after the election of 1872.

He had joined the opposition. He belonged, not below the

gangway, but on the other side of the House.

He had practically done this at the time he was deposed;
and the fact was notorious.

In accordance with your request, I return you a type
written copy of your letter.

TO J. G. SCHURMAN

NEW YORK, May 8, 1902.

Accept my sincere thanks for the kind sentiments

expressed in your letter of the 3d. Be assured, I appreci-
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ate them very highly. All the more do I deplore your

unwillingness to serve as a member of the committee of

which Mr. Charles Francis Adams is the chairman. x

I am probably not wrong in supposing the main reason

for your refusal to be that we should trust President

Roosevelt s determination to have a full and unsparing

inquiry, and that therefore investigations by private and

voluntary agencies are superfluous and will not bring forth

results of value.

Now, the committee has not at all been instituted for

the purpose of impeaching President Roosevelt s sincerity,

or upon the assumption that he will not honestly try to

accomplish the proclaimed object. On the contrary, it

will rather stand by him and help his efforts. There is

reason for supposing that the President has not been

well served by his subordinates and that many important

things have for a long time been withheld from his know

ledge which he ought to have known
;
and it is very prob

able that those who thus have misled him in the past,

will, for their own salvation, try to do so in the future.

It is a fact, of which I have the best evidence in my
hands, that of the things which have startled the country,

not a few have actually been brought out by those voluntary

private agencies which you seem to consider unnecessary
and valueless. Without those agencies the members of

the Senate Investigating Committee, who really want to

investigate, would have groped about in the dark, and

those members will declare to you to-day that the services

thus rendered are &quot;inestimable.&quot; The President in pur
suit of the real truth may have occasion to say the same

1 The purpose of this committee of anti-imperialists was to bring about

a thorough official investigation of the alleged cruelties and barbarities

especially such as the &quot;water-cure&quot; torture and &quot;taking no prisoners&quot;

(killing all the vanquished) believed to have been practised by our

soldiers. See Schurz to Carnegie, Aug. 2, 1902.

VOL. vi. 19
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thing. He is, indeed, in great danger of becoming in

volved in the concealments and falsifications of unscru

pulous friends.

To me this work is at this time exceedingly unwelcome.

I am old and sometimes feel tired. I wish to devote the

rest of my days and of my working strength to the writing
ofmy memoirs, and Iam impatient at anything that diverts

me from that task. But this is a great and solemn crisis.

It calls with a stern and irresistible voice. Recent events

have touched me perhaps more keenly than they have

touched others. Can you imagine the feelings of a man
who all his life has struggled for human liberty and popu
lar government, who for that reason had to flee from his

native country, who believed he had found what he sought
in this Republic, and thus came to love this Republic even

more than the land of his birth, and who at last, at the

close of his life, sees that beloved Republic in the clutches

of sinister powers which seduce and betray it into an

abandonment of its most sacred principles and traditions

and push it into policies and practices even worse than

those which once he had to flee from?

In such a crisis, I think, we have to do what service we
can. The first thing necessary is that we should discover

the truth and let the people know it. I cannot give up the

hope that when the American people know the truth, they
will do what is right and vindicate the true principles and

the character of the Republic. To make them know and

mind the truth, no effort should be spared.

I am not the leader in this committee business. Mr.

Adams conceived the plan and he stands at the head of

it as the moving spirit. As you are aware, he is not a

reckless enthusiast but rather a very conservative and

cautious man. We may be sure that under his guidance

nothing rash or sensational will be done. The committee

will steadily keep its object in view and serve it in a quiet,
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unostentatious and non-partisan way. I said that I

greatly deplore your unwillingness to be with us, and I

venture to hope that you will still reconsider your decision.

If circumstances prevent you from giving time and labor

to the work, you might at least aid it with the weight of

your name and outspoken sympathy. This would be all

the more important as your most excellent writings on the

subject have recently attracted so much richly deserved

attention.

Pardon my urgency and believe me

Very sincerely yours.

FROM CHARLES F. HOWELL

NEW YORK, May 24, 1902.

We will be greatly obliged if you would favor us with a word
or two of advice to college men on the eve of graduation. We
reach 100,000 of them; and propose publishing, in our forth

coming commencement issue, brief sentiments of help and

suggestion from men who have themselves won name and

place. Ten words will answer, if more are unavailable. We
feel that much inspiration and genuine assistance may thus

be rendered these young men at so critical a juncture of their

lives.

In compliance, Mr. SCHURZ wrote the following sentences:

Learn to understand and develop the practical workings
of society. But, while doing so, never lose sight of the

ideals of liberty, right and justice, which must inspire

and guide our national life in all its phases, to give it

high purpose and true dignity. Be practical men, but

never be afraid to be called idealists.
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TO ANDREW CARNEGIE

BOLTON LANDING, LAKE GEORGE, N. Y.,

Aug. 2, 1902.

You may have noticed that a part of the imperialistic

press, especially the New York Times, has received our

open letter to President Roosevelt with frantic outcries

of rage. This should not astonish us, as the Times has

frequently proved itself somewhat insane on this subject ;

you may perhaps remember that it once denounced your

suggestion that you were willing to pay the $20,000,000

the Philippines cost us in purchase money, out of your
own pocket, as a

&quot;

wicked&quot; proposition. But it would be

deplorable if its present vociferations in any way repre

sented the temper of the Administration.

I have a letter from Mr. Oswald Villard of the Evening
Post in which he says:

&quot; Mr. Carnegie has written Horace

White that he has received a letter from President Roose

velt in which Roosevelt, he says, is all right on the Philip

pine question.&quot; I heard something similar from Senator

Hoar who wrote me two months ago that President

Roosevelt had told him he agreed with him (Hoar) but

he could not make any declaration as to the future inde

pendence of the Philippines now because Governor Taft

was opposed to it, believing that it would stir up unruly
ambitions among the natives, etc., which perhaps it

would, but it would do that always, and, consequently,

independence ought then never to be promised.

Now, if President Roosevelt really means that the

Philippines should ultimately have their independence
and we must believe him when he says so then, it seems

to me, the reasons why he should openly and promptly

proclaim his faith, infinitely outweigh in importance the

reasons which Governor Taft gives for a policy of delay

and uncertainty, even if we admit these to be well founded.

Of course I recognize the fact that the President alone
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cannot give or even promise the Philippines independence.

But what he might do is to declare that he is in favor of

independence, and that he will as soon as possible send a

message to Congress recommending that Congress pass

a joint resolution or an act embodying the explicit pledge

that the Philippines shall be treated substantially as Cuba
has been treated.

Such a public declaration would undoubtedly have the

following effects :

1. It would be received by a large majority of the

American people, and even a large majority of the Repub
lican party, with a sense of relief, indeed with profound

satisfaction; for it is certain that the people at large are

heartily tired of the Philippine business and wish to be rid

of it. Indeed, Senator Hoar wrote me, a considerable

number of Republican Senators had privately confessed to

him that they regretted very much to have voted for the

ratification of the treaty of Paris.

2. It would at once and altogether take the Philippine

question out of politics, which would be a great blessing.

3. It would and it is perhaps the only thing that

would take the sting out of the disgrace that has been

brought upon the country by the barbarous cruelties that

have happened on our side in the Philippine war. The

importance of this point cannot be exaggerated. Only
think of it : In the name of the United States, of the Re

public sprung from the Declaration of Independence, the

Republic of Washington and Lincoln, atrocities have been

committed which remind one of Djenquis Khan and

Tamerlane; torture has been used to extort testimony

just as it was done by the Spanish Inquisition; a system
of &quot;concentration&quot; has been carried on quite like that of

General Weyler s, one of the things which, as we want the

world to understand, drove us into the war against Spain.

Whenever the Turkish Sultan again indulges himself in
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&quot; Armenian atrocities/ or the Czar of Russia again
&quot;establishes order in Warsaw,&quot; they can fall back upon
the precedents made by this great Republic and quote it

as their justifying example. Thus we have turned back

the clock of civilization by centuries. And, to aggra
vate it all, we have done this, as the case now stands, in

furtherance of a policy of conquest.

It is useless to try to minimize these things. New
evidence of such barbarities is constantly cropping out as

officers and soldiers come back from the Philippines.

Much of it is in our possession in a more or less available

shape, and the case gains a blacker aspect every day.

It is worse than useless to try to conceal, or excuse, or

even justify those things, for this can only serve to add to

the charge of barbarity the charge of hypocrisy or moral

callousness. By the way, I doubt whether the President

has with regard to the knowledge and appreciation of those

occurrences been faithfully served by his subordinates

and advisers.

Now, this Republic can be relieved of the awful burden

of this disgrace only by a solemn and emphatic repudiation

of the barbarities, by our Government, or, in default

thereof, by a solemn and emphatic repudiation of them

by the people in the National elections.

The necessity of the second method would be alto

gether deplorable, and the first method therefore greatly

preferable.

President Roosevelt has already done something in that

line. His action in the case of General Smith was most

praiseworthy. Indeed, in that case he did all he could.

Some other malefactors have been punished. But, after

all, the punishments meted out by the military courts for

offenses of such a character were so light as to be almost

farcical. If we are, or appear to be, satisfied with them,

it would indicate that as a Nation we regard the killing of
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people and the devastation of a country, and the practice

of torture as mere peccadillos offenses more venial than

the stealing of a loaf of bread by a beggar.

That the President is not pleased with those sentences

I can readily believe. And I fear he has not much reason

to be satisfied with the manner in which his promise of

a thorough and merciless investigation and exposure of

abuses is carried out by his subordinates. He can remedy
this, however, by putting a different spirit into those

proceedings, although he may have to do so by a change
of instruments.

But he certainly can do a greater thing than even that.

He can, by making the public declaration suggested,

initiate a policy which would show that whatever may
have been done in the Philippines, was not done to serve

the ends of a selfish war of conquest a policy substantially

proclaiming to the world that this Republic repudiates
the idea of deriving any selfish profit from what has been

done in the Philippines. That would go farther than

anything else to wash the dreadful stain from our National

honor.

And if President Roosevelt makes such a declaration,

and makes it in the name of the great fundamental prin

ciples of this Republic, it will place his name, as -that of

the restorer of those principles, immediately in line with

those of Washington and Lincoln.

It is a wonderful opportunity that thus presents itself

to him. But to secure the full benefit of it he should act

soon, in the course of this campaign, while he can act with

full freedom. If he waits, and the Congressional elections

should go against the Republicans which at any rate is

not altogether impossible he would, making the same

declaration, appear to act under a certain compulsion.

Now, do you not think that the reasons I have given
here in favor of such a step, greatly outweigh in importance
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the reasons given by Governor Taft in opposition to

it?

As you are in correspondence with President Roosevelt,

I may assume that you have his ear. He will listen to

you. Would you not make a suggestion to him, an

impressive one, in the direction here indicated? You

might thereby possibly render a great service to our

dear adopted country; and I may say that the natives

do not know how dear that country is to adopted citizens

like you and me dearer, perhaps, than to themselves.

As Mr. Adams has informed you, the task has been

imposed upon me of making a final and comprehensive

report upon the Philippine business. It is a hateful task.

I am dreadfully tired of faultfinding, and my heart longs

for something great to praise. But if things remain in

the present state I shall again have to do the hard duty.

I hope you are enjoying your summer. I am sure you
are. What a handsome thing you did in giving Lord

Acton s library to John Morley ! You are indeed a happy
man.

FRANZ SIGEL 1

The coffin around which we are assembled awakens

great memories. I stand here as one of the few surviving

contemporaries of our departed friend a brother in arms

of two wars, both wars for high ideals of human rights and

liberty. The one was the insurrectionary war in the old

Fatherland for national unity and popular government.
It is a sad degeneracy of sentiment which of late has

accustomed itself scornfully to scoff at that period of the
&quot;

springtime of peoples&quot; as it was then justly called. The

many thousands who then were willing to sacrifice their

lives for a great cause certainly need not be ashamed of

1 Remarks at the funeral services in Melrose Hall, New York City, Aug.

24, 1902.
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their idealism, even if they did succumb in the struggle.

It has been our fate a not uncommon fate to see the

seed sown by us bloom and ripen otherwise than we had

hoped. The unprejudiced know full well and recognize

the fact, that without the national spirit awakened by the

commotions of 1848, the great national development which

later created the great German Empire would not have

been possible.

Thus have many things for which we then strove, al

though in unforeseen fashion, since become realities; and

many others, still more nearly approaching our ideals, will

doubtless become realities in the future. Truly, the men
of 1848, who fought for high ends, have not fought in vain.

And among those fighters I saw it is now fifty-three

years since Franz Sigel as one of the leaders on the field.

He was in the very bloom of youth. His liberal senti

ments had driven him to abandon his lieutenant s place

in the regular army, and with all the ardor of his nature he

had thrown himself into the movement for national unity
and free government. In spite of his youth his recognized

military ability soon lifted him to high places of command
and even to the highest, when all hope of victory was

gone. With the most praiseworthy self-sacrifice he under

took to lead his hopeless battalions, pressed on all sides

by the victorious enemy, to a place of security on foreign

soil
;
and the defeat of his cause left to him the name of a

faithful, brave and uncommonly able soldier.

One of the German Forty-eighters, he came to America,
not merely to seek for himself as a fugitive a place of

refuge, but also because, with many others, he hoped to

find here the realization of the ideals which in the old

world had inspired him to fight for nationality and free

dom. But few years elapsed when the peril of the Repub
lic, brought on by the secession of the slave States, again

put the sword in his hand. And that sword he wielded
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again for National existence and human rights, this time

in his new fatherland.

He was one of the foremost of those who in the critical

days of 1861 with Frank Blair and Nathaniel Lyon and the

patriotic German-Americans of St. Louis rendered the

Republic the inestimable service of saving by a bold

stroke that city and the State of Missouri to the Union.

And then he went from campaign to campaign, from

battlefield to battlefield, rising in rank and renown, until

the winged word &quot;fighting with Sigel&quot; became the warcry
of many thousands.

And now, under the burden of old age, the grizzled hero

has sunk into his grave. The world has not always been

just to him under the confusing influence of jealous

ambitions. But impartial history will not fail to place

his name among the most patriotic and most meritorious

defenders of the country. To his glory be it said, he

lifted his sword only for the cause of high ideals. It has

been my fortune, as one of his subordinates, to see him

under the thunder of cannon and in the rain of bullets,

with the fire of battle in his eye, but also with the calm

gaze of the leader. I have heard the enthusiastic shouts

with which his men greeted him on the bloody field. And
now I am here, an old friend and brother-in-arms, to lay

with you the laurel upon the bier of my old general.

His name will forever fill a most honorable place in the

history of the Republic the pride of his German-Ameri

can compatriots, and a shining example of American

citizenship in arms.

TO WHEELER H. PECKHAM

Jan. 23, 1903.

I thank you most sincerely for your kind invitation

giving me the privilege of joining you in doing honor to

Abram S. Hewitt s memory.
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He was a rare man, of whom it can be said that the story
of his life, truthfully told, will be a eulogy, and whose

death causes a void very hard to fill.

He was a true statesman, a statesman of thought and

knowledge and effective energy, of conviction in legis

lative, as well as in executive place, a pillar of public

integrity and honor, and a builder of good government.
His political ambition reached not merely for distin

guished position, but for opportunity to render useful

service. He strove not merely to be something, but to do

something.
He was a democrat, believing in the people, and, like

Lincoln, in government of, for and by the people. But
he never flattered the multitude; neither was he afraid

of it.

He would rather be right than be popular. The in

stinctive dignity of his manhood would never stoop to the

mean arts of hypocrisy.

He was a party man, but never a party slave. His

supreme allegiance was always to the public good. He
had the outspoken courage rather to see his party defeated

than the public good suffer.

He was a leader, but such a leader as democracies

most need a leader of opinion, not a mere captain of

organization.

Whether impulsive or calmly matured, whether right

or wrong, his opinions were his own. They were always
so transparently honest and buttressed with reasoning

so thoughtful and a character so high that sincere men
would differ from his conclusions not only with profound

respect for him, but not seldom with mistrust of their own

judgment.
His peculiar usefulness on the field of public affairs was

that of a practical business man endowed with the philo

sophic spirit capable of grasping the relation of small to
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great things, and the bearing of general principles upon
facts.

He was a philanthropist of unbounded generosity and

discriminating judgment, giving not only his treasure, but

his active care to the objects of his benevolence, and wisely

intent upon helping them to help themselves. Uncounted

thousands he served in lighting to them the lamp of know

ledge, and thus guided them on the path of fruitful work.

He was a conscientious friend of the laboring man,

although some of them would not accept his theory, for

he not only was just and kind to all employed by him,
but he also strove to defend the freedom of all of them, as

men and citizens, against what he considered the tyranny
of their own organizations.

He was a thoroughly genuine man, magnificently sincere

and free from cant; never seeking to appear what he was

not; his very foibles, errors and indiscretions springing

from a large idealism and a high-spirited, almost impatient,

zeal in serving justice and truth and the public good.

And how charmingly human he was with his vivid

enthusiasms, his quick and combative temper, his iras

cible moods and, behind all this, a soul overflowing with

warm sympathies and love of peace and good-will to all

men.

And what a great figure he was in his retirement from

public office! Indeed, our history shows no finer example
of active statesmanship in private station, as the words

uttered by that single citizen could not have commanded

higher respect and compliance if they had come from a

Senate chamber or an Executive chair.

And he enjoyed, as he deserved, the rare fortune that

to his last days in old age the light of his mind burned

with undiminished brightness, and that his counsel was

sought by his fellow-citizens with ever-increasing con

fidence.
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Thus it may be said, that when he died, his head rested

upon the pillow of universal affection and esteem, and that

the most ambitious among our people may well envy the

record of a life so splendid in devotion, usefulness and

inspiring example.

TO ERVING WINSLOW

NEW YORK, Jan. 28, 1903.

Yesterday I had a visit from Mr. Cleveland and a long
conversation on the subject of imperialism. He warmly
sympathizes with our views and will look for some fit

occasion to make a pronouncement. He wishes to put
forth a practical program &quot;that his party can stick to.&quot;

I showed him Governor Boutwell s paper which he liked

very much. We shall continue to correspond on the

subject.

This, of course, is strictly confidential. It should not be

made public that Mr. Cleveland will before long come
out with a statement. He wants to choose his own time

and a premature announcement might annoy him.

TO POMEROY BURTON 1

24 EAST 9iST ST., Feb. 5, 1903.

In response to your letter asking me to give you my
views about the possibilities of a war with Germany, I

have this to say: A war between the United States and

Germany would be so awful, so incalculable a calamity
that only the most absolute and evident necessity could

serve as an excuse for it. Not even the wildest jingo

on either side will pretend that such a necessity exists or

is in prospect. In fact, there is no real question of

difference whatever between the two countries important
1 Managing Editor, N. Y. World.
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enough to disturb their ancient friendship. A war be

tween them would therefore not only be criminal, but

idiotic an absurd atrocity, a murderous nonsense.

Even to suggest the possibility of such a war under such

circumstances and to agitate the public mind by such

suggestions is a piece of mischievous recklessness.

TO CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, JR.

24 EAST 9 IST STR., NEW YORK, Feb. 8, 1903.

Your letter of the 4th enclosing the Welsh correspond
ence is in my hands. I agree with you in the opinion
that at present our committee should remain as much as

possible in the background. I suppose you remember the

petition for the continuation of the inquiry by the Sen

ate, which had been drawn up by the Anti-Imperialist

League of this city, and which I communicated to our

committee at its last meeting here. I returned it to its

author with our criticism on its opening paragraphs. It

has been changed in accordance with that criticism and

received the signatures of a considerable number of college

presidents and professors and other people of similar

standing who had so far not been counted among the

aggressive anti-imperialists. I advised our friends here

that in my opinion our committee should not appear at all

on it. So it has been sent to Mr. Hoar to be presented to

the Senate. This, I think, is well as it is.

I have also told Mr. Fiske Warren who is active in a

movement to bring Mobini to this country that I did not

think our committee should take the lead or identify

itself with that matter, but that, if the thing was to be

done at all, a separate committee composed of men of

comparatively less conspicuous standing in this fight

should be formed for that purpose.

The public interest in the general subject seems to
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have been rising again since the publication of the reports

of Root and Taft about the state of distress in the Philip

pines. Some time ago there was a large meeting assem

bled at the Cooper Union, filling the big hall, to listen to

speeches on the condition of the Philippines by Dr. Adler,

President Schurman and Edward M. Shepard. The meet

ing was very enthusiastic and seemed to be of one mind.

There are similar reports from other parts of the country.

I have a good deal of evidence that we anti-imperialists

are to-day very much less regarded as &quot;cranks&quot; than we
were three months ago. On the whole I may say that the

cry of &quot;crank&quot; has no terror for me. I have heard it so

often in connection with the anti-slavery movement, the

civil-service-reform movement and other things, that I

am rather used to it. It may be very fierce sometimes,

but it always wears off if the cause provoking it is a good
one.

TO SETH LOW

BOLTON LANDING, LAKE GEORGE, May 25, 1903.

I am sincerely sorry I cannot attend the meeting called

to express the indignation of American citizens at the

horrible atrocities recently committed at Kischinev. I

hardly need assure you that I am heartily with you in

your purpose.

While those outrages in Russia stand preeminent in

their savage cruelty, it should not be forgotten that they

only present one of the natural upshots of a widespread
movement which in our days has put a peculiarly repulsive
blot upon our vaunted civilization.

The persecution and maltreatment of human beings on

account of their race or their religious belief is always an

offense not only unjust to the victim, but also degrading
to the offender. But the persecution and maltreatment
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of the Jews as mankind has witnessed it, and is now wit

nessing it in several countries, has been not only especially

barbarous in the ferocity of its excesses, but in a singular

degree self-debasing and cowardly in the invention of the

reasons adduced for its justification.

The Jews are accused of various offensive qualities and

dangerous propensities. If we mean to do them anything
like justice, are we not in duty bound to inquire how these

qualities and propensities, so far as they may really exist,

appear in the light of history?

For centuries the Jews were penned up in their ghettos

and otherwise forcibly shut off from the rest of humanity,
and then they were gravely accused of being clannish.

For centuries they were in most countries arbitrarily

restricted in the right to hold land and to follow various

civil callings, and then they were gravely accused of not

taking to agriculture and of preferring to trade.

For centuries they had to defend themselves against

the lawless rapacity of the powerful and against the wan

ton hostility of the multitude, being robbed and kicked

and cuffed and spit upon like outcasts having no rights and

no feelings entitled to respect ;
and then they were accused

of having become crafty and unscrupulous in taking ad

vantage of the opportunities left open to them.

For centuries and even down to our day whenever

a Jew did anything conspicuously offensive, be it in the

way of business unscrupulousness or of social ostentation,

the cry has been and is :

&quot;

Lo, behold the Jew !

&quot;

While,

when a Christian did the same thing, or even ten times

worse, nobody would cry: &quot;Lo, behold the Christian!&quot;

And now, to cap the climax, even in this age of light

and progress, and in countries boasting of their mental

and moral culture, we hear apostles of anti-Semitism,

even persons belonging to the so-called upper classes,

insist with accents of profound alarm that if the Jews be
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permitted the same rights and privileges as other people,

that despised race, forming so infinitesimal a part of the

world s population, will surely outwit us all, and rob us of

our property, and possess themselves of all the controlling

forces of society; and that, therefore, the Jews must be

shackled hand and foot with all sorts of legal disabilities,

if not exterminated, in order to save Christendom from

ignominious enslavement.

Nothing could be more absurd and at the same time

more cowardly than such reasoning and such appeals.

But it is to agitations inflamed by just this spirit that we
owe horrors like those of Kischinev, in beholding which

humanity stands aghast. These horrors are only one

more revelation of the ulterior tendency of a movement
which here and there even assumes the mask of superior

respectability. Here is the whole question again brought
before the tribunal of the conscience of mankind. May
this event serve to put in clearer light the fact that the

history of the world exhibits no more monumental record

of monstrous injustice than the persecutions inflicted

upon the Jews during so many centuries. We may then

also hope to see the other fact universally recognized that

wherever the Jewish race, with its wonderful vitality and
its remarkable productiveness of talent and energy, enjoys
the equal protection of just laws and a due appreciation
of its self-respect, it will, far from remaining a race of

aliens, furnish its full contingent of law-abiding, peaceable,

industrious, public-spirited and patriotic citizenship,

vying with the best.

TO POMEROY BURTON

BOLTON LANDING, LAKE GEORGE, N. Y.,

June 6, 1903.

I thank you for the copy of Mr. Pulitzer s
&quot;

Apprecia
tion and Apology

&quot; which you have been so kind as to send
VOL. VI. 20
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me. It is a remarkable paper, and I have read it with far

more than ordinary interest. It has a pathetic note in it

that touches the heart. To judge from the tenor of it,

its author certainly does not expect me to say that I

liked everything I read in the World, and, in retrospect,

we might perhaps agree as to the things not to be liked

while we might also agree as to the occasions on which

its editorial page rendered great service on the field of

National, State and municipal politics. Thoroughly
sound and admirably put is his definition of what is and

what is not true democratic and patriotic policy, and

there can be no doubt that a newspaper constantly devoted

to the advocacy of such principles will deserve well of the

Republic. The circumstances under which we live and

the problems we have to deal with demand nothing more

imperatively than independent journalism that is, jour

nalism honestly and fearlessly treating public questions
on their own merits.

TO CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, JR.

BOLTON LANDING, LAKE GEORGE, N. Y.,

Aug. 7, 1903.

Yesterday I had a full talk with Mr. Peabody about the

Philippine matter, and he was very favorably impressed.

Although the
&quot;

Southern Education Commission,&quot; as

he said, engaged his attention as well as his means very

much, he was inclined to contribute. He would think

the matter over a little and then let me know how far he

could go. So I may expect to hear from him very soon,

and I shall promptly advise you.

Yes, the interview with General Miles is &quot;mighty

interesting reading.&quot; It is to be hoped that all these

things will become public before long. What a &quot;truthful

Elihu&quot; Mr. Root is! Has there ever been so systematic
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an effort to deceive the American people and to conceal

from them what they have a right to know and ought to

know?
I cannot agree with you as to Judge Gray. Do you

remember the despatch he wrote from Paris in which he

said he was utterly unable to agree to the annexation

scheme, and gave the most cogent reasons for rejecting it?

And after all this he put his name to the treaty without

protest, and then to accept an appointment which looked

like and which all the world regarded as a reward for

his compliance! The man who does such a thing has a

weak spot in his character which makes him an uncertain

quantity. The assumption that he acted in a diplo

matic capacity and had to obey instructions cannot excuse

him. As a peace commissioner he had much more freedom

of action and was fully authorized to shape his conduct

according to his own honest conviction as to what was
best for his country. He failed in the great trial. If he

should be nominated, it may be good policy to support

him, but only as a choice between two evils.

TO CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, JR.

BOLTON LANDING, N. Y., Aug. 30, 1903.

This is one of the occasions on which I wish I were

rich myself, which I am not, and which I am ordinarily

glad I am not. It is a great pity Welsh is no longer on the

ground. He was very efficient in getting money, which

I am sorry to say I am not.

I enclose two newspaper clippings on the [George] Gray
case, one from the Springfield Republican, the other from

the Evening Post. I have heard the same opinions

expressed by several other respectable people. You see,

I am not the only stickler for soundness of character in
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connection with the Presidential office. When a man
speaks of something

&quot;

binding his conscience,&quot; it should

mean something.

TO CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, JR.

BOLTON LANDING, N. Y., Sept. 2, 1903.

You misapprehend me if you think that I would rather

&quot;bear the ills we have&quot; than accept Gray. The question
with me is not as between Gray and the present incum

bent, but between Gray and a better Democrat for the

nomination of course not Bryan nor Gorman.

I am sorry to conclude from your letter that you have

had losses from the floods in the West. But those who
have much can lose much without suffering. I have given

up troubling myself about money so long as I have enough
for my daily needs, which are modest. I have found this

to be the true philosophy of life.

Nov. 15, 1903.

The report on Philippine affairs written by Mr. Doherty
is the most instructive and important paper on that sub

ject I have ever read. Mr. Doherty is evidently a keen

observer and what he says bears the mark of candor and

conscientiousness. The views he opens of the manner in

which the Filipinos are treated by the constabulary are

startling in the highest degree. As you are aware, I am
a Forty-eighter. When I look back upon the things

which drove us into revolution in Germany at that period,

I can only say that they were as nothing compared with

the police-despotism to which the Filipinos are subjected

under our flag.

The observations of Mr. Doherty on the administration

of justice, on the character of the American population
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there and on the aspirations of the Filipinos as to their

future are of the highest value. I think this paper ought

by all means to be brought to the notice of President

Roosevelt. He ought to be made to read the whole of it.

There is one point on which I do not agree with Mr.

Doherty. It is his recommendation as to the plebiscitum

to be taken after the lapse of ten years. The ten years

would, in my opinion, be years of nervous unrest and sus

pense for the Filipinos, and that time would be used by the

exploiters for no end of intrigue and machination to prove
that the Filipinos are unfit for independence. What the

Philippines need is as large a measure of certainty as to

the future as can be given them, and that can be ac

complished only by a definite promise of independence
at as early a day as possible. But this does not affect

the facts of the report. Would it not be well to put Mr.

Doherty s paper into the hands of Governor Taft before

he reaches Washington? He would find in it the candid

word of a friend and perhaps some new revelations as to

the problems he has to deal with.

TO PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

24 EAST 9 IST ST., NEW YORK, Dec. 29, 1903.

According to your wish I herewith return to you Mr.

[James S.] Clarkson s letter, and I thank you sincerely for

the kind words you have written me about my paper on the

negro question.
1

They were most welcome and, I assure

you, I appreciate them very highly. Of the many letters

I have received on this occasion, yours was certainly the

most gratifying surprise. Now let us hope that my appeal

may exercise some influence on the Southern mind.

I thank you also for the explanations you have given
1 The article on &quot;Can the South Solve the Negro Problem?&quot; which

follows.
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me of your action on various subjects with regard to

which my sympathies have always been, and are now, in

point of principle on your side. You are undoubtedly

right in saying that the race question in its various phases
and effects presents a much more bewildering puzzle than

the question of capital and labor perplexing as that is

because matters of mere interest are accessible to reason

and argument, while matters of feeling inflamed by preju

dice usually are not. Therefore I deem it so important
that the campaign of education against race-antagonism
in the South should in the main be undertaken and carried

on by Southern men and women who would at once dis

arm the charge of
&quot;foreign&quot;

interference with home con

ditions which will always confront Northern advisers.

The deplorable excitement called forth by your compara

tively scanty appointments of colored persons in the South

is only an exhibition of the unreasonableness and injustice

of the race-prejudice and of the spasmodic character of

its eruptions, which we have to bear with patience in the

hope that gradually the Southern mind may be made to

open itself to a perception of the utter absurdity and

banefulness of its racial hysterics.

In your letter you refer to the fact that you have oc

casionally taken the advice of Booker Washington about

the appointment to office of colored persons. Pardon me
for remarking that, when I found at the time mention of

this fact in the newspapers, it caused me some anxiety
not as if I had feared that his advice might not be candid

and wise, which it undoubtedly was, but because I thought
that Booker Washington was so peculiarly valuable a man
and his mission so important and at the same time so

delicate that he should most carefully be kept free of all

contact with politics especially that part of politics which

has to do with patronage. Do you not think so?

Let me add that, in memory of old times, it does me
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good to speak with you on things on which we substan

tially agree, while it makes me feel more keenly the sor

rowful regret that there are other things of fundamental

importance on which we differ. But no more of this now.

I would only repeat that I thank you heartily for your
kind letter; and I say this as one whose course is nearly

run, who is retired from the activities of politics, except
that he may now and then express in print his opinion on

this or that matter of public interest, and to whom it is

the greatest pleasure to find something to praise, instead

of something to blame.

Wishing you and your family a happy new year, I am,

Sincerely yours.

CAN THE SOUTH SOLVE THE NEGRO PROBLEM? 1

In the recent public discussions of the race problem in

the United States, occasional reference has been made
to a report submitted by me to President Johnson in 1865.

At the request of the President I had visited the States

of South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and

Louisiana for the purpose of studying their condition and
of laying the results of my observations before him. It

may be profitable at the present moment to recall that

condition, inasmuch as thus some light may be shed upon
the origin and purpose of the so-called reconstruction

measures, to which the gravest of the difficulties pre

vailing in the Southern country are now attributed.

When I set out on that tour of investigation, only three

months had elapsed since the close of the civil war. The
Confederate soldiers had but recently returned to their

homes. They found those homes, wherever touched by
military operations, more or less devastated, and, in almost

every instance, in a greatly neglected if not dilapidated
1 McClure s Magazine, Jan., 1904.
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state. During the civil war the resources of the South

had wholly been devoted to the support of the Confederate

Government and its armies, and therefore, economically

speaking, wasted. The Confederate money in the hands

of the Southern people was absolutely worthless. Want
and misery stared them in the face. Their sustenance,

for the time being, depended on the crops to be raised that

summer. Until then the plantations had been cultivated

by slave labor. But the slaves had been declared free.

During the war a large number of the negroes had still

remained on the plantations doing their accustomed work.

But the complete discomfiture of the Southern armies

made the decree of emancipation effective everywhere.

Negro slavery had come to a sudden end, and thus the

whole agricultural labor system of the South, the only

labor system known and believed in by the Southern

people, was entirely upset and made inoperative.

It is not surprising that, mortified by their defeat and

chafing under the urgent necessities of their situation,

the white people of the South should have been in a

desperate state of mind a state of mind eminently

unfitted for calm and judicious reasoning, and especially

for the solution of problems calling for equanimity and

patience. But for this excited state of mind they would

perhaps at once have recognized the fact that the emanci

pation of the slaves was irrevocable, and that the only sen

sible and profitable course open to the late master class

was to accommodate themselves to the new order of things

as best they could and to set the former slaves to work as

free laborers, peaceably, in a friendly spirit, and on fair

terms. But two things stood in the way. One was a

traditional and stubborn prejudice. Wherever on my
tour of investigation I tried to discuss with Southern men
the immediate problem to be solved, which I did every

day, I was constantly met by the assertion, &quot;You cannot
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make the negro work without physical compulsion.&quot; In

the language of my report:

I heard this hundreds of times, heard it wherever I went,

heard it in nearlythe same words from so many different persons

that at last I came to the conclusion that this was the prevailing

sentiment among the Southern people. There were exceptions

to this rule, but far from enough to affect the rule. In the ac

companying documents you will find an abundance of proof in

support of this statement. There is hardly a paper relative to

the negro question annexed to this report which does not, in

some direct or indirect way, corroborate it. Unfortunately, the

disorders necessarily growing out of the transition state con

tinually furnished food for argument. I found but few people

who were willing to make due allowance for theadverse influence

of exceptional circumstances. By a large majority of those I

came in contact with, and they mostly belonged to the more

intelligent class, every irregularity that occurred was directly

charged against the system of free labor. If negroes walked

away from the plantations, it was conclusive proof of the

incorrigible instability of the negro and the impracticability

of free labor. If some individual negro violated the terms

of his contract, it proved unanswerably that no negro had or

ever would have a just conception of the binding force of a

contract, and that this system of free negro labor was bound to

be a failure. If some negroes shirked or did not perform their

task with sufficient alacrity, it was produced as irrefutable

evidence to show that physical compulsion was absolutely

indispensable to make the negro work. If negro idlers or re

fugees crawling about the towns applied to the authorities

for subsistence, it was quoted as incontestably establishing

the point that the negro was too improvident to take care of

himself and must necessarily be consigned to the care of a

master. I heard a Georgia planter argue most seriously that

one of his negroes had shown himself certainly unfit for freedom

because he impudently refused to submit to a whipping. I

frequently went into an argument with those putting forth

such general assertions, quoting instances in which negro
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laborers were working faithfully and to the entire satisfaction

of their employers, as the employers themselves informed me.

In a majority of cases the reply was that we Northern people
did not understand the negro, but that they (the Southerners)

did; that, as to the particular instances I quoted, I was prob

ably mistaken; that I had not closely investigated the cases

or had been deceived by my informants; that they knew the

negro would not work without compulsion, and that no one

could make them believe he would. Arguments like these

naturally finished such discussions. It frequently struck me
that persons who conversed about every other subject calmly
and sensibly would lose their temper as soon as the negro

question was touched.

Of course, the natural impulse of people entertaining
such sentiments, and exasperated by their immediate

necessities, was to resort to that &quot;physical compulsion&quot;

without which, in their opinion, the negro would not work.

For this they found, unfortunately, not infrequent occa

sion in the conduct of a certain number of negroes. In one

respect the behavior of the negroes immediately after

their emancipation was remarkable. It is probable that

some of them had suffered cruel punishments or other

harsh treatment while in the condition of slavery; but

not one act of vengeance on the part of a negro after

emancipation is on record. On the contrary, there were

many instances of singularly faithful and self-sacrificing

attachment of negroes to their former masters and their

families. Neither could they, at that period, be charged
with many criminal excesses beyond pig and chicken

stealing. But their ideas as to what use they might or

should make of their newly won freedom were rather dim

and confused. A good many of them, probably indeed

a very large majority, remained on the plantations and

continued their work under some sort of contract arrange
ment with their former masters. But other colored
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people, a not inconsiderable number, followed the natural

impulse of testing the quality of their freedom by walking

away from the places on which they had been held to

labor, and by wandering to the nearest town or military

post &quot;to have a good time&quot; for a while. Still others made
contracts with the planters and then broke them with or

without cause. All this and much more of the same sort

would, under the circumstances, not have appeared sur

prising to cool and unprejudiced minds, but rather as the

inevitable concomitant of so great a revolution as was the

sudden liberation from slavery of several millions of human

beings. These were comparatively slight disorders which,

if kindly and prudently met, would in a great measure

soon have been righted. But against these irregular

movements, &quot;physical compulsion,&quot; without which, in

the Southerner s opinion, the negroes would not work at

all, was fiercely put in action. Some planters held back

their former slaves on their plantations by brute force.

Armed bands of white men patrolled the country roads to

drive back the negroes wandering about. Dead bodies of

murdered negroes were found on and near the highways
and by-paths. Gruesome reports came from the hospitals

reports of colored men and women wiiose ears had been

cut off, whose skulls had been broken by blows, whose

bodies had been slashed with knives or lacerated with

scourges. A number of such cases I had occasion to

examine myself. A veritable reign of terror prevailed

in many parts of the South. The negro found scant

justice in the local courts against the white man. He
could look for protection only to the military forces of the

United States still garrisoning the &quot;States lately in rebel

lion&quot; and to the Freedmen s Bureau that Freedmen s

Bureau, the original purpose of which was to act as an

intermediary between the planters and the emancipated

slaves, the white and the black, to aid them in the making
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of equitable contract arrangements, and, generally, in

organizing the new free labor system for the benefit of

both. It would have been an institution of the greatest

value under competent leadership, had not its organiza
tion been to some extent invaded by mentally and morally
unfit persons. That this imperfect organization and the

corresponding failures in its conduct prevented it in so

large a measure from accomplishing its object, cannot be

too much deplored. For nothing was more needed at that

time than an authority standing between the late master

and the late slave, commanding and possessing the con

fidence and respect of both, to aid the emancipated black

man in making the best possible use of his unaccustomed

freedom, and to aid the white man, to whom free negro
labor was a well-nigh inconceivable idea, in meeting the

difficulties which partly existed in reality and were partly

conjured up by the white man s prejudice and inflamed

imagination.

That the Freedmen s Bureau actually did much valu

able service in this direction cannot be denied. It did

protect many freedmen against violence and prevailed on

many others to abstain from breaking their contracts

with white men, and to stay at work. It helped in devel

oping the work of education among the blacks which had

been started by benevolent Northern people with admirable

energy and self-sacrifice during the civil war, wherever

the National army controlled any district of country

largely peopled by blacks. But the shortcomings of the

general management of the Freedmen s Bureau, and the

ill-suited qualifications of some of its agents and repre

sentatives, greatly impaired that moral authority which

was especially required for so comprehensive and delicate

a task.

The second great difficulty, and of worse effect even

than the partial failure of the Freedmen s Bureau, was the
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precipitate course of President Johnson with regard to

the reconstruction of the Southern State governments.

During the civil war, and even immediately after his elec

tion to the Vice-Presidency, Mr. Johnson was one of the

fiercest Rebel-haters. His loyalty to the Union was

of the most unforgiving, most uncompromising and merci

less kind. The burden of his daily talk was that &quot;rebel

lion was treason and that treason was a crime which must

be made odious,&quot; that this was to be accomplished by

meting out the severest punishment to the instigators and

leaders of the rebellion, and that &quot;hanging was not too

good for them.
&quot;

There seemed to be reason for appre

hending that, if Mr. Johnson should come into power, the

victory of the Union armies might be tarnished by relent

less severity in the treatment of the vanquished. But

no sooner had he actually been raised to power by the

assassination of Lincoln, than he began to initiate a policy

which, if carried through, would have subjected the

&quot;States lately in rebellion&quot; almost instantly and abso

lutely to the control of the men whom but recently he had

denounced as fit for the gallows.

In June, 1865, he issued a proclamation concerning the

reorganization of the State government of North Carolina,

some provisions of which were judged by many friends of

the Administration as somewhat hasty. Letters expressing
that opinion were received by the President, and similar

criticism appeared in several of the most important

newspapers. It was at that time that the President sur

prised me with the request that I should investigate the

conditions prevailing in the Gulf States for him. In the

conversations preceding my departure for the South he

designated his North Carolina proclamation, not as the

expression of a fixed plan definitely determined upon, but

as an &quot;experiment.&quot; Before going further, he &quot;would

wait and see&quot; how the proposed method of reconstruction
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might work practically. But he did not wait and see.

He caused it to be generally understood that the &quot;States

lately in rebellion&quot; would speedily be reconstructed, their

people, meaning the white people, to elect their legislatures

and executive as well as judicial officers, as before the war.

When asked by the provisional governor of Mississippi,

and other Southern men, for permission to organize the

local militia, he readily gave his consent; whereupon the

provisional governor of Mississippi forthwith called upon
&quot;the young men of the State who had so distinguished

themselves for gallantry
&quot;

meaning of course Confederate

soldiers to respond promptly to this call. The result

was that efforts were made to reorganize county patrols

which &quot;had already been in existence, and had to be dis

banded on account of their hostility to Northern people
and freedmen.

&quot;

The known attitude of President Johnson concerning
the speedy reconstruction of the &quot;States lately in rebellion&quot;

produced an effect that might easily have been foreseen.

The white people of the South might have accommodated
themselves in good faith to the introduction of free labor

in the place of slavery, in spite of their prejudices and their

traditional habits of life, had that introduction been pre
sented to them as a stern and inexorable necessity. A
good many of the difficulties standing in its way would

have been overcome had the white people become con

vinced that there was absolutely nothing else to do.

But when they heard that the President was willing, and

even eager, without delay to put the entire management of

their internal affairs into their hands again, they saw the

way open for a sweeping reaction against the emancipation

policy. The temptation was irresistible. The convic

tion that the negro would not work without physical

compulsion grew stronger among them than ever. A
little over two months after the close of the war, one of
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the provisional governors admitted that the people in

his State still indulged in the lingering hope that slavery

might yet be preserved. That lingering hope now spread

visibly. In public argument the emancipation pro
clamation was by hot-headed extremists denounced as

unconstitutional and of no force, and this denunciation

was frantically applauded by large multitudes. Although
the necessity of accepting the Thirteenth Amendment to

the Constitution was generally recognized, it was hoped
that it could effectively be neutralized by State and

municipal action. Various parishes in Louisiana and mu
nicipal bodies in other States adopted ordinances of which

provisions like the following, constantly recurring, were

characteristic :

No negro or freedman shall be allowed to come within the

limits of the town without special permission from his employer,

specifying the object of his visit and the time necessary for the

accomplishment of the same. Whoever shall violate this

provision shall suffer imprisonment and two days work in the

public streets or shall pay a fine of $2.50.

Every negro is required to be in the regular service of some
white person or former owner, who shall be responsible for the

conduct of said negro. But said employer or former owner

may permit said negro to hire his own time by special per
mission in writing, which permit shall not extend over seven

days at any one time. Any negro violating the provisions of

this section shall be fined $5 for each offense or in default of the

payment thereof shall be forced to work five days on the public

road or suffer corporal punishment as hereinafter provided.
No public meetings or congregations of negroes shall be

allowed after sunset, but such public meetings and congre

gations may be held between the hours of sunrise and sunset,

by the special permission in writing of the Captain of patrol

within whose beat such meetings should take place. This

prohibition, however, is not intended to prevent negroes from

the usual church services conducted by white ministers and
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priests. (Fine for violating this provision $5, or five days
work on the public road or corporal punishment.)
No negro shall be permitted to preach, exhort or otherwise

declaim to congregations of colored people without special

permission in writing from the president of the Police Jury.

(Fine $10 or ten days work or corporal punishment.)
No negro shall sell, barter or exchange any article of mer

chandise without the special written permission of his employer,

specifying the articles of sale or barter or traffic. (Fine $i for

each offense, forfeiture of said articles, or work on the public

road or corporal punishment.)
All the foregoing provisions shall apply to negroes of both

sexes.

It shall be the duty of every citizen to act as a police officer

for the detection of offenses and the apprehension of offenders

who shall be immediately handed over to the proper captain
or chief of patrol.

The aforesaid penalties shall be summarily enforced, and

it shall be the duty of the captains and chief of patrol to see

that the aforesaid ordinances are promptly executed.

Evidently the condition of the person laboring under

such ordinances would be, if not slavery in terms, some

thing closely akin to it. Under such a regime the negro,

if only temporarily the slave of an individual owner, would

always have been the slave of the white people at large.

When, as was provided in some of the ordinances, &quot;every

citizen,
&quot;

meaning, of course, every white man, was author

ized and commanded &quot;to act as a police officer for the

detection of such offenses and the apprehension of such

offenders,&quot; and when such &quot;penalties were to be summa

rily enforced,&quot; and it was put in the power and made the

duty of captains and chiefs of patrol to see that the

aforesaid ordinances were promptly executed, the freed-

man in name was little, if at all, better than a slave in fact.

The men who designed and formulated such ordinances,

which in a somewhat changed form reappeared in the
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enactments of Southern legislatures, hoped, of course,

that they would be permitted to carry them out, and they

believed they saw in President Johnson s attitude excel

lent reason for that hope. It was not surprising that under

such circumstances acts of violence against freedmen

multiplied, that the patrols or &quot;militia companies&quot;

became more active in capturing stray negroes and that

the reign of terror grew more and more like that of the old

slavery times. The only influence which to some extent

restrained this violent reactionary movement consisted

in the continual presence of the Federal troops, who, at

that time, were governed by the orders of the War De

partment under Secretary Edwin M. Stanton. The

protection of the freedmen by the Federal forces was, of

course, submitted to by the whites, but in most cases

sullenly and with an important mental reservation.

With the same mental reservation a reservation not at

all concealed but openly avowed several things were

submitted to, the acceptance of which was known to be

necessary in order to bring about the restoration of the

Southern States to full control of their local affairs.

On this point I said in my report to President Johnson :

When speaking of popular demonstrations in the South in

favor of submission to the Government, I stated that the prin

cipal and almost the only argument used, was that they found

themselves in a situation in which they could do no better.

It was the same thing with regard to the abolition of slavery.

If abolition was publicly acquiesced in, whether in popular

meetings or in State conventions, it was on the ground of

necessity not infrequently with the significant addition that,

as soon as they had once more control of their own State affairs,

they would settle the labor question to suit themselves, what

ever they might have to submit to for the present. Not only
did I find this to be the common talk among the people, but

the same sentiment was openly avowed by public men in speech
VOL. vi. 21
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and print. Some declarations of that kind, made by persons

of great prominence, have passed into the newspapers and are

undoubtedly known to you. I append to this report a speci

men, not as something particularly remarkable, but in order

to present the current sentiment as expressed in the language
of a candidate for a seat in the State convention of Mississippi.

It is a card addressed to the voters of Wilkinson County,

Mississippi, by General W. L. Brandon. The General com

plains of having been called an &quot;unconditional emancipationist,

an abolitionist.&quot; He indignantly repels the charge and avows

himself a good pro-slavery man. &quot;But, fellow-citizens,&quot; says

he, &quot;what I may in common with you have to submit to,

is a very different thing. Slavery has been taken from us;

the power that has already practically abolished it threatens

totally and forever to abolish it. But does it follow that I am
in favor of this thing? By no means. My honest conviction

is, we must accept the situation as it is, until we can get con

trol once more of our own State affairs. We cannot do other

wise to get our place again in the Union, and occupy a position,

exert an influence, that will protect us against greater evils

which threaten us. I must, as any other man who votes or

holds an office, submit for the time to evils I cannot remedy.
&quot;

General Brandon has only put in print what, as my obser

vations lead me to believe, a majority of the people say even

in more emphatic language; and the deliberations of several

legislatures in that part of the country show what it means.

The same expectation served also to embarrass and

impede the efforts made for the education of the freedmen.

Aside from several honorable exceptions, I found the popu
lar prejudice against negro education almost as bitter as

it had been when slavery still existed. Hundreds of

times I heard the old assertion repeated that &quot;learning

will spoil the negro for work,&quot; and that &quot;negro education

would be the ruin of the South,&quot; and in innumerable

instances I discovered symptoms of the amazing notion

that &quot;the elevation of the blacks would be the degradation
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of the whites.
&quot; The consequence of all this was that, in a

large number of places, negro schools could be established

and maintained only under the immediate protection of

the Federal troops, and that, once the military garrisons

were withdrawn, schoolhouses would be set on fire and the

teachers driven off. This opposition to negro schools,

too, received a strong impulse from the expectation so

much encouraged by President Johnson, that the late

slave States would soon again be in unrestricted control

of their home affairs, and that negro education, being an

impediment in the way of reestablishment of an order of

things nearly akin to slavery, would then again be done

away with.

Such was the condition of things in the late Confederate

States shortly after the civil war. In investigating it at

the request of President Johnson, I honestly endeavored

to see things as they were; I neglected no source of in

formation open to me; I talked with all classes of people
and improved every opportunity to observe with my own

eyes. And wiien I reported to the President, I took care

rather to understate than to overcolor my facts and con

clusions, and as much as possible to let my authorities

speak for themselves.

To recapitulate: The white people of the South were

harassed by pressing necessities, and most of them in a

troubled and greatly excited state of mind. The emanci

pation of the slaves had destroyed the traditional labor

system upon which they had depended. Free negro
labor was still inconceivable to them. There were excep

tions, but, as a rule, their ardent, and, in a certain sense,

not unnatural, desire was to resist its introduction and to

save or restore as much of the slave labor system as pos
sible. The Government of the Union was in duty and

honor bound to maintain the emancipation of the slaves,

and to introduce free labor. The solution of such a prob-
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lem would have been extremely difficult under any cir

cumstances. It was in this case especially complicated

by the partial failure of the Freedmen s Bureau, and still

more by the decided encouragement given to the reac

tionary tendency prevailing among the Southern whites,

by the attitude of President Johnson which permitted the

Southern whites to expect that they would soon have the

power to reestablish something similar to slave labor.

There was, no doubt, a general and sincere desire among
the Northern people to restore the

&quot;

States lately in rebel

lion
&quot;

to their Constitutional functions as soon as this could

be done with safety to the freedom of the emancipated
slaves and the effective introduction of the free labor

system in those States. The maintenance of the freedom

of the emancipated blacks and the establishment of an

order of things in which their rights would be safe were

universally recognized as binding duties.

Those in power, mindful of that duty, saw a clear alter

native before them : either the
&quot;

States lately in rebellion
&quot;

had to be kept under military rule until the Southern

whites would have so accustomed themselves to the new
order of things that the rights of the freedmen and the

development of free labor would no longer require military

protection, or the freedmen had to be endowed with a

certain measure of political power so that they might be

enabled to protect themselves in the enjoyment of their

rights.

As to the first horn of the dilemma, the continuation of

military rule in the South was difficult and highly ob

jectionable for several reasons. The troops still occupy

ing the Southern States consisted largely of war volunteers,

many of whom, since the real war was over, were anxious,

and claimed the right, to go home. But the protection of

the rights of the freedmen and the introduction of the

free labor system required the presence of a great many
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garrisons, to be scattered all over the Southern country,

and therefore a large number of soldiers. Moreover, the

maintenance of military government in the South for an

indefinite time would have been extremely undesirable,

even if the necessary number of soldiers could have been

ever so easily procured for the reason that military rule as

such is on general principles in the highest degree uncon

genial to the spirit of our free institutions; and for the

additional reason that the exercise of extraordinary powers

by military garrisons in a conquered country is very apt

to bring forth grave abuses, and that garrison life of just

that kind, under just such circumstances, is eminently
calculated to exercise a very demoralizing influence upon
soldiers, especially upon volunteer soldiers, after a victo

rious campaign. It seemed therefore highly expedient
that the necessity of indefinitely continuing military rule

in the South be obviated in some way.
On the other hand, to enable the freedmen to protect

themselves by the exercise of a certain measure of political

power, was a problem hardly less perplexing. This could

be done only by putting into their hands the ballot as a

defensive weapon. That the great mass of the negroes
would not use the ballot intelligently and with conscien

tious care was indeed apprehended by every thoughtful

person. That it would have been vastly preferable to

introduce colored suffrage gradually, and perhaps de

pendent upon certain qualifications, if that had been prac
ticable by Federal action, was also admitted by many, if

not most, of those who were in favor of making the negro
a voter. But while it was foreseen that the exercise of

suffrage by the bulk of the negroes in the South might

bring forth unwelcome results, it was thought that those

results might in the long run prove not as deplorable as

would be those to be expected from an indefinite continu

ation of military rule; that the Southern people might
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see fit to subject the suffrage in their States to suitable

qualifications equally applicable to whites and blacks;

that the negro voters might be guided by wise leadership ;

and finally that, whatever might happen, this escape from

the perplexing dilemma was after all the most in conso

nance with our principles of democratic government a

government the blessings of which cannot be had without

the risk of its bringing forth concomitant troubles.

I am convinced that this statement fairly represents the

line of reasoning prevalent among thinking men in the

North who at that time favored negro suffrage. To judge

from certain of their public utterances, it is now believed

by many Southern men that negro suffrage was imposed

upon the South from motives of hatred or vindictiveness.

Nothing could be farther from the truth. There was

indeed here and there some fierce language indulged in, the

war passions not having completely subsided. It is also

true that the reckless policy and the intemperate utterances

of President Johnson had made the anti-slavery men in the

country and the Republican majority in Congress sus

pect that their cause had been betrayed by the President,

and that the most trenchant measures were necessary to

baffle that treachery. And thus one of the most intricate

problems of our history became involved in a passionate

political fray, well apt to heat men s minds and to make

many of them reckless of consequences. But I can con

fidently affirm and I had at the time very large oppor
tunities for personal observation that the serious and

influential men favoring negro suffrage were not controlled

by any feeling of hatred or vindictiveness but by the

sober consideration that the legitimate results of the war

among them, in the first line, the abolition of slavery and

the establishment of free labor in the South were in very

serious danger of being rendered practically inoperative,

if not entirely annulled, by the reactionary movement in
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the South, and that the grant of the ballot to the negroes
would be, all things considered, the most democratic as well

as the most practicable means to thwart such a reaction.

It has since, in view of the fact that negro suffrage did

not give good government to the South and did not secure

the negro himself in the safe enjoyment of his rights,

been asserted and widely accepted that the endowment of

the recently liberated slaves with the suffrage was the

worst mistake that could have been committed under the

circumstances. I am far from denying that negro suffrage,

as first exercised, brought on great scandals in the State

and municipal governments in the South, and that it did

not succeed in securing the negro in his rights ;
but it must

not be forgotten that negro suffrage was resorted to in a

situation so complicated that whatever might have been

done to solve the most pressing problems would have

appeared a colossal mistake in the light of subsequent

developments. Would it have been better to leave the

&quot;States lately in rebellion&quot; immediately after the war

entirely to themselves? No one well acquainted with the

drift of things in the South at that period will have the

slightest doubt that such a policy, in spite of the accep
tance of the Thirteenth Amendment, would have resulted

in the substantial reenslavement of the freedmen, with

incalculable troubles to follow. Would it have been

better to keep the South under military rule until the free

labor problem in the late slave States should have been

satisfactorily solved? It is very questionable whether

an indefinite continuation of military rule would not have

resulted in abuses, and more or less permanent evils, so

great that the latter-day critic might, quite pertinently,

ask : Why did not the statesmen of those times obviate

the necessity of continuing military rule by granting to the

freedmen the necessary political power to protect them

selves?
1
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It should be remembered that so tremendous a social

revolution as the sudden transformation of almost the

whole laboring force of a large country from slaves into

free men could never have been effected quite smoothly
without producing hot conflicts of antagonistic interests

and feelings, and without giving birth to problems seem

ing for a time almost impossible of solution. The troubles

brought upon us by so sweeping a change as the sudden

abolition of slavery were, after all, the common fate of

humanity under like circumstances. It is only a question

of more or less, and we have, perhaps, not more than our

inevitable share.

The introduction of negro suffrage in the South took

place under peculiarly unfavorable circumstances. The
evils apt to follow the injection of such a mass of ignorance
as an active element into the body politic might have been

greatly mitigated had the colored voters fallen under con

scientious and wise leadership. No greater misfortune

could have happened than that this leadership was ac

tually seized in several Southern States by unscrupulous

adventurers, most of whom had come from the North to

exploit the confusion prevailing in the Southern country
for their personal profit, while also some Southern men
of similar character and purpose followed their example.
I do not, indeed, mean to say that all the Republican
leaders in the South belonged to that class, for there were

very honorable and patriotic men among them. But

in some of the States the demagogues and rascals were the

most successful in pressing to the front and in obtaining
the control of affairs. Then followed the so-called

carpet-bag governments a mimicry of legislation by

negroes, some of whom were moderately educated, while

some were mere plantation hands, led by a set of cunning

rogues who were bent upon filling their pockets quickly.

It is difficult to exaggerate the extravagances, corrupt
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practices and downright robberies perpetrated tinder those

governments.
That the Southern whites, especially those who had

any material stake in their communities, should not have

been willing long to tolerate such shameful and ruinous

misrule, is not at all surprising. But that statesmen of

good character and high position in the National Govern

ment should have been willing systematically to sustain

that misrule, is a fact which the historian will find it difficult

to explain, unless he accepts the theory that selfish party

spirit will sometimes seduce public men in approving, or

even doing, on the political field, things from which they
would shrink with disgust in private life. It is true that

the opposition to the carpet-bag governments in the

South took a lawless character and brought forth a large

number of bloody outrages. But while duly striving to

repress those outrages, the Administration and the Re

publican majority in Congress should not have forgotten
that the provocation for the violent opposition to carpet

bag misrule was such as would hardly have been withstood

by any spirited people on earth, and that the disorder could

not possibly be allayed so long as that rapacious misrule

continued by its excesses to provoke it. But party spirit

did seem to forget this. Expecting to keep the Southern

States under Republican control and thus to fortify the

Republican majorities in Congress and in the Electoral Col

lege, the party leaders in power insisted upon supporting
the carpet-bag governments, even by military inter

ference, to an extent now hardly credible, and upon con

tinuing the system of political disabilities by which those

who had occupied certain positions under the Confederate

Government were excluded from the suffrage as well as

from eligibility to office, while the negro was endowed with

the ballot and made eligible to political positions. It is

hardly necessary to say to-day that the true policy in the
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public interest would have been to accompany the intro

duction of negro suffrage with a general amnesty admit

ting to political activity and position that element which

no doubt represented the best intelligence of the South,

and at that time, also, the most conciliatory impulses.

It is doubtful whether excessive party spirit has ever in

our history played a more mischievous part than it did in

this instance.

When, in 1877, the Hayes Administration came into

power, the controlling influence of that party spirit was at

an end. The Administration called some of the most

prominent and highly respected Southern leaders into

conference to secure their influence for the protection of

the emancipated negroes in the enjoyment of their rights,

while the countenance of the National authority was with

drawn from the carpet-bag governments. The Southern

leaders, thus consulted, promised their best endeavors,

whereupon the Federal troops were removed from the

South and the carpet-bag governments quickly disap

peared one after another. I have no doubt the Southern

leaders in question had given their promise in perfect

good faith, and have honestly exerted themselves to

stem in their respective States the movements hostile to

the rights of the freedmen. But their influence was not

strong enough to resist the prevailing current. Indeed,

the bloody outrages ceased in a great measure. But the

efforts to overcome or nullify the negro vote by illegiti

mate means did not cease. The rudest form of force was

supplanted by artifice. Tissue ballots, puzzling arrange

ments of the ballot boxes and all possible devices human

ingenuity can invent were resorted to for this purpose,

and with great success.

Early in 1885, after the election of Mr. Cleveland to the

Presidency, I visited the South again. The negroes had

been told, and very many of them had believed it, that
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the election of a Democratic President would be imme

diately followed by the restoration of slavery. When
month after month had passed after the dreaded event

without any startling commotion of that kind, the ap

prehension subsided and some intelligent colored men

conceived the idea that it would be the best policy for

their race in the South to divide the colored vote between

the two political parties and thus to win friends and pro

tectors on both sides. At the same time a fresh breeze

of industrial enterprise and development was blowing

in the South, encouraging the hope that the growing up of

new economic interests would bring forth new political

alignments, and thus gradually loosen the so far rigid ad

herence of the Southern whites to one party organization.

This would, of course, have facilitated the division of the

negro vote. By such agencies many troubles in the inter

nal condition of the South might have been allayed and

the way to a final solution of the puzzling and dangerous

problem prepared, had not the race-antipathy overshad

owed almost all political thought among the Southern

whites. With a majority of them apparently a large

majority the desire not merely to control or reduce

in strength but entirely to suppress the colored vote

seemed to overrule every other consideration, and to this

end, they finally resorted to the adoption of provisions
in some of their State constitutions by which in various

indirect ways the grant of the suffrage to the negro was to

be made substantially inoperative, without in terms di

rectly disfranchising the negro as such altogether. The
colored people were thus effectively stripped of the politi

cal power by the exercise of which they had been expected
to protect their own rights.

That the suppression of the negro franchise by direct

or indirect means is in contravention of the spirit and

intent of the Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution of
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the United States hardly admits of doubt. The evident

intent of the Constitution is that the colored people shall

have the right of suffrage on an equal footing with the

white people. The intent of the provisions of the State

constitutions in question, as avowed by many Southern

men, is that the colored people shall not vote. However

plausibly it may be demonstrated by ingenious argument
that the provisions in the State constitutions are not in

conflict with the National Constitution, or that, if they

are, their purpose could be effectively thwarted by
judicial decisions yet it remains true that by many, if

not by all, of their authors they were expressly designed
to defeat the universally known and recognized intent of

a provision of the National Constitution.

Can it be said by way of moral justification that the

colored people have deserved to be deprived of their

rights as a punishment for something they have done?

It is an undisputed matter of history that they came to

this country not of their own volition, that they were not

intruders, but that they were brought here by force to

serve the selfishness of white men; that they did such

service as slaves patiently and submissively for two and a

half centuries; that even during a war which was waged,

incidentally if not directly, for their deliverance, a large

majority of them faithfully continued to serve their

masters while these were fighting to keep them in slavery ;

that they were emancipated, not by any insurrectionary

act of theirs, but by the act of the Government
;
that when,

after their emancipation, they confronted their old masters

as free men, they did not, so far as known, commit a single

act of vengeance for cruelties they may have suffered

while in slavery; that the right of suffrage was given to

them, not in obedience to any irresistible urgency on their

part, but by the National power wielded by white men,
to enable the emancipated colored people to protect their
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own rights; and that when their exercise of the suffrage

brought forth in some States foolish extravagances and

corrupt government it was again principally owing to the

leadership of white men, who worked themselves into

their confidence and, for their own profit, led them astray.

The only plausible reason given for that curtailment of

their rights is that it is not in the interest of the Southern

whites to permit the blacks to vote. I will not discuss

here the moral aspect of the question, whether &quot;A&quot; may
deprive &quot;B&quot; of his rights if &quot;A&quot; thinks it in his own in

terest to do so, and the further question, whether the gen
eral admission of such a principle would not banish justice

from the earth and eventually carry human society back

into barbarism. I will rather discuss the question whether

under existing circumstances it would really be the true

interest of the Southern whites generally to disfranchise

the colored people.

Here I encounter the objection that this is not a ques
tion for me, or any other Northern man, to discuss

;
that

the Southern whites understand their own interests best,

and that, more especially, they know best how to deal

with the negro. I cannot accept this without serious

qualification. Undoubtedly there are in the South men
who understand their own and their neighbors interests

best; but there are others who do not understand those

interests at all, and whose opinions in several important
historic instances have overruled the opinions of those who
did. I remember cases in which a large and controlling

majority of the Southern whites made grievous mistakes

as to the true interests of the South cases in which they
would have acted most wisely had they accepted the

advice of well-meaning outsiders, whom, in the excite

ment of the moment, they repelled as impudently intrusive

critics, and whom they even put down as their enemies.

I have seen the time when it was the belief of an apparently
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overwhelming majority of the Southern whites that the

peculiar institution&quot; of slavery was an economic, moral,

social and political blessing, while, in fact, slavery as the

predominant interest, making everything else subordinate

to itself, weighed down, like an incubus, industry, com
mercial enterprise, popular education everything that

constitutes progressive civilization. I remember the time

when an apparently irresistible sentiment drove the South

ern whites into a reckless war for the purpose of founding
an independent empire on the corner-stone of slavery,

while sober judgment would have told them that their

resources were unequal to the task, and that, even if they
had proved themselves equal, an empire so founded could

not possibly have stood against the civilization of the age.

I have heard them, after the war, insist, with an almost

unanimous voice, that they knew the negro better than

anybody else did and that &quot;the negro would not work

without physical compulsion.&quot; Subsequent develop

ments have proved that in this respect their judgment was

glaringly at fault; and here is that proof: In 1860 the

cotton crop, raised by slave labor under the system of

&quot;physical compulsion,
&quot; was 4,861,000 bales. In 1898 the

cotton crop was 11,216,000 bales, and in 1899, 11,256,000

bales. A portion of these crops was, no doubt, cultivated

by whites. But it will hardly be denied that by far the

larger part was raised by negro labor, while a considerable

portion of the colored people did not work on cotton

plantations; and the crops in 1898 and 1899 were raised

while the negro, as a rule, did not labor under physical

compulsion. It is thus conclusively demonstrated by

undisputed fact that the Southern whites who after the

close of the war almost unanimously insisted that the

&quot;negro would not work without physical compulsion&quot;

were signally wrong as to what means must be used

&quot;to make the negro work.&quot; The list of such mistakes
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of judgment might be largely extended. After such

proofs of the fallibility of the Southern mind on vital

points as to the interest of the South, and the negro

question in particular, Northern men may be pardoned if

they hesitate to accept the doctrine that the Southern

whites as a rule
&quot; know all about

&quot;

that problem, that their

treatment of it stands above criticism, and that, therefore,

Northern men should abstain from discussing the question

whether it would really be the true interest of the Southern

whites under present circumstances to disfranchise the

colored people generally. We may, therefore, fairly discuss

the matter, especially as it has a National bearing.

Negro suffrage is plausibly objected to on the ground
that the great bulk of the colored population of the South

are very ignorant. This is true. But the same is true

of a large portion of the white population. If the suffrage

is dangerous in the hands of certain voters on account of

their ignorance, it is as dangerous in the hands of ignorant
whites as in the hands of ignorant blacks. To remedy
this, two things might be done : to establish an educational

test for admission to the suffrage, excluding illiterates;

and, secondly, to provide for systems of public instruction

so as gradually to do away with illiteracy, subjecting

whites and blacks alike to the same restrictions and open

ing to them the same opportunities. This would be easily

assented to by the Southern whites if the real or the prin

cipal objection to negro suffrage consisted in the ignorance
of the black men. It is also said &quot;that education unfits

the negro for work.&quot; This is true in so far as it makes

many negroes unwilling to devote themselves to the or

dinary plantation labor, encouraging them to look for

work more congenial to their abilities and tastes, and some

times even seducing them to live upon their wits without

work. But the same, then, is true in regard to white men.

The increasing disinclination of young white persons to
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walk behind the plow or to attend to the milking of cows

in the solitude of farm life, and the spreading among them
of the desire to enjoy a pleasanter existence and to do

easier and finer work in the cities, which we observe all

around us in the North, with no little anxiety as to what

it may at last lead to, is no doubt largely attributable to the

natural effects of popular education. But if here, at the

North, the question were asked whether for this reason

popular education should be restricted to the end of in

creasing the fitness and taste for farm work among our

people, there would hardly be an audible voice of assent.

That the evil of ignorance as an active element on the

political field presents a more serious and complicated

problem in the South than in the North cannot be denied,

for the mass of ignorance precipitated into the body politic

by the enfranchisement of the blacks is so much greater

there than here. But most significant and of evil augury
is the fact that with many of the Southern whites a well-

educated colored voter is as objectionable as an ignorant

one, or even more objectionable, simply on account of his

color. It is, therefore, not mere dread of ignorance in the

voting body that arouses the Southern whites against the

colored voters. It is race-antagonism, and that race-

antagonism presents a problem more complicated and

perplexing than most others, because it is apt to be un

reasoning. It creates violent impulses which refuse to

be argued with. One of the worst effects the predomi
nance of the slavery interest produced upon the public

mind in the old days consisted in the despotic virulence

with which in the South it suppressed the freedom of

inquiry and discussion with regard to a matter which in

the highest degree concerned the welfare of the Southern

people. The expression of any opinion hostile to slavery

was fiercely resented as an attack upon an institution

which must not be touched, a sort of sacrilegious attempt
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to subvert the very foundations of Southern society.

Had the same freedom of inquiry and discussion prevailed

in the South which prevailed in other parts of the country,
the civil war would probably have been prevented. The

race-antipathy now heating the Southern mind threatens

again to curtail the freedom of inquiry and discussion

there perhaps not to the same extent, but sufficiently

to produce infinite mischief by preventing an open-
minded consideration of one of the most important
interests.

To thosewho, among the passionate cries of the moment,
have preserved the pride of independent opinion, the

following view of the present situation may commend it

self for serious reflection: The colored people, originally

brought here by force, are here to stay. The scheme to

transport them back to Africa is absolutely idle. If

adopted, its execution would be found practically im

possible. To transport ten millions of negroes across the

sea would require ten thousand voyages of ships carrying
one thousand passengers each. The bulk of the colored

population will remain in the South, where the climate is

more congenial to them and where they can more profit

ably devote themselves to productive work. It would
be a great economic embarrassment to the South if that

working force disappeared from its fields. Under the

fundamental law of the country they are no longer slaves

but free men. They have the aspirations of free men.

According to the intent of the same fundamental law, they
are also citizens and voters. Whether it would or would
not have been wiser to emancipate them gradually and to

withhold the right of voting from them, or to introduce

them by degrees into the body of voters, is no longer the

question. Regrettable as this may be, we have to face

actual circumstances. The fact we have to deal with is

that by the recognized intent of the National Constitution
VOL. VI. 22
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they are as much entitled to the right of suffrage as white

men are. It has been suggested that the Fourteenth and

Fifteenth Amendments of the National Constitution, em

bodying the provisions referred to, be done away with by
further amendment

;
but leaving aside the questionwhether

as a matter of right this should be done, I doubt whether

a single well-informed man can be found in the country
who thinks it possible that the required three-fourths of

the States will ever consent to such a repeal. To discuss

the visionary colonization scheme or the equally impossi
ble repeal of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments

means, therefore, not only to squander time and breath,

but to divert the popular mind from the true problem
and from the real possibilities of its solution. It must,
to start with, be taken as a certainty that the negroes
will stay here and that the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and

Fifteenth Amendments will stand, and if they are to be

made inoperative at all, it must be by means of a sort of

tricky stratagem in flagrant violation of the spirit of the

Constitution. Such stratagems are usually not approved

by conscientious persons and they cannot be resorted to by
a people without a mischievous lowering of the standard

of public morals and an impairment of self-respect.

This is evidently a political and social condition which

cannot continue to exist without constant and most

unwholesome irritation and restlessness. Such as it is,

it cannot possibly be permanent. The colored people
will be incessantly disturbed by the feeling that they are

unjustly deprived of their legal rights and have become
the victims of tyrannical oppression. The most thought
ful and self-respecting among the whites will be ashamed

of that state of things, and dissatisfied with themselves

for tolerating it. The reckless among the white popu
lation, the element most subject to the passions fomented

and stirred by a race-antipathy, and most responsive
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to the catch-phrases of the demagogue, will understand

it as a justification of all the things done to put down the

negro and as an incitement to further steps along the

same line.

And here is the crucial point : There will be a movement

either in the direction of reducing the negro to a permanent
condition of serfdom the condition of the mere plantation

hand,
tl

alongside of the mule,
&quot;

practically without any rights

of citizenship or a movement in the direction of recognizing

him as a citizen in the true sense of the term. One or the

other will prevail.

That there are in the South strenuous advocates of

the establishment of some sort of semi-slavery cannot

be denied. Governor Vardaman, of Mississippi, is their

representative and most logical statesman. His extreme

utterances are greeted by many as the bugle-blasts of a

great leader. We constantly read articles in Southern

newspapers and reports of public speeches made by South

ern men which bear a striking resemblance to the pro-

slavery arguments I remember to have heard before the

civil war, and they are brought forth with the same

passionate heat and dogmatic assurance to which we were

then accustomed the same assertion of the negro s

predestination for serfdom; the same certainty that he

will not work without &quot;physical compulsion&quot;; the same

contemptuous rejection of negro education as a thing that

will only unfit him for work
;
the same prediction that the

elevation of the negro will be the degradation of the whites;

the same angry demand that any advocacy of the negro s

rights should be put down in the South as an attack upon
the safety of Southern society and as treason to the

Southern cause. I invite those who indulge in that sort

of speech to consider what the success of their endeavors

would lead to.

In the first place, they should not forget that to keep a
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race in slavery that had been in that condition for many
generations, as was done before the civil war, is one thing,

comparatively easy ;
but that to reduce that race again to

slavery, or something like it, after it has been free for

half a century, is quite another thing nobody knows
how difficult and dangerous.

In the second place, they should not forget that the

slavery question of old was not merely one of morals and
human rights, but that it had a most important bearing

upon the character of democratic government as well as

upon economic interests and general progress and pros

perity. Some of us remember vividly how, in ante bellum

days, the Southern people smarted under the feeling of their

commercial and industrial inferiority to the North; how

they held conventions and conferences to consult about the

means by which they might be relieved of their &quot;abject

and disgraceful dependence&quot; about factories to be built

on Southern soil, about commercial connections to be

established with the outside world, about steamships
to run between Southern ports and those of foreign coun

tries, and so on, and how, in spite of all those schemes and

spasmodic efforts, the inferiority of the South remained

substantially the same. The main reason of the failure

was that the Southern people would not touch the principal

cause of their inferiority. Above all else they idolized

and cared for their &quot;peculiar institution&quot; of slavery.

They were nervously anxious to avoid doing or even say

ing anything that might directly or indirectly endanger
that &quot;peculiar institution,&quot; and it was this nervous

anxiety which made them suspicious of every new idea or

aspiration that might in some direct or indirect way have

shaken the social and political order based upon slavery

especially suspicious of anything apt, directly or indirectly,

to make the laboring force of the country more intelligent

and thereby more ambitious. Nothing can have a more
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benumbing effect upon the active energies of a people

than such a tendency. I am far from saying that the

South would have rivalled the North in productive ac

tivity and progress had slavery not existed. Climatic

conditions would have prevented that; but surely the

difference between the two sections of the country would

have been far less. We have heard much from Southern

men since the close of the civil war of the substantial

benefits the abolition of slavery has conferred upon the

South of the impetus it has given to the spirit of enter

prise in the opening and the exploitation of natural re

sources, the building up of industries, the enlargement of

means of communication and the development of other

agencies of civilization. All this is recognized to be owing
to the removal the partial removal at least of the

incubus of that &quot;peculiar institution&quot; which stupefied

everything. And now the reactionists are striving again

to burden the Southern people with another
&quot;

peculiar

institution,&quot; closely akin to its predecessor in character,

as it will be in its inevitable effects if fully adopted by the

Southern people that is, if the bulk of the laboring class

is again to be kept in stupid subjection, without the hope
of advancement and without the ambition of progress.

For, as the old pro-slavery man was on principle hostile

to general negro education, so the present advocate of

semi-slavery is perfectly logical in his contempt for the

general instruction of the colored people and in his desire

to do away with the negro school. What the reactionist

really wants is a negro just fit for the task of a plantation

hand and for little, if anything, more, and with no ambi

tion for anything beyond. Therefore, quite logically, the

reactionist abhors the educated negro. In fact the

political or social recognition of the educated negro is

especially objectionable to him for the simple reason that

it would be an encouragement of higher aspirations among
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the colored people generally. The reactionist wishes to

keep the colored people, that is, the great mass of the

laboring force in the South, as ignorant as possible, to the

end of keeping it as submissive and obedient as possible.

As formerly the people of the South were the slaves of

slavery, so they are now to be made the victims of their

failure to abolish slavery altogether.

And now imagine the moral, intellectual and economic

condition of a community whose principal and most

anxious I might say hysteric care is the solution of the

paramount problem &quot;how to keep the nigger down&quot;

that is, to reduce a large part of its laboring population to

stolid brutishness and that community in competition
with other communities all around which are energetically

intent upon lifting up their laboring forces to the highest

attainable degree of intelligence, ambition and efficiency.

This is not all. The reactionist fiercely insists that the

South &quot;must be let alone&quot; in dealing with the negro.
This was the cry of the pro-slavery men of the old ante

helium time. But the American people outside of the

South took a lively interest in the matter, and finally the

South was not left alone. If the reactionists should now
succeed in reestablishing something like slavery in the

shape of peonage or any other shape, they can hardly

hope to be &quot;let alone.&quot; Although there is at present
little inclination among the people of the North to med
dle politically with Southern difficulties, they will hardly
witness such a relapse into the vicious old system with

indifference. They will hardly accept that doctrine of

non-intervention which insists, as Abraham Lincoln ex

pressed it, &quot;that when A makes B his slave, C shall not

interfere.&quot; I think I risk little in predicting that the

reactionists are in this respect preparing new trouble for

the South, and that only their failure can prevent that

trouble.
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Thus it may be said without exaggeration that by striv

ing to keep up in the Southern States a condition of things

which cannot fail to bring forth constant irritation and

unrest; which threatens to burden the South with an

other &quot;peculiar
institution

&quot;

by making the bulk of its

laboring force again a clog to progressive development

and to put the South once more in a position provokingly

offensive to the moral sense and the enlightened spirit of

the world outside the reactionists are the worst enemies

the Southern people have to fear.

As to the outlook, there are signs pointing in different

ways. The applause called forth by such virulent pro

nouncements as those by Governor Vardaman, and the

growls with which some Southern newspapers and agi

tators receive the united efforts of high-minded Southern

and Northern men to advance education in the Southern

States among both races, as well as the political appeals

made to a reckless race-prejudice, are evidence that the

reactionary spirit is a strong power with many Southern

people. How far that spirit may go in its practical ven

tures was shown in the Alabama peonage cases, which dis

closed a degree of unscrupulous greed, and an atrocious

disregard of the most elementary principles of justice and

humanity. And what has been proven creates the appre
hension that there is still more of the same kind behind.

On the other hand, the fact that the united efforts for

education in the South, which I mentioned, are heartily

and effectively supported not only by a large number of

Southern men of high standing in society, but by some in

important political office in the Southern States, and by a

large portion of the Southern press ;
and the further facts

that the crimes committed in the peonages cases were dis

closed by Southern officers of the law, that the indictments

were found by Southern grand juries, that verdicts of

guilty were pronounced by Southern petit juries, that
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sentence was passed by a Southern judge in language the

dignity and moral feeling of which could hardly have

been more elevated, and that the exposure of those

crimes evoked among the people of the South many
demonstrations of righteous wrath at such villainies

all these things and others of the same kind are symp
toms of moral forces at work which, if well organized
and directed, will be strong enough effectually to curb

the reactionary spirit, and gradually to establish in the

South, with regard to the negro problem, an order of things

founded on right and justice, delivering Southern society

of the constant irritations and alarms springing from

wrongful and untenable conditions, giving it a much
needed rest in the assurances of righteousness and animat

ing it with a new spirit of progress.

No doubt the most essential work will have to be done

in and by the South itself. And it can be. There are in

the South a great many enlightened and high-minded
men and women eminently fit for it. Let them get to

gether and organize for the task of preparing the public
mind in the South by a systematic campaign of education,

for a solution of the problem in harmony with our free

institutions. It may be a long and arduous campaign
for them, but certainly a patriotic, meritorious and hope
ful one. They will have to fight traditional notions and

prejudices of extraordinary stubbornness, but they will

also have generous inpulses and sound common-sense to

appeal to. They will not indulge in the delusion that

they can ignore or altogether obliterate the existing race-

antipathy, but they can effectively combat every effort

to cultivate and inflame it. They will be able to show
that it is the interest of the South, as it is that of the North,
not to degrade the laboring force, but to elevate it by
making it more intelligent and capable, and that if we
mean thus to elevate it and to make it more efficient, we
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must not kill its ambitions, but stimulate those ambitions

by opening to them all possible opportunities. Their

example will demonstrate that no man debases himself

by lifting up his neighbor from ever so low a level.

They will also be able to show that, even supposing the

average negro not to be able to reach the level of the aver

age white man, the negro may reach a much higher level

than he now occupies, and that, for his own good as well as

the good of society, he should be brought up to as high a

level as he can reach
;
and further, that the negro race has

not only, since emancipation, accumulated an astonishing

amount of property nearly $800,000,000 worth in farms,

houses and various business establishments but has also

produced not a few eminent men, eminent in literature,

in medicine, in law, in mathematics, in theology, in edu

cational work, in art, in mechanics exceptional colored

men, to be sure, but eminent men are exceptional in any
race who have achieved their successes under conditions

so difficult and disheartening as to encourage the belief

that they might have accomplished much more, and that

many more such men would have come forth, had their

environment been more just and the opportunities more

favorable.

They would be able to banish the preposterous bugbear
of &quot;social equality&quot; which frightens so many otherwise

sensible persons in spite of the evident truth of Abraham
Lincoln s famous saying that if he respected and advo

cated the just rights of the black man it did not follow that

he must therefore take a black woman for his wife.

They might at the same time puncture those curious

exaggerations of that dread of &quot;social equality&quot; which

exhibit themselves in such childish follies as the attempt
to make a heroine out of a silly hotel chambermaid who

thought she did a proud thing in refusing to make Booker

T. Washington s bed.
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They may expose to the proper pathological light the

hysterics which seemed to unsettle the minds of a great

many people when the President greeted at his table the

same distinguished citizen, who had already been received

by Queen Victoria at tea at Windsor Castle, and who is

known and admired throughout the civilized world as

a man of extraordinary merit, but whose presence at the

President s board was frantically denounced as an insult

to every white citizen of this Republic, and as a dangerous
blow at American civilization.

They may with great effect describe how civilized man
kind would have laughed at the American gentleman who

might have refused to sit at table with Alexandre Dumas,
the elder, one of the greatest novelists of all ages and a

most charming conversationalist and companion, for the

reason that Dumas s grandmother had been a negress and

Dumas himself must therefore be sternly excluded from

polite society as a
&quot;

nigger.
&quot;

To the lofty people who, for fear of compromising their

own dignity, scorn to address a colored man as Mr. or a

colored woman as Mrs. or Miss, they would give something
to think of by reminding them of the stateliest gentleman
ever produced by America, a man universally reverenced,

a Virginian, who, when a negress, and a slave, too, had

dedicated to him some complimentary verses, wrote her

an elaborate and gravely polite letter of thanks, addressing

her as &quot;Miss Phyllis&quot; and subscribing himself &quot;with

great respect, your obedient humble servant, George

Washington.
&quot;

They will appeal to Southern chivalry, a sentiment

which does not consist merely in the impulse to rush with

knightly ardor to the rescue of well-born ladies in distress,

but rather in a constant readiness to embrace the cause

of right and justice in behalf of the lowliest as well as the

highest, in defense of the weak against the strong, and this
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all the more willingly as the lowliest stand most in need

of knightly help ;
and as in the service of justice the spirit

of chivalry will shine all the more brightly, the harder the

task and the more unselfish the effort.

In this way such a body of high-minded and enlightened

Southerners may gradually succeed in convincing even

many of the most prejudiced of their people, that white

ignorance and lawlessness are just as bad and dangerous
as black ignorance and lawlessness

;
that black patriotism,

integrity, ability, industry, usefulness, good citizenship

and public spirit are just as good and as much entitled

to respect and reward as capabilities and virtues of the same

name among whites; that the rights of the white man
under the Constitution are no more sacred than those of

the black man
;
that neither white nor black can override

the rights of the other without eventually endangering
his own

;
and that the negro question can finally be settled

so as to stay settled only on the basis of the fundamental

law of the land as it stands, by fair observance of that law

and not by any tricky circumvention of it. Such a

campaign for truth and justice, carried on by the high-

minded and enlightened Southerners without any party

spirit rather favoring the view that whites as well as

blacks should divide their votes according to their incli

nations between different political parties will promise
the desired result in the same measure as it is carried on

with gentle, patient and persuasive dignity, but also with

that unflinching courage which is, above all things, needed

to assert that most important freedom: the freedom of

inquiry and discussion against traditional and deep-rooted

prejudice a courage which can be daunted neither by
the hootings of the mob nor by the supercilious jeers of

fashionable society, but goes steadily on doing its work

with indomitable tenacity of purpose.

These suggestions are submitted for candid considera-
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tion, as pointing out one of the ways in which the South

may solve the most difficult of her problems entirely by
her own efforts; and thus reach the only solution that

will stand in accord with the fundamental principles of

democratic government.
Will it be said that what I offer is more a diagnosis

than a definite remedy? It may appear so. But this

is one of the problems which defy complete solution and

can only be rendered less troublesome. It can certainly

not be quickly and conclusively solved by drastic legisla

tive treatment, which might rather prove apt to irritate

than to cure. What is done by legislation can usually

be undone by legislation, and is therefore liable to be

come subject to the chances of party warfare. The slow

process of propitiating public sentiment, while trying

our patience, promises after all the most durable results.

TO HERBERT WELSH

NEW YORK, April 16, 1904.

I am glad to know that you approve of the principles

maintained and the policy advocated in my McClure

article on the &quot;Race Question.&quot; It is one of the most

difficult problems we have to deal with and, as you are

well aware, there is nothing harder to reason with than

prejudice. The reception my article received in the

South has been such as might have been expected: the

constant iteration and reiteration of the assertion that

the Southern people know better how to treat the negro
and how to solve whatever problems may be connected

with him than Northern people ever can. At the same

time I have succeeded in stirring up discussion of the

question in the Southern papers in an unusual degree and

have thus given, possibly, a new impulse to the education
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movement. I have in order to enjoy the milder air of

the South, after having been abed with bronchial catarrh

for several weeks, spent some time at Hampton and studied

more closely the working of that institution. I am happy
to say that my experience has been exceedingly satis

factory. The school is doing the best kind of work and

exercising the healthiest kind of influence. What I saw

there has been a real inspiration to me, and it is a hopeful

thing that similar institutions most of them, to be sure,

on a smaller scale are springing up in various parts of

the South.

I think that the men interested in Southern education

I mean especially those living and active in the South are

gradually coming to the conclusion that the two things,

education and suffrage, must go together, and that the

movement against suffrage is logically a movement against

education, as strikingly exemplified in the case of Gover

nor Vardaman of Mississippi. Mr. Murphy of Alabama
whom you probably know, and whom I look upon as one

of the sincerest advocates of education, has just published
a book which is full of powerful argument. The leaven is

working and, I have no doubt, good results will follow;

but even in the best case we shall have to be patient.

As to the Philippine matter, there has been a paper in

circulation asking the two political campaigns to pro
nounce in favor of Philippine independence. The success

of that paper has been beyond all expectation. It has

been signed by dozens of college presidents with President

Eliot of Harvard at the head, scores of professors, ever

so many Episcopalian bishops and clergymen, Cardinal

Gibbons, several Catholic archbishops and bishops and no

end of prominent private citizens. I suppose it will be

ignored by the Republican National Convention, but I

shall not be surprised if it would encourage the Demo
cratic Convention to put forth some energetic pronounce-
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ment. Cleveland has published a very strong paper

against imperialism and, as far as I can see, among the

Democratic leaders the sentiment prevails. The Ad
ministration seems to have become somewhat alarmed at

this new demonstration and is sending Secretary Taft

around to make speeches in which he tries to convince

people that independence ought not to be promised to the

Filipinos, and that at any rate it should not come in less

than something like one hundred and fifty years. These

speeches are not without effect, for Secretary Taft enjoys

general esteem as a sincere man and is believed by many
people to understand the Philippine question better than

anybody else, but the feeling in favor of independence
seems to have been growing and spreading of late and

developing into a great force. The efforts he has made
to induce capitalists to invest money in the Philippines

have so far been unavailing.

TO ROLLO OGDEN 1

BOLTON LANDING, May 26, 1904.

Thanks for your kind letter. I am very glad to learn

that Mr. Parker is in favor of the Philippine independence
resolution. Did he say anything with regard to civil

service reform?

Yes, I have a suggestion to make. Do you not think

that President Roosevelt s letter to the Cuba dinner, in

which he assumes police power over the whole American

continent, deserves more attention than the press has so

far given it? I have seen your paragraph about it, which

was very good. But does not the matter call for the

heaviest artillery? Of all of Roosevelt s pronuncia-

mentos this seems to me the most alarming. It is almost

1 Editor of the N. Y. Evening Post and the Nation.
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bad enough to be regarded as a symptom of an unbalanced

mind. And to think of this man being in a place of power
in which he can bring on war at any time! I think a

vigorous effort should be put forth by the press to make
the conservative mind of the country understand the real

significance of this Rooseveltiade.

TO ALTON B. PARKER 1

BOLTON LANDING, July n, 1904.

Not as a partisan but as an independent I feel bound to

express to you my sincere respect. The principles and

opinions you are known to hold as to the currency,

imperialism, the tariff and the civil service strongly com
mend themselves to men of my way of thinking. But

if, as an independent, I was in doubt for what candidate

my duty commanded me to vote, your action on the terms

ofyour nomination has solved that doubt . It has rendered

to the Republic a double service of incalculable value.

No candid man will deny that it has finally removed the

gold question from the reach of party controversy, and
thus relieved the business world of an element of pecul

iarly unhealthy agitation, a relief so evident that any
attempt to continue that agitation artifically must now
be condemned by every good citizen as hardly less than
criminal.

And secondly, your manly declaration that you would

accept the offered nomination for the Presidency only in

harmony with your sense of public duty has set up before

the American people one of the standards of moral courage
and civic virtue of which our public life stands most

urgently in need. The higher you lift those standards,
the higher you will rise in the esteem and confidence of

1 Democratic nominee for the Presidency.
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your countrymen, and the more surely they will hold you
worthy of their highest trust.

Wishing you all the success you so well deserve,

I am sincerely yours.

TO LOUIS R. EHRICH

BOLTON LANDING, N. Y., July 14, 1904.

Mr. Roosevelt was approached before the Republi
can Convention by the signers of the great petition

through Governor Crane of Massachusetts. The re

sponse was the insolent Philippine paragraph in the

Republican platform which was, no doubt, drawn by
Lodge with the consent of Roosevelt. It means the keep

ing of the Philippines for military reasons. All you might

get out of Roosevelt now would at best be a vague equivo
cal statement to deceive the people into false hopes.

Moreover, those who approach him now would be in

great danger of appearing to promise support to Roose

velt s candidacy in case their request is in any sense

granted.

As to Parker, I do not agree with you. He has done

two immense services to the country. But for his prompt
and vigorous declaration, the silver specter would still

disturb the minds of people, or, at least, it would be used

for that purpose. He has killed it so dead that it will

trouble this generation no more. This is a very great

thing.

Secondly, no matter what his antecedents and his

associations may have been, his attitude has given the

country a new inspiration which is of inestimable value.

The people have again something of a moral nature to be

proud of. If Parker is elected he will know that he

owed his election to the prestige acquired by what is

popularly understood to have been an act of uncommon
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moral courage, of manly independence and of civic virtue.

He would have to be an excessively dull man not to under

stand that this was, and will remain, the principal element

of his strength, and this can hardly fail to have a most

healthy influence upon his Administration. I therefore

think that the fullest recognition of the moral value of his

act on the part of the Independents is just and wise, and I

have, for these reasons, expressed my personal appreciation

of it as promptly as possible.

TO ERVING WINSLOW

BOLTON LANDING, N. Y., July 29, 1904.

I am sorry I cannot attend your meeting on August ist.

The American people of to-day indeed, almost all that

have not sunk their moral natures in the grossest selfish

ness of commercialism glory with just pride in the fact

that this Republic, after having driven the Spanish Power

out of Cuba, has faithfully aided the Cuban people in

establishing a free and independent commonwealth of

their own.

The day will come and I think it is near when the

American people will, with equal unanimity, frankly

deplore that dark page of their history which records the

other fact that, instead of treating the Philippines as we
have treated Cuba, we turned our arms against the

Filipinos, who were, and are now, almost universally recog
nized to have been our allies in the war against Spain,

in order to beat down their efforts for independence and

to make them our subjects. I am confident that the day
of the general revival of the true national pride would

already have come had not the excessive party spirit stood

in the way, which so frequently induces men to permit
their reason and their conscience to be overruled by the

command of party discipline.

VOL. VI. 23
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How right I am in this assumption has recently been

proved by the astonishing demonstration of the best

representatives of the intelligence and the moral sense of

the country churchmen from the highest rank to the

lowest, presidents and professors of universities and

colleges, judges, members of all the learned professions,

prominent citizens of all callings a demonstration of

a quality unmatched in the history of this country urgently

demanding of the great political parties that they should

pronounce themselves in favor of treating the Philippines

as Cuba has been treated. There is not the slightest

doubt that, were the pressure of partisanship removed,
such a demand would upon its own merits to-day be

joined by an overwhelming majority of the American

people.

And what has been the response of those in power and

of the ruling party? The member of the Government

having the Philippine business in charge simply tells those

high and low dignitaries of the churches, those presidents

and professors of colleges, those judges and members of

the learned professions and other prominent citizens to

hush; that they should not presume to discuss Philip

pine independence; that in fact Philippine independence
should not be discussed at all by the people; that the

Government should be let alone to deal with it.

This is a significant spectacle. We call ours a demo
cratic government. Democratic government is essentially

a government by free discussion. As soon as it ceases

to be a government by free discussion it ceases to be

democratic government. And what kind of subject is

this that we are told we must not discuss? Is it not

a question involving the very principles upon which

this Republic rests? Does it not involve the justice and

general morality of our dealings with foreign peoples?

Does it not involve in the largest sense our character as a
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nation? And this is the thing which we are told by a

member of our Government a government of which free

discussion is the very life we must not discuss? By its

fruits you shall know it. This is one of the fine fruits of

our policy of imperialism it is time to take heed.

And what response has the Republican platform made?
That we have suppressed insurrection that is, we have

drowned in blood the efforts of the Filipinos for independ

ence; that we have given the Philippines more security
and better administration than they ever had that is, that

American absolutism is better than Spanish absolutism;
and that the possession of the Philippines had made

military operations in China easier for us which implies
that it may be of use for further military enterprises.
But not a word for Philippine independence.
And what does the President say in his speech of

acceptance? He simply repeats the promises often made
of enlarged local self-government in the Philippines under
American dominion, but he, too, cautions against the

discussion of the subject of independence, as if it were the

forbidden fruit, not to be touched.

What does all this mean? Does it mean that it is the

settled purpose of the ruling influences in the Republican
party to keep the Philippines in practically permanent
subjection to this Republic? Probably it does. But
if it means that the question of Philippine independence
should be kept open indefinitely, the practical effect will

be the same unwholesome, disquieting, dangerous un

certainty. The Republicans must know, and do know,
that the treatment of the Philippines upon the principles

applied to Cuba is the only solution of the problem in

harmony with the fundamental principles of our govern
ment; the only one that is just and right; the only one

fitting the true greatness of this Nation; the only one that

will satisfy the Filipinos as well as our own people; the
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only one that will really strengthen us by making free

men and friends out of discontented and, at heart, hostile

subjects. But this they will not promise.
With a sense of relief we may turn to the Democratic

party which, with a leader at its head deserving and

possessing the confidence and respect of the people, meets

us with the frank and ringing declaration that &quot;we ought
to do for the Filipinos what we have already done for the

Cubans, and that it is our duty to make that promise
now and to set the Filipinos upon their feet, free and in

dependent, to work out their own destiny.&quot; This is the

voice of right, of justice, of genuine Americanism and

of true statesmanship. The sooner and the more trium

phantly it prevails the prouder every patriotic American

will be of his country.

TO ALTON B. PARKER

BOLTON LANDING, Aug. i, 1904.

Permit me to congratulate you upon your very wise

decision not to make a dinner speech at Chicago and to

abstain from stump speaking during the campaign. I

am sure your attitude in this respect meets with general

commendation .

I hope you will not consider it presumptuous on my part
if I venture to submit a suggestion to you. I do it at the

instance of my civil service reform friends. They are

anxious that you should, in your speech and letter of

acceptance, give as strong an endorsement to the civil

service plank of the Democratic platform as your judg
ment may allow. I think myself that such an endorse

ment would make a very good impression upon the

independent voters, especially if coupled with some refer

ence to your former utterances upon that subject which

some time ago I saw quoted in the New York Times.
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TO HORACE WHITE

My dear Horace : This is to congratulate you on your
seventieth birthday [August 10, 1904]. What sort of land

mark the seventieth birthday in one s life is, I know from

personal experience. It is true, as Bismarck once said to

me, the first seventy years of a man s life are the best. But

those who have made good use of the first seventy may
hope heartily to enjoy some years of the second series.

And I am sure you richly deserve that enjoyment. We
have known one another now for well-nigh fifty years and I

can say in all soberness, without the slightest exaggeration,

that I have never known a truer gentleman, a trustier

friend, and an unofficial statesman and public teacher who
wore his high eminence with a deeper feeling of re

sponsibility and greater modesty, than you. I love you
like a brother, and it is with this warmth of feeling that I

wish you many more birthdays in health and happiness.

I am, my dear Horace,

Ever faithfully yours,
C. SCHURZ.

FROM HORACE WHITE

WHITEFACE, ESSEX Co., N. Y., Aug. 10, 1904.

My dear Schurz : It is true that I have reached my seven

tieth birthday. It is true, too, as Bismarck said to you, that

the first seventy years of a man s life are the best. But best

of all is it to receive on one s seventieth anniversary a letter

like yours.

Among the many kind greetings that have been sent to me
yours is the one which comes nearest to my heart. It is also

the one which my family most highly prize. I thank you for

it, and I give you in return the full measure of affection which

revolving years have ever strengthened and consecrated

between us.

Yours fraternally,
HORACE WHITE.
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FROM ALTON B. PARKER

ESOPUS, N. Y., Aug. 29, 1904.

It is of the first importance that the addresses of Secretary

Hay and Mr. Root be answered at once by a man of intellec

tual strength, character and position. It is a great favor to

ask of you, but as no one fills all the requirements so well, I

make bold to ask you to do it.

TO ALTON B. PARKER

BOLTON LANDING, N. Y., Aug. 31, 1904.

Thanks for your kind letter of August 29th. The
orations of Secretary Hay and Mr. Root have been before

the public for some time, and, although fine productions,

will now drop out of notice when the campaign gets lively.

Judging from my campaign experience I doubt whether

it is good policy to answer such speeches formally and thus

to attract attention to them again. It is better policy,

in my opinion, to find out the vulnerable points of the

other side and to attack them aggressively.

I am sorry I cannot make any speeches in this cam

paign, but I intend to write some things which I hope will

produce some effect. I shall then take up the weak points

in Hay s and Root s speeches incidentally.

One of the most important things now is that the

Democrats of this State should make a nomination for the

governorship that would give a high character and tone to

the campaign, as, for instance, the nomination of Mr.

Shepard would. Without a nomination of that quality

the chances of success will be slim, unless the Republicans
do a more stupid thing than we have reason to expect.
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PARKER VS. ROOSEVELT

An Open Letter to the Independent Voter.

BOLTON LANDING, September, 1904.

JAMES W. PRYOR, Esq., General Secretary Parker Inde

pendent Clubs.

Dear Sir: I have received many invitations to ad

dress public meetings in the present election campaign,
with which, I regret to say, I am unable to comply. But
I have put on paper an expression of my views on some

of the subjects at present under public discussion, and

this I submit to you for such use as you may see fit to

make of it.

Fifty years of political study and experience in this

country have convinced me that if the American people
mean to preserve the blessings of their free institutions,

they must always keep in view certain truths.

The government of this Republic must be a government
of law, not a government of adventure.

It must be a government for the general benefit, not a

government of favor for the promotion of special interests.

It must be a government not permanently controlled

by one political party, but by different parties alternating
in the possession of power.
There never was a political party in a democracy,

however virtuous it may have been at the start, that was
not by long possession of power more or less corrupted
and made arrogant and arbitrary.

The things most dangerous to this Republic are ex

cessive party spirit, corruption and false patriotism,

which is another name for national vanity, or greed under

the guise of national pride.

The party spirit which regards party success not merely
as a means to a higher end, but as the end itself, and

which puts abject obedience to party behest above the
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moral law and the dictates of conscience, will, if it prevails,

inevitably destroy the vitality of free institutions.

Whatever induces people to look to the Government

for favors to advance their material fortunes, instead of

relying upon their own independent energies, will tend to

deteriorate the popular character.

Of all agencies of corruption, the farthest reaching and

the most generally demoralizing is a system of policy by
which the Government deals out benefits of pecuniary
value to special interests, those favored interests then

to support by pecuniary aid the party controlling the

Government. This is corruption organized on a national

scale.

A democracy working through universal suffrage can

not have too many conservative influences of high author

ity to guide popular sentiments and to protect it against

misleading seductions. In this Republic the highest

conservative influence consists in the traditional venera

tion by the people of the principles which justified our

existence as an independent nation, and of the ideals

for the gradual realization of which the Republic was

founded. In the same measure that we lose this conser

vative influence of that tradition, the Republic will become

a prey to disorderly passions, unprincipled greed and

reckless demagogy.
The idea that a nation in its dealings with other nations

is not bound by the moral code recognized between man
and man, is in the highest degree dangerous to a democ

racy, because it insidiously confuses the popular con

science as to moral standards or obligations in all things.

Worship of wealth, of force, of power or of mere

success, whether right or wrong, is in a democracy one

of the most malignant distempers of the popular mind

one of the most prolific sources of anti-democratic

tendencies.
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In a democracy, not only constitutional principles,

but also constitutional forms should be observed with

particular conscientiousness; for laxity in the respect for

constitutional forms will soon lead to disregard of con

stitutional principles, and then to arbitrary rule.

Nothing can be more seductive, demoralizing and

perilous in a democracy than the adoption of the idea

that the end justifies the means.

The degree of economy in public expenditures may be

taken as the barometer of honesty in the public service.

A lavish administration will always run into corruption.

These truisms trite commonplaces you may call

them will be accepted by almost everybody in theory.

They are but too recklessly overlooked in political prac

tice, and can, therefore, not too often be recalled to

popular attention. I, for one, deem it my duty as a

citizen to keep them clearly in view when choosing

between parties and candidates in casting my vote.

Having started out in public activity with the Repub
lican party in the earliest days of its youth, I remained

its enthusiastic adherent so long as it was the party of

liberty and human rights as it proudly called itself,

&quot;the party of moral ideas.&quot; It is now something very
different. It is more and more becoming a party owned

by rich men who want to become, through it, still richer.

While many of its leading men treat the principles of

the Declaration of Independence once its Magna Charta

with supercilious contempt, as antiquated nursery

rhymes, the party speaks with rapture about our material

prosperity and our growing wealth, boasts of them as

the product of its policies and parades them as its main

title to continued popular confidence and support.

The boast that the great advances of this country in

wealth and prosperity were owing to the Republican

policy of high protection is simply a slander on the
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American people. Our natural resources are so immense

and the energy and ingenuity of American labor so

exceptionally productive, that owing to the combination

of these two tremendous factors the American people

were bound to prosper and to grow rapidly in wealth

under or in spite of any economic policy. The more

I study the history of our economic development the more

I become convinced that this country would have by this

time been just as rich and prosperous as it is, had that

development been permitted to take its natural course

without any artificial protection. It would be healthier,

too, as the human body is healthier when brought up,

not on medicinal stimulants, but upon natural food.

The economic activities would in some respects probably
have taken different directions. The distribution of

the product and accumulated wealth would probably
have been different, too, and very likely more wholesome.

People would have relied more upon their own energies

and less upon the Government to make them rich. But,

in my opinion at least, the aggregate production of

wealth and the general state of popular prosperity would

not have been less.

But, whether you agree with me in this academic view

or not, upon one point, I am sure, I cannot fail to have

the assent of every candid man : The idea that this country,

of all known countries, the richest in natural resources,

with its labor, the most intelligent, energetic and pro

ductive labor in the world, should need the highest

protective tariff ever enacted in any civilized country

to make our industries go and to save our people from

ruin and starvation, is so wildly preposterous that I do

not understand how any self-respecting man can utter

it. And yet that is what we have the highest protective

tariff of any civilized country a tariff which would have

made Hamilton and Henry Clay stare in blank amaze-
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ment. And this mere statement brands as equally

preposterous the other audacious pretence to the

iteration of which, I regret to say, the President has

recently again lent himself that this tariff is needed,

or that it is one of its main purposes, simply to offset, in

favor of the American laboring man, the difference

between American and foreign wages. No subterfuge

could be more shameless. I will not go into detail. Let

any intelligent man study the schedules of our tariff,

and what will he find? He will look in vain for many
protected industries that were satisfied with the compara
tive pittance of an offset for the difference between

American and foreign wage scales, or, which is another

thing, between American and foreign labor cost in manu
factured goods. But he will find many a tariff rate

that makes out of a method of raising revenue a mon
strous machinery of extortion. He will find plenty of

evidence to show him that when a large part of our tariff

is denounced as &quot;robbery,&quot; the word may be rude, but

not unjust, and that the tariff, by levying tribute upon
the people, is promoting the unwholesome fungus growth
of colossal private fortunes. And yet the economic

aspect of the tariff question seems to me less ominous

than its moral and political bearing.

It is indeed time that the American people should

open their eyes to the meaning of these notorious facts:

&quot;A large number of manufacturing establishments, as

well as their allied interests, receive from the Government
favors or benefits of great money value in the shape of

protective tariff legislation. The political party which,

when in power, confers those benefits of great money
value, turns to the interests so benefited for pecuniary
aid to support it in its efforts to keep itself in power, or

to regain power if it had temporarily lost it. The pro
tected interests give to the political party that pecuniary
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aid, of course, on the understanding that they continue

to receive the old or greater favors of money value from

the Government through the instrumentality of the

political party in question. I know there are people who
find this reciprocal arrangement perfectly natural and

unobjectionable. They ask whether it is not quite

proper that they should contribute money to keep in

power the party which gives them laws enabling them
to make more money, or that the party which they thus

support with money should give them legislation to

reimburse them with a profit. The question so put
carries its answer with it. The very fact that some

people call such a proceeding natural and unobjectionable

only shows how that practice has confounded their moral

principles. For what else is it than purchasing with

money legislation that will give the purchaser more

money? What else is it than corruption in the grossest

and largest form? What else than a system of government
based upon corruption? John Bright, one of the warm
est friends this Republic ever had in England, and one of

the best of men, once wisely said: &quot;There is nothing in

public affairs that tends more to make men dishonest

than the system of protection. It was so in this country
before our free trade era

;
it is so now in the United States.

&quot;

This political lewdness has already so much debauched

the public mind that the corrupt business is done openly,

without shame. The fact is notorious that the Republi
can party organization before every National election

&quot;fries the fat&quot; out of its beneficiaries, with the under

standing that the beneficiaries will be protected in the

enjoyment of their benefits, if the yield of the frying

process is satisfactory, and if not, not. The upshot is

a combination of bribery and blackmail, carried on with

hardly any concealment. In this very election campaign
it has been the common talk how the protected interests
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and their affiliations such as some of the Trusts and

rich financial firms are urged to make another money
investment in the Republican party, with the prospect

of a lucrative return.

The effect of such practices, raised to the dignity of a

system, upon our public life is obvious. The &quot;use of

money in elections&quot; is an old complaint which has

troubled many a patriotic heart. But a generation ago
the evil was a trifle compared with what it is now. The
amount of money now needed by the Republican party
for running a National campaign is enormous, and con

stantly increasing. I say &quot;needed,&quot; for as the con

stituencies have become accustomed to a lavish flow of

money in the political market, and as the appetite grows
with eating, the baneful evil grows in virulence from

election to election. And this appalling spreading of

the old abuse is distinctly owing to that economic policy

which required a national system of corruption, methodi

cally organized on the grandest of scales, to enable the

beneficiaries of government favor to secure themselves

in the enjoyment of their benefits. Nor is it hazardous

to predict that this evil will grow and grow, and bring
forth still more direful results, unless we put a stop to

that economic policy.

Here I may be asked whether there is not also corrup
tion in places where the Opposition, the Democratic

party, rules. Unquestionably there is altogether too

much of it. But that corruption is local, sporadic,

subject to be attacked and put down by the action of

local sentiment. But as it must be recognized to be, it

is not inherent in a system of national policy. It is not

entrenched in immensely powerful interests upheld by
the Government. It has brought forth nothing like the

condition of things existing in that state in which the

worship of the fetich of the protective tariff seems almost
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to have altogether overruled the moral law, and which

by an observant writer of great ability has with terrible

force been described as &quot;corrupt and contented.&quot; Thus
Democratic corruption, however noxious, can be reached

and overcome by local forces. The Republican corrup

tion, as organized by the combination of protected inter

ests on a national scale, can never be overcome so long
as the policy of high protection prevails.

This corruption will be all the more firmly rooted as

the protective policy more and more develops its tendency
to strengthen on the political field the power of wealth

as such. We all have observed that of late years the

appearance of very rich men in political positions has

become strikingly frequent. Nothing could be farther

from me than to object to the participation of rich men
in politics if their wealth is coupled with strong public

spirit and ability. On the contrary, I heartily welcome

it. But what I do observe with apprehension is the

perference given by political organizations to rich men
for no other reason than that they are rich

;
to the money

&quot;barrel&quot; because it can feed a machine or float a candi

date; to the filling of places of influence and authority
with rich men (or their agents) who are naturally bent

upon serving first of all their own interests. This is the

way to build up a plutocracy as it would be in our case,

not a plutocracy of old and settled wealth possibly sharing

with the true aristocracy a sense of honorable obligation

to the community, but the worst sort of plutocrats a

plutocracy sharply looking to the profitableness of its

political investments a plutocracy &quot;on the make.&quot;

Of this kind of plutocracy our protective tariff policy

has already given us a smart beginning, and may a kind

fate save us from the full development of it!

Do I expect the Democratic party, if successful,

promptly to repress the evils of the protective policy?
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I see at present no other instrumentality by which that

work can be put in practical motion, and I do, indeed,

expect the Democratic party in partial possession of the

Government the Republican Senate being in any event

for a season in a position to obstruct changes in the tariff

laws to uncover to the eyes of the whole people the

iniquities of the system, to avail itself of every legal

possibility to relieve its rigors, and thus to start the

reformatory movement with vigor and in an enlightened

spirit in one word, to prepare the field for the final

overthrow of that stronghold of corruption and tyrannical

rapacity. Do not the Republicans by implication admit

the wrongfulness of the system by holding out a vague

promise of reform? Yes, partial reform
&quot;by

its friends.
&quot;

What does that mean? Do we not know that every
revision of the tariff &quot;by its friends&quot; has resulted, if in

anything, not in a reduction, but in a raising of tariff

duties, thus increasing the evil instead of lessening it?

Let us not deceive ourselves. If this abuse is to be un

done, the power must be put into the hands of those

who mean to undo it, not in the hands of its beneficiaries

or their agents, who mean to preserve it. To this end

the Republican party must be defeated.

It deserves defeat for another reason no less weighty.
The Republican party stands no longer, as it once did,

for the great ideal of a democracy embodying the princi

ples of the Declaration of Independence and presenting
the example of a mighty people under a government
not only free and peaceable at home, but also true to its

principles in the just and generous treatment of other

peoples, great and small an example inspiring others

with love of liberty, respect for human rights and con

fidence in democratic institutions. Its ideal is now a

great &quot;world power,&quot; governing foreign lands and alien

populations by arbitrary rule, and asserting its position
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among the other powers of the world by the number of

its battleships. In the world abroad those struggling

for free government no longer look to this Republic for

encouragement by sympathy, example and teaching;

the question asked, not without misgiving, is rather,

how far the lust of conquest and the impulse of adven

turous ambition will carry this great American Republic
in its new career. Should not true American patriotism

grieve to witness the degradation?
Not many years ago the American people enjoyed a

proud and inestimable privilege which enabled us to look

down upon the greatest nations of the world with con

descending sympathy. It was that while those nations

were groaning under the burden of vast and costly ar

maments, believed by them to be indispensable for their

safety, the American people was the only one happily

exempt from such a necessity the only one that could,

and did, employ its resources of men and means with a

sense of full security for the physical, mental and moral

betterment of its country and the inhabitants thereof,

instead of sinking them in the building up and mainte

nance of enormous and unproductive war establishments.

We were, indeed, the envy of the whole world.

The best minds of other nations exerted and still

exert themselves to discover ways to bring about

gradually a general disarmament, but are met by the

objection that while disarmament would indeed be a

blessing devoutly to be wished, England must have the

biggest war-fleet in the world to prevent the calamity of

being blockaded and starved in her insular position; that

France must maintain the largest possible armament on

account of the possible hostility of her neighbor, Ger

many, and that Germany must have the same because

of her being hedged in by powerful and possibly hostile

neighbors. But for these and other similarly plausible
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reasons, the demand for an effectual reduction of burdens

caused by the great armaments would become soon so

overwhelming in the old world that no government could

resist it.

And now, while European nations moan under their

burdens, and vainly sigh to lighten them, we, who for

the better part of a century have been the envy of the

world for enjoying the blessed privilege of not bearing
such a burden, throw away that inestimable blessing as

if it were not worth consideration. Nobody objects to

our keeping a little army, with its appurtenances, as a

nucleus for larger organizations in case of necessity, and

a smart and efficient little navy to perform our part of

the police of the seas. But we are told that we must

have a much larger army than we had twenty years ago,

and especially a much bigger navy aye, as the present

Secretary of the Navy tells us, we must have the biggest

navy in the world. Indeed, we are actually engaged in

building a navy which, if the building goes on at the

present rate, will soon burden the American people with

a load of naval expenses heavier than that under which

any other nation is groaning. Our navy cost us this

year and last year about one hundred millions. Con

sidering that, owing to the rapid progress of invention

in our days, the modern ship of war, originally built at

enormous cost, is apt to become antiquated before it is

long in service, and that the navy to be good for anything
must be kept &quot;up

to date,&quot; the annual expense, even in

time of peace, is more liable to increase than to grow
less. Our expenditures in times of peace for war arma
ments actually threaten to become larger and the pecuni

ary burdens heavier than those of any European state.

What reason is there for this? The United States are

not, like England, a little island that might be starved

by a blockade, and require, therefore, a large navy for

VOL. VI. 24
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defence. We have not, like Germany and France,

powerful neighbors whose hostility might become danger
ous. In both these respects we are perfectly safe. Or

is there lurking anywhere else in the world a hostile

power whose attack we might have to fear? Where is

it? Where is the cloud of possible war that might oblige

us to watch for our safety armed to the teeth? Where

is the danger that forces us to shoulder the fearful burdens

under which the backs of European nations are bending,

and which nobody but a fool would bear unless con

strained by necessity?

But we are told that we must have a large armament

to protect our foreign commerce. Must we? When
and where was it that our foreign commerce ever suffered

for want of a large navy? Before our civil war we had

a merchant fleet, and an ocean carrying-trade rivaling

that of any nation of the world, while our fleet of war-ships

was infinitesimal. Was our foreign commerce ever

seriously molested for want of armed protection? Our

export trade is constantly growing. We are successfully

competing in foreign markets with other nations notably

with England. England is very largely our superior in

battleships and guns. Is it our war-fleet that enables us

to compete with her so successfully in the foreign market,

or is it not rather the fact that our peaceable industries

furnish some articles cheaper and better than hers?

Or is it true, as we are told, that we need a great arma

ment to &quot;uphold the Monroe Doctrine&quot;? The Monroe

Doctrine is now more than three-quarters of a century

old. Has it ever been violated because we did not defend

it with big guns? The only attempt against it was the

invasion of Mexico by the French Emperor, Louis Na

poleon, during our civil war. Nothing can be more

certain than that but for our civil war Louis Napoleon
would never have dared to touch the American continent,
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and that, when from that civil war our Union issued

with confirmed assurance of its permanence, it required

not the army we had at that time, but a mere nod of

Uncle Sam s head, to make the French Emperor take

to his heels. Does any one doubt it? The close of our

civil war and the disbandment of our forces were followed

by a long revival of peace, during which we were sub

stantially without army and navy. Did any old-world

Power make any attempt to break through the Monroe

Doctrine, although they were armed and we were not?

Nay, it was during that very period when the strongest

and proudest sea power of the world, Great Britain,

submitted to that terrible humiliation of her pride, the

Alabama settlement, rather than run into a serious

quarrel with the restored Union. Nor did any other

power show the least disposition to risk such a quarrel,

although some of them may have disliked our Monroe

Doctrine, or this Republic generally, ever so much.

And why did they not? For the simple reason, among
others, that, although they were armed and we were

not, they all knew that they not one of them could

afford to risk a serious quarrel with the United States.

They all knew, and know now, that this is a country of

very great wealth, and practically inexhaustible resources

in men and means; that the Americans are a people not

only strong in numbers, but of exceptional ingenuity,

energy and enterprise, and of a patriotic spirit that shuns

no sacrifice
;
that this Republic, on its continental fastness,

is impregnable, if not substantially unassailable; that a

strong and daring enemy might perhaps, at the beginning
of a war, at best succeed in scratching our edges, but no

more; that such a war, in the worst case for us, would

be a long one, but, owing to our immense staying power,
at last a hopeless one for our enemy, as to the final result;

that by such a war the resources of our old-world enemy
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would be taxed to the utmost, and that meanwhile he

would, being to his whole capacity engaged with us, be

at the mercy of his possibly hostile neighbors at home.

This, leaving all other considerations aside, is the reason

why no old-world Power will think of going to war with

us, unless kicked into it by some absolutely unendurable

provocation on our part. They will, on the contrary,

readily, even with alacrity, concede to us every right

that we can justly claim, every demand that we can

decently make, to secure our good-will. Have we not

of late years, at times with some astonishment, witnessed

the spectacle of some of them fairly running a race for

our friendship? And now we must have no end of

battleships, at whatever cost, to protect the Monroe

Doctrine against them!

But as we are told without ceasing we are now a

great world-power, and as a great world-power we are

bound to have a great navy. Of all the humbugs of the

day and there are many the aberration that this

Republic has but recently issued as a great world-power
from our Spanish war is perhaps the most audacious.

What is a world-power? A power whose voice is listened

to in the councils of nations with respect and deference, and

which by word or act exercises an important influence in

the development of the great affairs of mankind. It was

perhaps half a hundred years ago when Richard Cobden

called this Republic the greatest power on earth. At

that time we did not think of having a great army or navy.

This power was not first revealed by the fights around

Santiago. By its very birth this Republic gave a mighty

impulse to liberal movements in the old world. In its

early childhood it put its strong hand upon the piratical

practices of the Barbary States, although our war-fleet

hardly counted among the navies of Europe. About

the middle of the last century it took a leading part in
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the abolition of the Danish Sound dues. In the second

half of the last century it opened Japan to the world.

Throughout all this time it made very valuable additions

to the recognized rules of international law. All this

with only a few regiments on land and a few frigates on

the sea. Have we given worthier evidence of being a

great world-power since?

Surely I want this Republic to be a great world-power
a greater world-power than it is now, or than it can be

made by armies and navies ever so gigantic. The way
to accomplish this is simple : Let this Republic present to

the world the most encouraging example of a great people

governing themselves in liberty, justice and peace, and

let its dealings with all other nations, great and small,

strong and weak, be so obviously just and fair, so patient
and forbearing, so mindful not only of their rights, but

also of their self-respect, so free from all arrogance or

humiliating assertion of superior strength, that nobody
can doubt its generous unselfishness, and that, whenever

a mediator is wanted for the adjustment of international

differences, this Republic will be looked up to as the

natural arbiter. Then it will be in the noblest sense

a great world-power indeed, the grandest world-power
mankind has ever known.

How ignoble, how unspeakably vulgar, appears by
the side of this conception the idea that the American

Republic should assert its position as a great power by
swaggering about among the nations of the earth as the

big battleship bully, carrying a chip on his shoulder and

demanding his rights on the strength of the fist which

he shakes under everybody s nose!

The ideal of the great world-power which this Republic
should be, as I have described it, is no mere figment
of fancy, no mere dream impossible of realization. To

accomplish it we have only to return with full sincerity
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to the principles and ideals to which this Republic owed
its origin. We have only to take again as our guide
that solemn admonition nowadays so thoughtlessly

slighted by giddy youths Washington s Farewell Ad
dress, the wisest counsel ever left to his people by a great

patriot. We have only to stop thinking of the conquest
of other peoples lands and goods, and aim instead at

the conquest of their esteem and confidence, which will

be not only a more honorable, but, even commercially

speaking, a much more valuable asset in the long run.

We have only to convince the world that we do not

worship at the shrine of physical force, that barbarous

relic of the past; but that we cherish only the moral

power of genuine civilization and true progress, which

are to open to mankind a happier future. I say this at a

moment when the newspapers are filled with reports of

the conflict going on in the Far East one of the most

horrible butcheries recorded in history, which, instead

of inflaming by its horrors the fighting spirit among
nations, should and, I trust, will demonstrate to them
the downright atrocity, the hideous criminality of war,

and the absolute necessity of preventing any resort to

it by every means the humane spirit of our civilization

can suggest.

No, this ideal I have described is not impossible of

realization. Indeed, we actually approached that re

alization when, in putting an end to Spanish rule in

Cuba, we promised that Cuba should not be our conquest,

but a self-governing republic, and when, in a great

measure at least, we fulfilled that promise. The out

side world, which had cynically doubted the sincerity

of that promise, pricked up its ears and came very near

believing that such an act on our part might really have

been inspired by a generous, self-sacrificing desire to

liberate another people from despotic rule, without any
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selfish scheme in the background. How glorious would

it have been had this incipient belief in our disinterested

magnanimity been sustained and strengthened by what
followed! What a pity that while we kept our promise
in point of form by not seizing Cuba, we straightway
violated it in spirit by making that Spanish war a war
of conquest after all, in which, excepting Cuba, we grabbed
for ourselves pretty much everything we could lay our

hands on! We went even so far as to present to the

world the appalling spectacle of shooting down in the

Philippines those who had been our allies in the war

against Spain, in order to get possession of their country
and to subject them to our arbitrary rule, and we called

the process in unctuous phrase
&quot;

benevolent assimilation.
&quot;

In the war we made upon these late allies hundreds of

thousands of them lost their lives, and their homes were
burnt and their lands devastated far and wide; and this

we pretended to be necessary to keep them from hurting
one another in anarchical convulsions which would as

we said, and now say certainly follow if they were left

free. And then we established our colonial system, in

which we govern alien and subjected populations by our

autocratical rule foreign rule to them regulating for

them &quot;

life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness,&quot; as it may
please us, their foreign conquerors, their sovereign lords

and masters. And all this while we know, and hardly any
one disputes, that almost every man, woman and child

in the Philippines at heart hates the foreign ruler and

yearns for independence.
Thus the Republican party, which owed its existence

to its belief in the Declaration of Independence, has

before all the world hauled down that banner of our

faith and has hoisted in its stead the flag of conquest
and arbitrary dominion over subject populations. I am
well aware of the philanthropic cloak in which this
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autocratic rule is wrapped how it is all for the benefit

of our subjects, how we intend to make them free and

rich and contented, if they behave themselves. It is the

talk of autocrats from time immemorial. I will not ques

tion the good faith of the rulers of to-day. But the rulers

of to-day will not be the rulers of to-morrow or the day
after. The fact remains that this is autocracy, that this

autocracy is to determine how much freedom and what

kind of government the subject is to have, and that it will

determine this according to its own changing pleasure

and its temporary conception of its own interests. And
when the strugglers for free government or for

&quot;

govern
ment by the consent of the governed,

&quot;

which is the same

thing look from their fields of endeavor throughout
the world to this Republic for example, guidance and

encouragement, our Republican leaders will tell them

that we have bravely got over that baby talk about the

&quot;consent of the governed,&quot; and thatwe are lustily engaged
in exercising arbitrary government, the powers of which

are derived from musketry and cannon.

Some time ago a most imposing array of the intelli

gence and moral sense of the country coming from the

universities, the churches, the bench, the bar, the learned

professions and other honorable callings petitioned the

Republican National Convention that it should declare

itself in favor of an early promise of independence to

the people of the Philippines. The petition was not

deemed worthy of respectful consideration. Ever since

the spokesmen of the Republican party, the President

at their head, have been busy hunting up reasons for

not making that promise. Had they been equally

intent upon finding reasons for making it, they would

have discovered that it would be no less easy to recognize

the independence of the Philippines than it was to rec

ognize the independence of Cuba; that the cry that the
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American flag must never be hauled down is a vain and

foolish cry, and that the flag was never more glorious

than when it was hauled down from Morro Castle at

Havana.

Here, then, is what has become of the great Republican

party once the party of liberty and human rights, the

party of moral ideas: It has become the advocate and

servant of a combination of pecuniary interests, in

maintaining a high protective tariff going far beyond its

professed objects, despoiling the many for the benefit

of a few, and striving to keep itself in power by a system
of corruption organized on a national scale. It has by
a policy of adventure, conquest and arbitrary rule over

subject nations set aside the fundamental principles upon
which this Republic was founded, and thus danger

ously weakened in our democracy the highest conserva

tive influence the popular adherence to our traditional

doctrines and ideals. It has robbed the American people
of the inestimable privilege of being exempt from the

burden of enormous armaments under which other na

tions are groaning, by imposing, without the slightest

necessity, similar burdens on our backs. It has thereby
not only ceased to countenance and inspirit the efforts

made in favor of the direction of general disarmament,

but, disquieting other powers by our building a great

war-fleet quite superfluous except for aggressive pur

poses, it is inciting them to follow suit, thus speeding
the ruinous race and ranging the American republic

among the instigators of a retrogressive tendency hostile

to true civilization.

We may now ask ourselves whether the character of

the Republican candidate for the Presidency redeems

the character of the party. I know President Roosevelt

well. I have known him well since, as a very young man,
he entered public life, and I have watched his career,
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not only with the concern of an interested citizen, but

also with the warm sympathy of a personal friend. His

exuberant spirits, his bright intelligence, his generous

impulses, his gay combativeness and the bubbling

vivacity of his contempts and his enthusiasms made him

an exceedingly attractive personality; and those who
observed the courage and ability with which, as a young
member of the New York legislature, he plunged into

the fight against existing abuses in the public service

and in party management, might well have hoped that

he would develop into a dauntless and unselfish, and at

the same time a wise, champion of the highest ideals of

public morals and of practical statesmanship, whose lead

every patriotic citizen could follow with unreserved

confidence. And when, after an examination of his

later career, conducted with the sympathetic desire to

view everything in the most favorable light, I have

now to form, for myself, the conclusion that in very

important respects those high expectations have been

disappointed, and that implicit confidence would be

dangerously misplaced, I make that confession with

genuine sorrow.

There are two Roosevelts in the field the ideal, the

legendary Roosevelt, as he once appeared, and as many
people imagine him still to be; and the real Roosevelt,

as he has since developed. There are no doubt many
good citizens who think of voting for Roosevelt, having
the legendary Roosevelt in mind; but they will do well

to consider that, if elected, the real Roosevelt will be

President. The legendary Roosevelt was he who not

only abhorred and denounced immoral practices in the

public concerns, but would never condone them or com

promise with them; who from the bottom of his heart

hated and despised spoils-politics and spoils politicians,

party machines and party bosses; who would have
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scorned to countenance them and to associate his inter

ests or endeavors with theirs for his party s advantage;
who rather bid defiance to them, and would strain every
nerve to fight and utterly annihilate their influence

upon our public life a sort of second St. George, killing

the dragon of corruption and other iniquities with his

mighty lance. It was, by the way, the same legendary
Roosevelt who in his writings rejected the protective

tariff system as unjust and injurious, and who condemned
a colonial policy involving the acquisition of distant lands

and alien populations to be governed by arbitrary rule

as incompatible with our fundamental principles and

un-American.

After his election to the governorship of New York,

and, later, after his accession to the Presidency of the

United States, the legendary Roosevelt appeared in

strong phrase in his frequent addresses to the public.

No governor, and, certainly, no President, has ever more

earnestly admonished the people in numberless discourses

with untiring iteration and in more emphatic language

that, to be good and useful citizens, we must, above all

things, conduct ourselves with
&quot;

honesty, courage and

good sense.&quot; There never was a more demonstrative

advocate, in speech, of that &quot;militant honesty&quot; which

will not only carefully abstain from wrongdoing but will

mercilessly denounce and stamp out dishonesty wherever

it can be reached. Nobody ever condemned with holier

scorn and abhorrence the self-seekers in politics,
&quot;

those

sinister beings who batten on the evils of our political

system,&quot; and &quot;the corrupt politician who is the real and

dangerous foe,&quot; and that &quot;dreadful thing which consists

in condoning misconduct in a public man,&quot; and that

&quot;shame&quot; in our politics which &quot;deifies mere success with

out regard to the moral qualities lying behind it.
&quot;

It might surely have been expected of the man whose
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righteous impulses were so strong that he could hardly
find language emphatic enough to express them that

he would, when in places of authority, never think of

countenancing those mean and dangerous creatures, and

that he would use his whole power to crush their influence

for mischief; that when governor of New York he would

leave no rightful means untried to uproot the iniquitous

and demoralizing bossdom of Platt in his State; that he

would lose no proper opportunity to discountenance

Boss Quay of Pennsylvania, who stood for everything
that was iniquitous, demoralizing and tyrannical in

politics; that he would be anxious to demonstrate his

utter disgust with such a creature as Addicks, who has

openly invaded a State with his corruption fund to buy
a seat in the Senate; that he would at least keep his

Cabinet clear of men of questionable political character,

and so on.

This might confidently have been expected; but what

did we see? As governor of New York Mr. Roosevelt

indeed promised a good civil service law and made many
good appointments, but he consulted Boss Platt about

public matters with a regularity which amounted to a

recognition of bossdom as a legitimate institution. What
ever he may have granted or denied to the boss, nothing
can be more certain than the fact that when Mr. Roosevelt

ceased to be governor of his State, the power of the boss

was not shaken in the least, but rather strengthened by
Mr. Roosevelt s implied recognition. And this continued

while he was President. And there was Quay, the most

unscrupulous and despotic boss of them all called by
President Roosevelt his &quot;stanch and loyal friend,&quot; but

who was also his influential friend, for if Quay did not

wholly control under President Roosevelt the whole

federal patronage in Pennsylvania, he controlled enough
to maintain his absolute boss rule over that State entirely
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unimpaired indeed, rather fortified by the prestige of

President Roosevelt s friendship.

And there is the unspeakable Addicks, the would-be

purchaser of the State of Delaware, whom the legendary

Roosevelt would have spewed out of his mouth with

such energy that all the world would have been thrilled

with his loathing of the unclean thing, but now treated

by the real Roosevelt with the gentleness of friendly

neutrality, giving his heelers some patronage and his

opponents some, so that either may pretend to have his

countenance, and that President Roosevelt s apologists

have hard work to prove that he is not Addicks active

ally.

And there is Postmaster-General Payne, whose only
distinction in public life was that of a lobbyist and a

skillful and not over-nice political pipelayer and wire

puller, whose appointment to the control of the great

patronage department of the Government, which has the

largest field for political dicker, would have fitted the

Cabinet of a political schemer in the Presidential chair,

but not the Cabinet of the legendary Roosevelt. Mr.

Payne showed his true colors when he tried at the start

to discredit and to whistle down the inquiry into the

corruption festering in his department.
And there is Mr. J. M. Clarkson, whom the legendary

Roosevelt once denounced as one of the most obnoxious

of spoils politicians in office, and whom the real Roosevelt,

when President, made surveyor of the port of New York,

an officer having much to do with patronage.
And there is Mr. &quot;Lou&quot; Payn, whom Governor

Roosevelt once, for good reason, thrust out of the office

of State insurance commissioner, and whom Mr. Elihu

Root characterized as a man who for many years had

been a stench in the nostrils of the people of the State

of New York, and who was recently called to the White
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House as President Roosevelt s enemy, but issued from

the White House as President Roosevelt s friend and

supporter, praising President Roosevelt as a &quot;great

politician who had changed wonderfully,&quot; and who
must and will be reflected.

Here I will stop. The most notorious instances suffice

for illustration. It was said of President Cleveland

that good citizens &quot;loved him for the enemies he had

made.
&quot;

I apprehend it may be said of President Roose

velt that we have to distrust him for the friends he has

made. It is an experience as old as the world, that the

friendship of good men is freely given when deserved,

but that the friendship of the wicked has its price. When
we find President Roosevelt in the company of such

men we are far from suspecting that he loves such com

pany, and we must not forget that characters of this

kind will hang on the skirts of every Administration and

offer their services while pursuing their own selfish aims.

But I cannot admit what Secretary Taft offers in defence

of President Roosevelt, that &quot;were he to ostracize, so

far as conference with him is concerned, the members of

his party whom the Mugwumps do not approve, he

would divide his party, tie his hands and destroy utterly

his power for usefulness to the country.
&quot;

In the first place I must protest against the injustice

Mr. Taft does the President by suggesting that only the

Mugwumps possess the honesty to disapprove of the

Platts and Quays and Paynes, leaving it to be inferred

that Mr. Roosevelt does not disapprove of them. In

the second place the question is whether the price he

pays for the service they render is, as to the public good,

not larger than the value of the service he received from

them.

Ours being to a large extent a government by party,

it is of the highest importance that our party organiza-
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tions should as such be true representatives of the prin

ciples and opinions cherished by their members, and not

mere machines composed in the main of mercenaries,

and commanded by bosses for such purposes as they

may entertain. The development of the party organiza
tion into the machine and of the party leader into the

boss has become one of the most dangerous evils threaten

ing the working of our free institutions of government.

Just here lies one of the most portentous problems of

our political life a problem from the solution of which

it may depend whether this is to remain a democracy
of real freemen governing themselves according to their

intelligence and moral sense, or a mere battlefield for

the contests of various unprincipled and rapacious party

despotisms fighting for spoil. Every clear-sighted man
knows this, and, no doubt, Mr. Roosevelt does.

To attack this machine-and-boss system in official

position requires moral courage. Such courage an

ordinary politician in the Presidency may not be expected
to possess. But Mr. Roosevelt cannot object if he is

judged by the standards he has set up for himself. When
a champion enters the lists with so proud a flourish of

trumpets about his courage and &quot;

militant honesty,&quot; it

may well be hoped that he will boldly, and at some risk,

undertake the task of using the best of his power to stem
the growth of an evil which, unless checked, will become
fatal to the very life of our democratic government.
Now, what do we see? It is not the slightest exaggera

tion to say that in boss-and-machine-ridden States the

boss-and-machine system flourishes to-day as if Theodore

Roosevelt had never been governor of New York or

President of the United States. In New York, by a

sort of palace revolution, a new boss has displaced the

old one, and it is still a question whether the new boss

is not the worse of the two. In Pennsylvania, the old
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boss having died, the filling of his place by a successor

of the same kind is a matter of course. The system
itself is exactly the same; it is steadily spreading over

other States, and it is growing intrinsically stronger by
President Roosevelt s recognition of its power. Pointing
at him, the ordinary machine politician may now say,

&quot;You talk about the boss and the machine with great

disrespect. You want to abolish them. Look at this

President. He was the loudest of reformers. He did no

end of preaching about courage and militant honesty
as the cardinal virtues. No sooner does he get into

positions of power than he acts very much like other

people in trading with the bosses and the machines.

He needs their aid and cooperation, and, instead of

fighting their power, he admits and recognizes it. Now,
what have you to say?&quot; Yes, what have we to say?

President Roosevelt has done many good things, but

certainly none through the aid and cooperation of the

bosses and the machines that could compensate for the

injury he has done to democratic institutions and good

government by the encouragement given by him to the

most pernicious element in our political life. It is a

serious setback to a reform movement when a conspic
uous reformer, placed in a position of power, in any

important point fails to conform his action to his pro
fessed principles.

We observe a similar lack of mettle in Mr. Roosevelt s

attitude concerning the tariff and the Trusts. Whether
the early opinions expressed by him adverse to protection
were well matured or not, he was, when he became

President, undoubtedly and naturally, struck by the

idea that it was time to reduce the most exorbitant rates

of the Dingley tariff, and, especially, that the aid given

by the protective tariff to the Trusts in perfecting their

respective monopolies must be withdrawn. He repeat-
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edly gave expression to such sentiments, and discussed

various methods to accomplish such ends. Indeed, it

might have been thought that a bold and unyielding

attack upon the monster of monopoly would particularly

tempt his chivalrous courage. His Administration did

indeed institute legal proceedings, in one case successfully,

against monopolistic combinations, but it has, so far, ac

complished nothing tangible as to the stopping of the ex

tortions practiced upon the people by the Trusts which

especially the manufacturing Trusts touch the gen
eral public most nearly. These Trusts are not very much
afraid of restrictive laws and legal proceedings, for they
have almost boundless ingenuity of evasion at their com
mand. What most of them, and indeed the worst of

them, really fear is to be deprived of the benefit the tariff

gives them in protecting them against foreign competi
tion

;
and thus aiding them in establishing and maintain

ing their home monopoly. That firm protectionist, the

late John Sherman, freely admitted this, and, although
he was a rather timid statesman, he pronounced himself

in favor of withdrawing tariff protection from Trust-made

articles.

When President Roosevelt publicly professed similar

sentiments a significant spectacle presented itself. At

once, as the newspapers elaborately reported, political

magnates, champions of the high-protective system,

swooped down upon him, as was generally believed, to

convince him of the politically and otherwise perilous

character of such heresy. Whether the stories told were

true or not, certain it is that President Roosevelt has

become a convert to protectionism of the highest kind,

&quot;standing pat&quot; on the tariff as it is, to be revised only

&quot;by
its friends.&quot; The surrender is complete, and this

surrender has led Mr. Roosevelt to abandon no, not

only to abandon, but positively to oppose and to denounce
VOL. VI. 25
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the policy which of all policies proposed would be

surest to hurt the Trusts in their really vulnerable point.

And he covers this surrender with an argument which,

I regret to say, looks like a subterfuge.

He says in substance that if we withdraw tariff protec
tion from Trust-made articles we shall, indeed, by making
their production less profitable, hurt the Trusts, but we
shall at the same time hurt, and probably ruin, the smaller

establishments which manufacture the same articles in

competition with the Trusts; and this must not be done.

But Mr. Roosevelt leaves out of due consideration

that the Trust and the small competitor are not the only

parties concerned in this business. There is a third

party whose interests are infinitely more important.
This third party is the general public. The general

public suffer from the extortions to which the Trusts

have subjected them, and justly demand to be relieved

of those extortions. The withdrawal of tariff protection

from the Trust-made goods would inevitably force down
the extortionate prices, and thus afford that relief, and

it is cruelly unjust to deny this boon to the people on

the singular ground that by depriving the Trusts of their

tyrannical power we might also possibly hurt a compara

tively small number of persons competing with them.

Thus, by opposing the policy which would be most sure

effectually to weaken the Trusts, President Roosevelt

has actually arrayed himself on the side of monopoly

against the people. He may yet have to learn that in

serving high protection he serves a set of hard, grasping,

merciless taskmasters, who will make him do things

which the legendary Roosevelt never would have dreamed

of. I do not think it impossible that even the present

Roosevelt, if kept in power, will be driven to rebel against

their exactions, and that he may then return to the views

and purposes of earlier and better days.
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Indeed, I have such faith in the original goodness of

his impulses that I deem him capable of abandoning

again any of the wrong ways he has lately taken, except
one. And there something stands in the way for which

he is not responsible: his temperament, which is alto

gether too strong for his reason. He is a born fighter in

the extremest sense. Nobody ever delighted in the joy
of the conflict more heartily than he not only the conflict

of mind against mind, but also and perhaps even more

the conflict of physical force against physical force.

Nobody has ever been more earnest and eloquent than

he in extolling the glories, the enthusiasm and the mor

ally elevating influences of war. His demand for &quot;stren-

uosity&quot; was never quite satisfied with the peaceable
achievements by the American people in transforming
this vast continent from a wilderness into an abode of

civilization. Neither would a strenuous but peaceable

application of the mental, moral and physical forces of

the American people to the solution of their home problems

quite content him. No, in the background of his strenu

ous dreams there lurk always great conflicts somewhere,
conflicts of great armies and navies, in which we are to

take part and for which we must be prepared. He appre
hends that

&quot;

if we ever grow to regard peace as a perma
nent condition&quot; the &quot;keen, fearless, virile qualities of

heart, mind and body will sink into disuse.&quot; His con

stant tongue-lashings of the &quot;coward,&quot; the &quot;craven&quot; and

the &quot;weakling,&quot; that is, persons who would not fight un

less it was quite necessary, had a somewhat boyish sound,

but came from his heart. He dropped them only when

by too frequent iteration they had fallen into ridicule.

Most characteristic was the utterance which as Assistant

Secretary of the Navy he addressed to the Naval War Col-

!ege in which he said: &quot;No triumph of peace is quite so

great as the supreme triumph of war&quot;
; and, &quot;Scant atten-
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tion is paid to the coward or weakling who babbles for

peace.
&quot; And quite in keeping with such warcries, un

precedented in the mouth of a President of the United

States, was, at the equally unprecedented review of the

navy near President Roosevelt s country house, the no less

unprecedented Presidential utterance:
&quot; There are many

public servants whom I hold in high esteem, but there

are no others whom I hold in quite the esteem I do the

officers and enlisted men of the army and navy of the

United States.
&quot;

There is an abounding record of similar

deliverances made by him when President.

I know that, on the other hand, President Roosevelt

has frequently assured us that he is really a friend of

peace and that he wants a larger army and a very large

navy merely to make peace more secure by their formid

able appearance. We are told that, while President, he

has, in point of fact, not precipitated us into a war, and

that in the Venezuela case which, however, was not

our quarrel he favored a reference to the Hague Tribunal,

thereby strengthening that court of peace which is true,

and for which he recently received from a distinguished

foreign statesman a deserved, very proper and very
handsome compliment. And meanwhile members of the

President s Cabinet go about the country picturing

before wondering audiences Mr. Roosevelt as a person

as meek and gentle as Mary s little lamb.

It behooves us as American citizens, before performing
the solemn duty of giving the republic a new President,

to evolve from such conflicting evidence, most of which

is given by Mr. Roosevelt himself, a calm and conscien

tious judgment. In expressing my own opinion, I am
sure I do so with a sincere desire not to be unjust to a

man possessing so many estimable and attractive quali

ties, but with the equally sincere desire to serve the best

interests of the country. I do not deem President
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Roosevelt capable of seeking an opportunity for plunging
the country into a foreign war merely to gratify his

ambition or to give play to his fighting spirit. But I do

think that whenever there are two ways of deciding a

matter of controversy one the slow, patient, diplomatic,

peaceable way, and the other the short cut by the use of

force Mr. Roosevelt will be temperamentally inclined

to choose the short cut, and it will require with him an

uncommonly strong effort of self-restraint to resist that

inclination, which effort, if made at all, is not always
successful.

The Panama affair is a case in point. Well-nigh

everybody in this country desired the building of an

inter-oceanic canal. Congress passed an act, the so-called

Spooner act of June 28, 1902, authorizing the President

to negotiate for the acquisition of the property of the

Panama Canal Company and for the control of the

necessary territory of the republic of Colombia on which

that property was situated, and directing the President,

if he should fail in making the desired arrangements

upon reasonable terms, then to negotiate for the acquisi

tion of the necessary territory in Costa Rica and Nicaragua
for the building of the so-called Nicaragua Canal. The
President accordingly made a treaty with the republic

of Colombia, the so-called Hay-Herran Treaty, which

was subject to the approval of the Senate of the republic

of Colombia, as well as of our own. Our Senate approved
but the Senate of Colombia rejected that treaty. There

upon, President Roosevelt did not, as the law expressly

commanded him, enter into negotiations for the building

of the Nicaragua Canal, but, when a so-called &quot;revolu

tion&quot; broke out in the state of Panama, declaring its

secession from the republic of Colombia, of which it

formed constitutionally a part, just as the States of New
York and Pennsylvania form parts of the United States,
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President Roosevelt promptly recognized the independ
ence of Panama, not only without waiting to see whether

the republic of Colombia was able to suppress the re

bellion, but actually preventing her from making the

attempt by forbidding her to transport troops to the

scene of the conflict in Panama, and enforcing his com
mand by the presence of some of our warships and landing

troops. He then made a treaty with the &quot;republic of

Panama,&quot; providing for the building of the Panama
Canal by the United States.

By so acting, President Roosevelt in the first place

violated the law directing him, in case of the failure of

the negotiation with the republic of Colombia, to nego
tiate for the building of the Nicaragua Canal. In the

second place he trampled under foot the principle for

the maintenance of which we sacrificed in four years of

bloody civil war nearly a million of human lives and

many thousands of millions of dollars namely, that

principle that under a federal constitution like ours

and the existing constitution of Colombia is in this respect

very much like ours, perhaps even a little stronger a

State has no right to secede from the Union. Let us

hope that the precedent thus recklessly set by President

Roosevelt may never come home to roost. In the third

place, he not only recognized the right of secession, but

he recognized also the independence of the seceded

state without giving the federal government the slightest

chance to enforce its lawful authority in the rebellious

community in fact, he interfered with a mailed hand

to prevent it from doing so, thus committing what was

practically an act of war against Colombia. Again, it

is worth while to remember that during our civil war we

desperately protested against any such conduct on the

part of any foreign state, and again we have reason

devoutly to express our hope that this precedent so reck-
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lessly set by President Roosevelt may not come home
to roost.

In the fourth place, in doing all this he flagrantly

violated the provisions of a solemn treaty, the treaty of

1846, in which Colombia guarantees to the Government

and citizens of the United States free transit across the

isthmus from sea to sea, and as compensation for the

favors and advantages received, &quot;The United States

guarantee, in the same manner, the rights of sovereignty

and property which New Granada now has and possesses

over the said territory.
&quot; &quot;

Guarantee
&quot;

is a strong word,

and there can be no doubt as to what was &quot;guaranteed&quot;

by the United States in this treaty; it was &quot;the rights

of sovereignty and property possessed by Colombia over

the territory of Panama.
&quot;

This guarantee was glaringly

violated by President Roosevelt s cooperation with the

rebels of Panama in destroying the sovereignty of Colom
bia over that territory.

His principal excuse is that we had to keep open the

transit across the isthmus, which might easily have

been done without excluding Colombian troops from

Panama; that the civilization of the age demanded the

building of the canal; that the rejection of the Hay-
Herran Treaty by Colombia obstructed this work of

civilization; that if President Roosevelt had not acted as

he did our chances of building the canal &quot;would have

been deferred certainly for years, perhaps for a genera
tion or more,&quot; for there would have been &quot;ceaseless

guerilla warfare and possibly foreign complications.&quot;

President Roosevelt has a way of picturing to a credulous

public horrible things which would have inevitably

happened if he had not done what he did, or that certainly

will happen unless we let him do what he wishes to do.

(So also in the case of the Philippines.)

But this excuse for his conduct in the Panama case is
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lamentably futile. In the first place, the cause of civiliza

tion is not promoted but hurt when a great Republic
like ours breaks its solemn treaties and adopts the nefari

ous doctrine that the end justifies the means. And

secondly, what right has President Roosevelt to say that

the building of the canal would have been deferred per

haps for a generation&quot; if he had not acted as he did?

Let us suppose it is true, as has been said, that the repub
lic of Colombia tried to extort from us a higher price for

what was asked of her that she tried to blackmail us

by rejecting the Hay-Herran Treaty. Was it not rea

sonable to expect that after a little further haggling she

would yield, if with some more patience we had continued

our diplomatic talks with her, convincing her that under

no circumstances she would ever get more than we had

offered, and especially if we had actually and ostenta

tiously begun negotiations, in obedience to existing law,

about the Nicaragua Canal, thus letting Colombia know
that she would have to yield quickly because there was

danger for her in delay? Such yielding would, no doubt,

have before long been the result. We might thus have

had our canal without contemning our own law; without

treading under foot principles we had maintained and

fought for at a tremendous cost; without setting prece

dents which we pray may not come back to plague us;

without the scandal of breaking a treaty had we had a

President possessing more patience and discretion, and a

temperament less given to dramatic vehemence.

We should then have also avoided some other conse

quences. The governments of other nations have,

indeed, promptly recognized the independence of the

new republic of Panama after we had substantially

created it and stamped it with our authority. Of course,

out of deference to this great Republic, they accepted

an accomplished fact fathered by it. But we should not
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flatter ourselves that so high-handed a proceeding as

President Roosevelt s has raised us in their esteem and
confidence. They may regard it as smart, very smart,

but they will be impressed with the fact that when such

a thing is possible similar or even worse things are not

impossible. And when President Roosevelt tells the

world that in this business &quot;the Administration behaved

throughout not only with good faith, but with extra

ordinary patience and large generosity toward those with

whom it dealt,&quot; there is undoubtedly much shaking of

heads throughout civilized mankind as to American

standards of good faith, patience and generosity. In

our further dealings with foreign governments we shall

no doubt be met with profuse politeness, but also with

a watchful eye for good faith, patience and generosity of

the same kind.

There is another effect of the President s willful per
formance which we have serious reason to deplore. It

could hardly fail to inflame the distrust of our southern

neighbors with regard to our possible designs with regard
to them, to such a degree as to create an almost grotesque
situation. The Monroe Doctrine, as we desire it to be

understood, constitutes this Republic as the protector
of their territorial integrity against any aggression on

the part of old-world powers. But now we have made
them think that we ourselves are more dangerous to

them than any of those powers are ever likely to be, and

that they rather need protection against us than against
them. &quot;El peligro del Norte&quot; the Northern peril-
has become among our southern neighbors a current

phrase. The dismemberment of the republic of Colom
bia and the slicing off from it of a territory which really

has become a dependency of the United States serve to

them as proof of our sinister schemes, and we must not

be surprised if on occasion they should be more inclined
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to enter into a combination of foreign powers against us

than a combination with us; and if in the matter of

commerce their outraged feelings should move them,

other things being equal, to trade with any other country

more willingly than with the United States.

This apprehension, and the consequent unfriendly

sentiment, which comes near making them our bitter

enemies at heart, has naturally been intensified by another

imprudence of President Roosevelt which in reckless

ness stands unparalleled in our history. I mean his

public pronouncement that this Republic is to be the

paramount policeman of the whole American continent.

Incredible as it may seem, in a public letter he actually

said this:

It is not true that the United States have any land-hunger

or entertain any projects as regards any other nations, save

such as are for their welfare. All that we desire is to see all

neighboring countries stable, orderly and prosperous. Any
country whose people conduct themselves well can count

upon our hearty friendship. If a nation shows that it knows

how to act with decency in industrial and political matters,

if it keeps order and pays its obligations, it need fear no

interference from the United States. Brutal wrongdoing
or an impotence which results in a general loosening of the

ties of civilized society may finally require intervention by
some civilized nation, and in the Western Hemisphere the

United States cannot ignore this duty, but it remains true

that our interests and those of our southern neighbors are

in reality identical. All that we ask of them is that they

shall govern themselves well and be prosperous and orderly.

Where this is the case they will find only helpfulness from us.

This can mean only that if our southern neighbors act

with decency in political and industrial matters, and pay
their debts, and keep good order, and are prosperous,

and abstain from brutal wrongdoing and other things
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loosening the ties of civilized society, we shall let them

alone; but if not, we must deem it the duty of this Repub
lic to

&quot;

interfere&quot; to the end of regulating their conduct.

Of course, this Republic is to be the judge as to whether

their conduct is sufficiently proper or not. When making
this pronouncement, Mr. Roosevelt probably did not

remember that there had been States in this Union which

repudiated their debts, and that, even while he wrote

his letter, there was one, Colorado, in a condition of

seriously loosened ties of civilized society, and other

States in which the most brutal form of lynching had

become a confirmed habit. If President Roosevelt were

asked to &quot;interfere&quot; there with a strong hand, he would

say that he had no Constitutional power to do so. What

power has he to &quot;interfere&quot; in the South American

republics when they fail to pay their debts due to other

people, or do or permit things loosening the ties of civil

ized society? And what would he say if a foreign nation

presumed to &quot;interfere&quot; with us, if we should so mis

conduct ourselves, as in some parts of our country has

actually been done? He may say that there is a vast

difference between our Republic and the South Ameri

can republics with whom disorder has become the rule,

while we may be expected to correct our conduct our

selves. But among those South American republics

there are some such as Mexico, Argentina, Chile, Brazil

which not a great many years ago seemed to be hope

lessly given over to unending turbulence, but which

since by their own effort have become very respectable

and respected members of the family of nations, and

which permit us to hope that others may to some extent

follow that example without our interference. Indeed,

the task thus mapped out for us by Mr. Roosevelt is so

unreasonable in itself, so adventurous, fraught with such

arbitrary assumptions of power, with so many compli-
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cations and with responsibilities so incalculable, that

the statesmanship which proposes it may well be thought

capable of any eccentricity ever so extravagant. This

is felt even by some of the President s political friends,

who are heard to say that this letter was really nothing
but one of the explosions of &quot;Teddy Roosevelt s bump
tiousness,&quot; and should not be taken seriously. I wish

I could think so. But it was not a private gentleman
who uttered these things in harmless badinage; it was

the President of the United States who uttered them,

deliberately wrote them down over his signature, to have

them communicated to the world on a public occasion.

Such public utterances by the President of the United

States are very serious business, especially when they
touch our relations with foreign nations.

No, this strange letter was not a mere unguarded slip

of tongue or pen, portraying only a momentary impulse,

a fleeting fancy. It was rather a manifestation of Mr.

Roosevelt s real nature. He sees an object which ap

pears to him good or desirable. His impetuous tem

perament urges him forward to attain this object, and in

the rush he is apt to despise anything standing in the

way, to forget laws, and treaties, and precedents, and

adverse rights and interests, and to regard everybody

opposing him as an enemy of the public welfare, if not

as his own. He considers the Panama Canal a good

thing, and to get it he rushes forward regardless of other

obligations and of consequences. He thinks it desira

ble that the South American republics should be honest,

and orderly, and prosperous, and forthwith he proclaims

it to be our duty to make them so, in a manner insulting

to them and discreditable to his own common-sense. He
thinks that the pensions should be raised, and straight

way he snatches the matter out of the hands of Congress,

which was then considering it, and disposes of it himself
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in a manner which many of the best lawyers of the country
hold to be flagrantly unconstitutional. Thus he joins to

a naturally good heart a
&quot;

lawless mind,&quot; as Professor

Nelson has properly called it. Sometimes very little

or ill-digested knowledge suffices him to reach the con

clusions he desires. In the speeches he delivered in his

campaign for the Vice-Presidency he likened the Filipinos

fighting for the independence of their country to savage

Apaches on the warpath, to be treated accordingly. He
is now quite sure that we did not take the Philippines

&quot;at will,
&quot;

in face of the historic fact that we might have

treated them just as we treated Cuba. He positively

asserts that &quot;the voice of the United States would now
count for nothing in the Far East if we had abandoned

the Philippines and refused to do what was done in
&quot;

China,&quot; while even superficial study of American history

would have taught him that the United States opened

Japan to the world, and exercised, in Secretary Marcy s,

and Caleb Cushing s, and Burlingame s time, great influ

ence in China many decades before the possession of the

Philippines was dreamed of. And so I might go on ad

infinitum.

He is quite sure that in all these things he has been

perfectly right. Whoever doubts this may read his

letter of acceptance, the most extraordinary document
of that kind ever presented to the American people. In

self-glorification it is immense. According to it President

Roosevelt s Administration has been positively perfect.

Those who find fault with it are simply insincere or la

mentably deluded. He does not hesitate to attack the

motives of his opponents. He is firmly convinced that

his policies were the only ones effectively to serve the

interests and the honor of the country, which interests

and honor absolutely demand that these policies be

continued. To prove this his letter here and there twists
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facts in a manner which would lead us to call those state

ments disingenuous, did we not think that he believes

them to be true. He stops little short of proclaiming
himself the necessary man. There seems to be reason

for apprehending that the excessive flattery which has so

mercilessly pursued him may have created or strengthened
in him the impression that, wielding the powers of the

Presidency, he is destined to do something wonderful in

the history of the world, that no greater calamity could

befall mankind than his defeat in the coming election,

that everything apt to promote his chances is good and

every adverse influence wicked, and that, therefore,

those who decide to vote against him about one-half

of the voters of the United States, more or less are

unpatriotic citizens and bad Americans.

And behind all this there is at work in him his fighting

joy, and that worship of force in the concerns of mankind
which makes him not only an advocate, but the very
embodiment of that gospel of mastery by main strength,

which is doing so much to blunt our moral sense, to lower

our ethical standards and to disfigure the civilization

of our days. Of that tendency which exalts armies and

navies as the most potent factors in human affairs, Mr.

Roosevelt gives a very characteristic exhibition in his

letter of acceptance. Seeking to prove that the rights

of American citizens in foreign countries would be safest

when entrusted to the care of the Republican party, he

said:

It is a striking evidence of our opponents insincerity in

this matter that with their demand for radical action by
the State Department they couple a demand for a reduction

in our small military establishment. Yet they must know
that the heed paid to our protests against ill-treatment of

our citizens will be exactly proportionate to the belief in our

ability to make these protests effective should the need arise.
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This is most startling. Did it never occur to President

Roosevelt that by expressing it, he offers a burning insult

to the civilized governments of the world? Does he

really think that they will respect the rights of our citizens

in their dominions only in &quot;exact proportion&quot; to the

number of our soldiers and war-ships? Does he think

that American citizens abroad would be oppressed with

out scruple if we had no army and navy? Does he think

that foreign governments have no sense of law and justice

and humanity in dealing with them? Will they, indeed,

listen to our appeals for justice and right only &quot;in pro

portion&quot; to the number of guns we have ready for action?

Or is not this rather another instance showing how in

such things not the moral forces of our civilization, but

the army and navy, are always uppermost in President

Roosevelt s mind?

Here is again his temperament, stronger than his

reason. It puts itself irrepressibly in evidence through
out this latest of his public utterances. In it speaks a

sovereign contempt of adverse opinion, a dictatorial

impatience of restraint, a vehemence of self-assertion,

a war-lord tone of assumed authority to which in this

Republic we have so far not been accustomed. If this

spirit should be encouraged in the coming Presidential

election by apparent popular approval, it may bring us

some novel experiences of controversy and excitement

which it would be eminently wise to avoid.

I do not overlook President Roosevelt s action regard

ing the reassembling of the Peace Conference at The

Hague. It is to be commended and welcomed. But
it would be infinitely more valuable and reassuring had
he at the same time advocated a reduction of our own
armament for war, the magnitude of which is far beyond
our requirements for defensive purposes. It is useless

to say that &quot;if you would have peace, prepare for war,&quot;
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when at an enormous cost you prepare for war while there

is not the slightest danger to your peace. What are we
to think of a professed peace apostle who constantly

clamors for more and more unnecessary war-ships, which

look like a threat to the world instead of setting the good

example of a reduction of armaments to the actual needs

of the country? No wonder some European papers see

in his recent action only a clever electioneering play.

President Roosevelt is an exceedingly interesting, pic

turesque and forcible character, who would have found a

most congenial and glorious field of action at the time of

the Crusades, but sometimes strangely fails to appreciate

the higher moral aims of modern civilization. He is a

patriotic man who has done very good service in several

ways, and, being still young, is capable of doing much
more in various important positions aside from the

Presidency. His is a master nature, but this Republic
does not want in the Presidency a master least of all

one who cannot master himself. To reelect him, and

thereby to make him understand, as he most certainly

would understand it, that the American people are im

mensely delighted with all he has said and done under

the inspiration of his strenuous tendencies, that they

simply yearn to have more of it, and that to this end they

put into his hand the great power of the Presidency,

including the supreme command of the army and a big

navy, with all the temptations and possibilities of such

power, so that his ambition to regulate the world according

to his notions may have full swing this, I humbly
submit, would be so hazardous a venture that clear

headed and sober-minded Americans may well, for their

country s sake, shrink from the risk.

The alternative is the election of the Democratic can

didate, Judge Parker. I do not indulge in the slightest

delusion as to the Democratic party. I know its faults
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and shortcomings very well, and I have opposed it often.

But I believe that, if put in power, under present circum

stances, it can do the country a very important service,

partly of a negative, partly of a positive kind. Of course,

I do not expect the millennium
;
but I think we may well

expect that it will put a stop to the strenuous pyrotechnics

which for some years have distracted us, and bring the

Republic back to the sober ways of conscientiously con

stitutional and legal government ;
that it will arrest the

existing lavishness of public expenditures and introduce

a wholesome economy into our government household;

that it will thoroughly overhaul the various govern
ment departments, which is all the more necessary as

the recent investigation of corrupt practices in the postal

service have only scratched the surface, and as further

investigations by the Republican party &quot;in its own time

and its own way&quot; are not promising substantial results;

that it will scale down our enormous and unnecessary

expenditures for the army and navy to a figure answering
the real needs of the country ;

that it will start a vigorous
movement against the extortions and corruptions of our

tariff system; and that it will do away with our utterly

undemocratic, financially wasteful and politically de

moralizing colonial policy, thus restoring to their old

dignity the principles upon which this Republic was

founded, and reviving the popular reverence for our

great traditions which forms the conservative influence

so much needed by our democracy in short, that it will

reverse in all these things the principal tendencies of the

present Administration. I do not mention the gold

question, for the movement against the gold standard,

which practically died in the Presidential election of

1896, is now so dead that the desperate and disreputable

Republican partisanship, which seeks to frighten timid

people, tries in vain to give it a fictitious appearance of

VOL. VI. 26
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life. I hardly know anything more unscrupulous and

shameful than this effort to disturb the confidence of

the business world merely for party advantage.
The things I have mentioned the Democratic party

in power may reasonably be expected to do
;
and in doing

them it will render a most urgently needed and immensely
valuable service to the Republic. I believe also that,

in view of the peculiar requirements of the time, the

Democrats have chosen an eminently proper man for

their candidate. Mr. Parker evidently is by tempera
ment and mental habit, as well as by acquisition of

knowledge par excellence, a judge; and it seems to me
that just now, after all the confusing experiences we have

gone through, it is peculiarly desirable that we should

have a true judge in the Presidential chair a man who
knows the law

;
who reveres the law

;
who will never permit

his emotions to make him overlook the law; who will

never presume that his will is law, and who will constantly

keep in mind that a democracy will drift into chaos as

soon as its government ceases to be a government of law.

His conduct has also shown that he is a man of high

self-respect. A nomination for the Presidency is a very

great honor. But while Mr. Parker may have strongly

desired it, he did not run after it. With quiet dignity

he waited for it to come to him, and when it came under

questionable circumstances, he would not take it at a

sacrifice of his conception of duty. His famous dispatch

to the St. Louis Convention extorted at first a general

shout of admiration even from his political enemies. Only
when they perceived the moral prestige it gave him,

they began their mean and pitiable partisan efforts to

drag that noble deed down to the level of a shabby

campaign trick. More highly even than that dispatch
I esteem a letter written by Judge Parker previous to

his nomination in answer to the urgent request of some
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influential friends that he should break his silence. It

has been recently published by its recipient, and runs

thus:

ALBANY, June 17, 1904.

Dear Sir: You may be right in thinking that an expres
sion of my views is necessary to secure the nomination. If

so, let the nomination go. I took the position that I have

maintained, first, because I thought it my duty to the court
;

second, because I do not think the nomination for such an

office should be sought. I still believe that I am right, and

therefore expect to remain steadfast. Very truly yours,

ALTON B. PARKER.

The modest gentleman who wrote this can be trusted.

He will be no man s man. He has the courage not only
to resist his opponents, but the higher courage, much
more valuable in a President, in obedience to his sense

of duty to resist his friends.

The reasons I have here candidly given compel me to

believe that the American people will act wisely in making
Alton B. Parker their President. I have spoken not as

a partisan, but as an independent citizen, who has long
been accustomed to regard the good of the country as

infinitely more important than the advantage of any

party, and who has no interest in political life other than

the honor and welfare of the Republic, to which he is

profoundly and gratefully devoted.

GEORGE WILLIAM CURTIS 1

Among the most inspiring recollections of my life is a

scene I witnessed in the Republican National Convention

of 1860, which nominated Abraham Lincoln as its candi-

1
Originally prepared as an address and delivered at the unveiling of the

bust of Mr. Curtis in the Lenox Library, New York, Dec. 7, 1903. Re
vised and reprinted in McClures Magazine, Oct., 1904.
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date for the Presidency of the United States. The
Convention was about to vote upon the Republican

platform reported by the Committee on Resolutions.

Then arose the venerable form of Joshua R. Giddings of

Ohio, one of the veteran champions of the anti-slavery

cause. He confessed himself painfully surprised that

the Declaration of Independence had not found a word
of recognition in that solemn announcement of the

Republican creed, and he moved to amend the platform

by inserting in a certain place the words :

That the maintenance of the principle promulgated in the

Declaration of Independence and embodied in the Federal

Constitution, that all men are created equal; that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights;

that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness ;

that to secure those rights governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the

governed, is essential to the preservation of our republican

institutions.

The Convention, impatient, as such assemblages are apt
to be at any proposition threatening to delay the des

patch of business, heedlessly rejected the amendment.

Mr. Giddings, a look of distress upon his face, his white

head towering above the crowd, slowly and sadly walked

toward the door of the hall.

Suddenly, from among the New York delegation a

young man of strikingly beautiful features leaped upon
a chair and demanded to be heard. The same noisy

demonstration of impatience greeted him. But he

would not yield. &quot;Gentlemen,&quot; he said in calm tones,

&quot;this is a convention of free speech, and I have been

given the floor. I have but a few words to say to you,

but I shall say them if I stand here until to-morrow

morning.
&quot; Another tumultuous explosion of impatience,
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but he did not falter. At last his courage won and

silence fell upon the assembly. Then his musical voice

rang out like a trumpet call. Was this, he said, the

party of freedom met on the borders of the free prairies

to advance the cause of liberty and human rights? And
would the representatives of that party dare to reject

the doctrine of the Declaration of Independence affirming

the equality and rights of men? After a few such sen

tences of almost defiant appeal he renewed the amend
ment to the platform moved by Mr. Giddings, and with

an overwhelming shout of enthusiasm the Convention

adopted it.

The young man who did this was George William

Curtis. I had never seen him before. After the ad

journment of that day s session I went to him to thank

him for what he had done. We became friends then and

there and remained friends to the day of his death. He
was then in the flower of youthful manhood. As he

stood there in that Convention, dauntless among the

seething multitude, his beautiful face radiant with reso

lute fervor, his peculiarly melodious voice thrilling with

impassioned anxiety of purpose, one might have seen in

him an ideal, poetic embodiment of the best of that moral

impulse and that lofty enthusiasm which aroused the

people of the North to the decisive struggle against

slavery. Nor was the impression he made then weakened

by closer acquaintance. All those who knew him well,

found him not only to possess in ample measure the

qualities and the lofty inspirations as the personification

of which he had appeared in that memorable scene, but

also that his whole being breathed an exquisite refinement

of moral and esthetic sense, of ways of thinking, of

manner and speech, which made his friends feel as if he

were almost too gentle a being to be exposed to the

ordinary rude jostlings and bufferings of public life,
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which those of us who were made of rougher clay could

well endure.

Nature seemed to have designed him for the republic

of letters, and at an early period he gave promise of a lit

erary career of rare distinction. His preparation for that

career was, indeed, not such as the reader of his writings

and the listener to his speech would suppose it to have

been. He had not passed through the classical course

of a college or university, although his personality might
have been taken to present the very ideal of a university

man. It cannot even be said that he had enjoyed the

advantage of a methodical and continuous education of

any sort. To be sure, he had as a boy something more

than the ordinary elementary schooling. But beyond
that he did his reading, and gathered his knowledge, and

cultivated his abilities very much according to his own
individual tastes and his adventitious opportunities.

His father, a prosperous banker, intended him for

commercial pursuits and placed him in a mercantile

house. But there he learned quickly that commercial

pursuits were not for him. Seventeen years old, he

joined, for a while, with his brother Burrill, as a boarder,

the famous Brook Farm community, that assemblage of

fine moral and intellectual enthusiasms, given to the

cultivation of somewhat fantastic ideals. There his

poetic and at the same time soberly discriminating mind

accepted all there was of noble inspiration, but kept aloof

from extravagant theories. Then he lived, once more

with his brother Burrill, for two years on a farm near

Concord, Massachusetts, again studying what he liked

history, languages, literature, art, philosophy and,

meanwhile, enjoying the conversation of Emerson and

of the remarkable men that gathered around that sage,

and sipping their &quot;transcendentalism&quot; as much as his

constantly sober mind could digest and assimilate.
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This was all he had in his younger days of what may
be called sedentary education. Then his travels began

leisurely roaming through Egypt, Syria, Italy, Switzer

land, Austria, Germany, France and England delight

ful rambles which enriched his imagination, broadened

his knowledge of things and men, inspired his artistic

instincts, developed the cosmopolitan largeness and jus

tice of his mind, and, giving him much to say and the

desire to say it, started him as a productive man of

letters. During the four years of travel he described his

experiences in the Courier and Enquirer and in the New
York Tribune. But after his return in 1851, he published
his Nile Notes of a Howadji, and his Howadji in Syria,

candid, warm-blooded accounts of what he had seen and

heard and felt, the honestly picturesque and innocently

glowing realism of which seems to have startled some

over-fastidious critics. Then he wrote for Putnam s

Magazine which had among its contributors the foremost

American writers of the time. The most notable of his

own contributions were that trenchant, although kind-

hearted, satire on the follies of the pretentious society&quot;

of those days, the Potiphar Papers, then the Homes of

American Authors and that charmingly fantastic well

of thought and sentiment, Prue and I. At last, in

October, 1853, ne sat down in the &quot;Easy Chair&quot; of

Harper s Monthly Magazine, and ten years later he took

charge of the editorial page of Harper s Weekly, from

which two positions he continued to speak to the American

people to the end of his days.

The exuberance of his fancy, his faculty of keen obser

vation, the wide reach of his knowledge, the geniality of

his humor, kindly even in his sarcasm, the exquisite

purity and refinement of his diction, the loftiness of his

principles and the nobility and warmth of his enthusiasms

gave his writings a charm all their own, and to the reader
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a full measure of unalloyed delight. Eminent as he was

as a contributor to American letters, he was far more

eminent as a public teacher of the highest order a

teacher who taught, by example as well as precept, lessons

inspired by the noblest ideals of virtue and patriotism.

I do not mean to say he confined himself to what might
be called literary preaching; for his deep and ardent

public spirit called him in early manhood to the sterner

tasks imposed upon him by his conception of civic duty.
The anti-slavery cause took hold of his whole moral

nature and made him an active member of the Republican

party of those days. He was one of those who advo

cated anti-slavery principles when it was dangerous to

do so, and who exposed themselves not only to partisan

reviling in speech and press, but to physical violence in

facing infuriated mobs. It was the moral courage of

his convictions which kept him calm and resolute on a

platform in Philadelphia, when clubs and brickbats

were used to answer the anti-slavery argument.
But his political career was in some respects essentially

different from that of most men of ability and ambition,

who devote themselves to the service of the public.

While he unceasingly labored with pen and speech for

what he thought right and just and honorable, not se

lecting for himself, like a fastidious dilettante, only the

dainty part of the work, but plunging personally into

the rough encounter with the partisan opponent as well

as, on his own side, with the professional politician in

primary, caucus and convention, he declined for himself

those rewards which even a perfectly legitimate personal

ambition might have coveted. Although a man of his

brilliant abilities, splendid working force and charming

personality might easily have risen to high places of dis

tinction and power, he sought for himself nothing but

the station and the opportunities of the simple public-
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spirited citizen, looking for his own recompense only to

the good that might be accomplished for his country and

mankind. He declined the high honor of the mission

to England, a post in which his exceptionally fine qualities

would have shone to the utmost advantage, but he

accepted the comparatively humble chairmanship of

the Civil Service Commission, because there he hoped
to do a work which strongly appealed to his sense of

patriotic duty.
After the abolition of slavery the reform of the civil

service was the cause dearest to his heart. In the brutal

barbarism of the spoils system and the far-reaching

demoralization of our political life springing from it,

he saw not only a grave danger to our free institutions,

but also a dishonor to the American name. The scanda

lous abuse not only alarmed him as a statesman, but it

also wounded his pride as an American citizen. He threw

the whole enthusiasm and energy of his nature into the

struggle against it. At the head of a small body of men
of the same faith he led in the struggle. He had to

combat the greed of the professional politicians who
drew from the patronage their means of livelihood, and

the hostility of more aspiring public men, who found a

well-drilled organization of mercenary henchmen neces

sary for their maintenance in power. He had to over

come also the lethargy of the public mind, which inertly

adhered to long established custom. It seemed to be an

almost hopeless contest, and disappointment followed

disappointment.
But he joined to the enthusiasm of the idealist the

tough tenacity of purpose which is inspired by true con

viction. After every failure he patiently resumed the

Sisyphean task of heaving the stone uphill, until at last

it found a lodgment. Congress, as well as some State

legislatures, enacted laws rescuing a large part of the
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public service from the curse of spoils-politics. But this

was only a beginning; and with unflagging watchfulness

and zeal he endeavored to fortify the positions won and

to push on the advance.

Without injustice to others, whose part in the work

cannot be overlooked, it may well be said that Curtis,

by his wide knowledge and experience, his ripe and calm

judgment, his gentle temper and his scarcely asserted

but easily acknowledged authority, was most perfectly

fitted for that essential task of leadership in such a cause

the task of reconciling the diversities of opinion, and

of harmonizing, stimulating and directing the zeal and

the efforts of others laboring for the same object. He
was not only the president of the National Civil Service

Reform League, reflected from year to year without

any question, as a matter of course, but he was also to

the day of his death, more than any other person, the

intellectual head, the guiding force and the constant

moral inspiration of the civil service reform movement.

The addresses he delivered at the annual meetings of

the League were like mile-stones in the progress of the

work, and as he reported to the country what had been

done and what was still to be done, and why and where

fore, enlightening the public mind and cheering on his

fellow laborers, the spoils politicians had to listen with

respect and wonder unwilling perhaps to the voice

of a devotion, the perfect unselfishness of which nobody
could doubt, and of a quiet energy which no obstacle

and no failure could dismay, and which, slowly but stead

ily, drove them from one entrenchment to another.

The civil service reform movement, acting upon the

public mind, without resort to any of the contrivances

of party machinery, by a perfectly intellectual and moral

influence, and by compelling by such means the spoils

politician to surrender from his stubborn grasp one
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after another of his fields of prey, is one of the most

remarkable and cheering proofs of the power of an en

lightened public opinion in our time. And of that

intellectual and moral influence George William Curtis

was the fairest exponent and representative. While the

successes won are still incomplete and not uncontested,

yet the eyes of the leader closed upon a vastly improved

public sentiment and upon results which cannot be

undone; and when, at some future day, the reform of

the civil service in the widest sense is an accomplished

fact, as it surely will be, the American people, while

justly recognizing the merits of others, will gratefully

remember George William Curtis as one of the bravest

pioneers and champions, and as the true hero of that

great achievement.

He was a warm and faithful party man so long as the

objects pursued by his party were such as not to offend

his conscience. He broke with his party when he became
convinced that its conduct made it an instrument of

evil to the country. It was not upon a mere quick

impulse, or with a light heart, that he took the decisive

step. The party which had fought the great battle

against slavery was very dear to him. In it he had
formed associations to which he was most warmly attached

and which it gave him the keenest pangs of pain to sever.

Only the stern voice of duty could move him to give up
all this. How much he sacrificed, and how much more
he risked, when in 1884 he declared himself against a

Republican candidate for the Presidency, only those

know who stood nearest to him.

No conspicuous member of a party can turn away
from it without exposing himself to bitter censure and

vituperation. This was also his lot. It seems to be

extremely difficult to the ordinary partisan mind to

understand how a man of conscience may abandon his
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party allegiance in order to maintain his allegiance to

his principles and his convictions of right. To the

common run of party politicians fidelity to the organ
ization is the highest of political virtues, even when it

involves faithlessness to a great cause, and he denounces

severance from the organization as a sort of felony, even

when it is demanded by fidelity to the faith always

professed. No doubt Curtis felt keenly the obloquy
that was poured upon him. But he had at least the

high satisfaction of receiving from his very opponents a

rare tribute to the nobility of his character. Even the

most wanton ebullitions of an exasperated party spirit

hardly ever went so far as seriously to impugn the purity
of his motives.

He was the finest type of the independent in politics.

While fully recognizing the usefulness and even the

necessity of political parties in a government like ours,

he never forgot that a party is, after all, only a means to

an end, and not an end itself. He considered and dis

cussed questions of public interest on their own merits

for this is the true essence of conscientious independence.
He carefully weighed in his judgment the question, the

success of which party or candidate would be most

beneficial to the public good, and then awarded his

support or opposition according to the conviction so

formed, unawed by power or popular clamor, and un

biased by favor or personal friendship and in all this

there was no man more dutifully respecting the con

stituted authorities, or more kindly heeding the opinions

of others, or more loyal as a friend to his friends.

But however strenuous his political activity in the

public arena may have been from time to time, it did not

interrupt his editorial work. He steadily continued his

tranquil and genial talks in the &quot;Easy Chair&quot; of Harper s

Magazine talks which were in good part called forth by
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passing occurrences and roamed over almost every field

of human interest. And even now, when the happenings
or conditions which occasioned them have long been

forgotten, or live only in dim reminiscence, the &quot;Easy

Chair&quot; papers can still be read with delightful enjoyment
as entertaining literature, full as they are of animated

pictures of life, of instructive suggestions or keen judg

ments, and, without obtrusive moralizing, of elevating

sentiment.

And as the political editor and leading writer of Harper s

Weekly he unceasingly spoke to the untold thousands of

his countrymen all over the land
;
and all those thousands

felt that every word he said to them was the truth as

understood by an honest intellect and a great heart;

that he always endeavored to discover the truth by con

scientious inquiry and careful consideration; that every

praise bestowed and every censure he pronounced on

any public man or any political party, was dictated by
the most scrupulous desire to be just; that his very
denunciations were tempered with charity; and that

every advice he gave was prompted by the most unselfish

zeal for the honor and true greatness of the Republic and

the elevation and happiness of the people. They had,

even when their opinions differed from his, instinctive

confidence in the purity of the source from which the

utterances flowed; they knew that in that source there

was nothing of greed, nothing of envy, nothing of vain

pride of opinion nothing but an ardent love of his

country, and of liberty and justice, and a profound
devotion to the highest ideals of human civilization.

But however effective his regular journalistic com
munion with the public was, the most valuable and

impressive of his teachings were contained in that grand
series of orations and occasional addresses which not

only placed him in the first rank of the great orators of
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his time, but also constitute his finest contributions to

American literature addresses and orations delivered

at college commencements, alumni reunions, the unveiling

of monuments, memorial services in honor of statesmen

or soldiers, or men of letters, or public meetings held to

shape, or express or stimulate popular sentiment on

some matter of great public concern. Nothing could

surpass the splendid architecture of their argument and

the wealth and chaste beauty of their ornamentation.

In what gorgeous colors he would paint the glories of

his country! How he would revel in the memories of

the heroic birth of the Republic and in extolling the

grand and eternal significance of the principles which

constituted its reason of being and its promise to all

mankind! With what lofty sternness he would castigate

those whose mean spirit failed to appreciate those princi

ples! How vividly he would make to gleam and radiate

the virtues and high aims and achievements of the great

men who were the subjects of his eulogy! How mag
nificently his noble manhood and his American citizen* s

pride shone forth when he defined to the youth of his

generation the nature of true patriotism a patriotism
that embraced all the human kind and had its source in

the purest moral sense and in the profoundest and most

courageous convictions of right and duty in the service

of the highest ideals!

We shall know the character and the principles of the

man best when we let him speak for himself in his own

language. Listen to these words he uttered to the Phi

Beta Kappa Society of Harvard, addressing them on

&quot;The American Doctrine of Liberty&quot;:

The real patriot in this country is he who sees most clearly

what the nation ought to desire, who does what he can by
plain and brave speech to influence it to that desire, and
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then urges and supports the laws which express it. But as

public opinion is necessarily so powerful with us, we fear and

flatter it, and so pamper it into a tyrant. How the country
teems with conspicuous men. scholars, orators, politicians,

divines, advocates public teachers all, whose speeches,

sermons, letters, votes, actions, are a prolonged, incessant

falsehood and sophism; a soft and shallow wooing of the

Public Alexander and the Public Cromwell, telling him that

he has no crook in his neck and no wart on his nose. How
many of our public men and famous orators have said not

what they thought, but rather what they supposed we wanted
to hear? In a system like ours, where almost every man has

a vote, and votes as he chooses, public opinion is really the

government. Whoever panders to it, is training a tyrant
for our master. Whoever enlightens it, lifts the people to

ward peace and prosperity.

To teach the people what they OUGHT to desire, that

is the office of patriotic leadership.

He pursued this subject with the intensest earnestness.

Patriotism [he said to the graduating class of Union College],

patriotism is like the family instinct. In the child it is a

blind devotion; in the man an intelligent love. The patriot

perceives the claim made upon his country by the circum

stances and time of her growth and power, and how God is to

be served by using both opportunities of helping mankind.

Therefore his country s honor is as dear to him as his own, and

he would as soon lie and steal himself as assist or excuse his

country in a crime. Right and wrong, justice and crime,

exist independently of our country. A public wrong is not a

private right for any citizen. The citizen is a man bound to

know and do the right, and the nation is but an aggregation
of citizens. If a man shouts: &quot;My country, by whatever

means extended and bounded, my country right or wrong,&quot;

he merely utters words such as those might be of the thief

who steals in the street, or of the trader who swears falsely
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at the Custom House, both of them chuckling:
&quot; My fortune,

however acquired!&quot;

Remember [he said on another occasion], remember that

the greatness of our country is not in the greatness of its

(material) achievements, but in its promise a promise that

cannot be fulfilled without that sovereign moral sense, with

out a sensitive moral conscience. Commercial prosperity is

only a curse if it be not subservient to moral and intellectual

progress, and our prosperity will conquer us if we do not

conquer our prosperity. Our commercial success tends to

make us all cowards; but we have got to make up our minds

in this country whether we believe in the power and goodness
of God as sincerely as we undoubtedly do in the dexterity of

the devil, that we may shape our national life accordingly,

and not be praying now to good God, and now to good devil, and

wondering which is going to carry us off after all. The whole

of patriotism seems to consist at the present moment in the

maintenance of this public moral tone. No voice of self-

glorification, no complacent congratulation that we are the

greatest, wisest and best of nations will help our greatness

and goodness in the smallest degree. Are we satisfied that

America should have no other excuse for independent national

existence than a superior facility of money-making? Why,
if we are unfaithful as a nation, though our population were

to double in a year, and the roar and rush of our vast machinery
were to silence the music of the spheres, and our wealth were

enough to buy all the world, our population could not bully

history, nor all our riches bribe the eternal justice not to

write upon us: &quot;Ichabod, Ichabod, thy glory is departed.&quot;

But I am not here to counsel you to despair and head-shakings.

I am here to-day to say that this country which you are to

inherit, and for which you are to be responsible, needs only an

enlightened patriotism to fulfil all its mission and justify the

dreams of its youth.

Equally high was his conception of government.

The object of government [he said in an address on the

duty of the American scholar], the object of government
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is human liberty. Laws restrain the encroachment of the

individual upon society in order that all individuals may
be secured the freest play of their powers. This is because

the end of society is the improvement of the individual

and the development of the race. Liberty is, therefore,

the condition of human progress, and consequently that is

the best government which gives to men the largest liberty,

and constantly modifies itself in the interest of freedom.

And further in his oration on patriotism:

Our government was established confessedly in obedience

to this sentiment of human liberty. And your duty as

patriots is to understand clearly that by all its antecedents

your country is consecrated to the cause of freedom; that

it was discovered when the great principle of human liberty

was about to be organized in institutions; that it was settled

by men who were exiled by reason of their loyalty to that

principle; that it separated from its mother country because

that principle had been assailed; that it began its peculiar

existence by formally declaring its faith in human freedom

and equality ; and, therefore, that whatever in its government

policy tends to destroy that freedom and equality is Anti-

American and unpatriotic, because America and Liberty are

inseparable ideas.

Listen to his thoughts upon the relation of the citizen

to his party and he said this when he was still a party
man of regular standing:

The most plausible suspicion of the permanence of the

American Government is founded in the belief that party

spirit cannot be restrained. The first object of concerted

political action is the highest welfare of the country. But
the conditions of party association are such that the means
are constantly and easily substituted for the end. The

sophistry is subtle and seductive. Holding the ascendancy
of his party essential to the national welfare, the zealous

partisan merges patriotism in party. He insists that not to

VOL. VI. 27
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sustain the party is to betray the country; and against all

honest doubt and reasonable hesitation and reluctance he

vehemently urges that quibbles of conscience must be sacri

ficed to the public good; that wise and practical men will not

be squeamish; that every soldier in the army cannot indulge

his whims; and that if the majority may justly prevail in

determining the government, it must not be questioned in

the control of a party. This spirit adds moral coercion to

sophistry. It denounces as a traitor him who protests

against party tyranny, and it makes unflinching adherence

to what is called regular party action, the condition of the

gratification of honorable political ambition. Because a

man who sympathizes with the party aims refuses to vote

for a thief, this spirit scorns him as a rat and a renegade.

Because he holds to principle and law against party expediency
and dictation, he is proclaimed as the betrayer of his country,

justice and humanity. Because he tranquilly insists upon

deciding for himself when he must dissent from his party,

he is reviled as a popinjay and visionary fool. Seeking with

honest purpose only the welfare of his country, the hot air

around him hums with the cry of &quot;the grand old party,&quot;

&quot;the traditions of the party,
&quot;

&quot;loyalty to the party,
&quot;

&quot;future

of the party,
&quot;

&quot;servants of the party&quot; and he sees and hears

the gorged and portly money changers in the temple usurping
the very divinity of God. Young hearts, be not dismayed.
If ever any one of you shall be the man so denounced, do not

forget that your own individual convictions are the whips
of small cords which God has put into your hands to expel

the blasphemers. Perfect party discipline is the most dan

gerous weapon of party spirit, for it is the abdication of

individual judgment; it is the application to political parties

of the Jesuit principle of implicit obedience. It is for you

(the academic youth) to help break this withering spell.

When you are angrily told that, if you erect your individual

judgment against the regular party behest, you make rep

resentative government impossible by refusing to accept its

conditions, hold fast by your conscience and let the party

go. The remedy for the constant excess of party spirit
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lies, and lies alone, in the courageous independence of the

individual citizen.

And with what words of fire he addressed the representa

tives of the press, he himself being a working journalist :

I need not be told that an editor may be an honest parti

san. We all probably belong to a party not alone in great

emergencies of the state, but upon general principles and

tendencies of government we must all take sides. Naturally
the army in whose ranks we march becomes identified with

the cause. Its colors, its music, its battlecries, become those

of the cause itself. So a man comes to confound his party
with his country, and to be wholly partisan seems to him to

be only patriotic. Associated with illustrious achievements

for his country and for mankind, the party name becomes as

sweet to his ear and heart as, after famous victories, the

name of his regiment to a soldier. But this is only the roman
tic and poetic aspect of one of the greatest perils to popular

government. We liken a party to an army, and the phrases
of an election are military terms. But an army is not a

cause
;
it is merely an agency. A party is not a principle and

an end; it is only a means. It is the abject servility which is

bred by the military spirit that has made a standing army the

standing threat of liberty. As the servility of the military

spirit is a standing peril of liberty, so the servility of party

spirit is the standing peril of popular government. The

servility to party spirit is the abdication of that moral leader

ship of opinion which is the great function of the political

press. It is a subserviency which destroys the independence
of the paper; but it does not save the party. There is not a

party in the history of this country which has been utterly

overthrown, that might not have survived long and victori

ously, if its press had been courageously independent. The

press submits to be led by party leaders, while its duty is to

lead leaders. They dare to disgrace their party, to expose it

to humiliation and defeat, because they count upon the

slavery of the party press. The press is never a more benefi-
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cent power than when it disappoints this malignant expecta
tion and shows the country that, while loyal to a party and
its policy, it is more loyal to honor and patriotism. This is

the independence of the press. It is not non-partisanship
nor impotent neutrality. It is not the free lance of an

Italian bravo or soldier of fortune at the disposal of the

master who pays the best. It is not the unprincipled in

difference which cries to-day &quot;good Lord&quot; and to-morrow

&quot;good devil&quot; as the Lord or the devil seems to be prevailing.

Nor is it a daily guess how the wind is going to blow, and a

dexterous conformity to what it believes to be public opinion.

No paper and no man who fears to be in the minority has the

power to create a majority. It is the unquailing advocacy
of its own principles when it stands alone, and honorable

support when a party proclaims them
;
it is scorn of falsehood

and baseness and bribery in sustaining them; it is manly
justice to opponents and unsparing exposure of offenders

and offenses which, disgracing the party, tend to weaken and

destroy it; it is austere allegiance to high ideals of public

virtue and perfect reliance upon the ultimate justice of the

people it is all this which makes an independent press the

greatest power in Christendom.

And as he taught the sanctity of conscience as against

party, so he taught the sanctity of conscience as against

the majority.

In a Republic [he said in an address on the leadership of

educated men], as the majority must control action, the

majority constantly tends to usurp control of opinion. Its

decree is accepted as the standard of right and wrong. To
differ is grotesque and eccentric. To protest is preposterous.
To defy is incendiary and revolutionary. But just here in

terposes educated intelligence and asserts the worth of self-

reliance and the power of the individual conscience. And,

further, it is educated citizenship which, while defining the

rightful limitation of the power of the majority, is most

loyal to its legitimate authority, and foremost always in
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rescuing it from the treachery of political peddlers and

parasites.

The highest praise he bestowed on James Russell

Lowell in his magnificent eulogy, was in these words,

which he might have spoken of himself:

Literature was his pursuit, but patriotism was his passion.

His love of country was that of a lover for his mistress. He
resented the least imputation upon his ideal America, and

nothing was finer than his instinctive scorn for the pinch
beck patriotism which brags and boasts and swaggers, insist

ing that bigness is greatness, and vulgarity, simplicity and

the will of the majority the moral law.

As portrayed by his own utterances this was George
William Curtis as a public character and a public teacher

the ideal party man for he always strove to the ut

most to hold his party true to its highest aims; and the

ideal independent, being true to his principles, his con

victions of right and the commands of his conscience

even against the behests of his party. And as he was the

ideal party man and the ideal independent, so he might
well have been called the finest type of the American

gentleman.
He was intensely proud of his country without ever

being boastful. He would have stood in the company
of kings without embarrassment, but also without making

any demonstrative display of his feeling himself at ease.

He was not ashamed of not being rich. Indeed, he took

good care not to become rich, by voluntarily assuming
and laboriously working to pay off obligations of friends

and associates, to which he could never have been legally

held, and for which only a most susceptible sense of

honor could detect any sort of responsibility on his part.

He possessed that true politeness which consists in an
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instinctive regard for the feelings of others and springs
from genuine kindness of heart. His exquisite refine

ment of taste and manner had not the slightest tinge

of affectation or superciliousness. No coarse utterance

ever crossed his lips because no coarse thought or senti

ment ever crossed his soul. He made his inferiors feel

at home in his presence by gladly recognizing their merits

without the faintest air of condescending superiority.

He was a distinguished man in the most distinguished

society, moving in it with unpretending naturalness,

and appearing only what he really was. When we think

of the men whom we would point out as models to our

youth at home, or whom we would like to have looked

upon as representative American gentlemen by the world

abroad, George William Curtis will surely be selected

as one of the first.

What his pure, gentle, lovable and loving nature was
to those standing nearest to him, no words can express.

If his personal friends speak of him only in the language
of eulogy, it is because it will sound like eulogy when

they speak of him only the sober truth as they understand

and feel it. He was, indeed, one of those rare human

beings in whom the eye of criticism detects nothing that

friendship would care to conceal
;
and it may well be said

that nobody ever came into contact with him without

being better and happier for it.

It is a saddening thought that the melody of his elo

quent voice will never be heard again, and that his

ennobling presence is gone from among us forever. We
have to console ourselves with the certainty that much
of his work will endure, that the inspiration of his teaching
and example will live and that his memory will be tenderly

cherished and remain highly honored as that of a bene

factor of mankind and one of the noblest citizens of our

Republic.
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TO MILES LEWIS PECK

NEW YORK, Nov. 3, 1904.

I thank you for your communication of October 26th.

I have received similar letters in the course of almost

every political campaign, but they were uniformly anony
mous. Yours is the first one of which the author was

proud enough to sign it with his name. This deserves

recognition, and entitles it to an answer.

Your demand that I should leave this country on ac

count of my political disagreement with Mr. Miles Lewis

Peck is unkind. I have lived in this country over fifty-two

years, and as, to judge from your letter, you are still young,
itmay be that I was one of those voters, of whom you speak
as the

&quot;

rulers of this country,&quot; before you were born.

I have become attached to it. During that half century
I have also tried to serve it, in peace and war, not to your
satisfaction, perhaps, but as best I could. And now to be

turned out of it because I do not agree politically with Mr.

Miles Lewis Peck of Bristol, Ct., is little short of cruel.

But the rule you lay down is also unreasonable. In

justice you will have to apply it, as well as to me, to all

other persons in the same predicament. You will then,

supposing you to be in the majority, send all those who
differ from you politically out of the country the foreign

born to their native lands, and the native born to the

homes of their ancestors. But it is probable I may say
certain that the remaining majority would also divide

into parties. You, being always of the majority party,

would then, according to your rule, read the new minority

&quot;BRISTOL, CONN., Oct. 26, 1904.

&quot;Dear Sir: Your printed letter is at hand. Conditions here seem very

unsatisfactory to you. I wonder you do not return to your native land.

That I think is the best way for those who do not like the views of the

rulers of this country the voters. Yours respectfully,
&quot; MILES LEWIS PECK.&quot;
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party out of the country. Now you will see that this

operation, many times repeated, might at last leave Mr.

Miles Lewis Peck of Bristol, Ct., on the ground, lonesome

and forlorn, in desolate self-appreciation.

But it may also happen to you to find yourself sometime

accidentally in the minority of the voters, and then,

according to your rules, you would also be sent out of our

beloved country, to the home of your forefathers. This,

no doubt, would be very distasteful to you, and, I assure

you, you would have my sincere sympathy. It would

show you, however, how unstatesmanlike your theory is.

Let us agree, then, that it is, after all, best for us to

respect one another s right as good Americans to differ

politically, and that this country is large enough to hold

both Mr. Miles Lewis Peck of Bristol, Ct., and his humble

fellow-citizen,

CARL SCHURZ.

TO CHANDLER P. ANDERSON

24 EAST 9isT STREET, Dec. 12, 1904.

I am very sorry I cannot comply with your kind in

vitation summoning me to speak at the meeting to be held

in behalf of the cause of international arbitration. The

appeals of that cause to the intelligence and moral sense

of mankind have of late been so effectual as to put to

shame the dreary pessimism which has so long stood in its

way. For what else is it than downright pessimism dull,

dismal and mischievous pessimism which, having no

faith in the elevating influences of progressive civilization,

insists that there always will and must be wars, and plenty
of them, to satisfy the combative and brutish impulses of

human nature or to keep up the virility of the human race ;

pessimism which, with a cynical affectation of superior

wisdom, sneers at the advocates of peace as sentimental
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and weak-minded dreamers; which not many years ago
belittled international arbitration as a feeble contrivance

applicable only to petty bickerings about trifles, but not

to really dangerous disputes among nations
;
which scoffed

at the idea of a permanent international peace tribunal

as a &quot;barren ideality,&quot; because it would have no power
behind it to enforce its decisions or awards; and which

incessantly conjures up imaginary dangers to our safety,

to prove the necessity of constant preparation for war,

and of keeping up, to this end, vast and costly armaments

even in time of peace!

How does this pessimism stand in the light of day?
It is true, war has not yet been abolished. But who will

deny that the number of wars has grown less from century
to century, and that many and many troubles, which at

earlier periods would surely have led to war, have been

peaceably composed? Who will deny that the abhor

rence of war as the cruel scourge of mankind and as an

odious relic of barbarism is growing more universal in

civilized society every day, and that the terrible conflict

now going on in the Far East has immensely intensified

that abhorrence and bids fair to serve as a tremendous

warning example for all time?

And now behold international arbitration, not many
decades ago rarely resorted to as a doubtful experiment,
become practically the &quot;fashion&quot; of the time, as an

English statesman recently expressed it.

Behold the Hague Court of Peace, suddenly risen into

practical activity as by enchantment, and turning the

ridicule upon those superwise pessimists who but yester

day, as it were, pronounced such a permanent inter

national tribunal an impossibility dreamed of only by
fantastic visionaries!

Behold the prompt reference to that tribunal of such

a case as the bloody attack by Russian war-ships upon
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British fishermen, which at a time not long past would
have been very likely to set the guns of the interested

Powers booming against each other without much cere

mony a case which even at this day some sincere friends

of peace would have hesitated to class among those clearly

fit for arbitration.

Truly, the pessimists who believe inwar-ships and heavy
battalionsand not in the moral forces as the most potential
factors in human affairs, have been strikingly belied by
palpable events. The cause of peace has in its progress

outstripped the forecast even of some of its leaders. We
may well have faith in the enlightened intelligence and the

moral sense of mankind, and in the ennobling tendencies

of advancing civilization.

Indeed, there should be no doubt and I trust there is

none of the speedy confirmation by the United States

Senate of the arbitration treaties between this Republic
and various Powers which are now pending before that

body. There should be no doubt of it even if those trea

ties were less timidly limited in scope than they are. Let

us have faith then as we well may that the day will

come, and that our children, if not we ourselves, will see

it, when the reference of any international dispute to the

Hague Tribunal will seem as natural, as much a matter of

course, as in private life the reference of a dispute about

property to a court of justice is now
;
when any nation going

to war without the extremest necessity, generally recog

nized, will stand dishonored in the estimation of civilized

mankind, and when the spectacle of so-called &quot;armed

peace&quot; a spectacle which would seem ludicrous were it

not so sorrowful each Government watching with nerv

ous anxiety every otherGovernment that may add another

battleship or battalion to its armed force, then following

suit with hysterical haste, thus continuing and stimulating

the ruinous competition and heaping burden after burden
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upon the necks of suffering peoples will be a thing of

the past to be looked back upon by a wiser generation

with curious wonder at the sort of statesmanship which

carried on and encouraged so wasteful and oppressive a

policy, and at the patience of the peoples that so long

tolerated it.

Let us hope that this Republic which, as its history-

proves, is so singularly blessed with entire exemption
from danger of attack or hostile interference, and there

fore peculiarly fitted for leadership in this movement
toward a higher civilization, will never be unmindful of

the duty imposed upon it by this glorious mission.

TO ROBERT ERSKINE ELY

24 EAST 9 IST STREET, Jan. 22, 1905.

Your letter of the 2Oth inst., inviting me to become a

member of the advisory council of the New York Society
of the Friends of Russian freedom is in my hands. I

hardly need to assure you that all my sympathies are with

the cause of Russian freedom. I also hold in the highest

esteem the ladies and gentlemen you mention as being at

the head of the Society. If now, before joining them in

their work, which I should consider it an honor to do, I

express the wish to be a little more minutely informed as

to the persons or committees or associations with whom
they are in correspondence, and upon whose advice they

depend, and so on, it is because in my younger days I had

a good deal of personal experience of such matters, which

taught me that the efforts of such societies as yours,

although inspired by the best intentions and the most

laudable enthusiasms and the greatest conscientiousness,

may occasionally do more harm than good, unless con

ducted with very great circumspection.

I should therefore be glad to have a conversation with
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you or, if inconvenient to you, with some other well

informed officer of the Society at such time as you may
choose. I have no office down town. Would it be asking
too much if I invited you to visit me here? If you are

willing to do so, you will oblige me by notifying me before

hand of your coming so that mishaps be avoided.

TO MOORFIELD STOREY

BOLTON LANDING, N. Y., May 28, 1905.

My dear Friend: Many thanks for your letter of the

24th. It has done me good to hear from you. I am
very sorry I cannot promise you to address the Massa
chusetts Reform Club next October,&quot; for it is altogether

too uncertain whether I shall be able to do so. My health

is at present satisfactory enough, but it is unsteady, and

my doctor tells me that the delivery of long speeches is

one of the exertions and excitements I ought to avoid.

I think you have done well in accepting the presidency
of the Anti-Imperialist League, for I am sure you will

keep it within the lines of real usefulness. It is undoubt

edly true that the people generally are very tired of the

possession of the Philippines. The trouble is, they are

so tired of it that they lose all interest in the matter and let

those in power do with it what they please. You are

unquestionably right in thinking that Taft wants to hold

the islands because he is in love with his own work and

plans. But Roosevelt wants to hold them too, for mili

tary reasons, which are uppermost in his mind.

I am not so sure that Roosevelt will break the Republi
can party wide open. I believe that there are two things

he has really at heart. One is to add to the Navy as many
war-ships as he can get and this is probably the over

ruling passion. And the other is to prevent the splitting

of the Republican party if he can. To this cause he will
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sacrifice any of his
&quot;policies&quot; so-called, concerning the

tariff, the trusts and the railroads; and this will be all the

easier to him, as with regard to those things he has no

convictions, nor even clear opinions. And no pride of

moral courage will stand in his way. He shrinks from

no moral self-humiliation.

It seems to me even more probable that the Republican

party will be split by the force of antagonisms springing

from present economic conditions, in spite of Roosevelt s

self-abasing efforts to hold it together. But no matter

how it happens if only it happens at all.

TO CHARLES SPRAGUE SMITH

BOLTON LANDING, N. Y., June 29, 1905.

I regret very much that I cannot attend your meeting
next Wednesday night. I am heartily with you as to the

object the meeting is to serve. The enthusiastic uprising
of the popular conscience and of civic pride against

corrupt ring-rule in Philadelphia is among the most hope
ful signs of the times perhaps the most hopeful of all.

Of course Mayor Weaver, in his brave fight against the

rapacious despotism, and the good people who stand by
him with so much energy deserve all possible praise and

encouragement from every true American. But the

people in their righteous wrath should not forget that the

thieving machine-politicians are not the only culprits to

be held up to public loathing and execration. Many of

them are simply poor wretches who hardly know better.

Fully as guilty and even guiltier, are the highly respec
table

*

receivers of the stolen goods, the instigators and

principal beneficiaries of the public robbery, who use the

corrupt politicians as their tools in plundering the city
or the State or the Nation; who, in order to fill their own

pockets, contrive to debauch legislatures and executive
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officers; who, if they can, will buy up the bar and the

bench to protect them from the exposures and punish
ments they deserve; who try, and sometimes quite

successfully too, by an unscrupulous use of their power,
to terrorize the whole business community into compli

ance, if not complicity, with their misdoings, and who then,

posing as models of virtue and high respectability, call

this &quot;business.&quot; These are the most dangerous pests of

society in our days, and they should be duly unmasked
and pilloried as such.

TO EDWARD ATKINSON

BOLTON LANDING, July 31, 1905.

Your letter was a most agreeable surprise to me after

so long a time of suspended communication. More

agreeable than all else is the assurance it gives me that you
are steadily at work and like it. I too am regularly

active, writing my memoirs, but I am not sure that I like

work as much as I did in younger years. Still I keep at

it and have to be satisfied with that.

I do not know whether &quot;the tide has turned on pro
tectionism.&quot; That there is a widespread desire for the

reduction of tariff rates, is undoubtedly true. That this

desire is likely to increase in strength is also true. But

it will have to grow much stronger if it is to break the

dominant power of protectionism in the Republican party
or the adherence of the masses to that party. Roosevelt

might have done, and might still do, much toward that

end, if he had the moral courage to take the protection

bull by the horns. But that courage, it seems, he does

not possess. There are two things he has, I believe, really

at heart: to build up a very strong Navy, and to keep
the power of the Republican party intact. To these two

objects, I apprehend, he is inclined to sacrifice everything
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else. And his personal popularity is immense, and likely

to remain so unless he makes some very outrageous mis

take. Ordinary mistakes will hurt him little, for he is

one of the lucky persons who have captured the popular

imagination to such an extent that the people will forgive
them almost everything.

The &quot;moral wave&quot; that is now sweeping over the

country may do much good; but it is still doubtful

whether it will open the popular mind to the fact that

protectionism is a more prolific breeder of corruption
than anything else.

Whether I shall be able to open the next season of the

Massachusetts Reform Club, I cannot now say. I have

pretty much given up public speaking, partly for physical
reasons. I am very much disinclined to make promises

reaching far ahead, for it is too uncertain whether I shall

be able to redeem them at the appointed time.

I heartily wish you a pleasant journey in Europe and
that it may do you good, and I hope that after your return

we may soon meet once more.

TO PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

BOLTON LANDING, N. Y., Sept. 6, 1905.

Now that the flood of congratulations that have been

pouring in upon you from all points of the compass has

somewhat subsided, I venture to add mine, and I hope

you will accept it in the spirit in which it is offered. Just
because I have opposed you, I feel all the more bound to

felicitate you upon an exploit which has so greatly added

to the prestige of our Republic and conferred such imper
ishable honor upon your name. I cannot refrain from

saying to you that I regard your interposition between

Japan and Russia as one of the most meritorious and

brilliant achievements of our age, not only bold and noble
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in conception, but most admirable for the exquisite skill

and tact with which it was carried through. Had it been

less successful, it would not have been less deserving.

The true mission and the immense moral influence of this

Republic as the great peace Power of the world have

never been so strikingly and beneficently demonstrated

as they have been demonstrated by you, with a wisdom

and energy which command the highest appreciation

and gratitude of every good American and every true

friend of humanity.
The honors you have won might indeed be thought

sufficient to satisfy any man s ambition, but I hope you
will pardon me if I venture to add a word in behalf of

another service to be rendered to mankind which would be

equal, if not superior, in value to the ending of the war

between Russia and Japan. I mean the gradual diminu

tion of the oppressive burdens imposed upon the nations of

the world by armed peace. These burdens are constantly

growing and threaten to grow indefinitely. You will

remember that the desire to lighten just this incubus was

the original impulse from which the Hague Tribunal

sprung. I know you have the further development of the

usefulness of that Tribunal much at heart. Indeed, you
have already done much to strengthen its position, to

enlarge the sphere of its activity and to enhance its pres

tige. Nothing, I should think, would more strongly

appeal to your desire to do the greatest possible service to

humanity than the opportunity to promote the original

purpose of the Hague movement by helping to relieve

mankind of one of its most grievous oppressions.

I am well aware of the obstacles standing in the way of

any effort looking to the gradual disarmament of the

Powers pride, jealousy, suspicion, traditional ways of

thinking and what not. These obstacles are certainly

very formidable, but I know also that if, to-day there is
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any man in the world that can give a strong impetus, a

real propulsive force to such a movement, you are that

man. Your position is unique. I cannot remember any
head of a state in history who could exercise so powerful
and persuasive an influence not only upon foreign peoples,

but upon foreign Governments, as you now can, not by
armies and navies, but by your extraordinary record as a

peacemaker, by the universal confidence in the unselfish

ness of your purposes in international dealings and by the

character of the great Republic you represent. The very
fact that you are well known to have zealously urged the

construction of a great war-fleet for the United States

(and of all countries ours is financially the ablest to build

up and maintain such a fleet) and the consequent self-

denial which your leadership in a movement for gradual
disarmament would involve, would give to that leader

ship a peculiar moral force in the struggle with obstacles

which to the ordinary mind under ordinary circumstances

might seem insuperable.

I hope you will not look upon this letter as a presump
tuous intrusion. Old as I am, with at best only a few years
before me, I see an exceptional opportunity for an inesti

mable and much needed benefaction to be conferred upon
mankind

;
I see a man in a position of almost unexampled

moral power peculiarly fitted to become a most potent,
if not the decisive, factor in an effort to accomplish that

benefaction; and I see reason to apprehend that, for a

long time to come, there will not be another man similarly

fitted by nature or by circumstance. I may, therefore,

be pardoned if, carried away by the ardent wish still to

witness in my day at least a hopeful beginning of so great

and beneficent a work, I submit these suggestions to you
while your well-earned laurels as a champion of the world s

peace are still fresh.

VOL. VI. 28
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FROM PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

OYSTER BAY, N. Y., Sept. 8, 1905.

Personal.

I thank you for your congratulations. As to what you

say about disarmament which I suppose is the rough

equivalent of &quot;the gradual diminution of the oppressive bur

dens imposed upon the world by armed peace&quot; I am not

clear either what can be done or what ought to be done. If

I had been known as one of the conventional type of peace
advocates I could have done nothing whatever in bringing
about peace now, I would be powerless in the future to ac

complish anything, and I would not have been able to help
confer the boons upon Cuba, the Philippines, Porto Rico and

Panama, brought about by our action therein. If the Japanese
had not armed during the last twenty years, this would

indeed be a sorrowful century for Japan. If this country had

not fought the Spanish war; if we had failed to take the

action we did about Panama, all mankind would have been

the loser. While the Turks were butchering the Armenians

the European Powers kept the peace and thereby added a

burden of infamy to the nineteenth century, for in keeping
that peace a greater number of lives were lost than in any

European war since the days of Napoleon, and these lives

were those of women and children as well as of men
;
while the

moral degradation, the brutality inflicted and endured, the

aggregate of hideous wrong done, surpassed that of any war
of which we have record in modern times.

Until people get it firmly fixed in their minds that peace is

valuable chiefly as a means to righteousness, and that it can

only be considered as an end when it also coincides with right

eousness, we can do only a limited amount to advance its

coming on this earth. There is, of course, no analogy at pres

ent between international law and private or municipal law,

because there is no sanction of force for the former while

there is for the latter. Inside our own nation the law-abiding

man does not have to arm himself against the lawless simply
because there is some armed force the police, the sheriff s
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posse, the national guard, the regulars which can be called

out to enforce the laws. At present there is no similar inter

national force to call on, and I do not as yet see how it could

at present be created. Hitherto, peace has often come only

because some strong and on the whole just Power has byarmed

force, or the threat of armed force, put a stop to disorder.

In a very interesting French book the other day I was

reading of how the Mediterranean was freed from pirates

only by the &quot;pax Britannica,&quot; established by England s

naval force. The hopeless and hideous bloodshed and wicked

ness of Algiers and Turkestan were stopped, and only could

be stopped, when civilized nations in the shape of Russia and

France took possession of them. The same was true of Burma
and the Malay states, as well as Egypt, with regard to Eng
land. Peace has come only as the sequel to the armed inter

ference of a civilized Power which, relatively to its opponent,
was a just and beneficent Power. If England had disarmed

to the point of being unable to conquer the Soudan and pro
tect Egypt, so that the Mahdists had established their su

premacy in northeastern Africa, the result would have been a

horrible and bloody calamity to mankind. It was only the

growth of the European Powers in military efficiency that

freed eastern Europe from the dreadful scourge of the Tartar

and partially freed it from the dreadful scourge of the Turk.

Unjust war is dreadful; a just war may be the highest duty.

To have the best nations, the free and civilized nations, dis

arm and leave the despotisms and barbarisms with great

military force, would be a calamity compared to which the

calamities caused by all the wars of the nineteenth century
would be trivial. Yet it is not easy to see how we can by
international agreement state exactly which Power ceases to

be free and civilized and which comes near the line of barbar

ism or despotism. For example, I suppose it would be very
difficult to get Russia and Japan to come to a common agree
ment on this point; and there are at least some citizens of

other nations, not to speak of their Governments, whom it

would also be hard to get together.

This does not in the least mean that it is hopeless to make
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the effort. It may be that some scheme will be developed.

America, fortunately, can cordially assist in such an effort,

for no one in his senses would suggest out disarmament ; and

though we should continue to perfect our small Navy and our

minute Army, I do not think it necessary to increase the num
ber of our ships at any rate as things look now nor the

number of our soldiers. Of course our Navy must be kept up
to the highest point of efficiency, and the replacing of old and

worthless vessels by first-class new ones may involve an

increase in the personnel ; but not enough to interfere with our

action along the lines you have suggested. But before I

would know how to advocate such action, save in some such

way as commending it to the attention of the Hague Tribunal,

I would have to have a feasible and rational plan of action

presented.

P. S. It seems to me that a general stop in the increase

of the war navies of the world might be a good thing; but I

would not like to speak too positively offhand. Of course

it is only in continental Europe that the armies are too large ;

and before advocating action as regards them I should have

to weigh matters carefully including by the way such a

matter as the Turkish army. At any rate nothing useful

can be done unless with the clear recognition that we put

peace second to righteousness.
*

TO PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

BOLTON LANDING, N. Y., Sept. 14, 1905.

I thank you sincerely for your kind letter of the 8th

inst., and hope you will pardon me for a few remarks to

remove certain misunderstandings to which my letter of

the 6th may have given rise.

To a letter of April 30, 1896, to Mr. Schurz, Mr. Roosevelt, when

Police Commissioner, jocosely added the following:

&quot;P. S. Some time I wish another chance to discuss war and peace with

you, oh Major-General, Cabinet Minister, Senator and Historian! I only

hope all of you international arbitration people don t finally bring us

literally to the Chinese level.
&quot;
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When speaking of &quot;gradual disarmament,&quot; I did not

mean to say that all the armies and navies of the world

should be dismissed. This I would advise just as little

as I would advise the dismissal of the police force of the

city of New York necessary for the maintenance of

public order and the enforcement of the law. I meant

only that the movement to be set on foot should have as

its object to put a limit to the excessive and constantly

growing armaments which are becoming so oppressive

to the nations of the world. I meant, substantially, that

which was aimed at by the public pronouncement of the

Russian Czar, resulting in the establishment of the Hague
Tribunal, and which far from being a mere fanciful con

ception of idealists has long occupied, and now occupies

the minds of some of the best thinkers of Europe, as well as

America, as a most important problem of our age.

Neither do I deny that there have been wars which were

useful to humanity in promoting progress, or in establish

ing justice, while at the same time I believe that there have

also been many wars which were not only unnecessary in

every sense, and therefore criminal, but which distinctly

made for injustice, tyranny and demoralization. This,

however, is beside the question we discuss.

Admitting all you say of the Armenian atrocities,

have we not to face the fact that the Powers stood by,

without lifting a hand, although they were armed to the

teeth? And does not this fact go far to show that they
raised and maintained their vast and burdensome arma
ments not against the hosts of unrighteousness, but

against one another or at least because of fear, suspicion

or jealousy of one another? If they had nothing [else] in

view than to prevent or punish transgressions by barbari

ans or to remove obstructions offered by them to the

world s progress, a comparatively very small force would

be required, for those barbarians are really very weak, not
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only singly, but in the aggregate. But, in fact, this is the

spectacle we witness : For one reason or another Power A
builds some new war-ships or adds a few battalions to

its Army. Instantly Powers B and C and D take the

alarm and hasten to make the same or greater additions

to their forces so that Power A may not have any advan

tage in point of armament
; whereupon Power A, becoming

suspicious of what Powers B, C and D are doing, thinks

a further augmentation of its forces necessary, which then

has again the same effect on Powers B, C and D. This

goes so far that even when this Republic, which ought
not to be suspected of meaning harm to anybody, adds

new war-ships to its Navy, the fact is used abroad as a

strong argument to prove the necessity of strengthening

the navies of other Powers. Thus the mad race goes on,

and even this Republic, as appears from plenty of public

utterances abroad, is being artfully turned into an agency

stimulating it.

That the bringing about of an international agreement
to stop this wasteful and cruel competition will be very
difficult I readily admit. That it will be very difficult

even at this moment to frame definite propositions for

such an agreement is equally true. But we should be slow

to put it down as an impossibility. Several great things

have been actually accomplished in our time the possibility

of which would have been seriously questioned by able

and candid men not many decades ago. The establish

ment of the Hague Tribunal is one of them. The

readiness with which arbitration is resorted to, the large

number of international differences settled by arbitration

and the constant enlargement of its scope is another.

Your successful interposition between Russia and Japan
is another. You say in your letter: &quot;There is of course no

analogy between international law and private or munici

pal law, because there is no sanction of force for the
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former, while there is for the latter and I do not as yet
see how it could at present be created.&quot; Even in this

respect recent events have opened a prospect of new pos
sibilities. I mean the united action of the Powers in

China occasioned by the Boxer troubles. This concert

of action was indeed called forth by a peculiar situation,

and the contrivance was crude and imperfect, and it

worked in some respects very unsatisfactorily. But at

any rate it points out what may be done. And then, in

addition to all this, we have now the extraordinary
moral influence which, owing to your singular achieve

ment, you can exercise, and which may prove capable of

producing unexpected results. We should, therefore, not

be discouraged by the difficulties in our way, however

great they appear.
You say: &quot;But before I would know how to advocate

such action, save in such way as commending it to the atten

tion of the Hague Tribunal, I would have to have a feasible

and rational plan of action presented.&quot; To be sure, it

would be well to have such a plan, if possible. But I submit

to your judgment whether it would be necessary to have it,

and to present it to the Hague Conference you have called
,

at the start of proceedings. Would it not be sufficient

to get the representatives of the Powers together, to

recommend impressively to them, as you suggest, the

serious consideration of the subject, and then to leave it to

them to evolve a definite plan from their discussion, which,

of course, would not exclude the presentation of a plan on

your part in the course of that discussion, made in the

light thrown by the discussion upon the subject? When
you set out to bring about peace between Japan and

Russia, you did not present to them a definite plan of

settlement, but you simply got them together to discuss

the settlement among themselves, and I suppose you
guided them with wise counsel when they struck formida-
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ble difficulties or so-called impossibilities and thus you
achieved your glorious result. I know the parallel is by
no means perfect, but it is at least suggestive of what

might be done. You, of all men in the world, can, as you
now stand, stir up a public opinion in favor of this course,

which the objectors might find it hard to resist. The
obstructions may even turn out to be less than we now

imagine. You say:
&quot;

I suppose it would be very difficult

to get Russia and Japan to come to a common agreement
on this point.

*

May it not be that Russia and Japan in

their state of financial exhaustion might greet such an

agreement as a happy line of escape from great embar

rassments? Besides, the Russian Czar stands solemnly

committed to this idea by his own public declarations

made some years ago.

Truly, here is an opportunity perhaps the grandest

of the age for rendering a supreme service to mankind,

worthy of the noblest ambition. You may well be envied

for having it in your grasp.
l

TO PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

BOLTON LANDING, N. Y., Sept. 21, 1905.

I was exceedingly glad to find in your letter of Sep
tember 1 8th an assurance that your active sympathy may
be looked for in the matter of gradual disarmament.

You will build up a monumental record in history.

Your interview with Baron Rosen was indeed comical

enough. It shows to what straits the luckless Czar, after

the terrible breakdown of his military absolutism, is re

duced in trying to recover some of his prestige. What

poor comedians some of those high potentates are! As

if any one person in the world would now believe the Czar

to be the true initiator of the Conference! Of course, his

1 Col. Roosevelt properly refused permission to publish his answer to

this letter.
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pretension to that effect is received with an ironical smile

all round. The way you treated the matter was, I

think, exactly right. It will entitle you in the Conference,

and before the world generally, to all the more considera

tion. The real leadership will easily fall to you as it should,

and I trust you will take it resolutely. Quod bonum,

felix, faustumque sit.

TO GREEN B. RAUM

NEW YORK CITY, Nov. 29, 1905.

I have received your letter of November 20th 1 and beg
to say in reply that during the last ten or fifteen years I

have been approached on this same subject from various

quarters two or three times with the same proposition,

but have felt myself compelled to decline it. While we
were serving in the volunteer army we were well paid.

The Government has imposed upon the taxpayers an

enormous financial burden by an uncommonly generous

pension system. I do not feel that I can, consistently

with my well settled opinions, seek to increase that

burden for my own benefit beyond the understood con

ditions under which I entered the service.

I am very far from desiring to reflect upon the attitude

of those of my esteemed old comrades who are engaged in

the movement of which your letter gives me knowledge.
I only wish quietly to adhere to the views concerning this

matter which I have always held.

TO ENOS CLARKE

NEW YORK CITY, Jan. n, 1906.

Pardon me for not having answered your very kind

letter of December iQth more promptly, and also that I

1 A circular designed to enlist in the army of pension-seekers veterans not

already enjoying the Government s bounty.
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have to dictate my answer to you now
;
but owing to the

consequences of the accident 1 I met with some time ago,

writing with the pen gives me a headache and I have

therefore to abstain from it as much as possible.

What you say about the death and burial of our dear

friend, Dr. Preetorius, I feel with you, as you may well

imagine. Ours was one of the most intimate and firmest

friendships I have ever known. I should certainly have

been in St. Louis to join the throng that accompanied him

to his grave and to do the last honors to him, had it been

possible. The best I could do was to send my son to

represent me, and I hope he did so worthily. He cannot

have expressed too warmly the message of affection he

carried.

I agree with you perfectly that Nicolay and Hay did not

give the Germans of St. Louis who, under the leadership

of such men as Dr. Preetorius, rendered the country such

eminent service in 1861, all the credit that they deserved.

Many books have been written which were deficient in

that respect.

I am glad to learn that you will soon pass through New
York on your way to Bermuda. I hope that on that oc

casion you will not fail to drop in at 24 East 9ist Street;

you know you will be most heartily welcome.

Your supposition that I am no longer troubled by the

printer s boy calling for copy is unfortunately not correct.

My Memoirs are finished as far as my youth in Europe
is concerned. I have also completed the second volume

which reaches down to the close of the war, but I am still

at work at the third and last, which includes my time in

the Senate and Cabinet and what followed. I am now

1
Early in Dec., 1905, as he was getting out of a street-car it suddenly

started and caused him a violent fall, his head striking the pavement.
After a few weeks he was able to resume his literary work, to some extent,

but he never fully recovered from the shock.
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describing the Presidential campaign of 1868 and then

shall come to my fight with Drake at Jefferson City in the

winter of 1868 to 1869. I wish I could have the files of

the [St. Louis] Globe-Democrat or of the Republican of those

days to guide my memory. I have only some clippings
from newspapers describing, rather meagerly, what hap
pened at Jefferson City, but nothing more. I wonder
whether you cut anything from the papers at that time.

If not, my memory will have to help me out.

Hoping to see you here before long, I am
Cordially yours.

TO ERVING WINSLOW

HOTEL BONAIR, AUGUSTA, GAM Feb. 20, 1906.

Here I am again in pursuit of health. I have been

seriously considering what I, or any of us old anti-

imperialists, might write for the Filipino paper in Cali

fornia that would be of any real use to the Filipinos

themselves or to anybody else. Might we tell them to

hold fast to the idea of independence? It has always
been our contention that the Filipinos were unanimously
for independence, and would remain so, without being con

firmed in their faith by us. This has been always, and

is now, one of our principal points. Would it be wise now
to do anything that might make it appear as if we had rea

son not to believe in our own contention ? Will it not be

much wiser to let those young men go on by themselves

and to avoid the appearance as if they were in our leading-

strings and as if they needed pushing from this quarter?
As Mr. Storey in his most excellent address has clearly

shown, there is a public opinion in favor of Philippine

independence outside of our ranks, which will finally ac

complish our object. It will move slowly and try our

patience. But we shall hardly be able to accelerate it,
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at least not in its present stage, by unnecessarily inter

fering in the name of the old anti-imperialism. I do not

mean that we should be entirely silent. We may speak
again on important occasions when our talk will have a

chance to tell, coming out in strong volume instead of

little squibs which cannot have any effect.

FROM EX-PRESIDENT CLEVELAND

STUART, FLA., Mar. 21, 1906.

I want you to know how gratefully I appreciate the generous
and cheering words contained in your letter congratulating
me on my sixty-ninth birthday.

I deem myself to be especially fortunate in this manifesta

tion of your continued confidence and good-will.

TO (UNKNOWN)
x

AUGUSTA, GA., Apr. 8, 1906.

Your letter enclosing the printed call which until now
was unknown to me has reached me. It is a matter of

course that every proper effort to guard against any dis

turbance [of] the existing peaceable and friendly relations

between the United States and Germany has my sincerest

and warmest sympathy. The friendship between the

United States and Germany is as old as this Republic
itself. It has remained unbroken because it was demanded

by all considerations of interest, of civilization and of

international good-will. And it is as much so to-day as

ever before. There is between the two nations not the

slightest occasion for discord. To provoke such a dis

cord without the most imperative cause would be a crime

as well as an absurdity a criminal absurdity as well as a

foolish crime.

1 The careful draft of this letter does not contain the name of the person
to whom it was addressed.
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I am well aware that here as well as abroad voices are

sometimes heard which represent as probable such a dis

cord and even an armed conflict between the two nations.

Those are the voices of people who call such a conflict

probable because they desire it
;
and they desire it because

thereby the profession of arms would gain in importance,
or because they regard a war as an especially attractive

and entertaining sport. I do not hesitate to say that

whoever wishes a war without the most commanding
necessity belongs to an era of barbarism but not to the

civilized society of this century.
Therefore I consider a war between the United States

and Germany as eminently improbable indeed as impos

sible, unless it spring from one of those sudden irritations

or angry impulses which sometimes may for a moment

put a people as well as an individual into a more or less

irresponsible condition of mind, but which pass away in

nocuous if in some manner they are kept from precipitate

action. To prevent the breaking out of such headlong
conflicts nothing is more effective than the institution of

arbitration systems that stand in the way of precipitate
actions and demand quiet reflection. In this way a

proper arbitration treaty might serve to preserve the two
nations from such an accident which would be an unspeak
ably lamentable misfortune not only for Americans of

German blood but for all American citizens of whatever

origin.

That the President will favor such a treaty may be

assumed
;
but whether, after the last position taken by the

Senate, this treaty would have an immediate prospect of

confirmation by that body, I do not undertake to judge.
At any rate any proper movement in this direction is a

work of merit.
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Brown, Henry Armitt, III., to, 153
Brown, John, I., 154, 155
Brown (Jr.), Neill S., I., signs letter

to Schurz from over two hundred
ex-Confederate soldiers, 307

Bruce, Blanche K., IV., 89
Bruce, Sir Fred., I., 375
Bryan, Wm. Jennings, V., change in

basis of United States monetary
system advocated by, 287;

monetary policy of, 291; effect of

election of, to Presidency, 294;
some free-silver utterances of,

296, 3OI 308, 311, 312, 313, 320;
ways of the gold-bug, 320; store

of misinformation accumulated

by, 330; VI., anti-imperialist, 121,

190; defeat of 1896, 191, 192;

losing votes through free-coinage
of silver plank, 199; not affected

by third ticket, 202; speech by,
commended 202; letter of accept
ance likely to do harm, 203; as

Presidential candidate in 1896
and 1900, in reference to the silver

question, 204-213; averse to

pledging himself to non-inter
ference with the money standard,
256; adheres to bimetalism, 257;
financial dangers attending elec

tion of, 258; silver debate closed

by defeat of, 259; if defeated, his

own fault, 264, 265; praise of

speech at Indianapolis, 264, 266;
evil genius of anti-imperialistic

party, 276
Bryanism, V., Republican party a
bulwark against, 451, 475

Bryant, Wm. Cullen, III., 225, 229
Bryce, James, IV., to, 286; V.,

friendship of, for the United
States, 477; VI., from, 47; true

friendship of, 107
Bryson, O. C, II. , 472
Buchanan, James, I., and the

slavery question, 24, 29; dis

satisfaction in Democratic party,
30, 34; protest against Adminis
tration of

, 37 ; slavery in the terri

tories, 86; agitation in the

North, 140; sympathizes with the

South, 173; Washington may be
seized by secessionists, 178; II.,

corruption in office during Ad
ministration of, 139; annexation
of Texas, 220; war powers asked

by, 243; III., election of, defeats

anti-slavery movement, 29; feud
of Douglas and, 321; V., triumph
of slave-power during Adminis
tration of, 394

Buckingham, William A., II., 335
Buell, General, I., 216, 217, 220

Bullock, Governor (Ga.), III., 136,

146, 225, 229
Bunce, F. M., Lieutenant-Comman

der, II., 211
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Bunker Hill, Centennial celebration
of battle of, III., 154

Burke, Edmund, VI., espouses the
cause of the colonists, 117, 176

Burke, United States district

attorney, Indiana, V., 134, 135,

137, 138
Burlingame, Anson, I., 47, 167
Burnett, General, III., 220
Burr, Aaron, V., 244
Burt (Colonel), Silas W., IV., 305;
t. 35 1

; quoted by Schurz, 421;
to, 448

Burton, Pomeroy, VI., to, 301; to,

305
Butler, Benjamin F., I., 181, 232,

300; II., 404; IV., inflationist, 26;

219, 283; governor of Massachu
setts and Presidential candidate,

283
Butler-Kelly combination, IV., 213,

214
Butler, Senator (South Carolina),

III., 30
Butterworth, Benjamin, V., 66

Bynum, William D., V., anti-

spoils-system talk of, 176

Cabral, II., 78, 208, 211, 221, 222,

225
Cahoon, B. B., III., to, 222; to, 300;

IV., to, 183; V., to, ii

Calderon, Francisco Garcia, I., 202

Caldwell, Alexander, II., speech on
resolution declaring, was not duly
and legally elected a Senator,

450-472
Caldwell, IV., interested in Little

Rock and Fort Smith R. R., 227,
228, 230, 231, 232, 276, 277, 278,

284
Calhoun, John C., I., 136; II., 191,

192, 194, 198, 202, 203, 205, 206,

207, 216, 219, 239; V., 165
California, V., statehood asked with

constitution prohibiting slavery,

442, 443
Cameron, James Donald, III., 390,

39 !

Cameron, Simon, I., 162; II., 479,

501, 515-522, 527; HI., 281, 283,

287, 391
Campbell, Hugh J., III., 119
Canada, V., and annexation, 196;

as a British possession, 202

Canby (General), Edward Richard
Sprigg, I., 293, 300, 329

Carlisle, John G., IV., 222, 350;
V., 135; financial situation, 177;
approves extending civil service
to division chiefs, 178

Carlisle, Logan, V., boasts of re

moving Republicans to make
room for Democrats, 178

Carnegie, Andrew, V., from, 531;
VI., 37; to, 292

Carpenter, Matthew H., I., to,

520; II., 79, 460, 465
Carpetbag government, II., 396, 399;

III., 89; IV., 372, 373, 374: V.,

72, 1 1 6, 117; VI., 328-330
Caruthers, V., 142
Cary (General), Samuel Fenton,

III., Greenbacker, 193, 197, 254;
IV., 26^

Caseras, General, II., 211

Casey, II. ,404, 421
Casserly, Eugene, II., 113, 138
Castillo, Canovas del, V., assassina

tion of, 412
Census, VI., wastefulness in taking:

incompetence of Congressional
appointees, 128

Century Magazine, V., 494 n.

Chaffee, Jerome B., IV., 3; VI., as
Vice-Presidential nominee, 202

Chamberlain (Governor), Daniel

Henry, III., 220, 412; VI., a foe

to continental expansion of

United States, 121

Chambrun, I., 278
Chandler, Zachariah, III., and the

chairmanship of the National

Committee, 260, 261, 281; a

prominent leader, 283; people
desire change, 287; scheme of, to

return to the Senate, 405; IV.,

ruling of, as Secretary of the

Interior, 169, 184, 187, 188
Chase (Chief Justice), Salmon P.,

I., visits the South, 276; III.,

anti-slavery, 24, 26

Chatham, Lord, IV., praises Frank
lin, 329; VI., friendly to the

Americans, 117, 176
Chicago, I., great political excite

ment in, 109; Republican victory,

in; platform of 1860, 169, 172,

215; convention, 1864, declares

war a failure, 230; V., Germany
one of the foremost exhibitors

at Exposition, 187; VI., Schurz
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Chicago Continued
delivers speech before University
of, i

Chief Joseph, IV., 140
China, VI., trade of, 28, no, 180;
war against, 248; military opera
tions, 355, 397; united action of

Powers in, during Boer troubles,

439
Chinese, VI., 436 w.

Christiancy, Isaac P., III., appoint
ment to the Supreme Bench of,

part of a scheme, 405
Cincinnati, III., and hard

&quot;

money
i, 161

Cincinnati Convention of 1872, II.,

361, 368, 369, 371, 373, 379, 381,

386, 387, 388, 397, 427, 428, 429,

436, 440, 443, 444, 446, 447, 449;
Convention of 1876, III., 258, 259,
282, 406

Cincinnati movement, II., 427, 431,

432,433.439,444
Cincinnati nominations, II., 376,

378, 382
Cincinnati platform of 1872, II., 372,

375. 43. 433. 44 1
;
of l8 76, III.,

25?
Cincinnati ticket, II., 369, 372, 374,

375,377,381,449
Civil service commission, II., 372;

law, 382, 383
Civil service law, VI., widened for

readmission of spoils politics in

the public service, 112, 129
Civil service reform, II., 49, 50,

51, 59, 61, 65, 67, 122; distribu

tion of offices, 123; the incoming
of a new Administration, 124;
defects in the system of appoint
ing, 126; &quot;the man to be provided
for,&quot; 130; Lincoln and govern
ment offices, 132; New York
customhouse, 133; case of the

apple-woman, 135; bribes, 136,

140; customhouse at San Fran
cisco, 136; losses through in

experienced officials, smugglers
and ex-officials, 141 ; debasing
effect of the spoils system, 142;

congressmen as candidates, 145;
after election, 147; honesty and
the spoils system, 149, 154; the

Executive and the spoils system,
151; a political proletariat, 153,

170; venality created by the

spoils system, 154; board of

civil service commissioners, 156;
mixed political character of

board, 158; competitive examina
tions, 159; vacancies, 160; tenure
of office, 164; testimonials of

efficiency, 166; officers not affect

ed by civil service reform, 167;
tenure of office in early days of

the Republic, 170; spoils system
too powerful for Presidential

reform or control, 171; reform and
Republican form of government,
172; danger in moneyed corpora
tions, 174; need of reform, 175,

259, 292, 314, 317, 385, 404 et

seq., 420, 424, 434, 435, 445, 448;
III., 50, 139, 250, 254, 255, 268,

270, 271, 273, 274, 277, 279, 286,

292, 354, 373, 378, 393, 4i8; V.,
failure of Harrison to redeem his

pledges in reference to, 120; up
held by Cleveland, 125; letters

to Jacob H. Gallinger, Aug. 16,

and Oct. I, 1897; the Post-office

Department, 249; principles of,

defended in Congress by Mc-
Kinley, 329; as President,

promises to develop, 342. See
Schurz to McKinley, Oct. 17
and Dec. 24, 1897; in 1899, VI.,

122; objects and duties of the

League, 123; arraignment of

McKinley Administration, 125;
order of May 29th, 125, 129, 130,

141, 142, 143, 148; case of the

&quot;shipping commissioners&quot; dis

cussed, 130-134; the Alaskan

service, 134; deputy internal

revenue collectors, 135; introduc
tion of merit system in the
Interior Department, 140; far-

reaching consequences of the
backward step, 141-143; levying
of campaign assessments, 145;
civil service reform in New York,
147; Parker urged to state views

on, 356. See also Hayes vs. Tilden,

III., 290; IV., i, 2, 13, 27, 39, 45,

46, 154, 195, 265, 288, 289, 290,
401, 403,407,441,445

Civil Service Reform Association,

IV., 404, 424, 435; of Indiana,

.IV., 454
Civil service reform movement, IV.,

87
Civil service reform and democ

racy, V. ,
1 43 ; office-hunting throng
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Civil service reform Continued
after a party victory, 146; classi

fied service, 149; when civil ser

vice law was enacted, 149; whose
the credit for faithful carry

ing out of the law, 150; growth
of the system, 150; employees
still to be brought under the

rules, 151; law constantly being
extended, 152; Cleveland s views

on, 152; what may be expected
of Cleveland s Administration,

154; relation between civil service

reform and Democracy, 155;
what the spoils system asks of a

candidate, and what civil service

reform asks, 156; England, the

spoils system and reform, 158;

Jefferson s claim of removing
only for cause, 161; four-year
rule absurd when applied to

business, 163; spoils and Tam
many, 170; good politics, 171;
Cleveland its great supporter,
174

Civil service reform and the &quot;Black

Act,&quot; V., 373; competitive exami
nations, 374; evils of spoils system
and fallacy of plea for discre

tionary power for those making
appointments, 375; Schurz s per
sonal experience in Congress and
as head of a Department, 376;
instituted competitive examina
tions for his own protection and
the good of the service, 377;
only competitive examinations

place public office within reach
of those without influence, 380;
merit and fitness to be decided

by different examiners, 382; how
the machinery will work, 386;
Gruber s systematic philosophy
of American politics, 392; duty
of the governor, 395

Claiborne, William Charles Cole,

II., 231
Clarendon-Johnson treaty, III., 46
Clarke, Enos, VI., to, 441
Clarke, James Freeman, III., 421;

IV., from, 114
Clarke, W. H., IV., to, 436; from,

436 n.

Clarkson (Postal Service), V.,
removals by, 140, 171

Clarkson, J. M., VI., made surveyor,

port of New York, 381

Clarkson, Thomas, abolitionist.IIL,

46
Clay, Henry, III., last words of, in

United States Senate, 14; en
trance into public life, 15; origi
nator of measures and policies,

16; reasons for advocating com
promise, 23; end of an epoch, 24;
V., and the tariff, 46 , 47, 67, 360,

436; urges repeal of four-year
rule, 165; compromise, 438;
failure of, to become President,

440; concessions to slave-power,
443; a slaveholder but believing
in anti-slavery teachings, 444;
death of, 446; VI., 362

Clay, Henry, IV., Schurz writing
the life of, 156, 308, 400, 462;
commended by readers and the

press, 479, 481; V., read by
Thurman with great interest, 81

Clayton, Powell, II., 420
Cleveland, Grover, IV., and the

Presidential nomination, 206-

214; stories derogatory to, 222,

223; with Hendricks for Vice-

President, 258; can safely be

supported by every friend of

good government, 262; stories

concerning, lack authoritative

basis, 262, 272 ; his honest govern
ment made him bitter enemies,

263; his efforts to suppress graft,

264; as a civil service reformer,

265; exoneration of Elaine will

operate against,
_
275; to, 288;

friends must shield him from
officeseekers, 290, 291, 292, 293,

294, 296; from, 297; to, 297; to,

305; talks about probable Cabi
net appointments, etc., 348;

appointments criticised, 355; to,

360; from, 363; to, 364; to, 367110,

401 ; to, 404; to, 407; to, 408; will

vote for Hill, 411; has rendered

great service to the cause of re

form, 412; to, 414; to, 421; &quot;re

movals forcauseonly, &quot;see Schurz s

letters to Cleveland, Edmunds,
Williams, McVeagh, Bayard and
Codman; defended by Bayard,
439; criticised by Schurz, 444;

growing popularity of, 448; held

responsible for subordinates mis

takes, 453, et seq.; to, 463; inter

view with Codman, 470; irritated

at his critics, 474; writes letter of
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Cleveland, Grover Continued
recommendation for Fellows, 489;
tariff message wins him new
friends, 492; V., and the Samoan
business, 8; sends passports to

Lord Sackville, 16 n.; tariff

message, 67; nomination of, in

1892, desired, 82; conference to

consider form of demonstration
in favor of , 83 ; discusses renomina-
tion with Schurz, 84; to, 85 ;

as the
Democratic candidate, 101, 102;
enthusiastic nomination of, 104;
its lesson, 106; moral reason for

his election, in; opposes free

coinage of silver, 114; Stevenson
would be guided by, in letter of

acceptance, 121, 122; reported
interview with Tammany chiefs,

122; Schurz s Brooklyn letter,

123, 124; to, 124; to, 125; to, 127;
from, 128; to, 129; to, 131;
second inaugural, 127, 128, 129,

131, 133; from, 133; to, 134;
from, 137; to, 138; from, 139; to,

139, 143, 150, 154, 155; called

on to end the spoils system, 174;
to, 177; caution of, with respect
to Hawaiian annexation, 193;
undermined by Hill, 237, 239, 243,

244, 246; attitude toward the
Venezuelan question, 252, 265;
with Bryan as President-elect,

parity of gold and silver could
not be maintained by, 294; from,

328; retaining in service efficient

public officials, 329, 339, 408
Cleveland s, Grover, second Ad

ministration, V., 342; after defeat

of 1888, practised law and did

nothing to attract public atten

tion, 343;
&amp;gt;

sterling traits of

character which endeared him to

popular heart, 345; encounters
bitter opposition in Congress,

346; business depression, 347; de
crease in Government resources

348; confidence partially restored

by prompt action of, 350; con
cessions of, to old party abuses, of

no practical avail, 351; struggle
to retain the silver purchase act,

353; firmness of, in demanding
its immediate repeal, 354; the

gold reserve, 355; the &quot;bankers

syndicate,&quot; 356; tariff message
of 1887 gave the Democrats a

definite policy, 359; chagrin of, at

defeat of tariff reform, 361;
Democratic defeat of 1894 leaves
Cleveland with both Houses in

opposition, 363 ;
Hawaiian annexa

tion scheme, 363-365; Venezuelan

question, 365; arbitration treaty,

367; civil service reform during,
368; conscientious examining of

bills presented for his signature,

369; Administration called a
failure, 371; but a success in the

light of history, 372; arraigned
by Gallinger, 422, 423, 425; y I.,

J35 I 9 I
5
Schurz has interview

with, on imperialism, 301; elec

tion of, to restore slavery, 331;
publishes an article against im
perialism, 350; why good citizens

loved him, 382; from, 444
Cleveland, Mrs., V., will be welcome

as mistress again of the White
House, 86; Schurz sends regards
to, 124

Cobden Club, V., 64
Cobden, Richard, III., 46; VI., 372
Coburn, A. and P., IV., receive

Little Rock securities, 281

Cochrane, John, II., 376, 383
Codman, Charles R., IV., from, 470;

to, 47+
Cole, Cornelius, II., 137, 168

Coleman, Hamilton Dudley, V., 74
Colfax, Schuyler, I., 167, 168, 449;

II., 26, 195, 204; III., 39
Collins, Patrick, IV., 290
Combs, Leslie, I., to, 223
Committee of Thirty-three, L, 172,

176
Commonwealth Club, V., activity

of, 13; Schurz speaks before, 14
Compromise of 1833, I., forerunner

of disunion, 165
Congress, V., Cleveland urged to call

extra session of, 129-131, 177
Congress and legislatures, IV.,

composition of, 286

Conklin, II., 25-28
Conkling, Roscoe, II., 134, 197;

III., 281, 283, 287, 402, 507; IV.,

3, 86, 87, 88, 146, 147; V., defends
Administration in French Arms
case, 35; resents Schurz s reply,

36
Conner, A. H., I., 162 n.

Conner (Commodore), David, II.,

199
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Conrad, Solicitor-General, VI., 136
Consular service VI., efforts to have

it included under civil service

law, 126
Continental Union, V., 528, 530
Conway, Assistant Commissioner,

I-, 293
Cooley, Judge, V., constitutionality

of annexation, 206

Cooper, IV., 489
Cooper, Colonel, II., 135
Cooper, Peter, IV., 26

Cooper, Richard, I., 296
Coppoc (Coppie), Sergeant Edward,

I., John Brown s raid, 155
Corwin, Thomas, I., introduces

resolutions endorsing fugitive-
slave law, etc., 169; Minister to

Mexico, 205
Coudert, V., supports Hill for

governor, 240, 245
Cox, Jacob Dolson, II., as to spoils

system, 138, 146; to, 176; to, 254;
from, 310; to, 314; III., to, 351;
suggested for the Hayes Cabinet,

380; to, 383; to, 401; VI., in

Grant s Cabinet, 285
Cragin, Aaron H., II.

,
168

Cramer, M. J., II.
,
and the diplo

matic service, 421
Crampton, Sir John, I., 201

Crane, Governor (Massachusetts),
VI., presents monster petition to

Roosevelt, 352
Crawford, I., Unionist of Missouri,

295, 296
Crawford, William Harris, II., 526,

V., 164
Credit Mobilier, II., investigation

of, 464, 465, 466; III., 77, 182,

386
Creecy, I., and Congressional influ

ence, 134
Crimean war, I., probable end of,

17; fall of Sebastopol, 22; VI., 120
&quot;Criminal aggression,&quot; V., 476,

478, 492, 514, 518; VI., 24, 80,

114, 117, 176, 177, 218, 221, 234,
241, 244,260, 262

Crittenden resolutions, I., 172
Croker, Richard, V., 163, 167, 234,

240, 526; VI. , 264
Crook, General, IV., 105
Crum (South Carolina) , and govern
ment patronage, 109

Cuba, I., annexation of, 14, 17, 128,

142; II., 76, 77, 97, 98; III., 22;

V., annexation of, desired, 191;
consequences, 197; VI., 24; Cleve
land and insurrection in, 365; how
affected by assassination of Cas
tillo, 412; Spain s efforts to keep
possession of, 456; liberating of,

457 ; but not annexation, 458, 478 ;

independence of, 472, 474, 475,
476; VI., 84, 93, 94, 113; im
perialistic policy would demand
its annexation, 484; if indepen
dent, would grant all commercial
and industrial facilities asked for

by United States, 489; VI.,
liberation of, 4, 34, 79, 159,
1 60, 1 66, 167; desired by the

expansionists, n, 12, 23; ob
jects to compulsory benefits

65; liberation might have been

accomplished peaceably, 155;
similarity between Cuba and the

Philippines, 168; army in Cuba,
173; promise to respect rights of,

177; one of a Confederation of

the Antilles, 182; inferior to the

Filipinos, 81, 185, 222, 246; at

peace since li Deration from Spain,
234; our trade with, increased,

239; as precedent for Philippines,

293 ; United States has kept faith

with, 353; freed from Spanish
rule, 434

Currency and national banks, II.,

473; reasons urged for new issue

of paper currency, 474; paper
money of China, 476; failure

wherever tried, 478; when paper
money is valuable, 480; when
necessary, 48 1 ; wage-earner of

England, the United States and
France, 482 ;

no scarcity of money
in our business centers, 484; irre

deemable paper currency begets
increase of speculation and
gambling, 485, 489, 492; the

West and South not benefited

by expansion, 486; capital, the
need of the South, 491; home
prices regulated by foreign
markets, 492; inflated currency
adds a gambling risk to the price
of each home-purchased article,

493; fallacy of more national

banks for the West and South,

497; free-banking scheme, 500-
508; difference between Bank of

England and country-bank notes,
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Currency and nat. banks Confd
and legal-tender and national-

bank notes, 505; disturbance of

values through an irredeemable

currency, 507; inflation and rates

of interest, 510; foreign invest

ments in United States, 514;
general law governing rates of

interest, 522; summing up, 524;
wage-earners most affected by a

fluctuating currency, 530; III.,

256, 257
Currency question, The, III., 422;

paper currency from 1869 to 1873
inclusive, 424; causes of the

crisis of 1873, 426; legitimate
means to overcome money strin-

gency,
428 ; requisites for a sound

usiness foundation, 430; as to

bonds and bondholders, 431;

paying the National debt, 434;
the necessity of a stable currency,

435; delay in resumption of

specie payment, 439; fiat money,
443 ; gold the world s standard,

447 ; fiat money of other countries,

449; the &quot;Ohio idea,&quot; 451;
business not depressed by con

traction, 458; greenbacks, not a

part of the wealth of the country,
459; silver coinage, 463; a well-

regulated and safe banking-system
necessary to prosperity, 466;
reasons for not substituting

greenbacks for national-bank

notes, 473; can the national-bank

system be called a monopoly?
475; resumption of specie pay
ment, the duty of the hour, 478 ;

IV., 33
Currency reform, V., 141, 152. See

also Honest money
Curtis, George William, II., article

on the &quot;Credit Mobilier,
&quot;

466;
III., and the Louisiana State

elections, 356; predicts downfall
of party, 359; suggested for place
in the Hayes Cabinet, 379; to,

494; IV., at Chicago convention
to nominate Edmunds, 219; from,
274; the reappointment of Pear
son, 350, 351; how Cleveland s

letter to, was understood, 414,
421, 471; from, 490; V., attends

meeting to discuss Cleveland s

renomination, 83 ; Schurz s tribute

to, 143; Smith s hope concerning

411; VI., remark of, describing
how Sumner regarded difference

of opinion, 286

Curtis, George William, VI., 403;
claims the floor at the Chicago
Convention of 1860, 404; destined

for commercial pursuits, 406;

joins the Brook Farm community,
and later gives two years to study,

406; four years of travel, his

literary work and style, 407 ; as a

public-spirited citizen, 408; de
clined mission to England but

accepts chairmanship of Civil Ser
vice Commission, 409; president,
National Civil Service Reform
League, reflected from year to

year, 410; left the Republican
party when convinced it had
grown corrupt, 411; political

activity not allowed to interfere

with editorial work, 412; his best
work found in his orations and
addresses, 413; the real patriot
and patriotism, 415; proud of his

country, 421

D

Dana, General, I., 254
Dana, Richard Henry, IV., extreme

spoilsman, 474; VI., 285, 286

Davenport, IV., Republican nomi
nee for governor of New York,
410, 411

Davidson, General, I., 293, 315
Davis, David, IV., 203
Davis, Garrett, II., 217
Davis, George W., I., 222 n.

Davis, Jefferson, I., 235, 438; II.,

243, 244, 309, 340, 341; IV., 381,

383, 384, 438
Davis, Justice, IV., 174, 175, 187
Dawes, Henry L., II., 353; IV.,

case of the Ponca Indians, 60;

to, 91, mentioned, 148
Day, William R., VI., purchase of

the Philippines, 170
Death of a Child, On the, V., 37
Declaration of Independence, I.,

3, 42, 58, 70, 91, et seq., 105, 233,

237; III., 26, 41, 241; IV., attri

buted to Franklin by France,
334; V., 505; VI., 10, 79 n., 152,

176, 180, 189, 215, 224, 232, 233,

236, 238, 253, 293, 361, 367, 375,
404, 405
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Dement, R. S., IV., 426, 431, 432,

434
Democracy, L, discussed by Schurz,

138
Democratic House, VI., greatly

desired in case of McKinley s

reelection, 263
Democratic National Convention,

II., 366; III., 164, 165, 263, 264,

265; V., of 1892 and the nomina
tion of Grover Cleveland, 344

Democratic papers, I., begin bitter

warfare on Schurz, 40, 41, 161;

III., 103, 104, 284, 310, 316
Democratic party, III., 99, 100, 101,

104, 105, 107, 108, 152, 157, 164,

167, 170, 174, 182, 262, 263, 264,

273, 277, 278, 281, 300, 316, 319,

351, 423; IV., 9, 10, n, 12, 21, 26,

27- 3i. 34. 37. 38. 39, 4i, 87, 205,
207, 221, 298, 433, 438; important
point gained by, under Cleveland

463 ; as a party, has not grown in

strength, 464; lacking in courage
and decision, 492; V., summarized
by Schurz, 101; in New York,
241, 242, 243

Democratic platform, I., 157; III.,

104, 1 08, 165, 168, 1 74; politicians,
1 66; trick, 284; vote, 138

Democrats, I., victorious in 1856,
but discouraged, 24; support
Douglas, 142; left in majority by
Republicans going to war, 212;
Lincoln supported by prominent,
215; high military positions given
to, 216; II.

, 353, 374, 375, 378,
441,446,447; III., 13, 87, 96, 104,
106, 157, 163, 167, 177, 178, 182,

183, 184, 257, 280, 315, 347, 348,
396, 400, 451; IV., 23, 24, 26, 27,

183; defeat of, in 1884, would
mean extinction of party, 214;
V., joined by many negroes, 73;
denounce Dudley s circular, 98:
good and bad elements in, 101;

suggestions for a platform, 231;
VI., wr

ill try to shake off incubus
of Bryan, 276

Denby, Colonel, VI., Philippine
commissioner, 181

De Trobriand, General, III., 118,

119
Devens (Attorney-General) , Charles,

IV., 153, 172, 173, 174, 176, 177,

178, 187, 188, 189, 191, 193

Dewey, George, VI., opinion of the

Filipinos, 81, 185, 222, 246; in

vites cooperation of Aguinaldo,
82, 92, 93; honored by the nation,
118; war with Spain, 157, 159;
condemned for attitude toward

Aguinaldo, 190; knowledge of the

Philippines desired by President,
221

Diaz, Porfirio, V., as ruler of Mexico,
199, 481; VI., 34, 106

Dickinson, Daniel S., I., 232
Dillon, M.W., VI., to, 276
Divver, Paddy, V., 240
Dix (Major-General), John Adams,

I., 180, 181, 182

Dixon, I., defeats Sloan in Wiscon
sin, in, 112, 114, 115

Dodge, Abigail, III., 421; IV., 154
Doherty, David J., VI., importance

of report on the Philippines, 308
Donelson, II., 220
Donhof, Count, IV., to, 507
Doolittle, James R., I., 77, 79 n.,

113; letter to, 114, 167, 168, 399,
437, 439

Dorsey, IV., 83; VI., 262

Dorsheimer, William, IV., 209
Douglas, Stephen A., I., and the

Illinois elections of 1858, 37;

&quot;popular sovereignty,&quot; humbug,
39; chances against his being
nominated by the Charleston

Convention, 41, in, 113; Lin
coln s debates with, 121 ; opposed
to associations hostile to slavery,
128, 134; Constitution as inter

preted by, 137, 138, i^^oppo-
nents of, 140; &quot;great principle of

non-intervention,&quot; 141, 142, 148;

widespread influence of Carl
Schurz s speech against, 161 n.

Douglas and popular sovereignty,
I., 79; compromise a failure, 80;
Nebraska bill proves fallacy of

Douglas s theory, 81; his defini

tion of a slave, 82; Constitutional
and local law discussed, 88;

popular sovereignty, a &quot;double-

faced sophistry,&quot; 89; Douglas s

ambiguous position, 90; birth of

the Declaration of Independence
92; as explained by Douglas, 94;
its real meaning, 98; Douglas
cites

&quot;

Jeffersonian plan,&quot; 99;

slavery excluded from first terri

tory, 101; the true Jeffersonian

plan, 102; Douglas without
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&quot;moral convictions, &quot;104; slavery
voted up or down, 105; the &quot;great

struggle between two antagonistic
systems,&quot; 106; III., Schurz praises
Sumner s pluck, 28, 321

Drake, C. D., I., from, 480; to, 481 ;

Grant entrusts his interests to,

520; II., made Chief Justice,
Court of Claims, I ; Schurz s

Senatorial colleague, 32 et seq.,

^9 59 1 VI., controversy with,

443
Dred Scott decision, I., 128, 129,

135, 140, 157; V., 394
Dreyfus outrage discredited the
name of republic, VI., 25, 56,
118

Drury (Louisiana legislature), III.,
118

Duddenhausen, IV., restoration of,
to office, 451

Dudley, Wm. Wade, V., offers to

buy votes in &quot;blocks of five,&quot;

98; discountenanced by party
leaders, 100

Dudymott, Nelson, IV., 179
Dumas, Alexandre, pere, VI., 346
Dundy, Judge, III., and the Ponca

case, 485, 496, 497, 505; IV., 74
Dunn, C. C., III., 117
Dupre (Louisiana legislature), III.,

118

Duray vs. Hallenbeck, IV., 170,

184, 185
Durell, Judge Edward TL, III., 79,

81, 84, 85, 86, 126, 132, 141
Durkee, Charles, I., contributes to

campaign fund, 79 n.

Dyer, Colonel, II., 28

Early, Jubel Anderson, I., 235
Eaton, Dorman B., V., on civil

service in England, 158
Editor s Preface, I., v.

Edmunds, George F., II., uses in

fluence to secure an appointment,
134; III., sustains McEnery, 80;

suggested for Cabinet position,

380; delegates of, to cooperate
with those of Sherman and Elaine,

506; IV., to, 150; to, 152; from,
153; spoken of as Presidential

nominee, 201; delegates to pro

pose, 219; protectionist, 224;
favorite of the &quot;Independent

Republicans,&quot; 225; to, 425; to,

426; from, 428; Schurz differs

with G. F. Williams, in estimate

of, 431; to, 431; from, 433; to,

433; from, 434; VI., efforts of, to

suppress levying campaign tax,

146

Eggjeston, Edward, IV., from, 114
Ehrich, Louis, VI., efforts of, to

induce Bryan to promise non
interference with the money
standard, 256; to, 266; to, 352

Election bill, V., 69, 71, 73, 75
Electoral Commission, III., 367,

395
Electoral votes, III., 339, 345
Eliot, Charles William, President of

Harvard, VI., favors independ
ence of Philippines, 349

Elkins, IV., assisted by Blaine

influence, 477
Ellett, A. L., IV., collector United

States inter-revenue, 419
Ellsworth, Ephraim Elmer, I., and

his Zouaves, 180, 181

Ely, Robert Erskine, VI., to, 427
Emancipation, I., 197, 206, 207,

208, 215, 228, 232, 233, 234, 235,
236, 237, 261; III., 31, 33, 35;
proclamation, 39; advocated by
Sumner ,

62
; carpetbaggers, negro s

worst enemy since his, 89; IV.,
combated at first, preferred in

time, 381
Emancipators, I., 254 n.

Emott, James, III., 227
England, V., change of party in

power, 168; VI., world s peace
secured by our friendship with,

17, 18; curtailment of power
through disarmament, a world

calamity, 435
Evans, Hon. Sylvanus, I., 296
Evarts, Charles O., IV., 47
Evarts, Wm. M., III., 379, 380,

381, 388, 395, 398, 401 n., 403;
IV., speaks for Blaine, 254

Everett, Edward, I., 137
E\vart, Hamilton Glover, V., 74
Ewing, Thomas, I., 398; III., 320,

324; IV., 23, 26

Expansion of currency, II., 473; of

territory, VI., arguments used in

favor of, 14; how regarded by
Europeans, 25
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Farley, John, IV., 405
Farragut, David G., I., 235
Farrington, Consul, II., 210, 213
Fathers of the Republic, L, 146;

III., 240, 241, 296, 298
Fellows, John R., IV., 485-490
Fenton, Reuben E., V., moves that

ladies be admitted to floor of

Senate to hear Schurz s reply to

Conkling, 35
Ferry, III., brother to T. W. Ferry,

45
Ferry, Orris Sanford, II., will vote

for Greeley, 374; Greeley s pre
diction, 377; III., will reply to

Schurz, i; V., moves an adjourn
ment, 35

Ferry, Thomas W., II., presiding
officer of Senate, 517,519; III., to,

339
Fessenden, Brigadier-General, I.,

312
Fessenden, Wm. Pitt, II., 243
Fiat money, IV., 24, 26, 33, 38, 70,

398
Fickard, Dr., I. ,254
Field, Cyrus W., III., 160, 161

Fifteenth Amendment, Enforce
ment of, I., 484; legality of,

doubted, 486; state sovereignty
a Democratic dogma, 487; aboli

tion of slavery, 489; civil rights
secured to all, 491; objectionable
clauses in the bill, 493 ;

Democrats

oppose, 495; true self-govern
ment, 496; benefit of responsibili

ties, 498; popular education, the

complement of self-government,
499; National authority best
restricted to National affairs,

500; Democrats should advocate

equal rights, 503; National welfare

paramount to party interests,

505; first colored Senator, 506;
permanency of negro suffrage,

507 ; appeal to the people, 508
Fifth Avenue Hotel conference,

III., circular call of, 228; objec
tions to, answered, 233; address

adopted at, 240; executive com
mittee of, meets, 253, 259;
criticism of, 274, 275, 279, 334;

principles of, to be carried out,

409; V., independent sentiment
manifested at, 82

Filipinos, VI., ten years probation
of, a time of unrest, 309; unani

mously for independence, they
must win their own way, 443;
their trust in us, its betrayal, the

remedy, see Imperialism, The
policy of, also Washington and
Lincoln, For the republic of

Filley, IV., and the Garfield Ad
ministration, 83

Fillmore, Millard, I., end of Whig
party, 25, 30; strong element in

Indiana for, 107; V., Webster,
Secretary of State for, 445

Financial question, IV., I

Fish, Hamilton, I., to, 518; V.,

opposed to sale of arms, 37; VI.,

rupture with Sumner, 282, 283,

285; some characteristics of, 286

Fish, Stuyvesant, V., president,
Illinois Central R. R., 474

Fisher, W., Jr., IV., Elaine letters,

to, 227, 228, 230, 231, 232; busi

ness transactions with, 230;
letters intended for Caldwell ad
dressed to, 232; letters brought to

Washington by Mulligan with the

knowledge and consent of, 233,

234; railroad deal with Elaine

reviewed, 276, et seq.; contract
with Elaine, 280; Elaine s ar

rangement with, advantageous to

Elaine, 285
Fiske, Andrew, V., to, 84
Fletcher, Governor, II., 27
Florida, East, II., case of, 235;

Florida, West, II., cession of,

230, 231, 233
Follenius, William, II., to, 315
Folsom, George W., IV., to, 308
Forbes, III., working in cause of

hard money, I

&quot;Force&quot; bill, V., 116, 118, 119, 120

Ford resolutions, V., on the

Samoan question, 4
Foreign Affairs, Committee on, III.,

53; VI., chairman of Senate Com
mittee on, in political accord with
the Administration, 284, 287, 288

Foreign policy, Our future, V., 477;
annexation of any Spanish colony
changes character of our war with

Spain, 479; Spanish possessions
are within the tropics, 481 ; Anglo-
Saxons do not emigrate in mass to

the tropics, 482; what expansion
would entail upon United States,
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483 et seq.; commercial interest,

488; the way of safety and ad
vantage, 490

Foreign Relations, Committee on,
II. ,206, 253

Forest policy, rational, The need of,

V., 22
; future prosperity of United

States largely dependent on pre
servation of forests, 23 ;

foes to the

forest, 24; Congress indifferent to

destruction, 26, 27; forests in

fluence the flow of waters, 28
;

measures recommended to Con
gress while Schurz was Secretary
of the Interior, 30; soldiers from
abandoned army posts to be
utilized as forest guards, 32

Forests, attempted conservation of,

VL, 39
Forney (Colonel), John W., II.,

415, 420
Forrest, General, I., 438, 463, 464
}

48ers, The, V., 466; Students,

congress at Eisenach 468; union
of Germany achieved, 469; to

preserve the unity of their new
fatherland, 470; peace with honor,
but vigorous prosecution when
war is inevitable should be the
motto of, 471

Forty-eight ers, VI., wrongs of, as

compared with those of the

Filipinos, 308
Foster, Emory S., III., 73
Foster, L. F. S., III., 248
Foster, Secretary, V., keeps gold

reserve at $100,000,000 mark,
349

Four-year law, V., 140, 143
Franco-Prussian war, I., 509, 519
Franklin, Benjamin, I., president of

abolition society, 48, 146, 342;
apostle of common-sense, 93;
clearheaded, 96; IV., bon mot of,

about hanging together, 331; V.,

235
Franklin, Benjamin, IV., 309; early

life of, 310; formulates system of

religion, 313; marriage of, 315;
newspaper and almanac^of, 316;
intellectual and literary influence

of, on Philadelphia, 319; theory
of, as to movement of storms, 32 1

;

experiments of, in electricity,

323; receives degrees, becomes
postmaster, 324; Postmaster-

General, and engages in other

activities, 325; appears before

Parliament, 328; confers with
Continental Congress, 330;
mission of, to France, 331 ff.j

contrasted with Voltaire, 337;
commissioner, 339 ; last diplomatic
achievement of, 340; president of

Pennsylvania, and member of
Constitutional convention, 341;
character and work of, 343-348;

Frederick William II., II., 395
Free coinage of silver, V., opposed

in 1892, by George Fred. Williams,

84; advocated by, in 1896, 85 n.;
as a party issue, 113, 418

Freedmen s Bureau, I., murders of

agents of, 289, 293; procuring
employment for negroes, 308,
337; officers of, testifying to
conditions in the South, 314, 315,

323; protecting the blacks, 326,
329; negro generally works well,

334; small number need assist

ance, 338; conditions improving,
339. 34 1 3435 the Southern

people wish Bureau abolished,

359; unpopular, 360; success of,

incomplete, 361; IV., discredited

through abuses that crept in, 369;
VI.

, purpose of, 315; partial fail

ure of, 324
Free-soilers, I., 29, 30; III., 13
Free-trade League, II., 252
Free-traders, II., 371, 374. 375, 3795

V., 436
Frelinghuysen, Frederick Theodore,

II., 190, 222, 230, 232, 233, 239,
242

Fremont, John Charles, I., men
tioned as a Presidential candidate
in 1860, 24; popularity of, 30;

campaign of 1856, 33; voting a
matter of principle, 249; II.,

slim chance in 1872, for third

ticket, 384; V., political defeat

of, 394
French arms case, V., 34 n., 35
French in Spain, success of, II., 231
Friedley, III., chairman, Indiana

State Committee, 290
Frisbie, IV., 72
Frye, Senator, VI., and the Philip

pines, 164
Fugitive-slave law, L, 142, 169;

III., 12, 21, 22, 25, 26, 30; V.,

443
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Gad s Hill robbery, III., 103
Gage, Lyman J., VI., open letter to,

204; power of the Executive to

establish a silver basis denied,

205; defects in currency law
could be remedied by Congress,
206, 207; as Secretary of Treas

ury, Gage should reassure the
business community, 208 ; second

open letter to, 208; opinions of,

as financier and as partisan con

trasted, 210-215; what Schurz s

correspondence with, shows, 252
Gaggin, Richard F., I., 162 n.

Gallatin, Albert, II., 526; IV., 156;
politically, Schurz resembles, 482;
V., in 1831 favored low duties,

47; wished Jefferson to make
more removals, 161; circular to

revenue collectors, 162; removal
for cause, 166

Gallinger, Jacob H., V., to, 403;
Smith s comment on Schurz s

letters to, 411; to, 417
Garfield, James A., II., 353; III., as

to the Hayes election, 346, 365;
integrity of, above question, 507;
IV., to, i; see Hayes in review
and Garfield in prospect; from,
44; to, 47; from, 49; to, 50; to,

78; to, 84; to, 88; to, 115; Elaine
could not carry Ohio, because of

the old Garfield feeling, 202
Garland, Augustus H., IV., Attorney-

General, 348, 466 and n.

Garrison duty in tropics unpopular,
V., 516

Garrison, Wm. Lloyd, I., 232; III.,
J 3

Gentry, Major, III., 109
George III., VI., 117
George, Henry, IV., 463
Georgia, speeches on admission of,

I., 483 and w.

German artillery, I., 181

German civil-war volunteers of St.

Louis, VI., not given the credit

they deserved, 442
German Day, V., 181; love of his

native land makes truer the
German-born American s loyalty
to his adopted country, 183; life

in a principality vs. that under the
German Empire, 186; obligations
because of German birth, 190

German emigrants, I., starting for

America, 49
German Liberals, III., 216
German Mothertongue, The, V.,

334; German song irresistible,
German language honest and
sincere, 335; fidelity and dis

crimination of German transla

tions, 336; English must be

acquired but German must not
be forgotten, 337 ; duty of German-
American parents to teach their
children both languages, 338

German regiments, I., 180, 181, 182
German voters, III., 280, 494
Germans, I., 20, 31, 32, 33, 34, 38,

39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 52, 54, 55,

56, 71, 78, 108, in, 509, 510; II.,

364, 365, 366, 371, 372, 377; ni.,
252,288

Germans rallying for Lincoln, I.,

121
;
curious to hear Schurz, 161

and n., 162 n.

Germany, I., why the natural ally of

America, 19; destined to be &quot;the

great power&quot; of Europe, 519; V.;
and the Samoan business, 1-6,
the French arms case, 37; class

of men to represent United States

in, 128, 129; no spoils system,
1 68; fashion to scoff at 1848,
as &quot;mad year,&quot; 467; rumor of

differences between United States

and, 520; VI., and the Philippines,

37, 248; if our troops should be

withdrawn, 301 ; and friendly rela

tions between the United States
and

, 444 ;
war between eminently

improbable,&quot; 445
Gibbons, Cardinal, VI., favors

Philippine independence, 349
Giddings, Joshua R., VI., offers

amendment to Republican plat
form of 1850, 404; carried, 405

Gilchrist, Colonel, I., 304
Gilder, Richard Watson, V., to, 477
Gilder, Mrs. Richard Watson, V., to,

45 1

Gillmore, Major-General, I., 312

Gilroy, Mayor, V., 167, 235
Godkin, Edwin Lawrence, II., to,

252; from, 376; to, 377; favors

Grant, 383^0, 384; from, 386; to,

446; III., to, 490; IV., as to
Cabinet appointments, 349

Godwin, Parke, III., 232, 248, 312,

313
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Gold standard, VI., upon impreg
nable basis, 205, 206; responsi
bility for its preservation rests

with Republicans in Congress,
209; service rendered to, by
Parker, 351, 352

Goodrich, I., financial manager of
National Committee, 171

Gordon, John B., III., 270, 317
Gorham, IV., article in Washington

Republic, 147
Gorman, Arthur P., IV., 472, 474,

492 ; V., 163 ;
and the fight against

repeal of silver purchasing act,

354; fights the Wilson tariff, 361;
triumphant speech during tariff

debates, 362
Goshen, First Lord of the Admiralty,

VI., asks appropriation for

British navy, 59
Graham, IV., was removal of, with

cause? 405
Grant, Ulysses S., L, 235, 253; as

Presidential candidate, 423, 449,

457; attitude of, toward ex-rebels,

477; Executive and Legislative

powers, distinct, 482; and the
Santo Domingo treaty, 484; to,

509; losing voters, 511; punishing
&quot;bolters,&quot; 520, 521; II., 7, 26,

37, 42, 43-46, 71, 73, 91, 121,

122, 123; renommation of, 253,
255 3 11 ? disagrees with Cabi
net, Senators, diplomats, etc.,

309; detested by ^the ^
young

South, 312; causes insuring his

nomination, 353; campaign ^cry,

358, 359, 387; defeat of, desired,

362; plain speaking to, 371;
Greeley in preference to, 374,

375, 379, .380, 381, 384, 388;
Nation s editorial, 383, 385; broke

promises, reversed good appoint
ments, 386; arraigned by liberal

Republicans, 388, 389 ;
second Ad

ministration, 444, 445, 448; III.,

rupture between Sumner and, 49,

5 1
* 52 55? VI., 281; the Louis

iana &quot;revolution,&quot; 80, 8 1, 83, 84,

85, 122, 124, 125, 126, 132, 133,

141 ;
renomination of, opposed by

Schurz, 1 66; Santo Domingo case,

178; Bristow and, 221; &quot;Tilden s

best friend,&quot; 260; attitude of, to

ward Hayes s candidacy, 267, 281,

282; services of, in civil war, 301 ;

efforts of, to reform the civil

service, 327, 328, 330; no great
political aims, 371; leaves

Louisiana case to his successor,

400; third term, 494, 495, 506;
IV., the Presidency as a reward,
41 ;

did not observe geographical
considerations in selecting Cabi
net, 90, 303; civil service, 446;
V., French arms case, 34, 35, 36;
moving on to Richmond, 55,

155; desires annexation of Santo

Domingo, 193, 236; VI., and
civil service reform, 148; dedicat

ing tomb of, 269; see also Anti-

Grant and pro-Greeley, why,
392

Grant s usurpation of the war
powers, II., 177; makes treaty
with Baez, 179; authorizes acts
of war, 1 80; hostilities averted

only by an accident, 186; spe
cious argument in defense of

President s act, 187; violation of
the Constitution, 189; Senate
should emphatically disapprove,
190; Tyler s warning to Mexico,
192; Grant s San Domingo policy,
202; examples cited of correct

Constitutional procedure, 190-
235; complications that may
result from Grant s arbitrary
act, 236; lack of popular interest

in San Domingo scheme, 236,
238; Grant s action indefensible,

239; &quot;I am the war-making
power of this Republic,&quot; 240;
duty of Senators to uphold the

Constitution, 241; danger in un
checked usurpation, 242; military
training a disadvantage when
brought into civil affairs, 244;
the President and not the Re
publican party must bear the

blame, 246; Senate called upon
to protest, 247; glory of military
achievements not affected by
blunders in civil life, 249; grati
tude must not bias judgment, 250 ;

Constitution greater than the

President, 252
Gray, Chief Justice, III., 380
Gray (Judge), George, VI., both

for and against annexation, 307;
as Presidential candidate, 308

Gray, W., III., 218

Greeley, Horace, I., active in

Massachusetts politics, 72; II.,
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Greeley, Horace Continued

to, 361; to, 370; from, 370 n.;

to, 372; influence of a third

ticket, 375; election of, &quot;a

national calamity,&quot; 376; from,

377; dissatisfaction with the

Greeley movement, 378, 379,
380; Horace White s estimate of,

382, 383; Schurz s reasons for

supporting, 384 ; to, 385 ;
Godkin s

reasons for not supporting, 386,
387, 388; from, 390; from, 443;
had Greeley been elected, 444,
447,448; III., the Tribune under
the editorship of, 421; VI.,
nomination of, a disappointment
to the Liberal Republicans, 265

Green, Commander, II.
, 209; 212,

223
Greenback party, IV., 9; agitation,

24
Greenbackers, IV., 24, 26, 33;
nominate General Butler for

Presidency, 283
Greenbacks, II., 503, 504, 505, 506,

507,508,509,510,520,532
Greenleaf, Professor, III., 7
Gresham, Walter Q., IV., 201, 203;

v., 137, 367
Grigsby, Deputy Collector, II.,

134
Griswold, John A., II., 134
Grosvenor, W. M., II., to, i; to,

368; to, 379; to, 448; III.,
funds needed for campaign
work, 160; to, 410; V., 448

Grotius, Hugo, V., 260
Grow, Galusha A., III., 382
Gruber, Abraham, V., systematic

philosophy of American politics,

392

II

Hague Tribunal, VI., 425, 426, 432,
436,437,438,439

Hahn, M., III., 117,118
Hale, V., 83
Halleck, General, I., 216, 217
Halstead, Murat, III., 156, 161;

from, 388; to, 397; from, 462
Hamilton, Alexander, II., 170, 526;

III., 296; IV., defends his official

integrity, 241, 242; V., and the

tariff, 42; VI., 362
Hamilton, Mrs. Alexander, II., 130,

131
VOL. VI. 30

Hamilton, Gail, see Dodge, Mary
Abigail

Hammond, James H., I., 131
Hampden, John, I., 97
Hampton, Wade, I., 438, 448, 460,

463, 464
Hancock, John, and the Declaration

IV., 331
Hancock, Winfield Scott, I., 440;

IV., as Democratic nominee, 9,

10, 13, 17, 24, 26, 27, 32, 40, 41,

42, 206

Hanna, Marcus A., V., to, 328; VI.,
12 1 ; compared with Altgeld, 264

Hard money, III., 263, 264, 265,
266, 324

&quot;Hard-money league,&quot; III., I

Hard-money men, IV., 24, 26
Harlan, James, III., 391, 395, 402
Harlem Democratic club, IV., 484
Harpers, the, III., 115
Harper s Magazine, V., 191 n., 407,

431 n.

Harper s Weekly, V., 14, 15, 19,

127, 129, 131 n., 133, 226 n., 232,

398 n., 412 n.; VI., 407, 452 n.,

459 n.

Harris, Isham G., IV., 147
Harrison, Benjamin (the elder), V.,

supported by Daniel Webster,
442

Harrison, Benjamin, III., suggested
for Secretary of War, 381; asks
Schurz to speak in Indianapolis
on the currency question, 422;
IV., as an acceptable Republican
nominee, 200; V., 12, 17, 98;

corruption of his party, a reason
for his defeat, 101, 108; nomina
tion of, 109-111; free coinage of

silver, 115; force bill an issue,

119; fails to keep his pledges,
120; disregard of international

law, 120; asked to extend civil

service reform, 125; classified

service at expiration of term,

150; post-office changes, 171;
Hawaiian Islands, 193; abroga
tion of the one-year limit, 449;
VI., commends anti-imperialistic

speeches of, 275
Harvey, I., 40
Hastings, I., 78
Hatch, General, I., 322
Hawaii, V., annexation of, 128, 129,

131, 133, 193, 205, 209, 212;
Cleveland sends special commis-
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sioner to, 363; Hawaiian Queen
offered restoration to power upon
her granting general amnesty,
refuses, 364; annexation scheme
defeated, 365; annexation of, a

calamity to United States, 460;
voted for as extreme limit, 485;
VI., 106, 108

Hawkins, Major-General, I., 323
Hawley, Joseph R., II., 353; III.,

381, 402; IV., 201, 203
Hay, John, VI., address of, men

tioned, 358
Hayes, Rutherford B., III., to,

248; to, 252; from, 253; to, 255;
Schurz has correspondence and
interviews with, 258, 259; to, 260;
Schurz justifies his preference for,

262, 267, 268, 273, 274, 277, 278;
to, 280; line of argument against,

adopted by Democratic papers,
281, 282, 283, 287; from, 284;
to, 285; from, 289; to, 289; see

Hayes versus Tilden, 290; from,

338; to R. C. McCormick, 338 .;

from, 339; uncertainty as to elec

tion of, 340, 346, 347, 349, 352,

353; to, 354; from, 355; to, 355;
from, 361 ; to, 363; to, 366; from,

376; to, 376; to, 384; from, 387;
selecting his Cabinet, 388, 390,

397, 398, 399J to, 389; to, 399;
Cabinet rumors, 401, 402, 403;
from, 403; to, 403; from 405; to,

406; as President, 410, 412, 413,
417, 418, 421; IV., 3, 4, 45,

78, 79; from, 115; from, 115;

from, 181; Cabinet of, 357; sends

letter to Schurz to be shown to

some member of the Cleveland

Cabinet, 407; from, 479; trom,

480; V., from, 82; withdraws

troops from the South, 117; VI.,
ends carpetbag government, 330

Hayes in review and Garfield in

prospect, IV., 5; objects accom

plished by the Hayes Administra

tion, 7; Democratic party and its

Presidential candidate discussed,

9; the United States of to-day,

14; duties of the President, 15;

training of a West Point cadet,

17; the regular army officer as a
civil leader, 18; the Democratic

party of 1880, 21; what may be

expected in case of a Democratic

victory, 25; how the civil service

during the Hayes Administration
was improved, 28; civil service

under the Democracy, 30; General
Hancock and the rush for office,

32; the Republican party dis

cussed, 32; James A. Garfield

and the financial question, 35;
civil service and the Republican
party, 36; appeal to the different

classes of voters, 37; object
lesson furnished by Indiana, 39;
the Presidency, the highest and
most responsible trust of the

Republic, 41; Garfield s life as a

training for the Presidency, 42
Hayes versus Tilden, III., 290;

administrative reform to be sub

ject of remarks, 292 ;
instances of

corruption cited by Hoar, 293;
the American civil service, 296;

inauguration of the spoils system,
299; vicious tendency of the
civil service system under Grant,
302 ; to insure the selection of fit

persons for office, 305; Hayes s

political record, 307; civil service

reform in Hayes s letter of

acceptance, 309; aristocracy
officeholders, 311; civil service

reform in Tilden s letter of

acceptance, 313; what may be

expected in case of a Democratic

victory, 318; moral courage of

Hayes, 323; powers of a President,

327; influence of a President, 329;

opponents trying to discredit

Hayes s letter, 332; members of

the May conference (Fifth Avenue
Hotel) consistent in supporting
Hayes, 334

5. R
181

Hayes, Mrs. Rutherford B., IV., 115,

Hayes, Webb, IV., 49
Hayti, II., vessels of, to be de

stroyed, 179, 1 86; V., annexation

of, 483; VI., ii ; joining a con

federacy of the Antilles, 34, 182

Head, Franklin H., V., to, 21

Hecker, I., 121

Hedden, collector of the port of

New York, IV., 405, 407, 408 .,

456
Henderson, John B., III., with

Schurz, signs petition to Congress,

345. 347, 351, 3535 suggested for

Cabinet position, 380, 381; IV.,
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Henderson, John B. Continued
from, 212; to, 214; VI., as Presi

dential nominee, 202; feeble
health prevents acceptance of

nomination, 203
Hendricks, Thomas A., III., 264,

279; IV., estimate of the charac
ter of, 258

Herbert, Hilary A., V., 218
Hewitt, Abram S., IV., 349, 353;

to, 461; from, 462; to, 482;
Schurz s letter to, commended
by Curtis, 490; VI., 277; eulogized
by Schurz, 298

Hexamer, Major, I., 181

Hickman, David H., II., 26

Hickney, Lieutenant, I., 293
Higgins, Eugene, IV., 367; V., 178
Higginson, Thomas W., IV., from,

149; to, 150; from, 181; to, 182
Hill and Hillism, V., 232; Tam
many s fight for supremacy, 233;
deserted by Croker, 234; nomi
nates Hill for governor, 235; his

political record, 237; what his
election would signify, 242

Hill, David B., IV., 410, 411, 492;
V., 122, 141, 157, 163, 225

Hinman (Rev.), S. D., IV., 53
Hitchcock, IV., 83
Hoag, J. W., IV., to, 210
Hoar, George P., III., 293; IV., 44;

to, 276; Schurz s letter to, may
be used in campaign, 285; V.,

from, 527; to, 528; to, 530; VI.,

38, 285; and the Philippines, 292,
293, 302

Hoar, Sherman, V., 125, 126

Hobart, Vice-President, VI., asks
Schurz to canvass for McKinley,
268

Hogan, John T., I., 297
Holden, Governor (North Carolina),

I., 258
Holleben, von, Ambassador, VI.,

37
Holmes, Governor (Mississippi Ter

ritory), II., 231
Holmes, Oliver Wendell, I., 47
Hoist, von, matter, IV., 181
Homestead bill, I., 144, 145
Honest money. III., 161; disclaims

intention of influencing any one s

vote for the next President, 162;
inflation to be made an issue in

Ohio, 163; adherent to funda
mental principles, 165; tenets of

the Democratic party, 167; its

platform an abandonment of its

principles, 168; progressive in

flation, 169; Governor Allen s

money theory, 170; increasing
volume of currency decreases
its value, 173; limitation of

governmental power, 174; in

flation, a source of corruption and
profligacy, 179; crisis of 1873,
185; France as an example, 186;
national banks, 188; how the
rich man profits by inflation, 191 ;

the laboring man and inflation,

193; laboring men the creditors
of the country, 199; speculators
advocates of inflation, 201; first

issue of greenbacks, 203; what
the crises of 1837 and 1857 should

teach, 205; resumption of specie
payment, 208; best in each party
should unite, 213; Ohio may kill

the inflation movement, 215;
see from A. Taft, III., 216, also

from and to, A. T. Wickoff, III.,

217; also The Currency Question,
III., 422

Honest money and honesty, V.,

276; depression of 1896 charged
to demonetization of silver, 277;
resumption of specie payment
and circulation of metallic money,
279; trouble in maintaining legal
ratio between gold and silver,

280; millionaire silver-mine

owners influence legislation, 283;
supply greater than demand,
prices decline, 285; monthly
purchase of silver, and issue of

Treasury notes, 287; how the

greenback was brought back to

par, 289; the meaning of free

coinage and 16 to I, 291; free
silver and the wage-earner, 305;
civilization and the laboring man,
309; the &quot;debtor class,&quot; 310;
how Bryan s policy would affect

the West and South, 314; fiat

money the logical outcome of
free silver, 316; what the in

evitable Bryan panic would
teach, 316, 317; free-silver agita
tors and the American people,
321-327; answer of the American
people on election day, 328

Honest Money League, American,
V., 276 n.
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Hood (General), J. B., L, 235; III.,

399
Hooker, General, L, 251
Hooper, II., 309
Horan, J. J., III., 118
Houston (Major), J P., L, 314
Houston, Governor, III., 117
Howard, General, L, 330
Howard, Jacob, M., II., 161, 162,

167, 168

Howe, James, I., 164
Howe, Timothy O., II., 178, 181,

182, 183, 184, 190, 207, 217, 236,
237, 238, 239, 242, 246; III., 149

Howell, Charles P., VI., from, 291
Hoyt, John W., III., 248
Hughes, Bishop, II., 130, 131
Hulsemann, Chevalier, V., Webster

writes to, 445
Humboldt, Baron von, III., 8

Hungria, General, II., 212

Hunter, Dr., II., 26

Hunter, General, emancipation proc
lamation of, I., 206, 207, 208

Hutchins, Waldo, L, 171; II., 382,

383
Hutchinson, Governor (Massachu

setts), IV., 328, 329

Imperialism, American, Thoughts
on, V., 494; duties and respon
sibilities of United States, 495;
war demoralizing, however just
its cause, 497; consequences of

changing war of deliverance into

war of conquest, 499 et seq.; reli

gious difficulties, 504; abroga
tion of Constitutional right and
privileges, 505; alternative possi

bilities, the dark side, 508; the

bright side, 511
Imperialism, The issue of, VI., i;

race problem, 3; territory ac

quired by the United States in

the past, 5; objections to annexa
tion of tropical territory, 6 et seq.;

character of our Government
changed by foreign possessions,
10; onward sweep of expansion,
14; England will expect quid pro
qiw, 18; our strength as a con
tinental nation, 20; expense of

expansion, 22; English journalist
on American expansion, 25;

arguments of its advocates

reviewed, 26; duties we owe to our
own people paramount, 32; not

imperialism but the spread of

true democracy, 35; imperialism
of McKinley s Administration,
216; Cleveland opposed to, 301

Imperialism, The policy of, VI., 77;

popular dislike of the Philippine
war, 78; war of liberation for

Cuba, 79; Dewey s victory, 80;
conditions in Cuba and in the

Philippines alike, 81; Aguinaldo
invited to cooperate with United

States, 82; renders efficient ser

vice, 83; treated as an ally, 84;
discredited after the battle of

Manila, 85; excluded from peace
negotiations, 86; treaty opposed
in Senate, 87; Filipinos must
submit, or be shot, 88; injustice
illustrated by supposititious case,

89; recapitulation, 91; reasons

given for our course of action,

93; the facts in the case, 96;
only Congress can declare war,
100; despatches altered before

being given out, 102; establishing
a dangerous precedent, 103;
let the &quot;war be stopped,&quot; 105;
surrender to our consciences, not
to Aguinaldo, 107; prediction be

ing justified, in; inexpediency
of keeping Manila, 114; argu
ments of &quot;manifest destiny,&quot;

&quot;burden,&quot; and
&quot;flag&quot;

men
answered, 114, 115; illogicalness
of &quot;having begun the war, we
must continue it,&quot; 116

Imperialistic policy, V., 475, 476,

529. 530
Independence Hall, historical im

portance of, I., 3; Continental

Congress assembled in, 92
Independent and conservative

element, IV., 3, 86, 87, 201, 202,

206, 207, 219, 224, 293, 411-413
Independent movements, III., 276
Independents, III., 157, 159, 167,

216, 259, 268, 272, 322, 324, 329,

333. 334&amp;gt; 335- 336; IV., address of,

293, 294; responsibility for the
Cleveland Administration, 355,

365, 366; must never be partisans,

429, 430 (438); support Andrew
in Massachusetts, 450; Democra
tic President, candidate of 1888,

will need their entire vote, 464;
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Independents Continued
Elaine in opposition, would vote
for Cleveland, 467; accused by
Cleveland of seeking to ruin him,
474; source of influence, 476; V.,

many will vote for Cleveland, 86;
will be influenced by Cleveland s

letter of acceptance, 122

Independent voters, III., 291
Indian Appropriation Act, IV., 51
Indian problem, Present aspects of

IV., 116; unscrupulous greed of

frontiersmen often the cause of

war, 117; railroads and settlers

penetrating to every part of the
United States, 118; no longer
vacant reservations to which the
Indians can be removed, 120;
increase of white population
means encroachment on rights
of Indians, 121; to preserve
their rights, Indians must be
reckoned with as individuals, not
as tribes, 123, 137; given an
incentive, they will work, 124;
citizenship the end not the begin
ning of their development, 125;
must be guided and protected,
126; a progressive movement is

evident everywhere, 127; agri
culture their best occupation,
128; as cow-boys, freighters and
mechanics, 130; education the

great civilizer, 131; facilities for

domestic training increased, 133;
grasp of affairs uncertain, 140;
the case of the Utes, 141 ; Congress
should pass a severalty law, 144

Indian question, III., 481-489;
see letters to Mrs. Jackson, Miss
Allison and E. Dunbar Lockwood

Indian service, IV., 28, 77
Inflation, see Currency and the

national banks; Currency ques
tion; Honest money; Honest
money and honesty

Inflation movement, IV., 39
Inflationists, III., 263, 264, 265,

272, 274, 279, 480; IV., 23, 26,

33,38
Ingalls, John James, IV., 450, 494;

V., characterization of politics,

77, 78, 79, 101
International peace, V., an Ameri

can principal, 250
Introduction, L, iii.

Ireland, V., would be freed from

British supremacy by war be
tween Great Britain and United
States, 251

&quot;Irrepressible conflict,&quot; I., 37, 118,

122, 134, 139, 140, 143, 145, 460,
489; III., 23

Irwin, (Commander) John, II., 212,

213, 214
Isabel, Infanta of Spain, I., 205
Issues of 1874, The, especially in

Missouri, III., 74; unstable po
litical and social conditions, lack
of old-time enthusiasm, 75; Con
gressional investigations, 77;

independence of thought and
growing interest in good govern
ment, 78; disputed Louisiana elec

tions, 79; duty of the National

Government, 84, 93; duty of the

South, 86; dishonest and un
scrupulous leaders of the Southern

negroes, 88; Sumner s civil rights
bill, 90; what the colored people
can do for themselves, 94;
financial question, 97; restoration
to

_
political

_
rights, 98; fraternal

spirit, mitigation of partisan
spirit, 101; brigandage, 103;

continuing the 1870 movement,
106; a word to ex-Confederates,
1 08; to the independent men of

Missouri, 112

Itinerary in Lincoln campaign, I.,

163

Jackson, Andrew, II., 68; III., 179,

408; V., supported and opposed
by Daniel Webster, 438, 439

Jackson, James (Georgia), IV.,
formulates pro-slavery argument,
342

Jackson (Mrs.), Helen Hunt, III.,

to, 496; from, 499; to, 501
Jacobi (M.D.), Abram, II., 448;

III., 406; VI., responds to toast

at complimentary dinner to, 192
James, D. Willis, IV., 349
James, William, VI., from, 190
Japan and Russia, VI., intervention

of United States, 431, 432, 435,
440

Jefferson City, I., radical state

convention, 510
Jefferson, Thomas, I., 65, 93, 96,

97, 99, 100, 102, 103, 146, 229;
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Jefferson, Thomas Continued
II.

, 526, 303; succeeds Franklin
at the French court, 340; III.,

179, 296, 302; V., filling of official

positions, 159-162; effect of four-

year rule, 164; three requisites
of a good official, 166; coinage of

standard silver dollar stopped by,
281; VI., Louisiana purchase, 217

Jeffersonian Administration, a, V.,

163, 164, 165, 166

Jeffries, J., III., 118

Jenckes, Thomas A., II., 143
Jewell, Marshall, III., 381, 407; VI.,

285
Jews, VI., persecution of, 304
Johnson, Andrew, I., 232, 255; to,

256; 258, 259; to, 260; 264, 265,
266, 267, 270; to, 270; 270 n.,

272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278,

374. 375. 379. et seq., 424, 437,
459, 464; II., 43, 44, 48, 51, 135,

151, 152, 247; III., 41, 50; IV.,
succession to the Presidency a
misfortune to the South, 370;
irritates the South, IV., 371;
erratic manifestations of, lead to

reactionary attempts, 375, 385;
VI., &quot;the States lately in rebel

lion,&quot; 317, 318, 321, 323
Johnston (General), Joseph E., I.,

235, 282, 423; V., inefficiency of,

179
Jones, Hon. Anson, II., 201

Jones, George, IV., 355, 359, 407
Jones, Secretary of State of Texas,

II., 200

Journalistic enterprise, I., 260, 274,

276
Juarez, Benito Pablo, I., 203
Judd, N. B., I., to, 183

Julian, George W., IV., 151 n.; to,

168; 181, 183; to, 184; 231

K

Kansas, I., criticized by Europeans,
28; conflict between anti- and

pro-slavery adherents over ad
mission of, 29; III., usurpation in,

22 ; Sumner on admission of
,
as a

free State, 30
Kansas and Nebraska bill, I., 139,

140; V., 192
Kearny (General), Philip, I., 220

Keith, Governor, IV., induces

Franklin to go to London, 311

Kelley, Wm. D. (Pennsylvania),
III., 198

Kellogg, Wm. Pitt (Governor of

Louisiana), III., 79, 80, 81, 84,

85, 95. n6, 119, 122, 132, 139,
146, 400

Kelly, &quot;Boss,&quot; III., 303, 322
Kelly, George A., III., 1 17

Kelly, John, IV., 213, 214
Kemble (Indian inspector), IV., 52,

53. 54. 55
Kennedy, H., I., 300
Kent, III., and the electoral count,

361
King, Preston, I., 162

King, Rufus, I., 100

King, William, I., 293, 322
Kinkel, Gottfried, I., to, 14 and

n.; to, 18; to, 23; to, 33
Kirkwood, Samuel J., IV., 93, 94,

95, 147 n., 148
Kischinev, VI., atrocities committed

at, 303, 305
Klein, V., demand for punishment of,

questioned, 15; report denied, 16

Know-Nothing movement, III., 62

Know-Nothings, I., 15, 16, 35, 42,

46, 48, 73, 76
Koerner (Governor) , Gustav, I. , 1 1 9 ;

III., 225
Kruger, Paul, VI., 121

Kryzanowski, General, IV., 451
Ku-Klux, I., 452; II., 312, 332, 384,

398. 399. 424; HI., 86, 90, 178;
IV., 373

Ku-Klux legislation, II., 254, 277,

285, 312

Lacretelle, de, Jean, Charles Domi
nique, IV., account given by, of

Franklin in France, 335
Lamar, L. Q. C., IV., 350; to, 355;

to, 451; to, 453; from, 453 n.; to,

457
Lament, Daniel, V., clearing out

incapables, 178
Lampher, Dr., II., 422
Lancaster, IV., collector of customs

at St. Louis, 456, 457
Land, A. D., III., 118

Landers, IV., fiat-money advocate,

24, 26

Land-grant railroads, IV., 174 et

seq., 192, et seq., 227, 229, 230,

233. 237. 238, 241, 278
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Leather Apron Club, IV., 319, 320
Leavenworth, Lawrence and Gal-

veston R. R. Co. vs. United

States, IV., 174, 175, 187, 1 88

Lccompton Constitution, I., 89
Lee & vShepard, III., 115
Lee, Captain, III., 258
Lee, Rear-Admiral, II. , 213, 214
Lee, Robert E., I., 235, 282, 457,

464
Leighton, Colonel, V., president

National Sound-Money League,

LeVoyne, J. V., III., 348
Leupp, Francis E., V., letter of

introduction to Cleveland, 181

Liberal movement, II., 440, 441,

442, 449
Liberal Republican movement, III.,

100, 101, 105
Liberal Republican movement, The
aims of, II., 354; abuses that

called the party into existence,

354; objects that may be accom

plished, 356 ; how to secure reform,

358; not the tricks of the poli
tician but altruistic patriotism,

360
Liberal Republican ticket, II., 375
Liberal Republicans, II., 315, 316,

320, 374, 378, 381; address of,

388 et seq., 432, 440
Liberals, III., 158, 230
&quot;Liberty Congress,&quot; VI., call for,

199; opportunity for organizing
a new party, 200; independent
nomination by, 204

Lincoln, Abraham, I., as Presiden
tial nominee, in, 113, 114; to,

116; from, 118; interviews of,

with Schurz, 119-121, 179, 180;

mentioned, 165, 167, 168, 170,

172, 174, 177; to, 180; from, 182;

urged to decisive measures, 198;
to 206; to, 209; from, 210, with
editor s reason for printing ver

batim, 211 n.; to, 213; from, 219;
to, 221; to, 222; Schurz s esti

mate of principles and character

of, 250-252; assassination of, 253
and n.; trial of conspirators to be
in secret, 256; chiefs of the re

bellion charged with instigating
the assassination, 256; Sumner s

eulogy on, mentioned, 259;
letters of, to Schurz, escape de
struction by fire, 376 n.; Nation

lost great opportunity by the
death of, 383; II., jest of, concern

ing appointments, 132; opinion
of, concerning officeseekers, 155;
III., relations of, with Sumner,
35 38 5i; his characteristics,
attainments and mental growth,
36; Louisiana reconstruction in

cident, 38; spoils system a greater

danger than the rebellion, 295;
mentioned, 367, 369; opinion as
to paper currency, 461; IV.,
&quot;standard bearer of the newly-
born Republican party,&quot; 269;
death of, a calamity to the South,

369, 370; tact in treating those
who differed from him in opinion,
476; V., calls for new levies of

men, 53; deterioration of party
of, 79; Schurz s sketch of, com
mended by Hayes, 82; Demo
cratic government best defined

by, 155; officeseekers, 173, 393;
&quot;liberator of the slave,&quot; 176;
VI., his characterization of good
government, 2, ip, 36, 44, 152;
fundamental principles reaffirmed,

77 n,; &quot;consent of the governed,&quot;

79 n.; characterization of pop
ular sovereignty, 87, 189, 216;

against government other than

by the consent of the governed
220, 232, 244; assassination of,

317; non-interference, 342; jus
tice to the negro does not mean
social equality, 345; nomination

of, for the Presidency, 403
Lincoln, Mrs. Abraham, I., adapta

bility of, 120; cordiality of, 121;

III., at inauguration ball, 39
Lincoln, Robert T., IV., 195, 201

Lippincott, publishers, I., 278
Little Rock and Fort Smith R. R.,

IV., 228, 231, 237, 238, 244, 284
Livingston, II., and his &quot;influence,&quot;

130
Loan, Benjamin, I., to, 473
Local self-government, III., 251,

254
Lockwood, George M., IV., to, 148
Lockwood, E. Dunbar, III., 503
Lodge, Henry Cabot, III., men

tioned, 161, 218, 225, 258; to,

346; as assistant secretary to

Bowles, 413; to, 495; to, 506; to,

507; IV., to, 215; from, 218; to,

221; VI., extract from speech
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Lodge, Henry Cabot Continued

nominating McKinley, 244; prob
ably responsible for Philippine
paragraph in Republican plat
form, 352, 355

Logan, John A., II., 460, 493, 510,

514; III., 401 n.; IV., from, 194;
to, 194; as Vice-President to

Elaine, 208; opposed to Fremont
scheme, 231

Long, John D., IV., to, 50; as to the

marriage of Bright Eyes, 148;
favors municipal suffrage for

women, 150
Longfellow, Henry W., I., 47
Longstreet (General), James, II.,

34.1
Louise, IV., Queen of Prussia, 499
Louisiana revolution [insurrection],

III., 79, 81, 83, 122
Louisiana treaty, II., 231 ; purchase,

232
L Ouverture, Toussaint, II., 78
Lovejoy, I., good work of, 113
Low, Seth, VI., 278; to, 303
Lowell, C. W., III., 117
Lowell, James Russell, VI., dura

tion of United States Govern
ment, 235

Luckett, R. L., III., 118

Luperon, General, II., 211, 226
Luther, Martin, I., 52, 97
Lyman, Colonel, IV., 219
Lyon (General), Nathaniel, I., 220;

VI., votes against secession, 298

M

McAneny, George, V., Secretary
National Civil Service Reform
League, 396, 403, 404, 425, 429,
430, 515. 519; VI., 129

McClellan (General), George B., I.,

213, 2l6, 217, 220, 230, 238, 249
McClure s Magazine, V., 342; VI.,

403 n.

McClure, I., statements of, 171

McClurg (Governor), Joseph W., I.,

511; II., 15, 27, 33, 35, 48, 49
McCook, Lieutenant-Commander,

II., 208, 214
McCormick (Governor), R. C., III.,

338, 401 n.

McCreary s resolution, III., 348
McCulloch, Hugh, III., from, 480
McDonald, III., whisky ring, 238;

IV., and the Cabinet, 352, 353

McEnery, John, III., 80, 81

McKinley and Hobart, V., honest

money and civil service reform,

407
McKinley tariff, V., 59, 75, 78, 95,

96, 97, 112

McKinley, William, V., suggestion
as to shaping the policy of his

Administration, 329; to, 340;
from, 341; to, 396; pledged the

Republican party there should
be &quot; no backward step,

&quot;

409, 423 ;

issues order to stop arbitrary
removals, 426, 430; to, 429; to,

447; dignity of, in dealing with

foreign affairs, 456; to, 457; to,

465; &quot;desired peace,&quot; 471; to,

472; to, 475; speaks in annual

message against annexation, 478,

492, 514; to, 515; VI., on annexa
tion of Cuba, 24, 80; unfavorable
news from the Philippines, 37;
directs secret treaty with Spain,
86; &quot;benevolent assimilation,&quot;

88, 91, 93, 169, 177, 229, 243;
shoot them down &quot;without use
less parley,&quot; 92, 93, 94, 95, 96,

98, 100, 101, 102, 104, 121
;

see civil service reform, and the

Philippines, 157-179; Philippine
wrong to be righted, 190; third

ticket to be used to defeat, 191,

192, 203; reelection of, urged
from financial standpoint, 208-

215; speech in opposition to

reelection of, 215-275; the com
bination that could defeat re

election of, 256; feeling growing
in favor of, 257; election of, with
House in opposition, best thing
for the country, 258; reelection

be construed as popular appro
bation, 262; many dissatisfied

with, 263; Bryan election better
for the country than, 265; gained
many votes just before election,
266

McKinley, William, VI., 266;

plausible and popular, but with
out true convictions of his own,
267; visits New York and invites

Schurz to call upon him, 269;
expresses himself as strongly in

favor of civil service reform, and
against annexation of Hawaiian
Islands, 270; sends to Senate

treaty for annexation, 271 ; invites
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McKinley, William Continued
Schurz to Washington and dines
him at the White House, 272;
answers evasively as to treaty,

273; influenced by sugar specula
tors, 274; advocated free trade
with Porto Rico, but used Execu
tive influence to secure tariff

legislation, 275
McKinley, Mrs., VI., 273
McVeagh, Wayne, IV., 81, 89; to,

435
MacMahon, General, VI., drawn

into intrigues of monarchical

party, 56
Mackey, Dr., I., 292
Madison, James, I., against slavery,

93, 96, 103, 137, 146; II., and the
cession of West Florida, 229-235;
V., as a Constitutional authority,
162, 164; on the four-year rule,

165; removal for cause, 166

Magone, Collector, IV., 457
Mahone, William, IV., 419, 440
Manifest destiny, V., term used to

cover many interests, 191 et seq.;
what duties annexation entails,

196; desirable and undesirable

territory for annexation, 196-198;
Democratic institutions and the

tropics, 199; the Anglo-Saxon and
foreign countries, 202; people of

the tropics as members of our
National family, 204; the Hawai
ian Islands, 205; advantage of
our present condition, 206; im
probability of our being attacked

by any European nation, 208;
Hawaii an element of weakness,
209; temptation in having a
large navy, 211; the real &quot;mani

fest destiny,&quot; of the United
States, 259, 512

Manning, Daniel, IV., discussed for

Treasury appointment, 349, 351,
352 353 3541 appointment of,

355, 356, 357
Mansfield, General, I., 220
Marsh, George P., I., 176
Marshall (Chief Justice), John, III.,

admiration of Charles Sumner for,

6; V., fascinated by Webster s

eloquence, 434
Martin, Barney, V., 240
Martindale, E. B., III., 422
Martine, IV., 484
Mason and Dixon s line, IV., 398

Mason, James M., I., debate on
slavery, 145, 146, 148; as a slave
owner in Europe, 237

Massachusetts, I., and the suffrage
question, 41, 43, 45, 48 n.; and
proscription, 67, 68, 69; represen
tative position of, 70; and the
&quot;two-years amendment,&quot; 72;
Know-Nothings of, 73; responsi
bility of, 74; Yankee, 75; Repub
lican party in, 76; V., Reform
Club of, speech before, 40; dinner

given by, 84; VI., 428
Mass-meetings, American, de

scribed, L, 3
Mataafa, V., probable Samoan

king, 5

Matill, I., the Department of State
and Canada, 519

Matthews, General, II., 235
Matthews, Stanley, III., 352
Maximilian, Emperor, VI., of

Mexico, 158, 175
Maxwell (Post-Office Department),

V., 140, 171, 176
May conference, see Fifth Avenue

Hotel conference

Maynard, V., nomination of, 244
Meade, IV., removal of, 401
Means, William, IV., 404
Medill, Joseph, III., 402 n.; IV.,

to, 154
Meeker massacre, III., 504; IV., 92
Memminger, C. G., II., from, 255
Merrimon, Augustus Summerfield,

II., 486, 490
Merritt, General, VI., recruits for

the Philippines, 16, 85; strength
ens Dewey, 232

Metcalf, L. S., IV., 222, 223; to,

509
Mexican war, III., 12, 22

Mexico, L, 128, 140, 141, 142, 200
et seq.; II., 84; war vessels sent
to the Gulf of, 191 et seq.; III.,

34; IV., 42; V., as capital of the
United States, 193, 205; under
Diaz, 199, 481; war with, 442;
VI., 12, 13, 34, 35, 94, 106, 158,
186, 246, 247, 370

Meyer, Adolph, I., to, 182

Meyer, Heinrich, I., to, 32; to, 407
Meysenbug, Malwida von, I., to, 5
Miles (General), Nelson A., IV.,
and the Ponca Indians, 106, 107,
108; VI., interview with, inter

esting reading, 306
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Militarism and democracy, VI. ,

48; appeal for peace and dis

armament, 49; a standing army
essentially a monarchical institu

tion, 53; democracy demands
that the armed force be militia

or volunteers, 54; France and
her standing army, 54-56; Oliver
Cromwell s use of the army, 56;
reasons given for European
standing armies, 57; United
States maintained policy ofadapt
ing its armament to its needs, 60 ;

United States the strong neutral
Power of the world, 63; the

probable size and cost of a

standing army, 66; enlarged
naval establishment, 67; the
burden of our pension fund, 68;
what must be shown to justify
increased taxation, 70; abroga
tion ofthe Constitution suggested,
72; demoralization of war, 73; we
need have no war, unless we
provoke it, 76

Military interference in Louisiana,
III., 115; legislature assembled,
116; temporary and permanent
organization of, 117; declared

illegal, 118; certain members

S
ected by force, 119; when the
overnment may assist the local

government of any State, 121;
violation of the Constitution,

124; to what it may lead, 126;
review of reconstruction period,

127; the statesmanship required
to maintain a republican form
of government, 135; return to

self-government of the Southern
States, 136; intimidation, 138
et seq.; the Government must
itself observe the laws, 142;

people beginning to distrust the

policy of the Government, 145;
the question at issue, 148

Military rule in the South, need of,

I., 267, 269
Mill, John Stuart, II., 525, 526
Miller (General), M. P., VI., attacks

Iloilo, 97, 248
Miller, Justice (Supreme Court),

IV., 176, 177, 188, 191
Miller, Major, I., 289
Millionaire, the, in politics, IV.,

457 ff.

Miramon (General), Miguel, I., 203

Miranda, Francisco, II., 231
Missouri, Address to the people of,

I., 510; Republican pledges that
must be redeemed, 511; amend
ments to State constitution, 512;
trickery and demagogism, 513;
bolting Republicans true to their

party s principles, 515; party
purification, 516; advice to

colored voters, 517; republican
institutions menaced, 518

Missouri compromise, I., 136; III.,

19,22
Mitchell, Rev. Dr., IV., 222

Mittermaier, Joseph Anton, III., 8

Mobini, VI., 302
Moltke, Gen. von, IV., praised by

the Kaiser, 498, 499
Money crisis in the West, I., 33, 37
Monroe doctrine, II., no, in, 113;

V., cited in Venezuelan question,
252, 365; exposition of, by Web
ster, 436; permanently destroyed
should United States be drawn
into imperialism, 500; VI., safe

guard of, 155, 249, 370, 372, 393
Monroe, Fortress, I., 181; Fort

182

Monroe, James, V., great Constitu
tional authority, 162; four-year-
term bill signed by, 164; asked
as to bill s Constitutionality, 365

Morgan, Governor (New York),
I., 171; asked to secure guard
of honor for Lincoln, 174; III.,

suggested as Secretary of the

Treasury, 380, 391, 393; Secre

taryship of Navy, considered

better, 381
Morley, John, VI., a true friend to

the United States, 107; receives

present from Carnegie, 296
Morrill, Justin Smith, II., and the

civil service, 123; V., defends

protective tariff, 43, 44; predicts
free-trade, 51; manufacturers
asked nothing, 52 ; manufactures,

pillars of support, 53; internal

revenue taxes, 54
Morrill, Lot M., III., 401 n.

Morris, Isaac N., I., 90
Morris, Jay, I., 176
Morris, Robert, IV., 339
Morrissey, John, II., 134; III., 303,

322, 324
Morse, John T., Jr., IV., to, 156;

to, 308; to, 400; to, 462
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Morton, Oliver P., II., mentioned,
76, 89, 92, 96, 99, 100, 102-106,
no, 112-114, 119, 120, 146, 177,

178, 190, 191, 194, 195-198, 201-

204, 206, 208-217, 219, 220, 229,

239, 242, 333, 342, 347, 349, 475,

497-499, 502, 507, 510-512, 514,

526, 527, 531; III., i, 137, 140,
281, 283, 287, 388, 402

Moses, Governor of South Carolina,
in., 95

Motley, John Lothrop, VI., 287
Mugwumps, IV., Eastern, criticized

by Western papers, 406; defended

by Schurz, 407; regular party
jealous of, 443 ; Democrats would
desert Cleveland, should he be
left by, 465; V., and the trusts,

64; VI., 382; supported Palmer
during campaign, but voted for

McKinley, 191
Mulligan, James, IV., 233, 234, 235
Mulligan letters, IV., as evidence

against Elaine, 155, 211, 227-240,
242, 249, 253, 278, 281, 282, 285

Municipal government and civil ser
vice reform, V.

,
2 14 ; learning from

the enemy, 215; depriving Tam
many of the sinews of war, 216;
need for reform in promotions,
218; professional men best for
heads of departments, 220; no
system works automatically, co

operation needed all along the
line, 224

Murder as a political agency, V.,
course of history little affected

by, 412; crimes of the anarchists,
414

Murphy, VI., of Alabama, 349
Murphy, Charles T., V., 141, 163;

chairman, Tammany Hall, 167
Murphy, Tom, II., 422
Murphy, William S., II., special

diplomatic agent, 200, 201, 204,
205, 206

Murrell, III., Republican, 118

N

Napoleon, Louis, II., 64, 423; VI.,
election of, to Presidency, followed

by usurpation, 55; shot those who
resisted, 250; invaded Mexico, 370

Nashville Convention, I., 141
National campaign of 1892, The

issues of, V., 87; Democratic

republic a most excellent form of

government, 88; money and the
machine in politics, 89; glorious
past of the Republican party, 92 ;

defeated in 1884, regains control

through high protective tariff,

95; promises tariff favors in

exchange for contributions to

campaign fund, 97; Republican
tariff policy a political warfare
for a large money prize, 101

;

essential difference between the

Republican and Democratic par
ties, 102; Cleveland s &quot;amazing

popular support,&quot; 105; machine
politics in Harrison s nomina
tion, 108; Democrats might be
too timid in their revision of
the tariff, 112; free coinage of sil

ver as an issue, 113; negro vote
in the Southern States, 115;
civil service reform and foreign
relations touched upon, 120

National Civil Service Reform
League, III., 259; IV., resolu
tions passed by, 425, 447, 452;
considering reports from Mary
land and Indiana, 455; V., 120,

136, 143 n., 180, 340, 341, 396,
397, 403, 404, 407, 430, 447, 449;
VI., addressed by Schurz, 122

National Committee, I., 117, 118,

119, 171, 172, 174; III., 281,

338 n.

National Convention, I., 171; II.,

366; III., 338, 495; IV., 11, 12

National honor, V., 452; one duty
never to be forgotten by the

strong, 453; its application in

reference to Spain, 454; true
source of inspiration of, 457

National Labor party, IV., 463
National reform movement, II.,

361
National Republican Convention

of 1872, III., 53
National Sound-Money League, VI.,

non-partisan, 268

Nebraska, I., 14, 15, 129, 139, 140
Negro problem? Can the South

solve the, VI., 311; change from
slave to free labor, 312; &quot;physi

cal compulsion,&quot; 314; ordinances

adopted curtailing the privileges
of negroes, 319; negro education

opposed, 322; negro suffrage, 325;
carpetbag government, 328;
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Negro problem Continued
ended by Hayes Administration,
330; election of Democratic Presi

dent feared by negroes, 331;
efforts to nullify negro right of

suffrage, 332; race-antagonism,
336; futility of transportation
plan, 337; either serfdom or true

citizenship, 339; systematic cam
paign of education, 344

Negro suffrage, I., 258, 260, 261,

36I-37L 38i, 383, 443, 476, 507;
III., 31, 127; IV., 371, 395, 396;
VI., 325, 332

Negro supremacy, V., 72, 116, 117,
119

Negro vote in the South, V., 115,
118

Negroes, justice to, I., 267; eager
ness to learn, willingness to work,
269; VI., 314, 334^

Nelson, John, II., 200, 202, 204,
205, 206

Nelson, Judge, IV., 176
Nelson, Professor, VI., estimate of

Roosevelt, 397
New Mexico, I., 140, 141
New Orleans riot, III., 86
New South, V., 72, 73
New York, I., bay of, 2; city of,

contrasted with London and
Paris, 2

; politics of , 35 ; conference,
II-, 378, 38i, 384, 386, 447;
VI., 41

Nicaragua, I., 14
Nicaragua Canal, V., 484; VI., 12

Nicholls, III., and the Louisiana

legislature, 412
Nichols, H. S., IV., dismissed from

revenue service for political

reasons, 419
Nicoll, IV., opposed by Mayor

Hewitt, 484-490
Non-intervention, I., 139, 140, 141,

142, 145
Nordhoff, Charles, III., 161, 218
North, Lord, yi., 117
Northern Pacific R. R., land-grant

case, IV., 150, 241, 242
Noyes, Governor, III., 338

O Connell, Solicitor of Treasury,
VI., opinion given by, 135

Officeseekers, II., 155; III., 295;
V., 146, 172

&quot;Of the people, for the people and
by the people,

&quot;

V., 480, 496, 510,

512,513
Ogden, Rollo, VI., to, 350
Ohio, Republican governor of, I., 2 13
Olin, Judge, II., 134
Olney, Richard, V., arbitration

treaty, 367
Olozaga, I., 201
One-term Presidency, III., 254, 256
Orchestra, permanent, for New
York City, V., establishment of,

451
Ordinance of 1787, I., 136, 146
Orner, George D., II., 50
Osage, IV., 53
Osborne, Thomas M., VI., presides

at Plaza Hotel meeting, 201
; men

tions his choice for independent
nomination, 202, 204

Osgood&Co., III., 115
Osgood (Reverend), Dr., III., 232
Osterhaus, Major-General, I., 293
Otis, General, VI., and the Filipinos,

172, 177, 229, 231
Ottendorfer, Oswald, III., to, 261,

Schurz mentions letter, 283, 288
Ouray, IV., 140, 142

P
, W. H., V., to, 86

Packard, United States Marshal,
III., 84, 85, 86, 132, 139, 146, 150,
400, 412

Palfrey, VI., 286
Palmer, (Governor), John McAuley,

II., 366, 377, 382, VI., third-ticket

candidate, 191, 192; reluctant to

accept nomination, 204
Panama, VI., made independent of

Colombia, 389, 434
Panama mission, V., 436
Pan-Electric Company, IV., and

the Bell patents, 443, 466 and n.

Paper currency, III., 242, 257, see

also Currency question, The
Paper money, III., 266
Paris, treaty of, VI., 2, 15, 158, 160,

164, 167, 178, 223, 293
Parish, IV., 436
Parker, Alton B., VI., in favor of

Philippine independence, 350,
356; to, 351 ;

should be supported
by the Independents, 353; to,

356; from, 358; to, 358; see

Parker vs. Roosevelt
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Parker, Courtlandt, III., 380
Parker, Theodore, III., 24
Parker vs. Roosevelt, VI., 359;

mutually accepted pecuniary
benefits and the worship of

wealth, force, power, or of mere
success, fatal to true democracy,
360, 363; crime of a high protec
tive tariff, 361 ; Republican party
organization levies contributions

openly, 364; gives the preference
to rich men, 366; reaches out for

foreign possessions, 367; corrup
tion of Democratic party can be
reached and corrected, 365; free

dom from a standing army and
a war navy, 368; liberation of

Cuba, 374; but annexation of the

Philippines, 375 ; what the Repub
lican party has become, 377;
Roosevelt as he was and as he is,

378; his love of war, 387; the
Panama affair, 389; United States
as paramount policeman, 350,
394; his argument for more ships
and soldiers, 398; Judge Parker
and the Democratic party, 400

Partridge, Colonel, I., 296
Patriotism, About, V., 459; honor

able peace, if possible, 460;
faithful devotion and loyal ser

vice should there be war, 462
Patronage, office of great, V., 126

Patterson, James W., II., 135, 136
&quot;Pax Britannica,

&quot;

VI.
, 435

Payne, Henry B., IV., 356
Payne, Henry C., VI., Postmaster-

General, 381
Payne, &quot;Lou,&quot; VI., 381
Peabody, VI.

,
interest of, aroused

in Philippine matter, 306
Peace-and-Disarmament Confer

ence, VI., 23
Peace commissioners, V., 518, 519
Peace Democrat, I., 235
Peace power of the world, V., 258,

266

Peace, The road to, a solid, dur
able peace, I., 419; different
methods of the Republican and
Democratic party, 419; principal
causes of the civil war, 420;
reconstruction problem, 421;
Johnson and the South, 424;
efforts toward restoration of

slavery, 426; Congressional inter

vention, 427; Democrats asked

to judge, 429; Democratic con
struction of the Constitution,

432; right of self-protection, 434;
military rule in the South, 436;
slavery upheld by Northern
Democrats, 439; right to secede
claimed by Southern Democrats,
442 ; negro suffrage, 443 ; why the
freedmen are Republicans, 448;
negro supremacy, 450; immigrants
needed, but not encouraged, 452;
political traditions of the South,
455; Grant and Lee, 457; Grant s

election best for the South, 459;
revenge basis of Democratic

platform, 461; the Democratic
ticket of 1868, 462; consequences
of a Democratic victory, 465;
the Democrats part in the re

bellion, 469; their friendship
for the South, 471; appeal to

American patriots, 472
Pearl Harbor, V., may be utilized

for coaling station, 460
Pearson, IV., and the postmaster-

ship of New York City, 350, 351,
360-367

Peck, Miles Lewis, VI., to, 423; from

PeckhcTm, Wheeler H., VI., to,

298
Pendleton, George H., IV., and

civil service reform, 87; V., the
Samoan affair, 2, 16, 18

Pennsylvania, I., Republican gov
ernor of, 213

|

Pension claims, III., 490, 493
I Pension scandal, The, V., 226; re

sult of New York Times inves

tigation, 226, 227, number of civil

war pensioners steadily increas

ing, 227; &quot;arrears-of-pensions

act,&quot; 228; greed of pension at

torneys and cowardice of politi

cians, 229, 231
Pensions, VI. ,

circular to veterans

not drawing, 441 and n.

People s movement, III., 112; party,

109
Perry, Horatio J., I., 196, 198, 199
Petrasch, Theodore, I., to, 248
Phelps, III., fascinated by Elaine,

218

Philadelphia, I., first impressions
of, 3, III., Convention, 53; V.,

Exposition, Germany poorly rep
resented at, 185, 186, 187
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Philippine independence, VI., 349,
353-356; monster petition for,

352, 353J freed from Spanish
rule, 434

Philippines, V., control of, not to be
kept by United States, 472; an
nexation of, 476, 478; not to be
admitted to share in Federal
Government, 483 ; coaling stations
and naval depots can be secured

by United States without annexa
tion, 490; annexation of, 508, 523,
528; suggestions as to disposal of,

519, 528; VI., and the United
States, 157, 158, 159, 160, 216,
217, 219; cruelties and barbari
ties to be investigated, 289 and
n.; discussed, 292

Philippines, see Imperialism, The
issue of, I., The policy of, and
Truth, Justice and Liberty

Phillips, Wendell, L, reported as

favoring repudiation, 259; as a
Southern sympathizer, 451

Pierce, Edward L., I., to, 41; to,

45; to, 72; to, 73; to, 75; V., to,

33
Pierce, Franklin, I., as President,

n, 12, 14, 15, 29, 31; II., mis
takes of, as a lesson, 48; V.,
Webster influences votes for,

.445
Pierce, Henry L., III., suggested

for Cabinet position, 381
Pittman, G. W. M., IV., to, 204
Platt, Thomas C., IV., 86, 147, 349;

V., boss rule of, and its effect, 45 1
;

and Roosevelt, 520, 526; VI.
,

132; compared with Croker, 264;
boss of his State and consulted

by Roosevelt, 380
Plaza Hotel meeting, VI., 201

Plumb, P. B., IV., from, 200; to,

200; from, 202; to, 203
Poesche, V., Schurz cannot help

to reinstate, 340
Poillon, Captain, I., 314
Poland, Judge, II., 466
Political and Social Sciences, Ameri

can Academy of, VI., 48 n.

Political disabilities, II., 2; problems
of reconstruction period, 3; dis-

franchisement, 4; restitution

while same party was in power,
6; Missouri in the war and in the
reconstruction period, 7 ; disturb

ances in other States, 8; color

line wiped out by amendments to

State constitution, 10; formid
able opposition, 1 1 ; negro vote
controlled through political

trickery, 13; committee divides
on franchise amendment, 15;

Republican party must keep its

promises, 19; influence of Grant s

peace policy, 20, 47; peculiarities
of disfranchisement in Missouri,
21 et seq.; notable cases, 25, 28;
election frauds, 30; nomination
of the &quot;bolting&quot; Republicans,
32 ; overthrow of proscriptionists,

35; Schurz s motives impugned,
36; ironical defense of himself,

37; indignant defense of German-
born citizens, 41; Presidential

partisanship instead of friendly
neutrality, 42, 47, 48; Schurz
states his attitude toward the Ad
ministration, 43 ; blackmailing and
coercion by the Radical party,
48 ; Republican principles greater
than the Republican party, 52,

55; winning opponents, legiti
mate political activity, 53; re
sults obtained through policy of
the &quot;bolters,&quot; 53; measures of
reconstruction period, no longer
needed, 54; necessity of elevating
the standard of political morals,
56; necessity of recognizing in

dividual responsibility, 57; grow
ing menace of the &quot;trusts,&quot; 58,
65, 68; new issues may lead to
birth of new party, 59 et seq.;

slavery, a dead issue, 60; the

Republican party itself should
become the new party, 63 el seq: ,

69; weaknesses of the Democratic
party, 66; true popular govern
ment promotes the best interests
of the country, 70

Polk, James K., II., 130, 219, 220;
V., 47

Pollock, IV., Indian inspector,
88

Polo, Marco, quotation from, II.,

475
Pomeroy, Samuel Clark, II., 207
Ponca Indians, III., 485, 488, 496,

497 499, 500
Poncas,The, IV., meeting of Boston

sympathizers to demand justice
for, 50; harassed by the Sioux,
Poncas ask to be moved to
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Poncas, The Continued
another reservation, 51; dissatis

fied with location chosen in

Indian Territory, chiefs come to

Washington, 54; allowed to

choose a different location, 57;
Indian Territory invaded by
whites, 58; to remove the Poncas
would make other tribes dissatis

fied and strengthen the whites in

their position, 59; Schurz s state

ment in annual reports, 60; bill

submitted not acted upon by
Congress, 62; petition of leading
Poncas, 65; interview between
Schurz and Standing Buffalo, 67;
letter from 1 Standing Buffalo;
Poncas reconciled to new home,
68; solution reached by Schurz,
the best for Poncas and the Indian

Territory, 70; arrest of Tibbies,

71; statutes under which he was
arrested, 72; Schurz favors legal

protection for Indians the same
as for white men, 74; what the
Government is doing for the

Indians, 77; also letter to Henry,
L. Dawes, February 7, 1881;
progress made by Poncas, 131;
pleasure expressed at settlement
of their difficulties, 147

Poor, Rear-Admiral, II., 202, 210,
211

Popular sovereignty, I., 39, 139
Porter, Noah, III., President of

Yale, 232
Porto Rico, II., 76, 77, 97, 98; V.,

independence of, 472, 476; if

annexed, 483; if left independent,
would not interfere with indus
trial and commercial enterprises
of United States, 489; VI., looking
for speedy admission to the Union,
ii

; importance of refusing the
annexation of, 14, 24; joining a

confederacy of the Antilles, 34,
182; compulsory benefits would
probably be met with sullen dis

favor 65 ; United States extending
sway, 216, 217; a dependency,
219; President McKinley and,
275; freed from Spanish rule, 434;
see San Domingo, Annexation of

Postal telegraph, II., 448
Post-Office, General, V.

,

&quot;

removals,

136, 138, 139, 140, 143
Potter, I., Mississippi expected her

taxes to be remitted because of

emancipation of slaves, 305
Potter, Clarkson, III., 270
Potter, J. F., I., to, 38; to, 77; letter

to, from J. R. Doolittle, 79 n.;

to, 107; to, in; challenged by
R. A. Pryor, 114 and n.; to, 115;
campaign work to be done for,

163; to, 165; to, 168; to, 172
Pratt, Captain, IV., 134
Pratt, Consul-General at Singapore,

VI., 82, 84
Pratt, Daniel D., III., suggested for

Cabinet position, 380
Preetorius, Dr. Emil, II., 450; III.,

73; VI., intimate and firm friend

ship between Schurz and, 442
Prentice, George D., I., open letter

to, 223
&quot;Press-gag&quot; law, III., 77
Preston, General, I., 438, 463
Price, Bonamy, II., 526
Prim, General, I., commands Span

ish expedition to Mexico, 200;
Schurz s estimate of his charac
ter and views, 204

Primaud, Peter, IV., 108

Prince, Mayor, IV., 60
Prohibition, IV., 199
Pro-slavery, I., 43, 155, 232; re

action, IV., 371
Protectionists, IV., 224
Prussia, King of, I., grants amnesty

to political offenders, 183
Pryor, I., 115
Pryor, James W., VI., open letter

to, 359
Pryor, Roger A., challenges J. F.

Potter, I., 114 n.

Publication, Sub-Committee on,
The Carl Schurz Memorial Com
mittee, I., iv

Pulitzer, Joseph, VI., 305
Purvis, George E., II., with over
200 ex-Confederate soldiers, signs
letter to Schurz, 307

Q

euapaw
reservation, IV., 53, 57, 60

uay, Matthew S., V., campaign
funds, 78, 79, 90, 95; resigns from

chairmanship of Republican
National Committee, 100; VI.,

132; condemned by Roosevelt,

380
Quinn, John A., III., 118
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Race question, VI., discussed, 348
Randall, I., 78
Randall, Samuel J., IV., desires

Presidential nomination, 492
Ranke, von, III., historian, 8

Rasin, naval officer, IV., 434;
appointment of, defended, 472

Raum, Green B., VI., to, 441
Raymond, Henry J., I., 375, 400
Reactionary movement, I., 400;

IV., 2

Reactionary tendencies, IV., 4, 49
Read, Deborah (Mrs. Benjamin

Franklin), IV., 312, 314
Rebellion, III., 32, 40
Reconstruction, III., 56, 347, 412;

IV., 371 ff.

Reconstruction period, beginning
of, I., 254, 258

Reconstruction policy, I., Sumner s,

&quot;equality before the law and
consent of the governed,&quot; 267

Red Cloud, IV., 140
Reed, Thomas B., V., 67, 68; VI.,

191; favored as Presidential can

didate, 202
Reform Club dinner, character of

speeches at, IV., 429; V., banquet,
125, 142

Reform Democratic party, V., or

ganization of, 232; its aims and
standard-bearer, 247

Reform movement, II., 353, 358,
359, 361 et seq., 371, 372, 376

Reform, The need of, and a new
party, II., 257; equality of rights,

258; reforms in civil service and
the tariff, reduction of taxes, and
resumption of specie payment,
259; trusts and disregard of law,

260; cause of the South s defeat,
262

; reconstruction measures, 263 ;

the Constitutional amendments a

necessity, 268; reasons for oppos
ing Grant s reelection, 271; local

self-government strengthened, not
weakened by the fourteenth
and fifteenth amendments, 273;
the Ku-Klux law, 277; interfer

ence of the Central Government
prevented by efficient local self-

government, 280; how the South
can attract immigrants and se

cure capital, 281; how obtain

general amnesty, 282; &quot;carpet

bag&quot; rule in the South, 283;
Tammany in New York, 284;
public education the surest pro
tection against misrule, 285;
why a new party is needed, 286;
wisest course to be followed by
the South, 288 et seq.; protec
tion and monopoly, 290; National

debt, 291; civil service reform,

292; duties of victors and van

quished, 294; the North watch
ful for any reactionary attempts,
297; inadequacy of the Demo
cratic party, 298; probable lack
of National spirit in the Republi
can party, 299; duties and oppor
tunities of the South, 302; appeal
to the young men of the South,
302, 304; to the Republicans of

the South, 304; to the Democrats
of the South, 305

Reid, Frank T., II., with more than
two hundred others signs letter

to Schurz, 307
Reid, Whitelaw, VI., on annexa

tion of San Domingo, 12, 13
Reno, General, I., 220

Republican cause, I., 161 n.

Republican National Committee,
III., 219, 222, 495

Republican National Convention,
IV., 224, 225, 256; V., 83, 95,

109, no; VI., and Philippine

independence, 349; of 1860,

403
Republican newspapers, III., 143,

144, 147, 237, 260, 280, 369;
IV., i

Republican organization, III., 158
Republican party, L, 170, 178, 273;

II-, 389, 399, 400, 401, 407, 421,

426, 432, 441, 445; III., 139, 143,

158, 162, 163, 165, 167, 168, 184,

190, 216, 223, 230, 231, 238, 249,

253, 262, 270, 277, 278, 281, 286,

292, 301, 328, 329, 351, 359, 389,

396, 408, 412, 426; IV., 29, 32,

33, 34, 42, 78, 79, 86, 87, in, 203,

2O4, 205, 206, 209, 220, 224, 249,

254, 260, 261, 268; V., cor

rupted by money but with a

glorious past, 92 ;
defeat of, 94; try

to explain Dudley s circular, 98;
favor the &quot;force&quot; bill, 119; threw
obstacles in the path of civil

service reform, 155; a bulwark

against Bryanism, 451
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Republican party, independent wing
of, IV., 85; stalwart branch of, 85;

Conkling-Grant wing of, 88

Republican platform, III., 249,

255. 257. 266
f

Republican politicians, III., 166

Republican ranks, III., 283
Republicans, I., 24, 30, 33, 35, 36,

37, 39, 42, 43, 46, 69, 73, 74, 145,

156, 165, 169, 1 80, 213, 214, 215,

220; III., 32, 56, 86, 87, 96, 99,

106, 108, 117, 120, 131, 136, 148,

177, 183, 217, 218, 230, 250, 263,
286, 348, 405; IV., 196, 200

Republicans in Congress, I., 173,

175, 213; V., bitterness toward
the Administration, 8; defeated
and thwarted Bayard s best ef

forts, 18; on the tariff, 74, 75, 77,

78; on free coinage of silver, 113;
VI., power of, to preserve gold
standard, 206, 207; responsibility
of, 209

Republican vote, III., 137, 138, 140,

141

Repudiation, III., 107, 165, 203,
262; IV., 23, 24, 25,33, 34

Retrenchment Committee, II., 130,

134, 135, 137, 139, Hi
Reunion and Reform Associations

in the West, II., 366
Revels, Hiram R., L, first colored

Senator, 506
Revenue, II., 363, 364, 371, 445
Revenue reform, II.

, 32, 67, 252
Revolution, aim of, I., 7
Revolution, American, III., 154,

202

Revolutionary Fathers, III., 154
Rhodes, Cecil, VI., 254
Ricardo, David, II., and the gold

standard, 525, 526
Rice, Representative, V., Massa

chusetts satisfied with the tariff,

5i. 52
Richardson, I., gave his life for the

Union, 220
Richmond, IV., and the campaign

stories about Cleveland, 223
Richmond, Henry A., V., feeling

against Hill, and for a third ticket
,

232; Roosevelt supported by, 520
Riddleberger, Harrison H., IV., 440
Ring-rule in Philadelphia, VI.

,

efforts being made to crush, 429
Ritchie, Right Honorable Charlc-s

T., VI., compares exports of Great

VOL. VI. 31

Britain, United States and Ger
many, 27

Ritter, Karl, III., the geographer, 8

Robertson, Judge, IV., 147
Robeson, George M., III., 281

Robinson, I., editor Green Bay
Advocate, 41; III., candidate for

governorship of Connecticut, 232
Rockinghanl Memorial, V., 433
Rodgers, I., candidate for school

position, 301
Rogers, Sherman S., V., to, 520
Rollins, James S., II., 26, 27; III.,

to, 72; to, 152
Roon, von, IV., commended by the

Kaiser, 498, 499
Roosevelt, Theodore, IV., will vote

for Elaine, 220; candidate for

mayor of New York City, 461;
V., desires to be relieved as
Civil Service Commissioner, 125;
would

_

render efficient help in

reforming spoils system, 126; is

summoned to interview with

Cleveland, 127; favors extending
civil service rules, 178; made
Assistant Secretary of the Navy,
398 ;

asks privilege of War Depart
ment to be first volunteer should
there be war with Chile, 399;
consequences of Carnegie Hall

speech, 520; to, 521; VI.
,
and the

Anti - Imperialistic Committee,
289, and the Philippine question,
292, 309; to, 309; significance of
letter to Cuban dinner, 350; gives
only vague answers as to Philip
pine independence, 352, 355; as

Republican Presidential candi

date, 377; desires to hold the

Philippines for military reasons,

428; big United States Navy over

ruling passion of, 428, 430; would
shrink from no moral self-humili

ation to prevent a split in the

Republican party, 428, 429, 430;
personal popularity of, immense,
431; to, 431; from, 434; to, 436;
to, 440

Roosevelt, Opposition to, for the

governorship of New York, V.,

521; concession of, to Republican
party &quot;machine,&quot; 522; imperial
ism of, 523; a brave soldier, but
lacking in &quot;patient prudence&quot;

necessary in international re

lations, 524
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Root, Elihu, VI., reports on the

Philippines, 303, 306; address of,

mentioned, 358
Roots, Logan H., IV., 231
Rosen, Baron, VI., 440
Rousseau, Jean Jacques, IV., 333
Routt, IV., spoken of for a Cabinet

position, 83
Rowse, E. S., II., 49
Rublee, Horace, I., to, 31, 161 n.; to,

163
Ruffianism in the South, III., 82,

86, 87; in Missouri, 102

Runyon, ex-Chancellor, V., mission
to Germany, 133

Rush (Dr.), Benjamin, V., 159
Russell, Governor, V., 84
Russell, Lord John, I., 201

Russia, V., extradition treaty with,

131-133; peace proclamation of

Czar of, 514; VI., persecution of

the Jews by, 303
Russia and Japan, VI., intervention

of United States, 431, 432, 435,
440

Russia, Czar of, VI., peace message
of, 4, 49, 57, 59, 437; Peace-and-
Disarmament Conference, 23, 440,

441 ; suppresses the constitutional

rights and liberties of Finland,
50

Russian freedom, New York Society
of the Friends of, VI., 427

Sackville, Lord, V., caught by cam
paign trick, 15 n.; Bayard prom
ises full text of, to Schurz, 17

St. Louis Convention, III., 258
St. Thomas, V., 4; purchase of, 193
Salisbury and the Venezuelan ques

tion, V., 252, 254, 256, 367; VI.,
on the U. S. as a factor in Asiatic

affairs, 19, 21

Salomon, General, IV., removal of,

426, 431, 434, 449, 451
Samoa, V., discussed by Schurz,
Count Arco, Bayard, Sherman,
i-i i

; Bayard s presentation of

case in protocol, 15; despatch
states case succinctly, 16

Sanderson, J. P., I., to, 170
San Domingo, I., United States

protests against Spain s annexa
tion of, 193; Schurz on treaty of,

483; Grant and Schurz differ on

treaty of, 509, 510; II., commission
sent to, 177; negotiations, 178;
United States vessels stationed
on the coast of 177 n., 186, 271;
pending treaty with, 189; treaty
with, not favored by Senate, 255;
Grant pledges himself to further
the annexation of, 402, 418; III.,

treaty with, 51, 52, 53, 178;
annexation of, 79; V., refused

by United States, 4; treaty of,
defeated in Senate, 93; Imperi
alists would make annexation of,
a necessity, 131, 197, 483; VI.,
annexation of, II, 12, 13; joining
a confederacy of the Antilles,

34, 182; United States urged to

annex, 108; rejected, 218; Grant s

policy opposed by Sumner, 281,
282

San Domingo, Annexation of, II.,

72 ; dissatisfaction with Baez, 72 ;

withdrawal of United States
naval protection voted down, 73;
magnitude of the question, 75;
annexation of tropics means
political incorporation, 77; in

fluence of the tropics historically,

78, 83, 106; influences of the tem
perate zone, 8 1 ; California not

subject to rule applying to

tropics, 84; degeneracy of Anglo-
Saxons settling in the West Indies

86; climatic influence in Australia,

87; in the United States, 88;

Spain s unsuccessful experiment,
92; assimilation in United States,

upward; in the tropics, down
ward, 94; immigrants keep
within their native isotherms, 95;
annexation of Canada, 96;

government of West Indies, etc.,

if annexed, 98; &quot;manifest des

tiny,&quot; 98, 115; inducements in

annexation, 101; the lesson of

England and India, 102; pre
carious nature of wealth gained in

the tropics, 102, 107; &quot;outposts&quot;

the weakest points of a country,
1 08; disregard of Monroe doc
trine by foreign Powers, not anti

cipated, 109; Germany not likely
to acquire colonial possessions
in America, 110-114; Germany s

colonial system, 1 1 1 ; true destiny
of the United States, 116; true
American policy, 117; the tropics
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San Domingo Continued
for the colored race, 119; pro
tectorate, 119; responsibility of

Congress in the annexation ques
tion, 12 1 ; see also Grant s usur

pation of the war powers
Sardinian mission, I., 170, 176, 180

Sargent, Aaron A., III., 144, 401 n.

Saunders, Daniel E., II., 50
Savannah News, to the editor of,

IV., 157; murders by footpads
more frequent in Northern cities;

homicides for trivial causes more
frequent in the South, 159;
lawlessness of the far West of

short duration, 160; how South
ern homicides could soon be

stopped, 162; respect for the law,
an evidence of civilization, 163;
the practice in the South of

going armed, 165; public opinion
and the newspapers should be

fearlessly on the side of law and
order, 167

Savigny, Friedrich Karl von III., 8

Sawyer, Frederick Adolphus, II.,

321
Saxton, General, I., 312
Scales, John, III., 117
Schiff, Jacob H., V., to, 527
Schofield, General, I., 254
Schurman, J. G., VI., adverse criti

cism of the Filipinos, 246; to,

288; speaks at the Cooper Union,

VOL i.

Schurz, Carl, first impressions of

America, 1-8; change in political
views of, 5; opinions of, con

cerning Pierce and Cabinet, II,

12, 14, 15; political aspirations
of, 13, 18, 19; life of, in Wisconsin,
20, 21 ; farm, 20-22; happy fatal

ism, 22
; studies law, 26

; appointed
commissioner of public improve
ments, 27; candidate for lieuten

ant-governor of Wisconsin, 31
n.; German newspaper at Water-
town, 32; defeat of, 32; campaign
speech and popularity, 33;
declines invitation to speak in
New York, 35; accepts invitation
of Republican Central Committee,
35; wins national reputation, 37;
elected a regent of Wisconsin

University, 38; invited to Jeffer

son festival in Boston, 45; guest
at dinner, 47; has interview with

Greeley, 72; State delegate to

Republican National Convention,
1 08; chosen to argue in Booth
case, addresses two meetings in

Chicago, 109; speaks in Indiana,
no; why he voted for Seward s

nomination, 116; plans campaign
for Lincoln, 116; takes supper
with Lincoln and goes to mass-

meeting, 120; received everywhere
with enthusiasm, 121, 160;

swamped with letters from office-

seekers, 164; discusses foreign
mission, 165; will abandon his

party rather than his principles,
1 68; Corwin resolutions, 169;
his travels and expenses in the
1860 campaign, 171, 172; anxious
for report of Committee of Thirty-
three, 172; urges adequate pre
paration to ensure Lincoln s

inauguration, 174; urges Repub
licans to seize opportunity, 175;
irksomeness f money-making,
176, 179; formulates plan of

organization, 175, 177; writes

speech for United States Repre
sentative, 178; hears draft of

Lincoln s inaugural; proposition
from Atlantic Monthly, 179;
German regiments, 180; in Paris,

182; wishes to pass through
Prussia, 183; suggests means for

securing the sympathy of foreign
Powers by adopting an anti-sla

very policy, 185; believes task in

Spain accomplished ; desires leave
of absence or permission to

resign, 194; discusses civil also

foreign standpoint, 196; has con
versation with General Prim,
202; awaiting Lincoln s decision

as to future career, 208; urges
Lincoln to change his counsellors

and commanders, 210; beseeches
Lincoln not to disregard the warn

ing of the late elections, 213 ct

seq.; suggests certain maneuvers,
22 1

; declines nomination tomajor-
generalship, 222; denies charge
of cowardice and proposes test,

223 ; reasons for leaving the army,
251 ;

talks with President Johnson
on reconstruction, 255; opposes
trial of Lincoln conspirators
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Schurz, Carl Continued
behind closed doors, 256; advises
Presidentialappointee to supervise
and aid political action of mili

tary commanders in South, 259;
will lecture and enquires about
advance agent, 260; suggests
reconstruction policy for South
Carolina, 261; asks permission to

address a series of political letters

to the President, 263; prepares
for trip through the South, 266;
premium on life insurance in

creased by Southern trip, 265,
271 ; writes for the Advertiser, 268;
interests himself for General
Slocum, 269; asks to be exoner
ated from blame on account of

newspaper letters, 270; received

coldly by Johnson, asks explan
ation of Stanton, 272 et seq.;

prepares report on conditions in

the South, 275; wants to get it

before the public, 277; corre

spondent New York Tribune,
editor, Detroit Post, 375 n.;
books and papers destroyed by
fire 375 376; one of the editors

and owners of the St. Louis
Westlisclie Post, 418 n.; not in

favor of immediate enfranchise
ment of rebels, 474; chosen United
States Senator, 474; finds sena
torial life a drudgery, 483;
strained relations between Grant
and himself, 509

Vol. II.

Schurz, Carl, offers resolution and
makes speech, 2 and n.; acknow
ledges responsibility for &quot;bolt&quot;

in Missouri, 32; gladdened by
Sumner s New Year present, 70;
disclaims personal feeling in his

speech against Grant s usurpa
tion, 240; working for substan
tial results and a third party,
313; chosen permanent president
of the Liberal Republican Con
vention, 354 n.; writes Address of

the Liberal Republicans, 388 n.;

gives reasons for objecting to

Blair s reelection, 449

Vol. III.

Schurz, Carl, eulogizes Charles

Sumner, 2
;
asked to write Politi

cal History of the United States,

114; senatorial career ends, starts

on lecturing trip, 152; visits

Germany, 154; Switzerland, 155;
returns because urged to do so

by Charles Francis Adams, Jr.,
to defeat William Allen, 161;
defeats Allen, 215; refuses com
pensation for speeches in Ohio,
217; writes circular call of the
Fifth Avenue Hotel Conference,
224, 228; answers objections to

conference, 233; spends part of

summer of 1876 at Fort Washing
ton, Pennyslvania, 259; suggests
paragraph for Hayes s letter of

acceptance, 255, 284; hard at
work on first campaign speech,
261; not well, but going into the

campaign, 288; meets with ac

cident, 338; petitions Congress
to submit the Hayes-Tilden
election to the Supreme Court,
353; in one year loses by death,
father, wife and mother, 389,
401; hears that he is being sug
gested for a Cabinet position,

402 and n., 403; literary loyalty
to Hayes, 404 and n.; invited to

accompany Presidential party to

Washington, 405; reduces print

ing expenses of Interior Depart
ment to one-eighth, 410; urged
to speak in Indiana on the cur

rency question, 422

Vol. IV.

Schurz, Carl, trials of, as Secretary
of the Interior, 82; editor-in-chief,
New York Evening Post, 115 n.;

&quot;contingent fund &quot;of Interior De
partment and land grants to rail

roads, 148, 150, 151, 152,^153,168,
184; writing the Clay biography,
156; declines a prospective gift of

$100,000 from admiring friends,

197; speaks at Brooklyn, 224 n.;
much interested in work on Clay
biography, 308; contributes work
and part of expenses in Cleveland

campaign, 309 ; lectures in Charles

ton, South Carolina, 309 n.; de
clines invitation to address
Civil Service Association, 435;
member of National Civil Service

Reform League, 455; Henry Clay
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Schurz, Carl Continued
in press, 462; friendship of, for

Cleveland mentioned by Cod-
man, 473; an act of self-sacrifice

to call Cleveland s attention to

the mistakes of his Administra

tion, 475; fractures his hip-bone,
477; actively engaged in eight
Presidential campaigns, 478;
finishes Henry Clay, 479; begins
Autobiography, 480; protests

against &quot;spoils

&quot;

nomination, 482 ;

has recovered from accident to hip,

491; contemplates writing polit
ical history of period, 1852-61;
receives passport, 506; annoyed
by newspaper stories, 507-508;
friendly intercourse with German
nobility; illness of eldest son, 509

Vol. V.

Schurz, Carl, as &quot;loyal American
citizen,&quot; communicates with

Secretary of State, I
; views of, as

to officeseekers, 1 1
; correspon

dence of, with Wanamaker and
Isidor Straus, as to contributing
money to campaign fund, 14, 1 8,

and n.; prevented by engage
ments from attending centennial
celebration of Washington s first

inauguration, 21; speech before

Forestry Associations, 22; part
taken in debate on French arms
case, 34-37; remarks at funeral
of a child, 37; makes address on
Tariff Question before Massa
chusetts Reform Club, 40; invited
to Thurman banquet, 80; director

Hamburg-American Packet Co.,
83 ; writes circular letter inviting
formation of committees of cor

respondence favorable to Cleve
land s renomination, 83; invited
to Massachusetts Reform Club
dinner, 84; declines to accept
more than legal interest, 86; gives
reasons for supporting Cleveland,
87; prevented by state of health
from participating in campaign,
122; congratulates Cleveland on
his 1892 election, 124; talks with
Cleveland at Reform Club ban
quet, 125; his experience with

place-hunters, 127; his articles

for Harper s Weekly, 128; praises

Cleveland s second inaugural, 131 ;

asks data from the Administra
tion to be used in Civil Service
Reform speech, 137; not to sign
applications or recommenda
tions, the inflexible rule of, 143;
addresses thirteenth annual meet
ing, National Civil Service Re
form League, 143 n.; delivers

speech at World s Fair in Chicago,
181; addresses ^National Muni
cipal League in Philadelphia,
214; speaks against Hill and in
favor of Wheeler, 232 ; as member
of New York Chamber of Com
merce, speaks on the Venezuelan
question, 249; addresses Arbitra
tion Conference, Washington,
D. C., 260; speaks on Honest
Money and Honesty at Central
Music Hall, Chicago, 276; men
tion of, for a place in the McKin-
ley Cabinet, wholly without his

knowledge, 328; pays loving
tribute at funeral of William
Steinway, 330; responds to toast
at a choral society s anniversary
banquet, 334 n.; addresses the

governor on behalf of the Civil
Service Reform Association of
New York, 373; writes sugges
tions on civil service reform to
President McKinley, 448; speaks
at banquet in honor of 48ers,
466 n.; delegate to students

congress at Eisenach, 468; makes
prophecy concerning Spanish war
475; addresses Civic Federation
at National Conference at Sara

toga, 477 n.; opposes Roosevelt
for governor of New York, 521

Vol. VI.

Schurz, Carl, delivers convocation
address before University of

Chicago, I n.; speaks on Imperi
alism, i; suffers from attack
of grippe, 36; is tendered a
dinner in honor of seventieth

anniversary of his birth, 38; first

Secretary to endeavor to obtain

legislation in behalf of the forests,

39; banquet at Delmonico s, 39 n.;

speech at banquet, 39; addresses
American Academy of Political

and vSocial Sciences, 48 n.;
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Schurz, Carl Continued
addresses the Anti-imperialistic
Conference, 77 ., 121; addresses

Civil Service Reform League at

Indianapolis, 122 n.; personal

experiments in civil service re

form 138, 141 ; delivers address at

the Philadelphia Anti-imperialis
tic Conference, 150 n.; responds
to toast at dinner to Dr. Jacobi,

192; not well enough to attend
the Liberty Congress at Indian

apolis, 20 1, 204; opposes reelec

tion of McKinley in address at

Cooper Union, 215 n.; oath of

allegiance, 215; cannot vote for

McKinley because so strongly op
posed to imperialism, 262; puz
zling experiences with President

McKinley, 268-275; annoyed
at papers misquoting speech,

276; writes words of encourage
ment to Shepard, 277; receives

birthday congratulations from

Shepard, 278; reluctant to take

up anti-imperialistic work, but
feels it a duty, 290; advises

college men, 291; selected to pre
pare report on the Philippines,

296; funeral remarks for Franz

Sigel, 296; appreciation of Abram
Hewitt, 298; does not mind being
called &quot;crank&quot; in a good cause,

303; visits the South to recuper
ate and to study the race ques
tion, 349; offers his allegiance to

Parker, 351; asked to answer
addresses of Hay and Root,

358; declines and gives reasons,

358; pays tribute of love and

appreciation to George William

Curtis, 403 ; gently ridicules Miles
Lewis Peck, 423; excuses himself

from speaking at an international

arbitration meeting, 424; invited

to become member of advisory
council of New York Society of

the Friends of Russian Freedom,
427; uncertain health prevents
Schurz from promising to address
the Massachusetts Reform Club,

428; invited to attend ^Good
Citizenship Meeting in Philadel

phia, 430; compliments Roose
velt on ending war between
Russia and Japan, 431; urges
Roosevelt to work for gradual

disarmament of the Powers, 432;
&quot;

Major-General, Cabinet Min
ister, Senator and Historian,&quot;

436 n.; declines to make applica
tion for pension, 441; prevented
by an accident from attending the
funeral of Dr. Preetorius, 442;
Autobiography completed to third

and last volume, 442, 443; con

gratulates
&amp;gt;

Cleveland on sixty-
ninth anniversary of his birth,

444; securing arbitration treaty
between U. S. and Germany a
&quot; work of merit,&quot; 445

Schurz, Mrs. Carl (Margarethe) , I.,

i and n.; to, 8; to, n ; to, 20; to,

21
; to, 23; will spend winters

in Milwaukee and summers in

Watertown, 37; to, 46; to, 108;

to, 119; to, 160; to, 164; to, 1 68;

to, 177; to, 179; property of, in

Germany, 182; at a water-cure
establishment near Hamburg,
Germany, 184; to, 252; from,
253 n.; to, 264; to, 268; to, 374 n.;
loses letters from her husband,
375; to, 418; II., mentioned in

letter from^Sumner, 309; III.,

illness of, in Switzerland 161;

message to, in letter from Charles
Francis Adams, Jr., 216; death of,

224 n., 389; V., was present at
Senate debate on French arms
case, 35, 36

Schurz, Herbert, VI., death of,

200 n.

Schurz, Miss, translations by, IV.,

507 n.; V., 181 n., 334 ., 466 n.;

by the Misses Schurz, IV., 495 n.

Schuster, Captain, IV., asks advice
about resigning, 456; discharged
for political reasons only, 457

Schuyler, Charles, III., 117
Schwab, Gustav, IV., to, 197
Schwab, Gustav H., and others,

VI., from, 38
Schwing, William H., III., 1 18

Scott, John, II., counting the elec

toral vote, 453
Scott (General), Winfield, V., Presi

dential candidate, 445
Sebastian, Don, I., 205
Seceders, I., no hesitancy in dealing

with, 169; Buchanan suspected
of favoring, 173

Secession, I., the threat of the

South, 25; 241, 254, 261, 262
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Secession movements in the South,
I., 164

Secession sympathizers, I., 220
Secessionists, I., 178
Senator, United States, Remarks on

being chosen, I., 474; Missouri s

progressive spirit, 475; why the

negro should vote, 476; how the

Republican party can retain its

ascendancy, 478; advantages
offered by Missouri, 479

Serrano, General, L, 200
&quot;Seventh of March,&quot; speech, V.,
Webster s undoing, 443, 447;
helps check anti-slavery move
ment in the North, 445

Seventieth-birthday celebrations :

Schurz, VI., 38; Jacobi, VI., 192;
White, VI., 357

Sewall, VI., selection of, for Hawai
ian mission, 270

Seward, William H., I., 72; as

possible Presidential nominee,
108, in, 113, 114, 116, 119; to,

185; from, 191; to, 200; Schurz

disapproves of policy of, 375;
II., protests

(
against French

troops in Mexico, 216; III., anti-

slavery man, 24; V., prediction
as to city of Mexico, 193, 205

Seymour, Horatio, I., 462, 463
Shannon, II., 192, 194, 205, 239
Sharkey (Governor) , William Lewis,

I., 269, 275, 292
Sheehan, William V., 141, 167, 240
Shepard, Edward M., V., to, 121;

to, 122; to, 231; to, 232; VI., to,

256; to, 277; from, 278 n.; on
condition of the Philippines, 303 ;

an acceptable Democratic nomi
nee for governor, 358

Sheppard, Isaac, II., 48, 49
Sheridan (General), Philip Henry, I.,

234. 235, 39i. 440; HI., and the
Louisiana &quot;revolution,&quot; 116, 124,

125, 133, 145. 150; IV., 41
Sherman (Senator), John, II.,

powers of the President, 184;

gold standard, 522; III., Hayes
election, 346, 365; Secretary of

Treasury, 388, 401 n., 402, 403;
loyalty of Sherman delegates, 506;
IV., and the Treasury, 81 ; as pos
sible Presidential nominee, 200,

203; V., Samoan affair, 3, 8; to,

10; on tariff reform, 52,62, 63, 64;
on demonetization of silver, 281

Sherman, L. A., III., 228 n.; to,

230; to, 239
Sherman, W. G., IV., to, 196
Sherman (General) , William Tecum-

seh, I., 235, 251, 253, 301, 312,
379, 416, 423; IV., from, 197 n.;
V., moving upon Atlanta, 55;
characterization of war, 251

Shields, General, I., Schurz to be
entertained by, 14

Shipman, Judge, III., 232
Sigel, Franz, VI., eulogized by

Schurz, 296
Silver, V., purchase of, 129, 130,

131; increased supply, not de
monetization, lowered value of,

293; free coinage of, 296; VI.,
free coinage of, plank in Demo
cratic platform, 199; Bryan s

defeat in 1900, or a Democratic
House would end debate on, 259

Sioux, IV., 51, 52, 56, 57, 58, 59,
60, 62, 63, 66, 69, 70, 131

Sitting Bull, IV., 127
Slack, Charles, advance agent, I.,

260
Slave-code, I., 140
Slave oligarchy, I., 277
Slave-power, IV., 10

Slavery, I., 5, 6, 15, 16, 24, 25, 29,
60, 63, 67, 71, 141, 142, 143, 144,

145, 146, 151, 153, 154, 155, 156,

157, 159, 165, 169, 183, 186 et

seg., 268; II., 79, 87, 88, 90, 91,
100, 105, 106, 107, 108; III., 12,

13, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,

27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,

39, 40, 42, 46, 63, 66, 214; IV.,
abolition of, n; V., 173, 191,

394, 443, 487; VI., sudden end
of, 312; punishments during, 314;
continuance hoped for, 319; its

abolition endured, 322; efforts to

maintain, 332; how viewed by
the South, 334; as an existing
condition, and as one to be re

stored, 340
Slavery, The doom of, I., 122;

tenaciously upheld by the South,
acquiesced in by the North, 123;
free speech, a menace to, 124;
education of the masses, danger
ous to, 125; antagonistic to
Democratic government, 126;
trial by jury and writ of habeas

corpus incompatible with, 127;
repressive laws and additional
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slaveholding States a necessity
for, 128; homestead bills voted

down, 129; National laws must
favor agriculture, 130; progressive

spirit of the North, 131; contrast

between slave-labor and free,

133; meaning of Constitution
determined by interests, 136;

policy of Bell and Everett, 137;
of the Democratic party, 138;

Douglas s expedient to save the

Union, 139; program of the slave-

power, 142; of the Republicans,
145; reasons for dissolving the

Union, 147; why the South could
have neither commercial nor
industrial independence, 148; the

futility of warring against the

North, 152; certainty of slavery s

end, 156; tribute to Missouri, 160

Slavery, The treason of, I., 225;
three lines of policy, 226; extent
of revolutionary movements de

pendent upon strength of opposi
tion, 229; primary object of the
civil war, 230; abolition of slavery
a logical expedient, 231 ; the negro
as a soldier, 234; emancipation
won the sympathy of European
nations, 236; restoration of Union
&quot;as it was,&quot; 238; Republicans
and Democrats contrasted, 243;
the restoration of slavery, 245;
see Douglas and popular sover

eignty.
Slave States, I., 59
Slidell, John, I., 137, 140, 237
Sloan, Scott, I., and the chief

justiceship of Wisconsin, 108,
III, 112, 114, 115

Sloane, Wm. M., V., 133
Slocum, General, I., 269, 271, 275,

293
Smith, A. D., I., 108, 112

Smith, Adam, II., and the gold
standard, 525, 526; IV., dis

cussed political economy with

Franklin, 330
Smith, Caleb, III., 391
Smith, Charles Sprague, VI., to,

429
Smith, Charles Stuart, V., from,

411
Smith, Edwin Burritt, VI., to, 199;

to, 200; courses of action suggested
by, commended, 204; manager

National Sound Money League,
268; to, 275; did not attend Bryan
dinner, 276

Smith, General, VI., 294
Smith General, Kilby, L, 290, 304,

329
Smith, Gerrit, L, to, 35
Smith, Goldwin, V., from, 529; to,

529; VI., from, 120

Smith, J. Q., IV., 55
Smith, Wm. Henry, IV., 479
Smythe, II., collector of the port,

135
Soft-money, III., 262, 265, 274,

275, 279, 320, 324, 336; IV., 44
Sound-money business men, Demo

cratic and Republican, V., to

start an independent Presidential

movement, 259; Schurz appealed
to, to help in campaign, 404

Sound-money Democrats, V., voted
in 1895, for McKinley, 421; VI.,

against him in 1899, 122

South, I., Schurz s mission to, 263
n., 264, 265, 266, et seq., 374 n.

South, the, after the war, V., 71, 72
South, Report on conditions in the,

I., 279-374; Johnson s &quot;policy of

reconstruction
, experimental ,

279; Southern cities visited by
Schurz and plan for securing re

liable information, 280; condition
of things immediately after the
close of the war, 281; collapse of

Confederacy and apprehensions
of the conquered, 282; North
Carolina proclamation, return

ing confidence, preliminaries of

reconstruction entrusted to

former rebels, 283; philosophy or

discontent the Southern mental

attitude, 284; four classes in the

South, 285; impossibility of se

cession, 286; returning loyalty,

287; oath-taking, 287-289; hos

tility to Northern soldiers, North
erners and Unionists, 289-294;
only ex-Confederates advanced

politically, 294-299; Louisiana
schools wholly under ex-Con
federate influences, 299-302;
expediency, not loyalty, 303;
brigandage, 304; levying of taxes

distasteful, 305; change from

slavery to freedom, 306-309;
Southern estimate of the negro,

309-3 1 1 ; restoration of slavery
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South Continued
still hoped for, 311; dangers to

unprotected freedmen, 311-317;
treatment of negroes as a class,

3 1 7-322 ; municipal regulations,

322-327; education of freedmen,
327-33I. 3435 praised, and com
plained of, 331-333; unwilling
ness to work, 333-337; vagrancy,
337; contracts, 338; insolence
and insubordination, 339; ex

travagant notions, 340; relations

between the two races, 341; re

actionary tendency, 343~347;
negro testimony, 347-349;

_

re

organization of Southern militia,

349-352; negro insurrections and
anarchy, 352-354; reconstruction,
its duties, difficulties, obstacles
to be surmounted, 354-361 ; need
of immigration, capital and con
tinued Federal control, 361;
negro suffrage, 361-371; Federal

supervision still needed in the

South, 371-374; Sumner s com
ments on, 374

South, The new, IV., 368; at the
close of the civil war, 368; re

construction period, 371; negro
labor, 377; mistaken ideas as to

relation of labor and education,

378; change of opinions, 379;
the &quot;Rebel Brigadier,&quot; 382;
Jefferson Davis, 383; why
Southern whites remained Demo
cratic, 385; the young men, 387;
social status of the negro, 389;
democracy and the negro, 392;
present loyalty, 397

&quot;Southern outrages,&quot; IV., cause
and remedy, 373

Spain, I., changed attitude of,

towards the United States, 193;
Queen of, seeking an alliance for

the Infanta, 205; II., and San
Domingo, 92; V., our war with,

465, 475, 478; conditions of peace
with, 475, 477

Spanish war, VI. , object of, 4
Specie payments, resumption of,

II., 503, 504, 509, 515, 530; III.,

98, 165; in France, 186, 187; the

only true solution, 208, 211, 212,
216, 254, 257, 263, 265, 274, 279,

335. 3735 IV., 7. 12, 23, 33, 38,

195; see currency question, The
Spoils system and spoils, III., 243,

244, 271, 273, 277, 279, 298 et

passim, 346, 354; IV., 8, 27, 30, 32,

37, 39, 288, 299, 305, 362, 428,
448, 464, 469, 474; V., 12, 126;
its &quot;back will be broken forever,&quot;

140, 155; fast friends of, 148;
rests on privilege and favoritism

156; destroyed by Jefferson s

rule, 1 66; unfounded notion of its

being necessary to hold parties

together, 168; demoralizing effect

of, 169, 173; Cleveland to end
it, 174, 1 80; politicians deter
mined to have, 515

Spotted Tail, IV., 140
Sprague, William, II., 377
Squatter sovereignty, I., 140
Stafford, G. W., III., 118

Stahel, General Julius, I., 221 n.,

222, 223 n.

Stallo, John Bernhard, II., 370; III.,

324, IV., 401
Stanard, Edwin O., I., 515
Standard Oil Co., IV., 356
Standing Buffalo, IV., 108

Standing Yellow, IV., 108

Stanton, Edwin M., I., papers
hostile to, 257; advised Schurz to

accept mission to the South, 264;
was cognizant to Schurz s inten
tion of writing to newspapers
while on his tour of the South,
272; to, 272; VI., and Federal
forces in the South, 321

State-rights in Wisconsin, I., Booth
fugitive-slave case, 108, 112;
Doolittle s &quot;excellent speech, a

grand vindication of doctrine,&quot;

H5
Stearns, George L., I., 267
Steedman, Major-General, I., 312
Steger, T. M., II., signs letter to

Schurz from over two hundred
ex-Confederate soldiers, 307

Steinway, William, V., 330; rises

from workman to master-manu
facturer, 330; a patriotic Ameri
can with a German heart, 331;
a millionaire whom no one be

grudged, 332; truly and widely
mourned, 333; scorned to pur
chase certificates of merit from
French Exposition, 333; &quot;man

of rare goodness,&quot; 338
Sterling, IV., New York custom
house weigher, 408 n.

Stetson, IV., 304, 349
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Stevens, (lawyer) II., 134
Stevens [Stephens], Aaron D., I.,

in John Brown s raid, 155
Stevens (General), Isaac Ingalls,

I. ,220
Stevens, Thaddeus, I., 375; V., 53
Stevenson, V., and partisan re

movals from office, 171
Stevenson, Adlai E., V., in letter of

acceptance, should declare against
free coinage of silver, 121

Stewart, William Morris, II., 76,

84, 85, 86, 92, 116, 184, 185, 195,

197, 198
Stickney, IV., 107, 108

Stickney, W. B., I., 323
Stockton, John P., I., 484
Stone, Melville E., IV., to, 482
Storey, Moorfield, V., to, 82; to,

83; to, 124; VI., 136; to, 202; to,

428; able address on Philippine
independence, 443

Story (Judge), Joseph, III., 6, 7

Stoughton, William L., III., 346
Straus, Isidor, V., letters to and

from, about Wanamaker, 18 and
n.

Straus, Oscar S., IV., sent to

Turkey, 477; to, 491 ; to, 491 ; V.,

to, 13; relinquishes candidacy,
236; appointment of, 475

Sturtevant case, V., 177, 178
Suffrage Association, Massachusetts

Woman, IV., municipal suffrage
for women, 149, 150

Suffrage for the negro, II.
, 14, 323

Sulloway, Cyrus A., VI., advocates
the conversion or the killing of

foreign dependencies, 17
Sumner, Charles, I., famous speech,

30; his biographer, 41 .; to, 195;
to, 207 ; from, 209 ; to, 254 ; to, 258 ;

from, 263; from, offers to pay
extra premium on Schurz s life

insurance policy, 265; to, 265; to,

266; from, 267; to, 267; to, 274;
to, 277; calls for Schurz s report on
the South, 277 n.; from, 278; from

374; II., to, 70; the President s

message and Hayti, 75 ; Germany
and San Domingo, 108, 114; the

tropics for the colored race, 119;
resolution of, as to San Domingo,
177 n., 178, 254; Grant and the
war power, 180, 182, 190, 195,
206, 208, 221; personal abuse
cannot alter facts, 239; criticism

of Grant, a blow struck at the

Republican party, 245; compared
to Brutus, 246; chairman of

Foreign Relations Committee,
253; to, 256; from, 309; to, 311;
regard for welfare of the lowly,
348; Massachusetts waiting for

him to speak his mind, 353;
during Greeley campaign, 383;
Godkin s characterization of, 387;
III., titles of speeches mentioned:
The True Grandeur of Nations, 9;

Reception of Kossuth, 25; Land
Policy, 25; Ocean Postage, 25;
Fugitive-slave Law, 25; Barbar
ism of Slavery, 30; IV., relates

Lincoln anecdote to Schurz, 436;
V., indebtedness of, to Schurz in

arguing the French arms case,

34-37; Republican party, 79;
efforts of, in favor of the purchase
of Alaska, 193; succeeds Daniel
Webster in the Senate, 24, 61,

446; VI., gave expression to what
many thought, 281; his breach
with Grant, 281, 282, 286; his

rupture with Fish, 282, 283, 286;
character of, treated by Adams
with unconscious contempt, 281,
284; disappointed with the Treaty
of Washington, 283; motives of,
deserved the highest respect,
285; objectionable remark of,

concerning Charles F. Adams, Sr.,

estranges Dr. Palfrey and Dana,
286

Sumner, Charles, Eulogy on, III.,

2; bitterly opposed while alive,

universally regretted when dead,
3 ;

his school career, 5 ; studies law,
is admitted to the bar, 6; visits

England, 7; visits France, Italy,

Germany and resumes law prac
tice in Boston, 8; delivers 4th of

July oration, 9; his idealism, u;
a political abolitionist, 12;
elected United States Senator, 13;

political object to be attained, 24;
attacks fugitive-slave law, 25;
devotee of a great idea, 27;
unconscious of his moral courage,
28; visits de Tocqueville, 29;
advocates admission of Kansas
as a free State, 30; demands negro
suffrage, 31; attacked by Brooks,
29, 32; urges general emancipa
tion, 33, 37; extinction of slavery
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Sumner, Charles Continued
the consequence of rebellion, 35;

appeals to Lincoln, 37; admitted
to affectionate friendship, 38;
attends Lincoln s second inaugu
ration ball, 39; watches each

legislative detail in the annihila

tion of slavery, 40; chairman,
Committee on Foreign Affairs,

43; Trent affair, 44; Mexico and
the Monroe doctrine, 45; speech
on the Alabama case, 46; ad
vocate of arbitration, 47; closing

period of his life, 48; introduces
bill for civil service reform, 50;

rupture with Grant, 51 ; is super
seded as chairman of Committee
on Foreign Affairs, 54; attacked

by serious illness, 54; goes to

Europe, 55; as he appeared to the

South, 56; as he really was, 57;
introduces civil- rights bill and
one affecting regimental colors,

58; resolution of censure, 59;
resolution expunged, 60; true to

his convictions of duty, 61 ; his

attainments and his limitations,

63; his power of fascination, 66;
his self-appreciation, 69; his home
70; tribute from the South, 71

Sumner, Charles Pinckney, III., 5
Swayne, General, I., 314, 347
Swift, Lucius B., IV., to, 406;

interested in civil service reform,

454; appreciated by Cleveland,

472; V., to, 176

Taft, Alphonso, III., from, 216
Taft, William H., VI.

, advises delay
in granting independence to the

Philippines, 292, 296; reports on
the Philippines, 303; Doherty re

port to be brought to the attention
of, 309; speaking against Philip
pine independence. 350; makes
excuses for Roosevelt, 382; favors
United States retaining possession
of the Philippines, 428

Tammany, II., no hope of reform
with, in power, 68; IV., hostile to

Cleveland, 206, 207 ; Hewitt said
to have given pledges to, 461;
report denied by Hewitt, 462; V.,
and Cleveland, 122, 148; its

bosses and leaders, 167; how it

may be ended, 170; how stripped
of its power, 216; McKinley
Administration to avoid be

coming involved with, 431; in

relation to Roosevelt, 525; VI.,

engaged in circumventing the
civil service law, 147; Italian

brigands, etc., and, 276; see Hill

and Hillism

Taney (Judge), Roger Brooke, I.,

137
Tariff, I., in 1855, a leading ques

tion, 14; II., i; not responsible
for the &quot;bolt&quot; in Missouri, 32,

33; used as a party issue, 41, 58,

61; important, but not the only
question, 67; duties on imports,
enrich the few, oppress the

many, 259, 290; in reference to
Germans in the West, 371 ; Schurz
favors reduction to revenue basis,

433; IV., not a leading issue in

1884, 183, 225; conflicting views
as to equal taxation as applied
to tariff duties, 200; subject
changed from Mulligan letters to

the, 233, 244, 269; not Cleve
land s crucial test, 289; protection
gains in the South, loses in the

North, 386; Democratic party
should be statesmanlike in treat

ment of, 464; Cleveland s message
on, 492; V., as an issue in 1892,
87; protective tariff a &quot;war

measure,&quot; 93; Democratic policy
feared, in; reform of, 126, 141,

152, 1 80; espoused by Cleveland,

opposed by Hill, 237, 239, 246;
McKinley vs. Wilson, 239, 241;
advanced by Cleveland, 343;
Democratic reaction, 344; high
tariff opposed by Schurz, 406,

419, 420; Webster changed from
free-trader, 436; to protectionist,

437; to high tariff, 441; VI.,

McKinley, 268; highest ever

enacted, 362; Roosevelt and the,

429; widespread desire for reduc
tion of, 430

Tariff question, The, V., 40; first

tariff and steady advance inmates,
42; &quot;tariff of abominations,&quot;

42, 67; high protection encour

ages lack of thrift, speculation and
extravagant business methods,
44 ; lobbyists responsible for most

high tariff laws, 45; agriculturists
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oppressed by the tariff, 46; pros
perity under low tariff, 50; civil

war exigencies, 53; self-sacrifice

of the war period, 57 ; the forming
of &quot;trusts,&quot; 61; anti-trust law a
lightning rod to protect the tariff,

62; country most prosperous,
progressive and contented when
the tariff was lowest, 65; one-
man power growing, 69, 70, 71;
the Republican party and the
tariff, 77-80

Tatum, &quot;Old,&quot; II., 526
Taylor, Zachary, II., 199; V., 445
Techow affair, IV., 508 and n.

Teller, Henry M., IV., resolution
for Senate inquiry, 151; V., the
silver purchase act, 353

Temperance, II., 371
Temple, Captain, II., 221, 222, 229
Tenure of office act, I., 481 n.

Texas, II., duty of United States
to protect, pending annexation,
191, et seq.; flag of, 231; III.,

annexation of, 22; V., annexation

opposed by Daniel Webster, 442
Thibaut, Anton Friedrich Justus,

III., 8
Third term, III., 494
Third ticket in 1900 Presidential

campaign, VI., would help defeat

McKinley, 191, 200, 201

Thomas, III., Louisiana &quot;revolu

tion,&quot; 118
Thomas (Adjutant-General) , George

E., I., 217, 221

Thomas, Colonel, I., 315, 326
Thomas (Major-General), George

Henry, III., 410
Thompson, V., unsuccessful candi

dacy of, 137
Thompson, Hubert O., IV., 405
Thornburgh, attack on, III., 504
Threescore and ten, At, VI., 39;

reviews the sights and feelings of

Schurz s first days in America, 41 ;

slavery and loss of
office^

because
of change in Administration
unbelievable conditions in a re

public, 42; proud of being an
American citizen, he still re

members the Fatherland with
reverential affection, 43; pays
tribute to the progressive spirit

of Americans, 45; the Schurz

toast, 46

Thurman, Allen G., I., 485; II.,

197, 198; IV., 222, 352; V., to,

80; from, 8 1

Tibbies, IV., 60, 71, 72, 109, in,
148

Tilden, Samuel J., III., as a reformer,

259, 266, 267, 271, 273, 274, 307
et seq.; Grant most favorable to,

260, 391; his running-mate, an
inflationist, 265; &quot;a demagogue
and a grasper after popularity,&quot;

272; German voters inclining
toward, 280; the contested elec

tion, 347, 349, 355, 362; Tilden
and the Republican party, 363;
a &quot;monomaniac on the Presi

dency,&quot; 395; preelection gains,

396; IV., not an ideal candidate,

203; Tammany hostile to, 206;
&quot;political trickster,&quot; 212

Tillman, J. W., I., 161 n.

Tilton, Theodore, II., 376
Times, New York, V., exposes nu
merous pension frauds, 226, 227;
suggest plan of revising pension
roll, 230

Tocqueville, Alexis de, III., 29
Tomasese, V., unwelcome to

Samoans, as their king, 5
Tracewell, R. J., VI., decision of,

in civil service case, 144
Tracy, Secretary, V., places labor

ers in navy yards under civil

service rules, 150, 218
Trent case, III., 34, 44
Trenton, Tennessee, murders, III.,

86, 87
True grandeur of nations, The,
Sumner s plea for universal peace,
HI., 9

Trumbull, Lyman, I., 167; II., 122,

123, 252, 377, 382, 383; V., 35
Truth, justice and liberty, For, VI.,

215; expansion of United States
means extension of Constitutional

system, 217; imperialism, the
outcome of Dewey s victory, 222;
formal notification by Aguinaldo
of the establishment of Filipino
Government, 226; placing the

responsibility for the war, 229;
reason given for holding the

Philippines, 233; size and sur

roundings of our army of occupa
tion, 235 ; argument for imperialis
tic policy, 236; true democracy,
237; public opinion concerning
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Truth Continued
United States, 240; introduction
of censorship of news, 242; how
make reparation, 245; arguments
against Filipino independence
answered, 246; the money ques
tion, 251 ; crisis of 1900 moment
ous, 252; commercializing the

flag, 254; to rid the United States
of the peril of imperialism, 255

Tally, E.V.,L, 323
Turner Hall, Cincinnati, III.,

Schurz speaks in, 161 n.; packed
to hear Schurz, 216

Tweed, Wm. M., IV., 487, 488
Twining, Dr., IV., the Cleveland

scandal, 273
Tyler, John, II., 130, 191-199, 201,

202, 203 n., 204, 207, 208, 215,
219, 221; V., 442

Tyler, Moses Coit, IV., from, 481
Tyng (Reverend), Dr., III., 232

U

Unarmed peace, V., enjoyed by
but one nation, 515

Union, indissolubility of, V., main
tained by Daniel Webster, 438

United States, V., great neutral
Power of the world, 473

United States and Great Britain,

V., war between, 250
United States vs. Bank of Metropo

lis, IV., 172, 185
Universal peace, III., 9, 24, 55, 71

i

Unknown], III., to, 420
Unknown], VI., to, 444
Unrepresented,&quot; the, VI., their

influence on public opinion, 46, 47
Upshur, Abel Parker, II., 206
Ute reservation, IV., 92
Utes, III., 503; IV., their noted

chief, 140; changing from tribal

to individual ownership of land,

141

V

Vallandigham, Clement L., I., 463
Van Alen, General, III., 358
Van Buren, Martin, II., 130
Vance (Governor), Joseph, I., 253,

254
Vance (Senator), Zebulon Baird,

V., 163
Van Zandt, charg d affaires, II.,

200

Vardaman, Governor, VI., 339, 349
Vaughan, James R., III., 118
Venezuela claimants, II., 309
Venezuelan question, The, V., 249;

resolutions on, 249 n.; President s

message on, 250; Monroe doctrine

discussed, 252; changed from
boundary dispute to international

difference, 253 ; President appoints
commission, 254; Schurz suggests
a commission be appointed by
Great Britain to act in concert,

255; United States substantially
unassailable, 257, 263; disputed
boundary, 265; arbitration de
sired in, 272; Cleveland s message
on, 365

Verandah Hall, I., 122 n.

Vigers,111., Louisiana , revolution ,

118, 119
Villard, Henry, IV., 152, 153
Villard, Henry Hilgard, V., Schurz s

remarks at the funeral of, 37
Villard, Oswald, VI., 292
Vocke, William, VI., to, 278
Voltaire, IV., 333; meeting of, with

Franklin, 337
Voorhees, Daniel W., V., the placat

ing of, affirmed and denied, 134,

135. 137. 1 63; the silver purchase
act, 353

Voss, Charlotte, I., to, I and n.

Votes in the South distributed, V.,

73

W
Wade, II., 221, 229
Wade, Benjamin, I., as Presidential

nominee, 113, 114; speaks at

Chicago Convention, 172
Waldauer, I., 482, 483
Walker, II., and his &quot;Congress,&quot;

130
Walker, Albert H., IV., to, 274; to,

284
Walker, Francis A., III., to, 228; to,

232
Walker, General, IV., 82, 87, 89,

90
Walker, Robert J., V., inaugurates
new tariff system, 48; same
system needed in 1890, 67

Walpole, Horace, II., 173
Wanamaker, John, V., place in

Cabinet because of contribution
to campaign funds, 13, 90; to, 14;
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Wanamaker, John Continued

Bayard s exclamation points, 18;

to, 18; the tariff, 58; IV., partisan
attitude of, 467

War, The logical results of the, I.,

377; problems of reconstruction,

378 et seq.; expectations of con

quered and conquerors, 380382;
the moment for decisive action,

382; tribute to Lincoln, 383, 411;
President Johnson and reconstruc

tion, 383-385; reactionary move
ment, 385 et seq.; appeal of
Southern Unionists, 389; Congress
the only check upon the South,
392; danger and consequences of

admitting rebels to Congress,
393-401 et seq.; results achieved

by the war, to be made permanent
by Constitutional amendment,
402 ; enfranchisement of the negro
403; civil rights Constitutional
amendment defended, 405;
rights of conquerors, 406; nation
al responsibilities, 408; the re

stored Union as it should be, 412;
the Union of Johnson s policy,

413; the obligations of the North,
415; its final triumph, 416

Warburton, III., injurious state

ments in the Telegraph, 506
Ward (Dr.), Julius Hammond, IV.,

conclusions of, concerning Cleve
land scandal, coincide with those
of Schurz, 272

Waring, Colonel, V., 525
Warner, Willard, II., 105, 106, 163
Warren, Fiske, VI., 302
Warren, G. Washington, III., to,

154
Warren (Reverend), Joseph, I., 329
Warren, Winslow, IV., to, 457; V.,

to, 259
Washburn, I., 78, 79 ., 113
Washburne, Elihu B., I., 519; III.,

380
Washington, D. C., I., impressions

of, 8-1 1, 25, 34, 437
Washington, Booker T., VI.

,
should

not be drawn into politics, 310;
hotel service refused to, 345;
entertained at Windsor Castle
and at the White House, 346

Washington, George, abolition of

slavery, L, 94, 96, 137, 146, 229;
Lincoln next to, 251, 254 n.;
Hancock praised as a second, 441 ;

II., highest reward of a true

Republican,
_
25 1, 252; III., Cen

tennial anniversary of the Re
public, 296; Grant s Administra
tion, 301, 302; civil service as
established by, 310; IV., private
correspondence of, 282 ; sends for

Franklin, 331; praises Franklin s

treaty with Prussia, 340; V.,
Schurz pays tribute to, 21, 22;

teaching of Farewell Address,
212, 419, 421, 493, 494, (VI.) 30,

153, 189, 239, 374; greatest
achievement of, 493; VI., what
gave dignity and weight to his

teaching 31, 36; inspires admira
tion, 42 ; urged by veterans of the
Revolution to make himself mon
arch, 71; in the land of, 77 n., 81,

90, 103; centennial of the death
of, 122; Republic of, 232; as an
example, 244; acknowledges a
set of complimentary verses,

346
Washington and Lincoln, For the

Republic of, VI., 150; Washing
ton s recognition of the hand of

Providence, 151; his appreciation
of the greatest of our opportuni
ties, 153; his exalted example,
153 ;

our unique continental situa
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